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CONSERVATION.

X the work of conservation the great centres of Mughal architecture—Delhi,
-L Agra and Lahore—figure again most prominently. It was mentioned in last year’s 
Report that in the Delhi Fort a commencement had been made to fence off the 
archaeological area from the grounds occupied by modern barracks. The iron railing 
erected for this purpose has now been completed, except for short lengths at three 
different points where a servants’ godown and two wash-houses are still to be removed 
by the Military Works Department. I t is hoped that they will not for long obstruct 
the completion of the work. There will be three entrances to the enclosure : one, 
the main entrance, in the archway of the Naqqar KMna ; another to the south of the 
Diwan-i-‘ amm, to be used as a service gate ; and the third near the Shah Burj 
leading to the Moti Mahall Battery, for the use of the garrison.1

The archaeological area thus enclosed comprises the ancient garden Hayat 
Bakhsh or “ Life-giver,” the resuscitation of which will add in no small degree to the 
charm of Shah-jaban’s palace. By the end of last year the minor causeways, 
regularly intersecting the four quarters of the garden, had been completed. Their 
miniature water channels have been plastered within and without, where necessarv 
the sandstone curbs of the pathways completed and the intervening space spread with 
bajrl. The whole of the garden level has now been lowered to the required depth 
below the causeways and the surface prepared for the planting of grass. For some 
years the water supply has been a question of great difficulty. After many projects 
had been rejected, a scheme involving the use of electricity as the motive power for 
the pumps has now been adopted. “ At the end of the year,” the late Air. Tucker 
wrote, “ the work was well in hand, practically the whole of the year’s allotment 
having been expended in the purchase and collection of pipes, in securing tanks and 
in excavating for their foundations. Every effort is being made so that an efficient 
water supply may be ready by the end of next rains, and it is hoped that at last 
the Superintendent of gardens will be able to plant the grass, trees and shrubs which 
are to be the completing note in the harmonious chord of waterways, terraces 
and pavilions.”

1 Cf. Annual I'rogrcss Report o f the Archeological Surveyor, Northern Circle, for the gear ending 31st 
March 1900. Allahabad, pp. 6 and 11 ff.
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One oi‘ these garden-pavilions belonging to the Shah-Burj or Royal Tower was 
mentioned in last year’s Report as having been severely damaged in the earthquake 
of the 4th April 1905 and successfully repaired in 1908. A special article on the 
Shah-Burj and the adjoining marble pavilion is contributed to the present Report by 
Mr. Gordon Sanderson.

The most important work in the Agra Fort was the conservation of Akbar’s 
palace. This work, especially as regards the shattered west front, proved one of 
. ô ptional difficulty and required Mr. Tucker’s constant attention and advice. It 
was strictly limited to conservation, except where structural safety required an 
■ \ tension of this policy. The south-west corner which for the most part consisted 
' a facing of modern brickwork supporting a broken wall, had to be rebuilt. 
“ Throughout the course of the work,” Mr. Tucker wrote, “ where stone has been 

moved owing to its insecurity, it has been replaced by stone ; elsewhere small 
c untry bricks have been employed with wide recessed joints. This has been found 
1 give a very good effect after a few years. In  some places it has also been necessary 
to use stone beams for door-lintels, etc.”

“ The most noticeable effect of the repairs to the east side will be seen from 
outside the Fort. Thence it will be observed that many windows and doors, which 
formerly opened on to a spacious balcony running from end to end of the facade have 
been re-opened, while others, cut through the wall to satisfy modern requirements, 
have been closed up again. The somewhat unattractive facade, in short, has resumed 
something of its pristine state, but this is mainly due to the conservation of its 
central feature. This consisted of a double-storied open arcade, three bays in width, 
with a balcony to each floor and a deep chajja overhead. In  common with the rest 
of the palace, the construction was of the Hindu lintel and bracket type and of rich 
design. Before conservation little of this was to be seen, the spaces between the 
columns having been filled with rubble and blackened plaster. On the removal of 
this from the ground floor the belvedere Avas found to be in very fair condition and this 
encouraged the hope that the upper floor Avould be tolerably perfect. For structural 
reasons it was advisable to demolish the Avail at this point, and if anything but a 
reconstruction had been decided upon, all trace of the original feature would have 
been lost. Unfortunately, nearly every column Avhich remained Avas so unsound that 
it had to be replaced by a new one, Avhile most of the brackets had broken off short 
and were without bearing.”

Other Avorks of conservation in the Agra Fort related to the fountains in the 
Anguri Bagh, the Amar Singh Gate, the Chiton Gate and the Motl Masjid. For 
further particulars I  must refer the reader to Mr. Tucker’s Progress Report for 
the year under review.

In the Lahore Fort repairs Avere carried out on the Dhvan-i- ‘ amm, the CbhOti 
Khwabgah and the Shlsh Mahall. The Diwan-i-‘ amm or Public Audience Hall, 
Avhich occupies the centre of the Fort, is of particular interest as one of the first 
buildings of Shali-jahan’s reign. Its historical associations are many, but from an 
architectural point of vieAv it is disappointing, the entire superstructure being modern. 
As the present volume contains a special article on this building and on the measures 
adopted for its conservation, it Avill be unnecessary here to enter into any further detail.
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The pavement of the Chliotl Khwabgah or Leaser Sleeping-chamber of Shah-jahan 
was repaired and the little formal garden in front of that edifice laid out. in the 
original style. Some of the old unsightly trees were removed and young cypresses 
planted along the pathways. The brick paths set in herring-bone pattern with borders 
of sang-i-Musa have also been repaired.

As regards the Slush Mahall, or Palace of Mirrors, the problem of supporting the 
thin ceiling of glass and lacquer which had become detached from the beams of the 
roof proved extremely difficult of solution. For the last five years the interior of the 
hall was disfigured by a row of unsightly scaffold poles and battens of timber which 
upheld the rotten beams of the ceiling. It is now proposed to attach the thin ceiling 
to the supported cross beams by means of buttons at the end of steel wires. This 
arrangement promises to afford a most satisfactory solution of the problem, and at 
the close of the year the work was put in hand.

It is gratifying to record that in November 1909 a committee of military 
experts met at Lahore to consider the feasibility of resigning certain buildings in the 
Fort for conservation as ancient monuments, Mr. II. Fronde Tucker, the Archaeologi
cal Surveyor, Northern Circle, being present. It was decided that the early-Mughal 
buildings forming the so-called Quadrangle of Jahangir should be made over to the 
Archaeological Department as soon as arrangements could be made for the removal 
of the Medical Store Depot to Karachi and of the mobilisation reserve stores to 
Cantonments.

Besides the Mughal palaces of Delhi and Lahore, there Avere in the Panjab a 
number of other Moslem monuments for Avhich special measures of conservation 
Avere required. I  mention particularly two Pat ban mosques in the neighbourhood 
of Delhi—the Khirki Masjid (c. 13S7 A.D.) of the reign of Firoz Shah and the 
Moth-kl-Masjid (A.D. 1488) at Mubarakpur. The Avell-knoAvn Tomb of Safdar Jang 
near Delhi, one of the last efforts of Mughal architecture, also required attention. Great 
improvements have been effected to the Shalimar lbigh near Lahore, “ the most 
pleasing of which is the opening up of the vistas doAvn the long side channels Avhicb 
once ran parallel to the central Avaterway. The plots in the loAA-er garden have been 
cleared of undergroAvth and useless trees, while a few u c a v  ones have been introduced. 
More flowers have been planted round the central tank and it has consequently 
gained much in brightness of colours.”

“ A noticeable feature of the year under revieAv,” Mr. Tucker Avrote, “ is the 
number of lamps Avhich have been provided to monuments or are on order. Last 
vear, as noted in my report, a silver and bronze lamp Avas suspended over the tomb of 
Mumtaz Mahall in the T a j; another lamp has recently arrived and this Avill be hung 
in the Taj gateway. A short time ago a brass hanging lamp was presented by the 
Local Government to the Badshahl Masjid at Lahore ; a somewhat similar one is now 
on order for the mosque of M'azir Khan in the same city, and also a standard lamp 
for its courtyard. The neighbouring tomb of the Emperor Jahangir is soon to be 
provided with much needed light, from a bronzed hanging lam p; Avhile hand lamps 
for illuminating the inlaid Avork of the sarcophagus Avill probably lie shortly added. 
Similarly hand lamps for Salim Chishti’s tomb at Fatehpur-Sikri will be designed, 
and reference has already been made to the lamp newly hung in the prayer chamber

b 2
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of tIiu mosque. Tlie majority of these lumps are sadly needed and replace dirty 
cjiintyjt* or ordinary hurricane lamps.” With the exception of the first t wo, all these 
lamps were made from designs supplied by Mr. Tucker.

As regards Buddhist and Hindu monuments in the Northern Circle, adequate 
measures wore taken to preserve the ruined monasteries and other buildings of the 
JHavana excavated by Air. Marshall on the site of Sahetli in the Gouda district 
during the previous year. Similarly at Snrnath near Benares the so-called Jogni 
Sinirlrs Stupa and the surrounding minor stupas were preserved. It should also be 
recorded that a sum of HI,100 was spent on conserving the ancient brick temple at 
Bhitargaon, Cawnpore district, a full account of which was given in last year’s 
Annual. Smaller sums wore devoted to the upkeep of the temples of Govind Deo, 
Jugal Kisliur and lladhd Ballabh at Briniliiban near Mathura (eit/gu Muttra) 
which are well-known as examples of the mixed Uindu-Mughal style of about 
ir.00 A.D.

fn the Western Circle the work of conservation has been very considerable, 
including not less than sixty-six items in the Bombay Presidency alone. The list 
published by Mr. Consorts in his Progress R eport1 comprises Buddhist, Bralnnani- 
cal, Moslem and Christian monuments. Extensive repairs were carried out on the 
well-known Brnlunnmeal cave temples of Eleplianta. The Buddhist caves at Nasik 
also received due attention, and likewise the Bralimanicnl temples at Gadag. 
Among Moslem monuments those at Bljapur and Ahmadabml rank prominently.

In the former place I  must mention, first of nil, the Ibrahim Rauza or Tomb 
of lbrahiiu I I  'Adil Shah who died in A.D. 1026. The ceiling of the mezzanine 
gallery U made of flat stone slabs which are rehated, tongued and grooved to keep 
them in position. It was found that n movement was taking place which might 
endanger the ceiling. It was, therefore, proposed to remove part of the stone slabs 
and to replace them by reinforced concrete. Fortunately, a large portion of the 
original ceiling could bo preserved.

The dal Mnndir situated immediately in front of the Sat Manjli is an elegant 
little pavilion, the original purpose of which is unknown. It was probably a water 
pavilion, standing in the middle of a reservoir which has since been filled up. The 
repairs carried out consisted in renewing the missing slabbing over the row of 
brackets belonging to the upper cornice. A few Cross brackets, struts and a fininl were 
also replaced. Tn the lower cornice, also, some of the missing brackets had to be 
renewed. The parapet was replastered. The square tank in which the pavilion stands 
has also been repaired and surrounded with an ornamental iron chain railing for 
future protection.

The Agar Malmll or Relic Shrine of Bljapur is n two-storied structure of no 
architectural beauty, hut on account of its religious associations and curious wall- 
paintings, its preservation scorned desirable. 'Pile ceilings of teak-wood were found 
to be partly decayed, especially at the ends of the beams where they were embedded in 
the masonry. “Masonry buttresses have been built to support the beams of the ground 
door, whilst in the upper storey the ceiling will be propped by means of teak-wood

> Prtyirsr Jtopcrt o f the ArchoxAoyicul Surety of Intlith Wertern Circle, fo r  the i/cor e.uliny Slut March.
JO 10, pp. 13 ff.
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posts placed under the ends of each bourn. The old terracing on the roof and the 
coiling planks have been removed and in their place a brick-on-edge roof with teak- 
joists has been substituted.

Among the buildings in the Almiadhlmd district, the first to claim mention is the 
mosque ot Imadu-1 Afulk or Malik Ihsanu-l-Mulk at Ihsanpur, on which some 
measures of conservation were carried out The mosque and tomb of Sayyid ‘Usman 
at ‘Usmanpur were also repaired. At Sarkkcj. the south wall of the Harem building 
bad to be dismantled and rebuilt, the ornamental bay window being restored to its 
original position. The Palace at the same place also required attention, the greater 
portion of the rear wall of the west wing having collapsed. The stone work in front 
of the roof with oaves, cornice and parapet had almost fallen away. The concrete of 
the terraced roof had become exposed and its edges had been broken away l»y 
exposure.

The Jami* Masjid at Broach in tin* district of the same name was also repaired. 
It is a very largo structure built of materials taken from older Brahmanical and .lain 
temples. For a long time it had been occupied by Musalmiin fatfira and was 
consequently in a neglected and dirty condition, the ceilings having become blackened 
by the smoke of their fire-places. The mosque lias now been cleaned and several 
repairs have been carried out so as to insure its structural stability.

The Jami* Masjid at Champaner in the Panch Mahals district was likewise 
repaired. The repairs consisted in tin* mending of the shattered top of the southern 
mindr, the removal of unsightly sheet zinc water shoots from the roof and the substi
tution in their place of cut stone waterspouts. The plaster on the domes was renewod.

Among Brahmanical buildings the temple of the goddess SarasvatT at Gadag 
in the Dharwar district deserves special mention The ceiling of the mandajM was 
open in the centre owing to some of the slabs having fallen. This gap has been 
filled. The overhanging cornice slabs were restored all round the hall outside, 
wherever they were missing. \ 11 displaced carved slabs above the cornice, especially 
on the east side of the nnni(]<tp(t, were reset, and where those stones were missing, 
well-dressed but plain cut stones wore inserted.

It is gratifying to note that in the Hyderabad State special attention is being 
paid to the preservation of ancient buildings. The Nizam's Government has shown 
its enlightened interest in the matter by extending its euro both to Moslem and 
pre-Moslem monuments. At the instance of Lord Minto the preservation of the lower 
of Victory at Dnulathbhd has been undertaken at an estimated cost of R13,919. At 
Aurangabad that of tlie so-called Bihi ka Maqbarali (/.<?., the Mausoleum of I>ilras 
Banu Begum, the wife of AnrangJteb) has likewise been taken in band, the tost being 
estimated at f t">,01)0. V similar amount is proposed to be spent on the Mosque of Gul- 
hurgah. For repairs to the well-known cave temples of Fllora a sum of Rt>,329 was 
sanctioned and the work is reported to be in progress. For the not less famous caves at 
A junta an estimate of RIO,UR7 has been prepared. Whereas the N izam's Govern
ment is thus displaying a singular activity and liberality in the preservation of 
national monuments, the States of Central India and Rajputana have shown a remark
able apathy and indifference in this matter. No works of any inqiortanco were 
carried out with the only exception of that of preserving the temples at Khajuraho
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ir. tho Chattarpur Stale of Bundelkhnnd which is making constant process under tho 
iil.'li* superintendence of Mr. It. A. Manly. N<> less than ten temples were repaired 
at n cost of R19,05G, supplied by the Government of India.

Tn the Southern Circle attention centres in the important group o! partly ruined 
buildings at Hauipi, the ancient Yijayanagar, which, though not among the oldest 
monuments of the Deccan, possess such unique interest for the history of Southern 
India during the 14th and 15th centuries. The buildings repaired were the Queen’s 
Bath with the adjoining aqueduct, the so-called Throne, the underground temple 
lm It over a spring), one of the small Tain temples above TTampi village and the 
\chyutaraya-svami Temple. Altogether a sum of nearly ItS,000 was spent on the 

Yijayanagar buildings. The site is one requiring constant aiul careful attention. 
I'M her important works carried out in tin* Southern Circle were the preservation 
of the rock fort at Gooty in the Anaiitapur district and repairs to the Gandi- 
kota temple in the Cuddapah district. Monsurcs were also taken to preserve the 
undent fort wall of Georgetown at Madras. l or a full account of these and other 

archaeological works I  may refer to Mr. ilea’s Progress Report for the year under 
review.

In tin* Eastern Circle the works of conservation carried out in 1909-10 number 
over a hundred, the groat majority relating to buildings in AYestem Bengal. The 
clearing of sand from the compound of the Black Pagoda at K-onarak in Orissa was 
continued ns well as the planting of casuarina trees to prevent the sand from drifting. 
The greater part of this important work has now been accomplish? I, but much still 
remains to be done.

In  a previous Annual Report the late Dr. Bloch gave a description of the 
curious structure, named Maniyar Math, which was discovered by him at Rajgir, the 
ancient lltijagriha. The main feature of interest is its decoration of stucco figures of 
Brahmanical deities and Xagas apparently belonging to the Gupta ejHx-h.1 It has 
now been found necessary to protect this ruined shrine by means of a wrought iron 
railing and iron roof which will serve the purely utilitarian purpose of sheltering 
it against the weather.

In 1907-08 Pandit Dava Ram Salmi carried out some excavations round the 
A&ka pillars or Rampiirva in the Champaran district and discovered two capitals, 
one crowned with a lion sejant and the other w itli a hull.5 These two valuable sculp
tures,which have evidently belonged to the shafts lmvc now been removed to Calcutta, 
where they will form an important addition to the Mauryun section of the Indian 
Museum. An endeavour to remove tile shafts to a higher position unfortunately 
failed owing to their excessive weight.

Among Muhammadan monuments I  may ment ion thu mausoleum of Shall Daulnt 
or MnkJidum Daulat at Manor in the Patna district. Shah Daulat died at this place 
in A.D. 1608, and the construction of his mausoleum was completed in A.D. 1616. 
“ The building," according to Air. Longhurst'sdescription, “ standson a lofty platform 
which originally had a high minor or tower at eaeli corner of the high retaining walls

* A. H. R> for lflOcWXJ, “pi*- 103 If; pints* XXXIX and XT. I»r. ItlwIi’M identification of on© of tbo ttuevo 
iigwvu with tho Aattraking fifliut ftcenw doubtful. I take it to represent Vi»hnu.

* Of. A»S- It* for 1007-OS, jij*. 1S1 ft ; plate* XIA 1 and XIA’II. The MI*fhttj»d capital of the lion pillar bad 
boon jirtirioiudv noticed by Mr. Cwllpyle. A $. J{ . Yol. XXII, pp 61 ft; plrtt** VII.
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of the compound. The mausoleum enshrining the tomb occupies the centre of the 
compound. It is a well built sandstone structure, of good proportion, and profusely 
decorated with carving of considerable beauty and finish. It stands on a raised plat
form with an ornamental verandah running all round ; the ceiling of this verandah is 
particularly beautiful owing to its profuse ornamentation. The interior is lit by 
means of well-carved perforated stone windows which produce a delightfully cool and 
peaceful atmosphere within." In the year under review the Dargiih itself has been 
repaired, as well a- the tank to the south, at a cost of H(»,882.

In Lower Assam the temple of Hayagriva at Ilnjo, Kuinrtip district, was 
repaired and its vestibule rebuilt at a cost of Rl,5()8. It is stated that the work 
was not vet completed by the end of the year, owing to the materials having not. 
arrived in time.

In the year 1907-08 certain proposals were made by ^Ir. Longhurst for the pre
servation of the .Mosque at Kusumhha in the Rajshfihi district of Eastern Bengal. 
The building is described 1 as a well-built mosque, all the lower part of which up to 
the springing of the arches is constructed of stone. The arches and the six domes arc 
built of brick, hut of the latter four have collapsed. The three prayer-niches or 
mihrdhn in the western wall are beautifully carved and in perfect condition. The 
repairs to the mosque were completed in March 1910.

The most im)H>rtant work in the Central Provinces was that relating to the Jami4 
Masjid at BurliAnpur. “ The Jami* Masjid,’* General Cunningham wrote,3 “ is an 
unusually plain building, its exterior ornament being confined to a floriated battlement, 
which runs all round the walls, while the only ornament of the interior is lavished on 
the pilasters of the niches iu the back wall. These are all highly carved; and 
their contrast with the plain square pillars and the hare walls is so great, that I  
strongly suspect the intended ornamentation was suddenly stopped by Akbar’s con
quest of Khiindes, which took place only eleven years after the date of tile inscrip
tion. The building is generally in very good condition. Some repairs are said to 
have been made by Akbar, as well as by Aurangzeb ; bur if any work was done by 
Akbar, it must have been the completion, and not the repair of the building. It i* 
considerably larger than the Bihi Masjid [at Burhanpur], being 1 18 Ccefc long by T9 
feet broad inside, and 157 feet by 51 feet outside. The roof is vaulted throughout, 
with pendents at all the points of intersection of the vaults. There is no lofty arch, 
and no great colour to attract the eye, hut I lie long line of battlement pierced bv 
fifteen pointed arches and flanked by two lofty mbnirst, 120 feet in height, has cer
tainly a very pleasing ns well as a very striking effect. The front view recalls the 
MotT Masjid at Agra, and the pleasing effect of both is no doubt due to the same cause, 
the harmonious symmetry of their proportions. *'

It is a curious circumstance that the founding of this mosque by the second \\d il  
§liah, the son of Mubarak Shah, in A.D. 1590, is recorded both in Arabic and in 
Sanskrit on two stone tablets tixed into the back-wall. “ This is perhaps the only 
ease known to us,” Dr. Bloch wrote,3 “ where Sanskrit was used to record the erection

1 .Ittm u 'd  Rt/>ort :>/ l/tr Archttulot/ical Survey, Futtrrn t .'ir r U ,fo r  l ‘J07 ^)s , yip. 31 IT.
; a . s. r .. Voi xix. if. nr it, pint* xvrrr.*
: Ann tad Rcj< rt, Ret .lent Cirtlr, for } 1* '"-OS, jf. 24 fT
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of a Alulmminadan place of worship, and it is difficult to understand 4AdU Shah's 
motive in doing so. It was, however, very likely more than one of those occasional 
whims, which oriental potentates always have l>cen extremely fond of. For we 
should reiuomber that the inscription dates from a time when the Imperial Court at 
Agra under Ah bar sot an example of overlooking the differences that existed between 
Hindu temples and Muhammadan mosques, both of which were regarded as suitable 
places for the worship of the Divine Being.”

In January 1007, Mr. Marshall made certain proposals mainly for the improve
ment of the surroundings of the Jami‘ Afasjid, the building itself being in a satisfactory 
date of conservation. These measures have now been carried out at a cost of 112,155. 
The compound has been cleared and the vegetation removed. The hujran in the 
south-east corner of the courtyard have been made safe and two new hannn/im-^hflnot 
have been constructed to replace the two hideous looking bathrooms which disfigured 
the courtyard.

Minor measures were taken for the preservation of several other historical monu
ments at B urban pur, namely, the Blbi Masjid and the Tombs of tshiih Nawaz Khan. 
Shall Shuj;V and ‘Adil Khan, at a total outlay of 112,076. All these works were 
completed by the end of the financial year.

At the same time Air. Marshall also reported on the two ruined temples1 at the 
village of Janjgir, 26 miles east of Bilnspur. The repairs recommended by him have 
now been carried out. They consisted mainly in filling gaps in tin* masonry with 
cement, removing vegetation and similar necessary measures of preservation. The 
larger shrine was also provided with a door of teak wood so us to prevent its being 
occupied by vagabonds.

Another temple which was repaired is that of MahadCva, the only surviving one 
of a group of temples, found at the village of Pali, about 12 miles north-east of 
Batanpur, in the Bilnspur district. This edifice was visited and described3 by Mr. 
Longhurst in December 3007, who assigns it to the lieginniug of the eleventh century. 
The repairs recommended by him had been nearly completed by the end of the year 
under review.

Air. Longhurst also reported x on a small ruined temple at the village of Deo- 
Baloda about 12 miles west of Kaipur, Drug district. The work of repairs was com
pleted in December 11)00. Parts of the walls which bad fallen have been rebuilt, 
and the broken sill stones either supported or replaced. Further repairs were carried 
out nnd the site was cleared. “ This little temple appears now to be in verv good con
dition and w ill not need any further constructional repairs for some years. The walls 
of the tower or sanctum are sound and strong and a proper watertight terraced roof 
has been provided in place of the fallen spire. Tin’s roof stands about one foot 
higher than the fiat roof of the maudapa. Plain square columns have been 
inserted in three places under stone beams, which were badly cracked and needed sup- 
port. They do not add to the beauty of the mandapu, but serve their purpose well 
and do not pretend to he more than they art!—supports."

» Annual liejwrt, Kaaten Circle, for 1907-9, j.j.. In ft.
5 Tlielem, pp. 87 £f.
1 Pattern. p* 36. _____
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Pile two principal arclueological works in Burma related to the Xanpaya at 
Pagan and the spire of the Mandalay Palace.1

As museums are such an alMmportant agency in the preservation of movable 
antiquities, it will not be out of place here to mention the main facts of the year with 
regard to those institutions. It should, however, be understood that the antiquarian 
collections existing in India are not, as a rule, placed under the direct control of the 
Archaeological Department, which, therefore, cannot he held responsible for any 
defects in their arrangement or custody. In most cases the Superintendents net in 
an honorary capacity as advisers to the Curators of the provincial museums, and as 
such they are in a  position indirectly to exercise their influence.

The most important fact to he noted is the passing of the Indian Museum Act 
outlie 18th March 1010, bisection -  (1)« of which it was laid down that the Di
rector-General of Arelueology was to be ex-officio one of the Trustees of the Museum. 
The need of a closer connection between the head of tin* Arclueological Department 
and the most important collection of antiquities in India had long lieon felt. But at 
present it is impossible to say bow far the measure now adopted will contribute to 
place the arclueological section of the Indian Museum on an equal footing with the 
other sections. This will entirely depend on the special staff and funds placed at the 
disposal of the Dirwtor-General. As a preliminary measure the Government have 
sanctioned tin* appointment of an Indian Assistant Superintendent, on the understand
ing that the Director-General should Iks at liberty to depute either him or any other 
member of his staff for work in the Museum.

In this connection I wish to record that Mr. Marshall arranged for the purchase 
of the important collection of gems brought together by the late Colonel G. G. 
Bourse. It was acquired by the Government of India at a cost of B3,9Q0 and has 
been deposited in the Calcutta Museum. Besides, a large number of ancient coins 
were added to the coin cabinet, including Mughal coins which wore bought for 
HI,098 from the Babawalpur State.

In the United Provinces the year lms been one of singular progress with regard 
to museum ndministration. It has been decided by the Local Government that the 
Provincial Museum, Lucknow, which was hitherto housed in two of the Oudh palace 
buildings ill-suited for the purposes of a museum, will he transferred to a more 
spacious and suitable edifice in the Qaisar Bagh till recently occupied by tin* Canning 
College and purchased by the Local Government for the sum of B2,10,000. The 
Archaeological Department has been consulted on the manner in which the different 
sections could he best distributed over this building. Thu new museum at SdrnAth 
designed by Mr. James Kansome, late Consulting Architect' to the Government of 
India, i< now completed except for some decorative details. As soon as the inner 
fittings are finished, it will be possible to remove the sculptures and inscriptions into 
the new building. Some repairs have been carried out to the Municipal Museum at 
Muttra (Mathura), so as to provide more space and light. The cost of these repair*, 
had been estimated at B 1,000, to which the Government of India contributed a grant 
of R2,000 on the understanding that an equal sum should be found locally. But 
after the sum of 112,000 granted by the Government of India had been spent, the 

1 Uryori of the Snftrintemdent, Arrhaolwjical Surrey, Burma, fo r  the year cm tiny 31st March 1910, f>j». lli ff
<
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Municipal Board of Muttra declared themselves unable to provide the remainder, so- 
that a considerable part of the proposed work had to he abandoned. The Mathura 
Museum collection was again increased with a number of sculptures and inscriptions 
acquired locally by Pandit Radha Krishna. These acquisitions will he described in a 
special article included in the present volume.

The Delhi Museum of Archaeology, under the able superintendence of Mr. Froude 
Tucker, was enriched with some robes and jewellery once in the possession of Zinat 
Mahall Begam, the favourite wife of Bahadur Shah, the last king of Delhi. Among 
other objects acquired by Mr. Marshall I  may mention some ancient Mughal paint
ings and an autograph of General Nicholson. The collection of coins relating to 
the different dynasties which once ruled at Delhi was completed with the assistance 
of Mr. R. B. AY bite head, I.C.S., who is preparing a catalogue of the collection.

J. P h . V o g e l .



ANCIENT BRICK TEMPLES IN THE 
CENTRAL PROVINCES.

4T Sirpur,1 a  little village situated on the right hank of the Mahanadi river, about 
l \ .  37 miles east by north of Raipur town in the Hnipfir district of the Central 
Provinces, there are the remains of an ancient city of considerable size, now mostly 
hidden by dense forest. These remains consist chiefly of mounds of decnml brick, 
often containing stone pillars and sculptures of a very early period. The only build
ing now standing that may be said to form anythin*: like a complete structure, 
retaining in their original places the stone sculptures, pillars and carved brick 
surfaces of former days, is the brick temple of Lakslnuana. The shrine is still stand
ing with the sreater part of its brick tower, the upper portion being much decayed, 
and covered with rank vegetation when I visited Sirpur in December 1907. with 
a view to submitting a report to (iovernment for its future preservation.

The temple is built entirely of large-sized m l bricks, with the exception of the 
stone door-frame of the sanctum entrance and the pillars and pilasters which once 
supported the flat roof of the mandapa or anteroom, it  stands on a large, well-built 
stone platform with cell foundations (Plate I). This platform is 77 feet long by 39 
feet broad and 7 feet in height, and is still in a good state of preservation. Two small 
flights of steps originally led up to the platform, one on either side of the temple en
trance at the extreme onds of the front or east side of t lie platform. The sanctum, 
which is built entirely of brick, with the exception of the door-frame, is feet 
square outside, containing a room 9 feet 9 inches square inside, for the reception of 
the idol and faces the east. The stone door-frame is richly sculptured and of unusual 
size (Plate IT). Carved on the lintel is a large figure of Vishnu reclining on the 
folds of tin* serpent fe lla , the whole scene representing the birth of Brahma. Down 
the two outer sides of the door-jambs are the Avatams and other scenes, including one 
representing a horse apparently attacking a man, while the inner sides aiv adorned 
with pairs of human figures, male and female. The inner mouldings of the door-

1 Tho ancient until* of SlrpQr appear-. to have been Sripum. From thi* place the lUjiui oopj er-piate charter w.w 
iwued r>y Tivanideva, tho ruler of Kfi^ala. It apitcurs from a Sirptir Imwriptir.n that Tivnrndtfva w.»* the .uJuptod son of 
Nnnttniftvu, who wa* the son of Itidrulmln. The Pandits’ derivation of SirpOr from Savmripnra i- fautnsiical. Cf. 
A . S. Ft.. Vol. VIT. pp. 108 IT. and VoL XVII. pp. 23 ff. plate* XIV-XX Ed.]
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frame arc particularly richly sculptured with conventioual ornament. The general 
effect of this doorway is very pleasing, the sculptures being executed in n light buff- 
colourcd stone. From these sculptures we may infer that the temple was originally 
dedicated to Vishnu. There appears to he little doubt that the large well-carved 
image of Vishnu found by Mr. Beglar lying outside the temple must have originally 
stood in the sanctum.1 At present the sanctum which is quite; plain inside, is empty, 
with the exception of a small stone image of a Xaga-raja, seated in a natural pose, 
upon the folds of a huge snake, whose five-hooded crest rises from behind and 
canopies his head.

There is no second or false roof over the sanctum such as we find in the ancient 
brick temple at Blritargaou in the Cawnpore District,3 and in most old stone temples. 
The sanctum is roofed in the usual way by projecting courses of bricks rising up 
until they meet, and not by a curvilinear dome as we find at Bhirarguon. The 
porch was provided with a kind of dormer window, as may be seen iu stone 
examples elsewhere. Nothing now remains to show the style of this window, except 
a large triangular opening immediately above the sanctum doorway. Its construc
tion is similar to that of the roof over the sanctum, being formed of overlapping 
courses of bricks, like the large opejiiiig that existed in the great brick temple at 
Bodli Gaya before repairs. Tr is of the* same breadth as the doorway, *1 feet 3 
inches, with a height of 6 feet 3 inches in twenty-five courses of bricks. (Fig. 1.)

Very little exists of the inaridapa ; only traces of the side walls, which were of 
brick, and the stone bases of tin* pillars that once supported the roof remain. I t may 
he surmised that the roof consisted of fiat slabs of stone resting on architraves, them
selves supported by stone pillars and pilasters. It is quite possible that the mandapa 
was added to the porch at a later date. I  am inclined to think that such was the 
cjy*\ for in Liu* earliest examples of brick temples that have come down to us, such 
as I he ancient brick temple at Bhitargaon, which ha* with probability been assigned 
to the fourth or fifth century, the maydapa is unknown ; only a small porch projects 
in front of the sanctum entrance of such examples.

The brickwork of this temple is particularly good ami most ornamental, the 
decoration being carved on the brickwork after the walls were b u ilt; the carved lines 
of the ornament are thus much sharper and more clearly defined than would ho pos
sible had the bricks been merely moulded. Little heed lias been paid to the joints 
l>etween the bricks in applying the ornament, which lias been carried out as though 
executed in stone. The average size of the brick* used in the construction is 17 
inches long h) inches wide, and rather less than 3 inches thick. They are just a 
trifle. smaller than the bricks used in the construction of the Bhitargaon temple which 
measure 17"Xl(>"x.T on an average, hut I found plenty of bricks there that metis” 
urod lT l 'X lf i  r x f i ' .  Tin* surfaces and joints between the brickwork of the Slrpur 
temple have been rubbed down to a  beautifully smooth surface and covered with a 
thin layer of excellent white plaster (Plate III). Very little of the plaster remains, 
hut there is sufficient to show (hat the whole structure was once covered with it. 
Perhaps this plaster was added at some subsequent date, for it is a little difficult to

» Sei* C.mnmtrhan', A. S. /?.. Vo!. XVIJ, plate XVII, for a nhotoj-raph of thU -taltn*
s Cf. A. 8. R. for 190&.<X», |»p. S ff.
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understand why the original builders of this temple should have taken such pains to 
give the whole surface of the structure such a beautiful finish, if only to cover it 
over and hide it from view with plaster. I t is, however, possihie that the thin coating 
of plaster may have been applied as a ground-work for colour, in the same manner as 
we find it employed on some of the earliest Buddhist monuments. Tt is a remarkable 
fact that all the ancient brick temples in the Central Provinces show signs of having 
been covered over with a thin layer of plaster at a very early period. I do not remember 
having seen any traces of old plaster on the brick temple at Blutargaon, Imt T did 
notice that portions of the brickwork in sheltered angles showed signs of having l>eon 
carefully rubbed down to a  smooth surface in exactly the same manner as at Sirpiir.

Plates I  and JTI show far better than a written description could explain the 
nature of the carved brick surfaces of the sanctum tower. The chief points of 
interest are the vase-shaped moulding of the plinth, the numerous rows of choitya 
roof and gable moulding and the ohaitya arched niches. The large oblong false
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•windows in the hack and side walls of the temple are also interesting. Tho delicate 
lotus leaf mouldings and slender pilasters, with plain pot-and-foliage capitals, of these 
window frames are similar in design to the mouldings of many of the shrine door-frames 
at A janta and Ellora. The carved panels between the mullions indicate unmistakably 
a woollen origin, for these panels are intended to represent fret-work, similar to that 
employed in the fan-lights over the doorways and windows of the chatty as.

The temple has a double cornice like the one at Bhitargaon, the upper cornice 
being represented in places as supported by fabulous lions and other animals, an idea 
which may have been borrowed from the ornamental capitals of the Persepolitan 
pillars, which were usually adorned with groups of animals in recumbent positions. 
Above the double cornice we have a plain band ornamented at regular intervals with 
three rows of little square recesses, reminding one of the square lattice-work of the 
Buddhist windows. Above this are more rows of the chnitya roof and gable mould
ing and chaitya arched niches until the top of the roof is reached. The sides of the 
temple above the double cornice taper towards the top, but not sufficiently to form 
anything like a cone. In all probability the top of the roof was flat, surmounted by 
a rather high brick dmalaka, similar in style to the one which crowns the tower of 
the big brick temple at Bodli Gaya. The date of the temple is not known, but on 
purely architectural grounds it would appear to date from the 7th or 8th century A.D.1

The only other temple at Sirpur now standing is that of GandheSvara, situated
on the very brink of the river. This 
is a comparatively modern structure 
built of old material taken from the 
numerous brick temples which once 
existed here. -V number of sculptures 
are collected within the enclosure, in
cluding the inscribed image of Buddha 
shown in figure 2 ; but this shrine is 
chiefly interesting for its inscriptions 
which have been dealt with at some 
length by General Cunningham.3

There appears to be little doubt 
that the famous temples of Kajim, a 
town not many miles from Sirpur on 
the same river, have been built main
ly with ornamental stone material 
taken from the ruins at the latter 
place. Their beautiful pillars and 
sculptures are worthy of a special 
illustrated article. Figure 3 shows a 

Fig. 2. very beautiful door-lintel representing *
1 General Cunningham, A. S. R., Vol. XVII, p. 28, believed the Lakshmana temple to he contemjiomnenus with 

the inscriptions found at Sirpur which he attributes to the List quarter of the 5th century. Dr. Fleet, however, refers 
them on paheographic.il grounds to the eigh'h or ninth century of the Christian era [Ed.]

* A. S. R ., Vol XV II, pp. 25 ff ; plates XVIII-XX. Cf. also Fleet, Gupta ImcripHont,p. 293, and Kielhorn 
Lid. Ant., Vol. XVIII, pp. 179 ff. Progress Report, Western Circle, 1903-04, pp. 19 ff. Cunningham also mentions 
a colossal Buddha head found at the south-west corner of tho so-railed Chhota Qila‘.



a bust of Siva with the bull Nandi below, flanked by Xaga figures, whose tails knot and. 
intertwine in a bold and very effective piece of sculpture. This lintel originally 
adorned one of the brick temples at Sirpur. I t was found built into a small modem 
temple at Dhamtari, a village in the neighbourhood and is now in the Raipur Museum. 
A similar lintel is built into one of the doorways of the modern Ganclhesvara temple 
at Sirpur. It is interesting to note that brick temples dedicated to Buddha, Vishnu and 
Siva (all approximately about the same age) appear to have existed here side by side.

ANCIENT BRICK TEMPLES IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES. 3 5

The ancient site of Sirpur should well repay a detailed survey, for even now, in 
spite of the amount of ornamental stone material that has been removed in order to 
build temples elsewhere, there still exist a large number of beautifully carved pillars 
and sculptures ; and I have no doubt that, if the numerous brick mounds were exca
vated, many valuable sculptures, and perhaps inscriptions, would come to light. I 
was able to spend only one day at Sirpur, when the whole of my time was occupied 
in taking photographs and preparing conservation notes for the future preservation 
of the Lakshmana temple. I t  would be necessary to take tents and go into camp for at 
least a month in order to carry out a proper examination of this interesting ancient site.

At Kharod,1 a small village about three miles to the north-west of the town of 
Seori-Narayan on the MahanadT river in the Bilaspur district of the Central Provin
ces, there are two very old ruined brick temples apparently of the same age and 
similar in style to the Lakshmana temple at Slrpiir. The larger of the two, outside 
the village on the south side, appears to have been practically a copy of that temple, 
though neither so large nor so elaborately decorated. The general lines and mould
ings, together with the plan, are the same. It, too, is a Vaishnava temple, but is now- 
dedicated to a goddess called Sabarl or Savarl. The carved stone door-frame of the 
shrine is ornamented with a Xaga design, the long tails of which run up the door 
jambs and along the lintel. On either side, below, are large, well executed figures- 
of Gahga and Yamuna. This temple has been so extensively repaired and altered 
that it ceases to be of much interest, except for the fact that enough remains to show 
that originally it was similar in style to the one at Sirpur.

» Cf. A. S. R ., Vol. U . P!>. 201 ft.
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To the' north of the village there is another small, square brick temple of the 
same style and age, partly ruined. The porch ha^ l>eeii removed, hut it does not 
appear to have ever had a mutif/opa in front. It is lmilt of large-sized red bricks, 
while the exterior ornamentation of the sanctum tower and its mouldings are much 
the same as those employed at Sirpiir (Plate IN'). The stone door-frame of the sanc
tum is a well executed piece of sculpture. The inner frame mouldings and jambs 
are richly carved in conventional ornament in which uuikaras and lotus medallions 
so familiar on the posts of the Buddhist railings, are most conspicuous. On each side 
of the door-frame is a well-carved, life-sized female figure, standing under an um
brella and attended by a diminutive maid. The bases are too decayed to show on 
what objects these figures originally stood, hut in all probability the images represent 
the river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna standing on the crocodile and the tortoise. 
The door lintel is ornamental with intert wining Naga figures, while a little image of 
Vishnu, seated upon Garuda, occupies the post of honour in the centre. Both the 
temples at Kharod stand 011 raised platforms with cell foundations, and both show 
signs of having once been covered over with a thin layer of white plaster.

Pfljaripiili1 is a small village about forty miles west by north of the town of 
Sambalpur. Here are the remains of three old brick temples. Only two retain 
their stone door-frames, and all three are in ruins. They are lniilt of large-sized 
bricks, and appear to have originally stood on raised platforms with cell foundations. 
The brickwork is remarkably plain, hut of good workmanship. Traces of the chaitya 
arch ornament appear on the back and side walls of the exteriors of the temples, but 
only in very low relief and badly executed. In the plain, heavy convex mouldings of 
the plinths and cornices we can trace the form of the chaitya roof-like mouldings that 
we noticed at Air pur and Kharod, hut here the gable ornament is omitted. The exterior 
angles of the temples are decorated hero and there with the peculiar ribbed ornament 
invariably found on the dmalalca, or top stone which always crowns the sanctum 
towers of temples built in this style of architecture, whether constructed of brick 
or stone.

These temples originally had brick porcho. with stone doorways. Apparently 
high up over the porch was a small dormer window for lighting the interior of th(? 
sanctum. The large triangular opening over the doorwuy shown in Plate Xa is 
similar to the one we noticed at Sir pur and is constructed in the same manner. If 
the accumulated brick rubbish on the porch of the temple shown in Plate Xb were 
removed, I  have no doubt we should find a similar triangular opening there. The 
architrave and carved stone pillars which once supported the roof of the porch of the 
temple shown in Plate Xa, appear to he complete. The large female figures standing 
under umbrellas arc probably intended for Ganga and Yamuna. At the hack of these 
pillars we have the stone door-frame of the sanctum which is free from all ornament. 
In the otlier temple shown in Plate Xb. the carved pillars originally supporting the 
architrave over the entrance have been removed, leaving only the plain stone door
frame of the sanctum. Both these temples show signs of having once been covered 
over with a thin layer of plaster.

1 Cf. A. 8. II.. YoL XVI t. ji. CS, m«l Progrtu Report, TYetltrn Circle, 1'>1.1-01, p. $ij
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Although nothing is known as to their age, they are obviously of a much Inter 
date than the temples at Sfrpur and Kharucj, not to speak of the one at Bhitarguon. 
They art?, however, of interest, as so few ancient brick temples have survived in 
India.

A .  IT. LoxcnriusT .

ANCIENT BK1CK TEMPLES IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES. 1 7



THE TEMPLE OF MAHADEVA AT BAJAURA,
KULIT

-------- ♦--------

IN July 1909 Air. A. EL Longhurst, while officiating for me in the Northern 
Circle, proposed some petty repairs to the temple of Alalia (leva at Bajaura,1 one 

of the most ancient and finest shrines of the Kulu valley. In  order to restore this 
edifice to something approaching its original condition, it would have been neces
sary, as Air. Longhurst pointed out, to dismantle the whole structure and rebuild 
it. But as the temple is still used for daily worship, such a course could not very 
well be adopted in a mountain-tract inhabited by an uncultured and superstitious 
population.2 It is, therefore, hoped that the petty repairs proposed will save the 
building from collapse, although it must be admitted that the disjointed and shaken 
appearance of the structure is bound to raise grave apprehension as to its safety. The 
well cut and carved stone blocks set dry and fastened with iron dowels, are displaced to 
such an extent that it looks as if the slightest shock of earthquake would bring the whole 
fabric down. Air. Longhurst was indeed under the impression that the present 
precarious state of the temple was due to the great earthquake of 4th April 1905 
which wrought such terrible havoc among the ancient monuments of the Bias 
Talley.3

That dreadful catastrophe, however, cannot be held responsible for the state of 
the Bajaura temple, as is evident not only from the very accurate description pub
lished by Captain A. F. P. Harcourt in 1871,* but also from a photograph taken in 
the early sixties by the late Air. B. G. Elwes, an Engineer in the Public Works 
Department. I  owe it to the kindness of his daughter, Aladame Elwes-Sarton, that

! The temple really belongs to the hamlet of Hat mentioned under the name of Hatta in the copper-plate grant 
of Bahadur Singh of Kujfi dated in the year 35 (A.O. 1559). Cf. A . S. ft. for 1903-4, pp. 20 ff. Plate LXXI.

2 Already Hinen Tsiang, St-yu-ki (transl. Beal.) Vol. I., p. 177, says :—“ The people [of Kiu-lu-to] are coarse and 
common in appearance, and are much afflicted with goitre and tumours. Their nature is hard and tierce; they greatly 
regard justice and bravery." A modern proverb says :—Jdeyd Kulii hoeya ulii.

3 Cf. my Ancient Monuments o f K ahyri ruined in the earthquake in A- S. I t. for 1905-6, pp. 10 ff, 
Plates I-VII. The Bajaura temple la mentioned on p. 27.

* A. F. P. Harcourt. The llimulayan districts of Kooloo, Lahoul and Sj/iti. London 1871, pp. 347 ff.
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19
I  am able to publish here what is probably the earliest photographic reproduction of 
the Bajaura temple arid a valuable record of its condition, half a century ago. A

THE TEMPLE OF M A HAD EVA AT BAJAURA, KULU.

Fig. i.

comparison of Mr. Elwes’ photograph shown in tig. 1 and those taken by
Mr. Longhurst in the summer of 1909 (Plate VI) will make it quite clear that
fifty years ago the temple was in very much the same shaken condition as it is
now, and that the earthquake of April 1905, strange though it may seem, has
not, as far as one can see, made matters worse. We may, therefore, reasonably 
hope that the final ruin of the Bajaura temple is not as near at hand as its shattered 
appearance would lead one to fear.

The temple of Bajaura is of great archaeological interest, as temple-towers of this 
type, built entirely of stone, are as rare in the Hills as they are common in the Plains. 
Captain Harcourt1 enumerates only sixteen buildings of this kind in the whole of the

d 2
1 Harcourt. op. cit. pp. 1S5 ff.
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Ku)u valley, and lijjfSf any of them date? farther hack than the 17th century when 
the Knja* of Knj^m gorotsly promoted the worship of Krishna and Kama. They 
include, moreover, several small and insignificant shrines.

There is indeed every reason to suppose that the so-called sik/iara temple or stone 
temple-tower was originally foreign to the Hills. The indigenous hill-temple is built 
of wood and stone and has cither a pent-roof covered with slates or shingles or a 
pyramidal wooden roof sometimes rising in several tiers. Temples of the latter variety 
are typical of Himalayan architecture and archest known from Kashmir and Nepal. 
In the early temples of the former country we find the pyramidal or pagoda roof 
executed in stone. In Kuju the pent-roofed village temple is commonest. Of the 
pagoda-roofed type there are three examples: —the temple of Hidimbn (or Hipna) 
Devi at phungrl near Mann ft, in the upper Bias valley (right bank), that of Tripura 
sundari Devi at Xagar, the ancient capital, and that of Triyuga-Xarayana ar Dyar 
o n  the left hank of the Bias, opposite Bnjaura.*

Fi*. 2.

To revert to the Bajaura tem ple; it is dedicated to Mohadeva under the name 
of Bashcshor (i.c., Sanskrit Vito66vara meaning *f Lord of the Universe*’). The object

1 C/’. my milt* in Cham fa State GaxctUxr (Punjab State- Gazetteer, VuL XXXI-A), 1904. Labor© 1910,
pp. 41 if.
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<»f worship is a large stone Uhga occupying most of the space in the sanctum which 
measures only H' (»" by 7' *-,v. This cclla is enclosed within hoary walls form
ing a square of 13' outwardly, from which project four ornamental porches, that 
to the cast containing the doorway i9' Gw by 2' 10") and the other three each a lo w  
niche or chapel which enshrines a well-carved image-slab. Each porch is surmounted 
hy an elaborately decorated pediment showing throe miniature .Ukhara shrines in 
relief and over the central one a sunk circular medallion containing three faces, the 
one in the middle being shown full and those at the sides half. This medallion* 
though a very common device in the temples of the Punjab Hills, 1 am unable to 
explain. It may he either a reproduction of the Trimurti—Brahma, Vishnu and 
Siva—or of the last-mentioned deity in his triple form. I have heard it designated 
as B  ho dram trkh.

The whole outer surface is covered with carving in which the pot-and-foliage 
motive is often repeated. It will he remembered that this is an ornament used for 
capitals of pillars and pilasters, but here we find it, as it were, doubled, two blocks 
carved in this fashion being every time placed one over the other. AVe notice, 
besides, a Naira couple with interlaced snake-tails and two K innaras male and female, 
in fond embrace, their bushy tails merging into profuse scroll-work. The not less 
elaborately carved tower or Sikhara is, as usual, surmounted hy ati dmolnka stone, 
part of which had fallen down but has now been replaced.

The three large image slabs (height o’ V') which occupy the niches deserve 
special notice (Plate YU). That on the south side shows the familiar figure of the 
elephant-headed GaneSaseated on a lotus throne supported hy two lions eouchant 
to front. The god is four-armed and holds in his right hands a hatchet and an 
indistinct object partly broken. In his upper left hand he has what appears to be 
his second tusk, and his second left clasps a vessel of sweetmeats to which he applies 
his trunk. He wears a long garland hanging down below his knees and a sacred 
thread in the shape of a snake. Between the two lions of the simhdsana we notice a 
mule miniature figure kneeling and holding in both hands an indistinct object. T1 o 
figure which is characterised hy a large head with protruding eyes and elephant ears 
reminds one of a similar grotesque figure found in a somewhat analogous position ok 
the fiayesa image of Mertivarnmn (c. A.D, at Brahmor the ancient capital of 
Chambn State.1 I presume that it represents in both instances one of the Gagas or 
dwarfs, of which Gnne&i is the lord and leader. The top of the slab is broken, so 
that its height has been reduced to 3' in". Tt.s width is 2 5 .

The sculpture in the hack or west niche is a beautifully carved iumge of 
Vishnu standing to front between two miniature attendant figures. The god is 
four-armed and holds his usual attributes—the wheel (chakra) and lotus-llowcr 
(padma) in his two right 1 lands, and the mace \gada) and conch-shell (Saiikha) 
in the two loft. Ho is distinguished hv a quadruple circular halo, from which a pair 
of flying, garland-carrying figurines project, and wears a three-pointod diadem or tiara 
and long curly locks streaming down on both shoulders. His body is adorned with 
the usual ornaments, a sacred thread and a long garland slung round his Shoulders

1 Cf. my Aaliqtniitt q f Ckambd State. I\»ri I ; P- 139, Plato \  III*r.
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and hanging down below his knees. The attending figures, male and female, each 
hold a 11 y-whisk (Skt. chamara).

The third image which is placed in the niche on the north side represents the 
goddess Durira in the act of slaying the demons.1 * Her head is encircled with a circu
lar tlnming halo of similar design to those of the two previously described sculp
ture*. She also wears a crown and a long garland hanging down from the shoulders 
to holow the knees. She is eight-armed, whence the name Ashfabhujl, by which she 
is commonly indicated. With one of her right hands she plunges a trident (Infilla) 
into the body of a demon, whose tuft of hair she has seized with one of her left hands 
and who seems to struggle in her grip. The remaining three right hands of the 
goddess hold a thunderbolt (rajro) half broken hut similar in shape to the rdorje of 
the Lamas, an arrow (bona, faro) and a sword ([hhatfga). The three remaining 
emblems on the left side are a hell (ffhan(a), a cup (piiirn) awl a how (ilhanus, 
vhdjHi).

To tho left of Durga, somewhat in the background, is a second demon, armed 
with sword and shield, who seems to strike a desperate blow at the warlike goddess. 
The demon in front, somewhat larger in size, lias already been described ; lie also holds 
an elongated shield attached to his left arm. Wo may assume that these two demons 
represent the Asura kings Sumbha and Ni£iunbltn w ho were slain by Durga—a much- 
lauded act of the goddess.3 •

Another not lose famous exploit of Durga, the destruction of the ‘•Buffalo” 
demon (J lahishduuro) is also shown in this same lias-relief. For at her feet we notice 
the prostrate body of the buffalo, its head severed from the trunk whence issues half
way the vanquished demon-king in human shape, clasping a mace in his right hand.

Finally we notice near tin? right foot of the goddess (with which she tramples on 
her enemy) the head of her vehicle, the lion, who takes an active part in the combat 
by attacking two fallen Asuras with tooth and nail. All the details of the scene here 
hewn in stone are in perfect agreement with the sacred text in which the deeds of 
the demon-slaying goddess are extolled.3

To complete the description of the Bajaura temple, we must call attention to the 
two female figures, carved on two slabs (2 7" by 1' 2") which arc found on both sides 
of the entrance porch (Plate V III ). They personify the two sacred rivers, Gahga and 
Yamuna (the Ganges and .Inmna), which we find regularly represented on both sides 
of the doorways of ancient temples all over Northern India.4 Gahga, placed to the 
left side on entering the temple, is shown standing on a lotus cushion supported 
by a crocodile or makara. This animal emerging from a mass of scroll-work is so

1 Thi* sculpture lias been reproduced by .Mr. E. If. Havell in liu book H tnara the sacra! city, p. 107. In the 
text (p. lfirtj it ie erroneously stated that ii come? from Clmmbfi.

1 At the end of the sixth act of “ The little clay cart” ( Vrichehhalaftlr J) Clmndmukn, tho polioe otliwi, say* 
to Aryaka, the pretender :—

** May Siva, Vi-lipn, Brahma, Three in one,
Protect thee, and th* Moon, nrd tilnswol Sun,
Slay all thy foe*, as mighty Fflrvnti 
Slow Sunibha and NiSuniblm fearfully.”

(£)r. A. W. Ryder’ translation. Harvard Oriental Series Yol. IX, p. lt>i.)
1 Of. J)nry/Uuptattit' (Bombay 18711 forming port of the .WSriaQtfcya-pMrSna.
• C t A. S. R. for 1906-9, p. 0.
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conventional\y treated as to lie almost nnrocoinimible, but its liend with the snout-like 
upper jaw holding a lotus-stalk is quite clear. The river goddess is two-armed and 
lifts on the palm of her left hand a /o^r-liko vase to the height of her shoulder in the 
manner of Indian women. Her right hand resting on the crowned head of a dwarf
like attendant holds a long lotus stalk which rises in various steins, each carrying 
a flower or bud. A second attendant, somewhat larger than the first and evidently 
female, holds the long stalf of an umbrella which forms n canopy over the head of 
the main figure in the midst of over-hanging palm-leaves. The corresponding figure 
on the right side of the temple entrance is the river goddess Yamuna, as appears from 
the tortoise, her vehicle, the head of which is visible among the sc roily foliage at her 
feet. The attitude of the goddess is similar to that of her counterpart just des
cribed, but she has only one female attendant, and at the end of the long staff which 
the latter is holding we notice a kind of fan visible over the head of the divine figure. 
On both sculptures the two river goddesses stand out gracefully against the back
ground of luxuriant flowers and foliage.

There can he little doubt that the three large image-slabs as well as the two last- 
described, were all carved at the same time, as is evident from the similarity of style 
and the sameness of certain decorative details. The three figures in the niches are all 
provided with the same circular halo, and the Vishnu image in the hack nicho wears 
a tliree-pointed crown identical with the diadems worn hv the goddess Durga and by 
the two sacred Rivers. The exact time of execution is not so easy to establish, but 
the excellent workmanship of the large bas-reliefs and, in fact, of all the sculptural 
decoration on the Bajfturii temple points to an early period.

Unfortunately we possess no data, apart from the evidence of style, to settle the 
chronological problem.1 It is true that on the right door-jamb there is an inscription, 
hut it must be posterior by many centuries to the founding of tl»e temple. It is 
written in the Tahknri character and composed in the vernacular, and records a dona
tion of land to Mahhdeva by a Raja 6yama-sena in the year 19. Now we may safely 
identify the princely donor of the* inscription with Raja Syam Sen of tile neighbour
ing bill-state of Mandi, wlutsonote monument is still extant.* It bears an inscription 
recording that Raja Syam Sfcn “ went to heaven with five queens, two concubines and 
thirty-seven slave-girls on the 12th day of Sauj of tin* year 55.” The elite is e x p o 
sed iit the Lbkakaht or Saptarafii era (also called tfiw/m era) and must correspond 
to A.l). 1079. It follows that the date of the Tahknri inscription on the Baja uni 
temple corresponds to A.l). 1073.

v The earliest recorded account of the Bajaura temple is that by the traveller 
IVillimn Moorcroft who passed through the Kulu valley on his "a \ to .Ladakh and 
Bukhara in August 1S20.3

“ The road [from the Pass]/’ he says, “ was now a continued descent and was

» In it rmentlv puol M*«l «nido-book (To A'«/“ •>** M*r  Fortie*. framU I 'l l .  p. 59) I fin A it  that
the Uajnurft temple u wa* tmOt when Jatfgnt Build* »n the 17th century pop:.t.ri^l the wr^h.p of \ “ -<nu in thi* 
country.“ TUi* -totemimt, which is without a..v foundation, i* the more rtonkhuifc the temple .. pUmljr ‘kd.mtrd 
to Siva.

* I'unninshniu A. S. 2?., Vol.XlV, p. 213. Flute XXX.
> W. iloorrroft and 0. Trebeck. T n u rh , in Ut Uimutaj/an proni»tf 

)»41, VoL II , pp lOfl ff.

of H i n d <W M# Punjab. London
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accompanied Iiy many water-courses, which uniting at the foot of an eminence, on 
which stood the village of Syri, formed a considerable stream, the Rupurcri. This 
river hen* divides Mundi from Kulu, and running under the walls of Baja uni, falls 
into the Bvas on its right Imnk. Bajnura is a largo square fort belonging to Kulu ; 
it consists of square towers connected by a low curtain; tile wliolo built of hewn 
stone strengthened witli booms of fir. On the right hank of the Ruparcri was n 
Hindu temple covered with sculptures in relief, in general well executed, A sort 
of chest with raised sides, and festooned with flowers, was an ornament frequently re- 
imited,1 * * but the chief decoration was in the clustered pilasters at the doorways, taste- 
full ventw ined by richly-earved scrolls of creeping foliage. There were many images 
most of which were in good preservation, except their noses, which were said to have 
boon knocked off by the soldiers of the graiul-fnther of Sansar (’hand when he 
invaded Kulu. Mr.Trobcck informed me that the statues of the Rajas of Mundi have 
suffered a similar mutilation.”

Tt is difficult to decide when exactly the war between Ivangfa and Kuju referred 
to by Mooreroft took place, as the history of the Punjab hill states during the ISth 
century is one of continual warfare. This is evidenced by the Cliamba archives. 
Men- we find an agreement written in Tahkarl whereby Raja Sansar Chand of 
KfuV.Tji, Raja Raj Singh of (.'bomba, Raja Shamsher Sen of Aland! and Mian Surma 
SCu of the same state combined to attack Alakarsfi (i.e. Kuju), seize Bahgalial and 
divide it equally among them, each taking the portion nearest his own territory. 
The document is dated, Magh, Yikrama 1884 (A. D. 1777)." it appears that the three 
allies were successful as far as Baugahal was concerned which then ceased to exist 
as an independent principality. The tragic death of the last Raja of Bailgahiil is still 
remembered in a popular ballad. In Lahul, Dr. A. II. Francke recovered another 
song relating to a battle fought near Bujaura in which apparently a Lahuli 
contingent fought under the Kujii Raja against the invaders from Kangra.

If, however, Mooreroft was rightly informed that the images on the Bajaura 
temple won* mutilated by the soldiery of Sansar’s grand-father, the damage must 
have occurred on the occasion of some earlier invasion.’ The grandfather of Sansar 
Chand was G barn and Chand.

An accurate description of the temple, as stated above, was given by Captain 
A. F. P. Harcourt in his useful Ijook on the Kuja sub-division of which ho held 
charge ns an Assistant Commissioner.4

U

J . P n . Vogel.

1 I *-u»peet that Hie ** vane and foliage ornament" i* meant.
* Calulogue >f the Bhvri Sinpk Mmcum at Chamha (Chamha State), Calcutta 1009, p. 09, C-18.
: Whfn y wiling tb^ temple a few rear, ago, I wa# told that the damage wu. dae to the Sikh*. Thi* »ha*» how 

little ore can rely on " tradition,"
* It i. al»o menthmed by J .  Calvert, Vnteeri /inpi (London 1873), p. 15, who give- wme m y  crude wproduc- 

tiomi of rketch*, of xuue of the aculptures and of a bund copy of the irucription togther with an inaccurnto. coloured 
picture of tin? temple.
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THE SHAH BURJ, DELHI FORT.

--------- ♦-----------

IK 1002 the Director General of Archaeology recommended that the *k Biuj ,n with 
its adjoining pavilion of white marble, ho taken in hand, “ so that it might take 

its part in the scheme for the conservation of the Ha vat Bakbsh Ganion.” In 1901 
all traces of rlic two modern doorways which had been cut in the back wall were 
removed and the marble dado restored in the openings. The sloping marble cas
cade referred to below was reconstructed and the tank in the lloor of the building 
and the original form of the roof were revealed hv dismantling of modem additions. 
The earthquake of 4th April 190o rendered considerable structural repairs necessary 
without further delay, and an estimate embodying these repairs was prepared. The 
central and eastern domes of the pavilion fell down, liringing with them a great 
portion of the marble chajja, and causing many cracks in the marble rooting slabs. 
The marble roof-supporting arches were also seriously disturbed and in .Time of the 
same year it was noticed that the outer pillars were out of plumb. It was then found 
necessary to take down and rebuild the whole of the outer or southern front ol the 
pavilion. The actual work on the building did not however begin until January 11)08.

1 Thrt text llUudmtinn Is reproduced from n photograph taken In 1S77. wltiin tin* Uurj, lilo oil other 
buildinj;* in tbrt Delhi Fort, loot boon Tmt to tom* practical um«. At tl.o time It occupied n, tho private quartern 
nf Captains Stratford and Colli* of tin* lat Wanrickihln? nmimont. I owe it to the kindne* of Jin. Stratford that 
I am in a position to puldi'h here thin intm^tinjr photograph.

B
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Primarily it must he remembered that the pavilion is only a part of the Shah 
Burj erected by Shah-jalian. The “ Burj,” or “ Tower ” itself, lies behind it and is 
entered from the small room on the east side of the pavilion. The building is 
situated in the extreme north-east corner of the “ Life-bestowing ” Garden and at the 
end of the terrace overlooking the low-lying land between the Fort and the Jamna, 
The little marble pavilion consists of a central compartment flanked by two small 
rooms, with a “ verandah ” of five bays on its south side, the central bay being rather 
larger than the others. Its total frontage is 63 feet 3 inches, its lateral measurements 
being some 32 feet. In the central compartment is a square tank, with a “ scolloped ” 
basin, which was found bidden under the modern floor. 'Water came to the Shah 
Burj through an aqueduct, which ran along the north side of the Hayat Bakhsh 
Garden, and entered the pavilion at the back of the central niche. For this latter 
at first it was hard to assign a meaning. Modern brickwork had been built in the 
niche recess and a modern doorway led from the pavilion to the “ Burj ” proper, then 
used for military purposes. The back wall bad also been broken through in

another place for the purpose of a doorway. Mr. Marshall in a Note, dated the 
Sth of October 1902, says :—“ After the removal of the modern work in the
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central niche, a horizontal ledge was found in the hack of the niche,0 feet above 
ground level, -from the extremities of this ledge two straight strips ran down along 
both the sides of the niche reaching the back wall of the building at a  height of 
3 fee* 9 inches above the ground Only that part of the wall which is above the 
sloping strips is faced with marble.”

It was surmised by Mr.Marshall—and from the particulars given above it will 
appear that this supposition was correct—that the niche originally contained a sloping 
niarlde slab, H feet 0 inches in width, fitting between the lodge in the hack and the two 
strips in the side walls of the niche. A small portion of the sloping slab, with its peculiar 
sunk pattern, was found in position, where it joined the edge of the marble basin. 
Some other broken pieces were also found in the basin itself, which had been filled up 
to make an even lloor. Over this slab the water flowed down from the Shah Bnrj and 
fell into the tank. This sloping w aterway has accordingly been reconstructed.1

Fi* 3.
The square framing of the tank is ornamented with pietra dura work, as are 

the spandrels at its four corners. The dado shows traces of the marldo balustrade, about 
3 feet 0 inches in height, which flanked the tank on its east and west sides. How 
well did the Mughals understand artistic comfort ! The water rippling down the 
sloping caseado and plashing into the m arb le  basin must have often soothed the 
Monarch weary with affairs of state, and delighted llie ladies of the Seraglio.

From the tank, the water passed in to  a shallow rectangular basin of white marble, 
9 feet 6 inches in width, the marble slabs composing it being cut so as to present a 
peculiar curvilinear pattern. Some of the old slabs were found in situ, and the

» Cf. A .  S. R. for 1901-5 pp. 17 f f » fig. 10.
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remainder have In-on restored (Pig. i) . Thence the water ran into the Nahr-i-Bilnshfc, 
0r “ Stream of Paradise” which flowed in an ornamental channel along the east 
terrace of the Fort to the “ Koval Kntlis,” and on through the buildings which formed 
the private apartments of the Palace.

The work of repair may In* cited as a good example of arrlurological conserva
tion work and every praise is due to Kai Sahih Bishnmhar Xatli, the Executive 
Engineer of Delhi, who was in charge of the work. Prior to dismantling, the 
building was most systematically measured, anti the stones were carefully numbered 
and photographed, while the greatest care was taken to match the old marble, where 
new pieces had to Ik? put in. Why the building suffered so severely in comparison 
with other* in the Fort is hard to say. but it may be that its foundations do not go 
down to bed-rock ns is probably the ease with the foundations of the other buildings 
on tin? east wall of the Fort.

The inlay work, with which the interior of the building and tank was decorated, 
has mostly gone, for which the ltohillas under Qhularn Qadir are probably more to 
blame than the recent military occupation. The marble dado, inlaid with pietra

*2H

Pi$. 4

dura work, is spaced into panels by floral designs, the borders of the dado being 
formed by a simple intertwining pattern. The framing of the niche, a broad cavetto, 
is adorned with a somewhat similar intertwining pattern which is also extended to 
the spandrels of the niche arch. The upper and inner portion of the niche is relieved
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by a curvilinear design, llie centre of eacli “ mesh” being marked by a flower. The 
pietra dura work is not so lavishly used as in other buildings of $hah-jahnn. but its 
treatment, is undeniably graceful.

The cusping «*f the arch over the niche terminates In little pendents of .similar 
character to those on the outer arches. Above the dado the wall surface is broken 
up into a series of superposed panels. The origin of the peculiar shape of these 
panels may be looked for in the earlier buildings, in the walls of which were little 
multifoil-arehed niches, which served for the storing of books fas in Akbar’s library, 
Agra Fort), articles of clothing, and for the lamps used to light tin* rooms on festive 
occasions. The Mughal builders evidently found the treatment a successful one and 
carried on the feeling by means of panelling.

The modern balustrnding and cookhouse on the roof seen in .Pinto IX o 
also fell down owing to the earthquake and in the reconstruction of tin* roof 
these two modem accretions have, needless to say, been omitted. The domes 
constructed of brick and rendered outside with polished chnnam have, by the 
replacement of their tinials and lotus-leaf cresting*, been restored to their 
original condition. The domes do not represent the internal arrangement and 
are constructed most probably for effect, and perhaps partly to keep the building 
cool. The central compartment, higher than the others, Is ceiled by a vault of 
“ Bengali” type. This, it is true, is repeated in the form of the external central 
dome. The ceilings of the smaller compartments, however, consist of a flat sunk 
panel, formed of marble slabs, and only the two outer cas* and west compartments are 
indicated by domes The ceiling-cornice is of simple section, well adapted t<> the 
nature of the material employed. Tts principal member is a deep eavetto which 
dispels any abrupt effect that might be due to a flat ceiling meeting with an internal 
wall. It also gives the idea of support.

After the earthquake it was found necessary to shore up the building until 
repairs could be effected. This was done with temporary brick centering (in India 
a cheaper commodity than wood). The total amount spent on the conservation «>f 
the pavilion amounted to E1.V14S. to which must hr added the sum of B 2.807 for 
the restoration of the central marble channel.

Built during the reign of Sbali-jahan, at a time when that Emjieror was leaving 
bis memory indelibly stamped on the architecture of India, even this little edifice 
exhibits the gradual decline of Mughal architecture. The small Mughal cinquefoil 
arches of the pavilion are certainly somewhat weak, the foils themselves and the 
whole arch being flat. This is not so noticeable in the Larger central arch. 
The horizontal run of the chajja is broken over this arch, a treatment hot found 
in earlier buildings. I t is often the case ! bat a wave of architectural enthusiasm 
marks the beginning of the decadence «>t the style employed. Exuberance in 
architecture must be curbed, and restraint in form and design rigidly practised. 
W hat in Mughal architecture can equal the buildings of Akbar, so perfect in their 
proportion, so sensibly and solidly constructed, and yet with such a sense of refine
ment and delicacy in their ornament ! At first sight it may appear strange tbat with 
the advent of more advanced European civilisation the decline of Mughal buildings 
should have set in, but the art and architecture of the west were ill adapted to a
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country whose influences—climatic, religious and social—were so different. There 
were other forces that were sapping the Empire so firmly established by Akbar, and 
the last years of Sfcah-jahan's life saw him a prisoner at Agra and his sons lighting 
for the throne—a period of anarchy that sounded the death-knell of Mughal 
architecture.

European influence appears to he traceable in the acanthus foliage which tops 
the capitals of the columns. The mouldings, by which the fagade is divided, as it 
were, into so many panels, merge into the foliage—another western touch. One can 
compare the vault ribs of some mighty mediaeval cathedral, or the hood-mouldings 
of some tracericd window, terminating in a boss of foliage, conventionally fashioned 
by the mediaeval craftsman of Europe from a study of the flowers of his own country
s i d e .  A far cry, i t  is true, to Delhi and the palace of the great Sjjall-jaban,
‘‘ Sahi 1 >qiran-i-Than!, who has carried the banners of his glory beyond the sky ami 
the suu-M

According to Manned, each of the forts at Agra, Delhi and Lahore had a Shah 
Burj, and all of them were the work of Shah-jahan. “ There are, ” he says, “ in the 
empire three principal imperial abodes ; the most ancient is at Dilhi, the second 
at Agrah, the third at Labor. At each there is a great bastion, named the Xaahurg 
(Shah-burj), which means ‘ Loyal Bastion.’ They are domed, ami have architec
tural adornments of curious enamel work, with many precious stones. Here the 
king holds many audiences for selected persons, and from it he views the elephant 
fights and diverts himself with them /'1

The Shall Burj in the Lahore Tort is now known as the Saman (i.e., Mutjiam- 
mam) Burj. But it is mentioned by its original name in the inscription over the 
Hath! Pol or Elephant Gate/

At Agra every visitor to the Fort knows that gem of Mughal architecture 
referred to in the guidebooks as the “ Jasmine Tower.” The correct appellation of 
the building is the MuQianmmm Burj. It is possible that it was called the Shah 
Burj originally as was tin.* case* at Lahore. The Shall Burj at Delhi, which, 
ns has been previously stated, lies behind the pavilion heretofore described, has 
undergone drastic changes since shortly before the Mutiny when Sayyid Ahmad’s 
Atnftru-g-Sanadld was written. At the date of writing little has been done to it bevond 
the dismantling of all modem additions. It is perhaps not too much to express the 
hope that ere long it may be possible to give it more attention.

Lieutenant Francklin in his account of Delhi says:—“ In the Shah Baity, or 
the royal gardens, is a very large octagon room, which looks towards the river Jumna. 
This room is called Shah Boorj or the royal tower; it is lined with m arble; and 
from the window of it, the late heir apparent, Mirza Juwan Bukht [Jawan Bakbt], 
made his escape in the year 17*1, when he lied to Lucknow ; he descended by means 
of a ladder made with turbans, and as the height is inconsiderable, effected it with 
ease. A great part of this noble palace [referring to the whole Fort] has suffered 
very much bv the destructive ravages of the late invaders. The Bohillaa, in 
particular, who were introduced by Gliolaum Kauder [Qbulam Q*»dir ] have

* Kicwlnn Manned. Sturia Jo Mayor translated by W. Irvine, London. 1907. Vol. II , n. 463.
: Of. A. S. It for 1WS-08, pj*. 221 ff.
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stripped many of the rooms ol their marble ornaments and pavements, ami have even 
picked out the stones from the borders of many of the floorings.” 1

The Uohillas passed three days in digging up the floors for treasure which they 
supposed liad been hidden iu the palace by the Emperor Shall ‘Alam, whom they 
blinded, when their quest proved vain. Mir/.a Jawan Bakhfc was anxious to inform 
the British Governor, newly arrived at Lucknow, of the disorderly state of affairs at 
Delhi, consequent on the appointment of Afrusvah Khan, who had been created Amir- 
ul-umra, or “ Premier noble of the realm,” by the Emperor Shah ‘Alam, mainly at 
the instigation of the sister of Mirza Xajaf Khan, the deceased Premier. Keene 
in his “ Fall of the Moghul Empire,” seems to point out that it was from the Salhngarh 
that Jawan Bakbt escaped, after secretly departing in disguise from his chamber in 
the palace, and passing from the roof of one building to the roof of another, until 
he reached the aqueduct: which crossed the garden Hayiit Bakhsh. “ The night was 
stormy, and the prince was suffering from a fever, but he found a broach where the 
canal issued, by which lie got to the rampart of the Salimgarli. Here he descended 
by means of a rope, and joined his friends on the river sands.”3

Bishop Hcber, when visiting Delhi in 1821-25, remarks on, “a beautiful octagon
al pavilion [at the end of the terrace], also of marble, lined with the same Mosaic 
flowers as in the room which I iirst saw, with a marble fountain in its centre, and a 
beautiful hath in a recess at one of its sides. The windows of this pavilion, which is 
mist'd to the height of the city wall, command a good view of Delhi and its neigh
bourhood. But all was, when we saw it, dirty, lonely and wretched: the bath and 
fountain d ry : the inlaid pavement hid with lumber and gardener’s sweepings, and 
the walls stained with the dung of birds and bats.” 1

The following description, from the Arjharu-s-Sanadid, gives a good idea of the 
tower, and from it the reader must he left to conjecture its pristine condition, with 
the help of the photographs showing it in its present state.

“ This tower,” says Sayyid Ahmad, “ is also a wonderful building. Its diameter 
is sixteen gaz. Its structure is throe-storeyed. The first storey is built on a 
plinth 12 gaz al>ovo the ground. It* ceiling is round inside and flat from above. 
The building is wholly of stone. Tt is built of marble to tbc dado, with a work 
in mosaic and stones of various colours, and from the dado to the ceiling 
it is made white with the Pathani stone (?) and has gilt foliage. This storey is
octagonal and its diameter is 8 gaz. Tt contains four niches and two semi-
octagonal seats overlooking the river. Its front is of marble. Ihe northern
and eastern niches are each 1- by 4 gaz and the western and southern each 4 by 3 gaz.
In  the middle of the octagonal storey there is a tank with a diameter of 3 gaz so 
charming and extremely beautiful that on a view of its decorative work the intel
lect is at a loss ami calls to mind the work of God.* In the western niche there is a 
waterfall and small arched niches, wherein flowers are placed in the day time and 
lamps at night. In front of this war.-rial 1 I Imre is a tank of marble 3£ by 2£ gaz.

1 A < in tic l  Rentarch«r% Vol. IV, j»|>- 1.10 ft.
* Nuhr-i-Faix. u canal of old foundation which w** restored to u* hr Sfcih-juliin bia building the fo«t.
* l l .f i .  Keane, The Fall o f the Moghul Empire, London and Calcutta. l*7C, pp. 1L» ff-
* ltcbnr. Surra (ire of a journey throw; k Ihe upper province* o f Indict. London, INI'S. Vol 11, pp. ff.
* I hn \t raoantly found thin. All that rcm»ins are aom» nnrblo lUb« which form thrtJ «<!« of th* tank.
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From this tank to the edge of the eastern niche there is a canal 11 tjaz wide, wholly of 
marble, very tine with a work of mosaic and relief. The two tanks have the same 
work in mosaic and relief, and the cornelian, coral and other precious stones have been 
set therein. From this canal branches off another which flows into the tank of the 
western niche and which, coming therefrom in the canal of the tower and passing 
through the octagonal tank, flows towards the eastern niche, under which, on the 
riverside, a waterfall is constructed. The waterworks in the whole Fort start from this 
very place [the Shah Burj] and the water-courses for every part have been made in 
this very tower. Bach water-course bears the name of the tank or canal to which it 
runs. The building of the second storey is also octagonal and tine, with a diameter 
of 8 <j«z, and on its eight sides is a verandah all along of twenty-four pillars. The 
building of the third storey is a domed pavilion with eight pillars. Its dome is of 
marble with a golden pinnacle. In short, this building is very magnificent.” 1

G o r d o n  Sa n d e r s o n .

■ Satsdtd, Cawuporo loot, Chapter II, pp. 48 ff. Cf. J. A., Series5,VoL XV (I860), pp> 217 ff.
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COMPARED architecturally with its sister buildings at Agra and Delhi, the 
Dlwan-i-'amm or Hall of Public Audience in the Lahore Fort is disappointing. 

It is to its historical associations and to the ceremonies enacted in it that it owes its 
claims to recognition. For many years used by the military for barrack purposes 
which went far to deprive it of its former glory, it now stands out of what was once the 
great quadrangle, wherein the king was wont to review his troops and receive his 
subjects in audience, a pathetic relic of past splendour. Xo longer does it look 
out on the elephants as they passed in review before the “ Great Mogul,” or the 
throngs of Amirs and Rajas bowing low in obeisance to the figure in the jhardka, but 
on the inevitable football ground and goal-posts of the British soldier.

As far hack as May 1901, Dr. Vogel, then Archaeological Surveyor of the 
Panjab Circle, was asked to report on the ancient buildings in Lahore Fort. Twenty 
years before, Major Cole, R.E., Curator of Ancient Monuments, had expressed the 
hope, “ that all buildings of interest in the Lahore Fort he as far as possible restored 
and fenced in so as to keep them separate from the barrack buildings, and that they 
be kept solely as show places and as the only means of perpetuating some of the most 
beautiful and interesting specimens of Lahore Imperial Mughal Art.” It is only 
recently that these recommendations have partly borne fruit.

The gradual evacuation of the old buildings of interest by the military is now steadily 
going on, and the Dlwan-i-'amm, the Chhotl Klnvabgah and the Moti Masjid have 
already been taken over by the Archaeological Department. These are the first moves 
in the scheme by which it is hoped to put the Lahore Fort on the same footing, so far 
as conservation is concerned, as the Forts of Agra and Delhi.

In revisualising the arrangement of the buildings in which the Dlwan-i-‘amm 
was the principal and central feature, it must be remembered that, of the great quad
rangle, from the centre of the northern side of which the Audience Hall projected, all 
that is left is a little cloister through which access is gained to the Moti Masjid. The 
•treat quadrangle, 730 feet by 460 feet, was entered from the east and west sides. In the 
first year of his reign (A.D. 1628), Shah-jahan ordered the Dlwan-i-'amm to be 
erected simultaneously with the one in the Agra Fort. The work was carried out under 
the supervision of the Emperor’s father-in-law, Yamlnu-d-daulali Asit Khan, then
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Governor of the city, who was also in charge of the building operations at the 
neighbouring Shah Burj. Shah-jalian’s motive for its erection is explained by ‘Abdu-l- 
Hamtd, the court chronicler, who states that in the reigns of the Emperor’s lather 
and grand-father the assembled courtiers had only an awning to shelter them from 
the sun and rain. I t was, therefore, the Emperor’s order that “ a hall of forty pillars 
be erected, in front of the jh a r o k d  of the Daulat-khana-i-khass-o-‘amm.’’ (Big. 1.)

‘Abdul-Hamid’s account is worth quoting in full. “ In the reigns of their depart
ed Majesties [Akbar and Jahangir], and after the accession of the Lord of the World 
fShah-jahan], tillthisdate [4th Dhu-l-hijjah, A.H. 1037, i.e., the 10th May, A.D. 1G28) 
in front of thejharokd  of the Daulat-kbana-i-khass-o-‘fnnm(Hall of public and private 
Audience) where all servants gain the fortune of admittance [to the royal presence] 
and of the interview, there was no building [in the Agra Fort] to protect the 
courtiers (lit : adherents of the royal carpet) from rain and heat, and an awning of 
cloth used to be erected, as has been mentioned above. As in this august age all 
means of comfort that a ruler can give have passed from the region of potentiality 
into that of actuality, and every ornament of the world has hastened from the nadir of 
non-existence to the zenith of existence, in accordance with the royal order, masons 
like magicians and carpenters like Azar1 finished a lofty hall, that has raised its 
head to Saturn, and a high building that has reached the entrance2 of the 
seventh heaven, in front of the jharokd of the Daulat-|rhfma-i-khass-o-‘amm, 70 
imperial yards long and 22 imperial yards broad, in forty days, as had been conceived 
in the enlightened mind of the world-conquering Emperor. Those who stand before 
the royal throne [thus] acquired a fresh shelter from flu* rain and the sun, and the face of

1 Name or title of Abraham’s father, who was an idol maker. Cf. Quran, guru VI, verse 74.
2 The lote tree in the seventh heaven be_vond which the Angel Gabriel cannot go. Cf. Quran, sura L I I I ,  verse 14. 

Line, Arabic-English Lexicon s. v.
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the heavenly court also gained nn immeasurable ornament. On the three sides of 
this lofty hall, each of which has an entrance for the Amirs, servants, and other 
officials of note, has been pitched a silver balustrade. In this palace, the servants 
stand in order of rank, and in an appointed place, and in a manner worthy of the 
assembly of mighty emperors. Most of them stand with their backs towards the 
balustrade, several who are distinguished by a closer connection [stand] by the two 
pillars which arc near thcjharfk 'i. and armour-bearers with "olden banners awl flags, 
in royal armour, towards the left band with their backs turned to the wall. In front 
of this hearen-like building is a spacious court-yard with a coloured wooden balustrade 
around, on which are stretched canopies of brocaded velvet. In this place those 
whose rank is less than two hundred [horsemen] anil bow-bearing ahadiaS and skilled 
musketeers, and some of the attendant Amirs, receive admittance. At the doors of 
the l)aidat-khana-i-khass-(>-‘Ainm and of both the balustrades, stand trustworthy mace- 
bearers, staff-bearers and door-keepers, all in line clothe., to refuse entrance to 
stramrers and those who are unworthy of such an honour. The gleaner of good 
meanings and ornamonter of poetry, Talib Kali in, wrote this quatrain in praise of this 
lofty building, laid it before bis most holy majesty, and the skirts of his hope became 
heavy with the royal reward.

‘ This new edifice of which flic Divine throne is a neighbour,
Of whose rank Height is hut a letter.
Is a garden, each pillar of which is a cypress.
In whose* shade repose both nobles and common.’

The sacred decree went forth that in tin* capital of Lahore also should be const met
ed a bigli palace in front of the jhavbkn of the Daulat-kjhAna-i-khass-'*-'aonn, in the 
same style [as at \gra], and that the building of the Shall Burj should be completed. *’ - 

The jhardkd (Plate XI), which already existed at the time when Sluili-jahan 
made hi* addition, is a small projecting balcony of marble supported on sand-stone 
brackets. With its flanking arcades it formed the central feature of the facade in 
front of which Shah-jahaii erected his Diwnn-i-amm.

“ Flanking the throne-balcony,’* the late Hr. Tucker wrote,* “ is a long narrow 
passage, blocked at intervals by partition walls but running the whole length of the 
lmll on to which it opens at intervals between the pillars. A little careful demolition 
of those partition walls clearly showed that lie fore the erection of tin* great hall an 
arcade of richly painted columns and brackets formed the main feature of the fiuynde 
in the centre of which was the jharuku. \\ hen the hall was added, the hays 
against w hich the back row of half columns were sot, were ftlle:l up to support them 
and the continuity of the arcade was thus broken. Ar some later period, the lateral 
thrust of the arches being feared, the partition walls were built to take it and iron ties 
embedded in them. On one of these walls I»ciug partly demolished, all this became 
clear—the painted brackets of llu? embedded arcade, t he rough filling and the back ot 
tin* hall’ column. Also three periods of decoration could lie traced on the rooi of tin*

* A (i adit. A cUm pf Indian JtanwLtfln- of tbo timo of AkUtr, with a nuuiiuat rank. having with th.'m so foot or 
hor*o fiihlior. from tlie Kmparor. Cf. A ia-i’Ahftarl (Btoohiumi. pp. -10 and 2lt)}, Not. I, j*. 20 ; note 1.

: li<ihhnh .Y»mah ll'alonttu 1807), Vol. I, pp. 821 tT.
3 Annual Proyrcrt Report o f  the Ar*'h<ttfoy!ctd Svi'VOfiw, A'orlktru Crrle, Jbr th* ytxtr tindtng ,il*t March 

19JO. Allahabad, p. 17,
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passage. First, a plaster face on the shallow vault composed of -mall facets set at 
slight angles with each other ami decorated with gold and red incised lines. This was 
continuouH from end to end of the gallery. Next followed a Sikh addition of glass 
applique to the original contours; lhi> was also continuous. The third i>oricxl was the 
flat panelled ceiling with a curved cornice., which we non we, decorated with the 
crudest painting and an inlay of round pieces of glass. This was not continuous hut 
broken at a point 1” from the centre line of the pier and coved as at the far ends. 
This coved end, however, does not appear to have rested on any wall, as the painted 
brackets, hitherto concealed by the modern partition wall of still later date, show no 
trace of any other wall, i t  is hoped that it will he possible to open up the whole 
length of this gallery despite the thrust of the outer pillars.”

There still remain fragments of the marble railing within which only 
nobles of a certain rank might stand (Fig. 2). The existence oJ remnants of this

Fig* 2.
railing, together with the one of red sand-stone which encloses the raised platform 
in* front of the building is one of the chief features in which the building differs from 
the Diwan-i-‘nmm at Delhi and that at Agra. The sand-stone railing is or curious 
design (Fig. 3). It cannot, he said to he a successful treatment of a “ harrier ” in 
stone, and it is open to doubt whether stone can he suitably adapted to serve a pur
pose for which wood has obviously been used in the first place. The mutukka posts 
are not1systematically spaced. The cross-bars, the highest of which are four feet 
from the ground, are supported by dwarf brackets where they butt into the vertical
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post. The fragments of these two railings have been carefully preserved and 
strengthened. Ihe one formed the barrier between the courtiers who were admitted 
to the Hall itself and the less privileged, whereas the other separated the latter from 
the multitude gathered in the quadrangle.

E L E V A T I O N S E C T IO N

P LA N  A T  A  A PLAN AT B B PLAN AT C-C
Jordan. SaadersoKL.

Fiff. 3.

The raised platform is crowned by a red sand-stone coping (clasd). A careful 
examination of this coping by the late Mr. Tucker showed that the platform was not 
ascended directly in front of the jharokd. Indeed, the old stones clearly show that 
the railing at this point was uninterrupted and that therefore the entrance must have 
been at the sides. .Vs regards the hall itself, Mr. Tucker succeeded in finding traces 
of the original sand-stone steps facing the jharokd. These have accordingly been 
reconstructed.

The case of conservation presented by the DIwan-i-‘amm was indeed a difficult 
one. The whole roof was new and the arches supporting it were built of British 
bricks plastered over, while the shafts of the columns, their capitals and bases, the 
original work of tire Mughal builders, had lost their coating of shell plaster. -Vs 
a thorough removal of all modern additions would have resulted in only 
the jharokd and the columns being left, it was decided to retain the existing 
roof and arches, but to tone these down with colour-wash to harmonise with the red 
sand-stone, and to remove the military white-wash from the columns. Ihe floor oi 
modern bricks, which hid the lower base mouldings of the columns, was removed, 
•disclosing the oi l lakhauri brick flooring, which has now been repaired and re,aid in
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places. As an architectural monument of the beginning of Sljuli-jahrin’s reign tho 
Dhvsn-i-Vimm in its present dilapidated condition is certainly disappointing, but its 
many historical associations invest it with unusual interest. Some of these may here 
find a place.

AI Badadnl refers to the Pall of Public Audience (in his time the open court
yard only) being gorgeously decorated on the occasion of the new year’s day (29th 
December 1587 A.D.) which was celebrated by the great Akhar with much pomp. 
The historian mentions 111 bays (aitain), splendidly draped, and this number closely 
corresponds to the number of bays indicated on tin* old plan showing the Fort during 
the Sikh regime.4

Manned tells an amusing anecdote of the easy-going Jahangir who preferred to 
enjoy the good things of this world rather than to live up to the strict tenets of the 
Muhammadan religion. The story bears on the Diwau-i-‘amm. Haring acquired a 
taste for pork and wine from a visit to the house of the Jesuit fathers, he ate it pub
licly and frequently to the great dismay of the pious Muhammadans of his court, who 
explained to him that such meat and drink were forbidden by the Quran. He 
enquired which religions permitted the drinking of wine and rntiug of pork at the 
same time, and was informed that only Christians were allowed this liberty. He 
then said he would become a Christian, sent for tailors to cut out European clothes, 
and ordered a search to he made for bats. Tin* learned Muhammadans, Manucci 
goes on to say, thereupon took counsel together and said the king might eat and drink 
whatever he liked. This submissive answer did not give the Emperor the desired 
opportunity to aggravate them, so he ordered the casting of several pigs of solid gold, 
which he kepi in the palace. W hen he awoke from sleep, he said lie would rather 
see these pigs than the face of a Muhammadan. S])uh-jnhan had them buried in 
front of the royal seat ithe//oovUvT?) in the fortress of Lahore. “ Many a time,” 
Manucci adds, “ 1 sat there with the governor of the fortress. He used to say to me 
that if he had the wealth then beneath his body he would be a very rich man.”2 
Unfortunately none of these gold pigs cairn* to light in the recent conservation work. 
Such valuable corpses would not long he left in pence.

Manucci relates in another passage how after the battle of Samugafh he rejoined 
Prince Dam Shukoh at Lahore and found him in the Palace, prohnbh in the Diwan- 
i-'amm. 44 There 1 arrived, " he says,44 at four o’clock in the afternoon, when Prince 
Darn was actually seated giving audience. Quitting the cart, I threw mv small 
wallet across my shoulder, and taking in mv hands my bow and seven arrows, l filter
ed the palace. When my commander Bnrcnndns Can (Burqawlnz Khan) saw me 
he advanced to greet me, and after embracing me with great aJTection, he led me 
joyfully to tin* presence of the prince, just as T was. There I performed the usual 
obeisances, and lie (Daraj with exceeding gladness exclaimed in a loud voice “ Xulms”! 
Xabas!" (SAtfbti&hl SAdfarw !) that is to say, *‘ Bravo! Bravo !" His eyes brimming 
over udtli tears. In* turned to his officers and said in a troubled tone: ‘ See, you others, 
the fidelity of this European Parang! lad, who, although neither of my religion nor of 
my race, nor for long an eater of my salt, having only entered my service when these

* J .  S  Ii. fur 1902-03, Calcutta, 1904, pp. 218 IT
: ^iccol.'ic Manucci, Gloria th< Mi'por, Vnl I. ]• 150
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wars began, came after me with such loyalty tlirough the midst of such dangers ; while 
those maintained hv me for so long, and getting immense payments, with base ingrati
tude and utter disloyalty abandoned me when I had needot thun, just as you others 
have seen.’

It is uncertain whether in the days of linnjit Singh, the Diwau-i-Vimm again 
fulfilled its original purpose, namely that of an audience hall, its official designation 
having been changed to Takhf or “ Throne.” It would appear from HonigbcrgerV 
account that after the .Maharaja's death hi< hotly lay in state in the audience hall 
whence it was carried outside the Port to he cremated on the spot now marked by 
Ranjit Singh’s Samadh.

The series ol' twelve rooms at the hack of the Audience Hall has nothing 
particular to recommend it. They are treated with marble dados and stucco frescoes, 
but the original Mughal decoration has heen re plastered and repainted during the 
Sikh period. Tn this building took place the murder of Chet Singh, the rival of the 
Minister Dhyan Singh. The scene, which was witnessed and described in all 
its gruesome details by Colonel Gardner', adds to the romantic associations which 
surround the I)iwan-i-‘amm. “ Without uttering a whisper,” Gardner says, “ we steal
thily crept our way in the dark up a Might of stairs, over a place called the 
* JBadshah-i-Takht' [The Imperial Throne, i.e., the jharuhl of the Diwan-i-Vimm],
and thence to the immediate vicinity of the royal apartment....................Two torches
had to be lit, and on euteriug the room where we expected to find the Minister it 
appeared to he empty ; it was very long and narrow. Lai Singh, however,called out 
that he saw the glitter of a sword in one corner, aud there cowered the wretched man, 
his hand upon his sword. ” Then followed the murder, the commencement of a 
period of anarchy and disorder, which resulted in the annexation of the Punjab by 
the British.

Gordon Sanderson*. 1

1 >iiiwlno ilaiiiii'ii, Storia do J/<uor, Vo). I, ji 3Of).
: Friick(<\ autdem JJuryenlaudr, Wien 1851, pp. 110 IT.
: Soldier ithtl Tfiii-fllrr, Memoirs of Alexander Gardner, elited l>y .Major Hiigli Peaph-, Edinburgh and 

.London, 18US, pp. iilD fT.



EXPLORATION AND RESEARCH.

Till? most important work of research carried out in 1909-10 was undoubtedly 
Mr. Marshall's excavation at Uinta near Allahabad, a preliminary note on 

which has appeared in the Journal of the Koval Asiatic Society.1 As Mr. Marshall 
proceeded on leave at the end of the cold season in which these explorations took 
place, a detailed account Is not yet available for publication in (he present Annual,, 
but will, it is hoped, appear in the next volume. The special interest attaching 
to the 13 hit a excavations lies in the circumstance that they constitute the first 
serious effort to explore the remains of an ancient Indian town. It is true that the 
town which once stood on this site (its name apparently was Vichhl or llch ltb  
grama) was only a small country-town, and on that account uo startling liuds of 
great historical interest were to be exacted. Vet Mr. Marshall’s excavations have 
thrown considerable light on the ordinary domestic architecture and on certain 
aspects of domestic life in ancient India. The results achieved are, therefore, of 
special interest in that they supplement the information derived from literary 
sources. As an instance I may mention that among tile Bhita finds there are 
several specimens of toy-tricyles of baked clay. It is from such an humble object 
that one of lb • most famous plays of ancient Indian literature, the Mtichchhnkatiku or 
“ Little Clay C urt” received its title.2 The beautiful terra-cotta medallion found by 
Mr. Marshall in the house of the banker Jnynvasuda and produced along with his 
preliminary note, reminds us of a scene from a not less famous Indian drama, the 
Sakunta la . Tn the two men on the quadriga in the centre of the medallion we may 
perhaps sec king Dushynnta and his charioteer who are being entreated by a hermit 
not to kill the antelope which has taken a refuge in Kanva’s hermitage. AN e note, 
also, the hermit’s lint and, in front of it, a girl watering the trees in which wc may 
recognise Sakuntnla, the heroine of the play. The medallion, which must belong 
to the Sunga jjeriod, is no doubt much anterior t»» Kalidasa, hut it is well known 
that the subject of that author's most famous play was not invented, by him. It 
forms an episode in the first hook of the Mahahhar.itn. hut it must he admitted that 

' J. H  A. S. for M l ,  p|* 1^7 tr.
* TIr1 31rieln'hhuka(ikA baa Icon rvitdotcii in nloiwt tv$n luiignngo <»i F.nrope. It w.is translate*! into EnglL-h 

by II. H. Wilson (Thtafrt c/lhc Hindu*. Vol. I) and by Or. A. W. It viler ( Harttinl Oriental Seri<$, Vol. IXI mxl 
into Ucrnun anion*; oihora by Otto von Boliitingk, and by T. nt'ng Friwe. Tho p sau;c templing tbo little olity fart 

in the 6tli Act- Wilson, op. eit. Vol. f. p. 20*1; Ryder’a tniiulntioi', pp. t* t ff.
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the details of the terra-cotta agree with the dramatic and not with the epical version 
of the story and, on that account, the identification cannot be regarded as certain.

Inscribed seals and scalings, mostly of clay, were found in considerable number, 
and some of these have enabled Mr. Marshall to name the various houses after their 
former occupants. Though these persons were only simple burghers of a country 
town (as indeed was tin* case with most of the house-holders of Pompeii), their 
names add a certain amount of human interest to the houses in which they once 
lived their humble life and to the implements which they once used in their daily 
occupations. As regards the general plan of the houses, they all consist of a cent nil 
courtyard enclosed by a row of rooms on the four sides. I fence the Sanskrit term 
c/iaiuff&ala, meaning “ a building of four halls (AUd).” I t  will he noticed that 
the plan of the Buddhist convent was developed our of that of the simple dwelling 
house, ami again a later development is the Kamvansarai of the Muhammadan 
period.1 Among the minor antiquities found in the HI lit a excavations there are 
several hundred terra-cotta figurines of men, women, and children, which range in 
date from the tt h to the Oth century A.D.: “ Apart from their artistic interest,” 
Mr. Marshall writes, ** these figurines are valuable for the informat ion they furnish 
as to the fashions in vogue during the Gupta period. Thus the modes of dressing 
the hair were as numerous then as they are among women to-day, and perhaps 
even more startling. The men, certainly, must have been foppish to a degn*e, with 
their long curls falling loose on one side only, or elaborated like a full Georgian 
wig, or coillured with jewels in the Antoinette manner, or nrrranged more severely 
in the regal style of Persia.”

Here again we are reminded of an interesting literary parallel. "When in the 
Oth Act of the Mtichchhakafikii the foolish brother-in-law of the king enters tin* 
Court of Justice to accuse the noble Cbarudatta, he refers to his own elegant appear- 
nnce in the following words —

“ I bathed where water runs and Hows and purls ;
T shat within a  garden, park, and grove 
With women, and with females, and with girls,
Whose lovely limbs with grace angelic move,
My hair is shomo times done up tight, you shoe;
In  locks, or curls, it hangs my forehead o’er ;
SI 10 me times is matted, shornctimes hanging free;
And then again T wear a pompadour.
I  am a wonder, I ’m a wondrous thing,
And the husband of my shister is the king.”

» M. Fouihfir [A r t g r /c o -b o m h lh n r  I, 117) in dealing with the •a*gh<lr<iin“t remark* : "  l'artunt rt lon joan  
non* ri’comi!U.,»*orit»1 n tin ou phuiourt OXOmplairos le nn' tna groin*1 «tvhll*ctural, form*.- dt? ijuntrv oorp* do luUinmit* »e 
rejoignAnt h angle droit r t  c’o nm m t exclusivement stir tine «m r intdrieurO. Tol o-t. jwut-on din*, dan* 1 Tndo, io tjp c  
cloniqne do In rdaidenev ; imitation dn vieux e a tu fc jla ,  iJ rente lo modi'le den cnmvanwrai* hilti* par lo* ampertnrx 
mogol>."

In  R a ja t. 3 ,1 3  m o tio n  is made of the foundation of a MTifalnr together w itha  quadnngla "  ( HA d r  oik  ca- 
fialttfifiilatk).

• All tlio antiquities uncart bed have hewn dopoeited in the Indian Mureum at Calcutta.
■D r. Ryder, w hn»  troiw btion I quote (p. 133), imitate* the iumI itrik ing  peculiarity of 8aa»binaku 't 

pat ait— his xubititution of > for *. C f, Wilson, Theatre tk* IlinJun. Vol. I ,  p. 118.
a
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One of the most interesting results of the Blrita excavations relates to the use 
of bricks. T quote the following from Mr. Marshall’s preliminary note:—

** Xon9 of the brick buildings t.hut have been excavated on this site edit, in my opinion, be 
assigned to an earlier date than tin* tth century B.C., and there w nw  little cbnnee of finding older 
oucs here, though kiln-burnt bricks >«eein to have been in use on this site for about a century before 
that. Several broad trial trenches were sunk deep below the Manrvan level, but in every case the 
brick debris terminated within a few feet of the Manrvan buildings, though the di'posits beneath 
extended down for 20 feet and more, before virgin soil was reached. 1 do not regard this as proof 
that the use of bricks was unknown in India before the 5th century 11.( . It may well be that up to 
that time Bhitft bad boon occupied by uu unimportant village, the houses of which would naturally 
have l»?en of mud, as they still are in the India of to-day. My excavation of a portion of the city 
wall proves that it was built of brick, for the fir*t time, iu the Manrvan epoch, and it can reason* 
nl.lv he supposed that the place was then growing in imjKUtunce, and that the erection of the city 
wall marks, in fnet, the conversion of the village into a town. On the other hand, it may be that 
kiln-burnt bricks were, in fact, unknown in this part of India before the 5th century B.C., aud in 
that oa*~ it is quite possible that the town was originally defended, like the city of Pntaliputra, by 
a wooden wall. The total absence of bricks in the lower strata certainly tallies well with the 
testimony of Megasthones about the fortifications of <'hamlraguptiPs capital * ; but the question is 
one which cannot lie settled until some more important eitv sites have been examined.

“ In spite, however, of the absence of pakka buildings my excavation of the lower strata was 
not without Interesting results. Thus concrete was found in use for flooring nt least as Far back as 
the 7th century Ji.C .; while another kind of pavement, which fell into disuse here after the intro
duction of kiln-burnt bricks, was composed of a  thick layer of clay mixed with broken potsherds, 
the whole being afterwards burnt in *itu, so as to form one unbroken slab of terra-cotta. "Wheel- 
made pottery occurred in the earliest deposits of nil, which can hardly be placed later than 1,200 
B.C., and may be considerably earlier; and a fine black lustre ware with highly burnished surface 
was found, in company with rough terra-cotta figures, in deposits of the 7th or 8th century IhC- 
onwards."

The results obtained on n second-rate site like Bliitd give some idea of what we 
mny expect when the systematic exploration of the large cities of Takshasila (Taxila), 
Pataliputra ami Vidi&i conics to be taken in hand.

In the Frontier Province Dr. Spooner turned his attention again to the site of 
Sahri-Bahlol, which in 1900-07 had yielded such a wealth of sculpture. The mound 
selected tills time for exploration proved no less productive. Some two hundred pieces 
of sculpture came to light. These have now been added to the Peshawar Museum 
which bids fair to become the first depository of Gandhara art. As Dr. Spooner w ent 
on leave shortly after the end of his excavations ami on his return was transferred to 
the Eastern Circle, he missed the opportunity for a close study of his numerous liuds. 
Mi* paper, however, published in the present volume with numerous illustrations will 
convey an idea of the artistic and religious interest attaching to this new Sailri-Bah- 
loi collection. Besides some very fine Buddha and Budhisattva images, it contains a 
large number of bas-reliefs, including several subjects not yet found in Grteco-Bml- 
illiist art. Among the latter 1 may mention particularly a very fine representation 
of the conversion of Angulimalo or “ Finger-garland,M the robber of Sr&vnsti, who 
according to the legend told by Hiuen Tsiang, used to wear a garland made of the 
fingers of his victims.

1 Art-bin, it will V  • .•nioniborwl, states (Chapter X) that ritie* situated on the banks of rivers or on the sen count 
wrre built wood, while those in higher ami dryer situations wera built of brick and mud.
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T would further remark on a number of elongated panels1 which seem to 
refer to julafout, or stories of Buddha's previous existences. They have so far only 
partially been identified, hut one series certainly illustrates the ston of * * the Merchant 
\\ ho kicked his mother.’ a tale primarily intended to exemplify the doctrine of korina. 
It occurs also among (he sculptures on the Bnrohtulur of Java.* 11 Is curious that 
on theSahri-Bahlol sculptures Maitrakanvakn, the hero of the story, is shown travel
ling on horseback, his merchandise being loaded on a Hadrian camel, a horse and a 
Imllock. The sculptor evidently adapted these details to his environment:*. The 
discovery of these panels indicates that, jalttfot scenes were as favoured a subject with 
the sculptors of Gandham a> with their brethren of Central India and Mathura. It is 
curious that in later Buddhist sculpture hardly any jtUakas are found, at least in 
rndia proper, whereas they blossom forth again in the Hindu art of Java and on 
the monuments of Pagan, the ancient capital of Burma.

I)r. Spooner’s finds include a very remarkable female statue holding in both hands 
a little shrine, apparently meant to couta’ii some precious object, and a head with so 
striking a profile that it can lie hardly anything hut a portrait. It will he seen from 
Hr. Spooner’s paper that the head appears to have belonged to a statue which formed 
the countcrjiart of the female image, and that, in his opinion, both represented the 
princely donors of the sanctuary, in the ruins of which they came to light. This inter
pretation seems Perfectly plausible, lmt I  very much doubt whether sculptures of such 
a pronounced classical style can have belonged to so lute a period as the reign of king 
Huvishka, whose elligy Dr. Spooner wants us to recognise in the portrait head. 
Tmlccd, n comparison of this head with liuvishkn's coinage, on which Dr. Spooner liases 
his theory, seems to me to nITurd strong evidence against the proposed identification.
It is true that in the course of the Sahri-Bahlol exca\ at ion a Sassanian silver coin was 
found which lias been assigned to as late a ]>eriod as the At h century A.D. It is evi
dent, however, that on a single coin no conclusion can he based with regard to the 
date of the buildings in the ruins of which it was found.

In connection with the study of the Gr.eco-Buddhist school of Gandhnra, that 
of the closely allied Mathura school affords important data. Ill the Course of the 
year. Vandit Rndha Krishna, the Honorary Assistant-Curator of the Mathura 
museum, has again added a considerable number of sculptures and inscriptions to 
the collection in his charge. These will be discussed bv me in a special article in 
the present volume. Here it will suffice to say that the finds in question confirm 
our previous conclusions with regard to the date of the Mathura school. Jt was 
particularly in the Kushan period that tin’s school flourished. One of the new 
acquisitions is an inscribed statuette of a male in Scythian dress which probably 
represents a donor.3 The inscriptions, mostly in the Hrfilimi script of the Kushan 
variety, point to the same conclusion. It deserves notice that among the nine 
newly recovered epigraphs of the Kushan j>eriod. no less than six may he assigned 
to the reign of Huvishka, and three of these actually contain his name. We arc,

1 Of, •imilnr pnriol* roprodneed by Dr. linrgetv, J. 1. A.l% Vol. VIII, pluU*S3 Ota! h i  which UnveloMi jaitlv 
M<m! i lied. Title Fouclier, Art ffr/i'irbontljAiQti*, pp. 280 IT

* Of. Fouehcr /.<• *lBpo dc Jtvrvbudvr iu B. E.F. E.O., Vol. I \’ pp. 35 ff.. wboro roier^i.' C* !<>
literary !<onriM>A nro quotod.

* Soo .Mr. Mnrdutir* article in / .  IF A. s’, for 1900-10, pp 152 IT., plow A III. (•£. -
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therefore, perhaps justified in identifying the palmy days of the Mathura school 
in particular with the reign of That monarch.

Mr. Cousens has contributed to the present Annual a detailed account of his 
exploration of the Buddhist stupa of Mirpur-Khas in Siiul, which, as far as I  know, 
is t he first ancient monument of the kind systematically excavated in that province. 
Mr. Cousens* researches resulted in the discovery of a deposit of relics which, however, 
were not accompanied by any data relating to the age of the building. For the 
dating of the Mirpiir-KMs stf'pn our safest guide is the style of the terra-cotta 
Buddha figures with which it was found adorned. The curious circumstance 
that the plinth was encased, apparently very shortly after the completion of the 
monument, renders it. practically certain that those terra-cotta panels are not 
later additions. Their most striking feature are the elaborately sculptured haloes. 
We know that such haloes nre peculiar to stone images of the Gupta epoch and 
we may, therefore, attribute the terra-cottas to the 4th, 5th or 6th century. 
Mr. Cousens arrives at a somewhat earlier date. I ij his opiuion, the stupa of 
Mirjmr-Khas cannot ho ascribed to a later date than A. I). 400 and is possibly 
even earlier.

Whether there has existed an earlier structure ou the spot is, ns Mr. Cousens 
rightly remarks, a matter of surmise. There is no indication as to the origin of 
the relics found in the si ft pa. All wo can say is that, in all probability, the 
builders of the monument regarded them as corporeal remains of either the Buddha 
himself or of one of the early Arhnts of the Buddhist Church.

The Mir pur* K]ps stupa remained a place of worship down to the early Arab 
invasion in Sind (A.D. 715), as is evident from the occurrence of inscribed tablets of 
the well known type assignable to the 7th or 6th century and from Aral) coins 
found together with them in the debris. So here, os elsewhere in India, it appears to 
have been the Moslem occupation which made an end of Buddhism.

Mr. Cousens, on the strength of a passage iu the Mujmal-at-taw-irikh quoted 
by General M. It. Ilnig, conjectures that the existence of Buddhist monuments in 
Sind may he due to an invasion in that country by a king of Kashmir. Even 
if this invasion could he proved to be a historical fact, the proposed explanation 
does not seem to me to be very plausible. Buddhism, no doubt, flourished in 
Kashmir under the powerful patronage of the Kuslian kings', but there is no 
evidence that the later rulers of Kashmir were particularly partial to that 
religion. Besides, military expeditions are in their character more destructive 
than constructive.

Would it not he a more natural assumption that Buddhism spread over 
Sind from Gandhara which, as we know, was a great centre of that faith in the 
early centuries of the Christian e ra : We can point to a link iu the stupa of Sue 
Vihar in the Bahuwalpur State, the foundation of which, as recorded on a copper
plate, took place in the 11th year of the reign of Kanishka.1 This would account 
for the close relationship, noted by Mr. Cousens, between certain decorative devices 
found on the Buddhist monuments of Sind and on those of Gandhara.

4 4

1 JttijaUimiu/iHi 1, ICS-IT t iw n l. Stoin, Vol. !, pp. 140 IT. 
* IrJ , Ant., Vol. X, ]>. 320.
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It is a matter of sincere regret that the article on the xtapu of Mirpur-Khas. 
which T have liere summarized, will in all probability be the last contribution from 
Mr. Couseus’ pen to the Annual Reports of the Department, owing to that officer's 
impending retirement, from the Government service. His accurate and always 
perfectly illustrated accounts will be sorely missed. Another constant collaborator 
has been removed from our pages by a sadder fate—Dr. Theodor Bloch whose death 
occurred at Calcutta ou the 20th October 1909. His papers regularly published 
in the Archaeological Annual since it was initiated, bear testimony to his wide 
knowledge and tine scholarship.

The present Annual contains one article by a contributor not belonging to 
the Archmological Department, and it is to this article that I wish to call special 
attention on account of its exceptional interest. Thanks to Mr. Marshall's strong 
recommendations, it was arranged with the Moravian Mission Board that the 
services of the ltev. Mr. (now Dr.) A. H. Francke, the well known Tibetan scholar, 
should he placed at the disposal of the Government of India for a special tour 
of archaeological research in the mountain tracts of the Punjab and Kashmir 
bordering on Tibet. The proposed expedition was attended with grave risks owing 
to the very difficult nature of the country to bo traversed. Air. Francke, however, 
was singularly fitted for the task both through his knowledge of Tibetan and his 
intimate acquaintance with Ladakh and Lahul where he had already spent many 
years both in missionary work and scientific research. The main results of his 
tour, which in due course will be published separately, have here been very 
briefly summarized, and although this summary largely deals with inscriptions, 
it has been given a place in the present section. Any further comment on 
Mr. Franckc’s work is siiperlluous, but I wish to take the opportunity to record 
our great indebtedness to the Moravian Mission Board for having lent us 
his invaluable services.

J. P m. Yooki
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riTlvN it became evident that further work at Shnh-ji-ki-Dherl was impossible for
the present, owing to the attitude of the owner of the land, 1 decided to ret urn 

to Sahribahlol and explore another of the many mounds in that vicinity. The one 
selected (numbered 1000 in the general plan of the environ* of Sahribahlol made for 
the Peshawar office through the generosity of the Director General of Ardneology, 
and now published for tin* first time, ride Plate X II), was a fairly largo tumulus 
measuring 260 feet in diameter and situated about half a mile to the north-west of the 
village. In form it was nearly round, with a maximum height of some ten or twelve 
feet above tin- plain, and save for two deep pits on the northern edge it appeared to 
be intact. No walls were visible* anywhere, nor were there any surface indications 
as to the |>osition of the monuments underground. Their nature, however, was 
sufficiently indicated by the stones with which the top of the mound was strewn, 
among which a considerable number of sculptural fragments were noticeable. 
Assuming, therefore, that the mound covered the ruins of some ate pa, with or with* 
mu a monastery attached, and desiring first of all to determine in which part of the 
site the monastic quadrangle had lain, supposing one to have existed, I led two 
trenches through the mound at nulll angles to each other, which enabled me after 
a few days to form a judgment as to the general plan of tin* site as a whole.

These original trenches were not carried down to any considerable depth, for it 
very soon became noticeable that, ns we left the surface, stone fragments became 
increasingly numerous on the west, while in the eastern portion of the mound they 
almost disappeared. Tin* inference was therefore easy that such .stupas or other 
religious structures as had existed at this site lay to the west, while the eastern side 
had been occupied by a monastic quadrangle whose walls were for tin* most part 
kaccha. On this assumption the further deepening of our original trenches on the

* The fnct of my transfer to the Kn»iotn Circle on my tefiirn from leave in 2010 having prevented my revisiting 
Sahribuhlol since my Annual Report for the Frontier Cin-le for 1SHKM0 vv»* written, the firet portion ..f thin paper i« 
perforao merely a reprint of the account there given.
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north and east was abandoned, and our attention concentrated on clearing, first of all, 
the western side of the mound.

Here the first definite building that was met with was the round stupa base 
shown at the point 22-76 on the site plan published with this paper (Plate XIII), 
and against this as a background a headless and otherwise damaged figure of a seated 
Buddha was found still in situ. A further seated Buddha, still in its original posi
tion, was found south of this round stupa at the point 21-80 on the plan, but the wall 
against which this must have been placed, apparently that of the main structure at 
this site, had entirely disappeared save for its veriest foundation ; and even this is 
traceable only on the eastern side. Originally there appears to have been a square 
building here, of which this was the eastern face, and the seated Buddha found at this 
spot, as well as a seated Bodhisattva in situ on the south (Plate XIX, fig. a) points to 
the conclusion that it was once richly decorated with sculptures. But although a 
substantial stone foundation had been laid for this building, which is traceable to the 
west of this eastern wall, the further outline of the building could not be followed, 
and it appears probable that the walls themselves were kaccha, with merely a stone 
base covered with plaster, as is the case with the only portion now remaining. It 
is, therefore, difficult to determine the exact nature of this structure, but the com
parative strength and solidity of the foundations suggest that the building was a 
fairly high and heavy one; and the large number of sculptural finds made in the 
debris at this point would seem to signify that here was the main monument of this 
community. If this is so, it is perhaps singular that the main structure should have 
been built of more perishable materials than some of the minor ones for, as can be 
seen from the plan, other buildings were found which were comparatively well pre
served in parts, but it is worthy of notice that precisely the same phenomenon was 
observable in the other mound, south of Sahribahlol, which was excavated in 1907.1

The square stucco platforms at 11-73, 12-80, 14-86, 20-84 and 22-84 on the site- 
plan appear to be the remains of similar structures on a smaller scale. Numberless 
sculptural fragments, in both stone and stucco, were found in connection with them, 
but as a rule these were not of such importance as those associated with what must 
have been the principal monument, and it is furthermore noticeable that this 
latter rises from a well-laid stone pavement, whereas the others arc all of them off 
this pavement, and therefore outside the main centre of the site. In no place do the 
traceable remains of these minor buildings rise to a height of more than 6 or 7 
inches. But their nature as religious structures (whether temples or stupas one can
not be certain) is definitely assured by the little seated Buddha figures which are 
found in the centre of each of the four sides, wherever anything of the wall has beeu 
preserved at this point.

Another building rising from the main stone pavement and considerably better 
preserved than those discussed above is the square stupa at 20-74 on the site-plan, 
only a few feet to the north-west of the round stupa which was the first to be found. 
This is very solidly constructed of stone faced with stucco, and must originally have

1 The mound excavated in 1907 is numbered 1100 on the general plan. It has never hitherto been possible 
to record its exact position relative to the village, in the absence of a large scale map of the locality, but such record is 
of importance, as excavate! sites in the Frontier are apt to be ploughed over and lost sight of.
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been a highly ornamental building. On its south face portions of a large and very 
elaborate sculpture were found in situ, shown in Plate XIX, tig. b. and also the bases 
or other stone sculptures with wliieb the stupa was originally decorated; while the 
eastern face shows n frieze of Buddha figures in stucco, ta t ween Corinthian pilas
ters, surmounted by a cornice, above which ran yet another stucco frieze represent
ing apparently legendary scenes from the life of the Buddha, on a scale quite excep
tional for a building of such small dimensions. Of this second and more important 
frieze, no trace of which remains on the other three sides, only three figures are pre
served on the eastern face near the south-east corner of the monument. Of these 
the largest is a sadly damaged figure of the Buddha, standing, and apparently turned 
to the left in the direction of two children whose figures are better preserved, 
although one of them is headless. The one nearest the Buddha is seated on tin* ground 
while the other, w ho is nude, is standing at the extreme left of the composition. It. 
seems probable, therefore, that the scene intended is the child’s offering o*' the Hand
ful of Dust, hut certainty is hardly j>ossiblc in the present condition of the monument. 
At all events, enough is left to prove that the decoration in stucco on this stupa was 
of an exceptional and highly interesting nature, and it is much to be deplored that so 
large a proportion of it has perished.

A further j»oint of interest in regard to this stupa is that facing the centre of its 
southern side is a large stone pedestal of some standing Buddha figure, w hose feet are 
turned towards the stupa itself, while on the west occurs n second pedestal where the 
fret are turned to the east. Both sculpt tins must, therefore, have faced the stupa 
itself, but tin* reason for this is not quite clear, since the space between these pedestals 
and the stupa is barely sufficient for a man to pass. A third [tcdestal, or rather in 
this case, a structural socket for a pedestal, was found to the west of the small and 
damaged plat form apparently representing nnotlier stupa closely adjoining the former 
on the north-west, and a fourth must have been placed at a corresponding point on the 
east of this building, as is inferable from the fact that it was at these points that we 
found the colossal Buddha figures to he mentioned later (See Plate XXII, figs, b and 
c). But from the position in which these figures were lying it is evident that they 
faced the north, so that here they cannot have been turned towards the monument 
bv which they stood. This seems a much more natural arrangement, but the fact 
remains indisputable that in the other cases the |>edestals face toward the stupa.

The only remaining building of importance in the western portion of the site 
lies beyond the edge of the stone pavement, and is a small square stupa-base of mas
sive construction and well-preserved (Cf. Plate XIV, figs, a and 0). As usual this is 
faced with stucco, and is ornamented with a frieze of five seated Buddha figures on 
each side between Corinthian pilasters, all coloured red, and surmounted by a modil- 
lion cornice. But the general design of this decoration is familiar, anil the friezes 
call for no special comment, beyond observing that attention appears to have been 
given to varying the postures of the hands, figures showing the attitude of meditation 
where the hands lie one above the other in the lap, alternating regularly on two sides 
with those where the right arm is bent at the elbow and portrayed as wrapped in the 
garment.

Tt also should be added that all these stupas were opened and examined down to
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a level well below their foundations, but nothing of any significance was found 
except one small copper coin too badly corroded for identification.

The monastic quadrangle as such presents no new features of importance, and 
yielded little beyond one remarkably fine stone lamp of large size (fig. 1) and a

Pig. 1. Stone lamp; 17" by 4i".

considerable number of inscribed pottery 
fragments. The various minor structures 
shown in the plan as occurring in the 
centre of the quadrangle admit of no 
certain explanation. Some of them show 
so close an approach to alignment that 
one woidd like to explain them as the 
liases of pillars supporting a verandah 
around the inner face of the cubicles, but 
unfortunately the only structural portion 
in most cases is so far above the apparent 
level of the floor as to make this inter

pretation doubtful.
To the south of the main quadrangle containing the chambers of the monks, two 

large rooms were found, of which one was.presumably the hall of conference for the 
little community of bhikshus. I t was in the western one of these that the majority of 
the pottery fragments were found, but these were too badly broken for any definite 
conclusions. The word parigralie occurs on two potsherds, but this, winch is a fami
liar word in donative formula;, merely means “ for the acceptance of ” and, therefore, 
sheds no light on the identitv of the monasterv.

For the following notes on the coins recovered in the course of the excavations I  
am . indebted to Professor Ilapson and Mr. Hargreaves, to the latter of whom fell the 
task of cleaning the finds, as opportunity for this work had not offered previously. 
Professor llapson I  consulted in regard to a Sassanian silver coin which we coidd not 
trace in India, and it is to his courtesy that I  owe the following interesting note. 
Professor Rapson writes : —

“ I t  is a most interesting specimen. So far as I  know, it is an unpublished variety. I t  is 
Sassanian in type and fabric, but it bears an inscription which shows that it was struck by the 
Kidara or Little Kushanas (vide my Indian Coin*, p. 19, § 7li). I should describe it as follows :

“ Obverse.— Bust of King r. (apparently imitated from the coins of the Sassanian King Shapin' 
II, A. D. 310—380). In front of face, inscription in Gupta characters =  A idara A us ha tja-sh a [_h 7].

“ Reverse Sassanian fire-altar with attendants : in exergue, date illegible (traces of three characters) 
“ Although this variety seems to be new, it resembles in regard to certain features two 

known varieties;
“ (1) in regard to the inscription and the date, cf. Cunningham, Num. Chron. 1S93, p. 199, 1 1 

X \ ( \  I), Nos. 1 and 2. The inscription seems to be almost the same as on this specimen, except 
that it appears to be proceeded by Sri, of which I can see no traces here. The date may be the same 
Cunningham supposed it to be = 839, and suggested that it might be Saka =  A.T). 417. I confess 
that I am not satisfied that this reading is correct. The numerals appears to me to be 'ialfc lhe 
decimal figure seems certain = 3 0  : the unit may = 9 : but to my eyes the first numeral seems doubt
ful —? =  100.

“ (2) in regard to the portrait, cf. Cunningham, Num. Chron. 1S91, p. 270, PI. IX (\ II), Xos. ] 
and 2. No. 1 is probably imitated, like this specimen, from a coin of Shahpur II, No. 2 from one

a
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of Varuhrun IV  (A.D.-3S9—399)* These coinswhich beftr inscriptions in corrupt Greek characters 
are attributed by Cunningham to tlie White Hun*.”

T nm indebted to Mr. H. Hargreaves for the following note on the remaining 
coins found at Sahribahlol:

“ In all 07 copper coins were cleaned, l>ut of these GO were so badly corroded that neither 
figures nor legends were traceable on any of them.

“ Three, however, bear traces of the long skirted figure so charaoteristic of the Kushftn kings, 
but not a single specimen can. with any certainty, he assigned to a particular ruler.

“ One copper coin, in good condition, of Soter Megas was also recovered and one silver coin of 
the Snssaiiiiiu King Ynmlum II.

“ This last is quite independent of the Sassanian coin identified by Professor Rapson in 
his letter duted 22nd Septcmlior 1.910,

u I attach a detailed account of the two legible coins.

1.—Sassanian* Coin, Silver.
Qbrcnc.— Rust of King tr’ right. Curved plume behind head-dress. Seeming legend on 

right edge which is probably Ynrahfm.
Reecne.—Firc-ultor with two attendants. The Reverse is much worn.
References.— (a) Wilson. Ariana Antiqua, p. 39$, plate XVI, fig. 1 $.

Ur) Smith. Cat. o f  Coins. 7, M. p. 225, No. 12 (0).

I I—C opper Coin . S oter M egas.

Ob verts.— Rust of King right, radiate ; lance with streamers in right hand, behind £

Reverse — BACIAEVC BACIAEVtUM CUJTHP M........... PoOI'Script. King right on horse
back with sceptre (?) : behind head two streamers.

A better specimen than in the B. M. Catalogue.
Reference.—The monogram seems to have four  lineii, not three as usual £  Car finer p . 114 

No. 2.
Turning now to the sculptural finds of the season, it may safely bo affirmed that 

in their variety, their extent and their relatively good state of preservation, they 
constitute an important addition to our material for the study of the school. W hat
ever Sahribahlol may have been in ancient times, it was certainly a most important 
centre of the Buddhist cult, and each fresh excavation tends only to increase our 
wonder at the immense wealth of sculpture accumulated here, and our regret that 
the identify of the site remains undetermined.

I t  Is intended to deal with these fragments, the majority of which appear to 
date from the mid-Gandhara period, in as orderly a sequence ns the subject permits, 
and a beginning will accordingly he made with decorative reliefs. As can he seen 
from Plate Xo. XV. the collection includes some of very admirable workmanship, 
and a few of novel design. Even the well-known motif of E rotes carrying a long 
serpentine garland presents here a new feature in that the alternate figures wear 

I each a long coat falling to the knee, which gives one the impression that the sculpture 
marks an incipient protest against the traditional nudity of even these childish 
figures, in other words, that this type is intermediate between the usual Oandhnra 
style where the Erotes are nude, and the later Mathura type, where, as Dr. Vogel 
shows, they an* regularly draped. But it would lie unwise to base any far-reaching
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conclusions on such slight evidence, and against the probability of suck significance 
attaching to this detail is the fact that in spiritedness of attitude as well as in deli
cacy of execution, this relief is certainly not to he relegated to any period of ad
vanced decadence, or of far departure from the Hellenistic prototype. Indeed the 
non-Indian nature of several of the decorative panels recovered this year would 
seem to indicate definitely that chronologically the site is a truly ancient, one, 
which, at least in its origins, must date back to a time when the Buddhists of 
Gandhara appreciated and approved of foreign motifs all undisguised. "Witness the 
delightful frieze of winged Atlanta* (Plate Xo. XV, fig. h), which in artistic feeling, 
as well as in subject matter and execution, belongs almost certainly to an early period 
of Gandhara art, for it is difficult to trace much or any purely Indian art 
influence in it. W ith the exception of the frieze of river gods in the British Museum 
and a couple of panels in the possession of Dr. Lankestcr in Peshawar, few 
sculptures are known which point more clearly to the Hellenistic inspiration behind 
the Gandhara school, although the present fragment is by no means the equal of 
those others. Again the frieze of Tritons and fabulous winged monsters, of dragon-like 
appearance (shown in Plate Xo. XV, fig. a) is definitely un-Indian in conception 
and of an execution known only to the older period of this school. The same is, in 
less degree, true of the remaining figure on the same plate, the long and narrow 
frieze with various figures, both human and animal, artistically disposed in the loops 
of a particularly graceful vine scroll, with hunches of grapes at intervals. Here, 
however, Indian influence is betrayed by the choice of the figuml subjects. The lion, 
the parrot and the monkeys are more Indian than otherwise, hut the application 
of the vine, itself not an indigenous plant in India, to such artistic use is definitely 
an importation from the west, as has been repeatedly pointed out. Fragments of 
Other similar friezes were also recovered a t this site, and these also show familiar 
Indian animal forms, the monkey, the deer, and the peacock even, but no other 
continuous frieze was found except the one illustrated, and even this had to be pieced 
together from several fragments. The last fragment of this class which calls 
for mention here is the one pictured in fig. a of Plate XVI. Its exact significance 
is unknown to me, but it appears to he symbolical, representing a large circular vase- 
in the centre, evidently containing lotuses, this object being flanked on either side by 
banners of streamers dependent from a triangular frame, surmounted by something in 
the nature of a glorified pompon at the top. There also appear to he bosses at the points 
where the several streamers join the actual frame, and the whole design must be 
acknowledged as highly ornamental. But what the precise meaning of either these 
banners or the jar of lotuses may be (unless both are purely ornamental), it is impossible 
for me to say. In  general effect the streamers at; least remind one inevitably of the 
Japanese Oohei with which, however, it is not suggested that they have any historical 
affinity, although it  is perhaps not absolutely-impossible, despite the association of 
Oohei with Shintoism. In Japan such streamers are said to represent offerings (i.e., 
to stand lor the rags one sees tied to trees and shrines both in Japan and in India) 
and if is at least conceivable that some such meaning should attach to the present 
banners, although there is little or nothing on which to base an assertion of tin? kind. 
The central vase* or jar occurred also in the centre of the main frieze on the little

II 2
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id(1 pa  excavated south of Sahril>aklol iu 1907, now represented only by the plaster cast 
in the Peshawar Museum. Tint an ancient intaglio in the Peshawar collection shows 
the same motif, and it seems reasonable to suppose!lint some special significance must 
have attached to it. Tt is worth noticing, however, before leaving this bas-relief, 
that the various panels of the frieze bore seem to have been divided off by tall 
plantain leaves (or are they palms?) rising from handled jars or vases* which 
is a device by no means common in Gnndhnrn.

rrlio next-section to be considered embraces the legendary scenes recovered this 
year, and alt bough these are not strikingly numerous, they arc exceptionally valu
able as including a number of subjixjts not liithcrto found. Unfortunately my transfer 
to Bengal shortly after the completion of the Sahrilmhlol excavations deprived me 
of the opportunity of making any personal study of the originals, but Dr. Vogel lias 
succeeded in piecing several of the fragments together, and in interpreting others, so 
that some account may be given of the year's yield even now A more extensive 
treatment of certain individual pieces, will. I understand, be published by Dr. Vogel 
himself elsewhere.

Perhaps the finest single bas-relief among those representing new subjects is the 
one illustrated in Plate XVI, fig.//, which Dr. Vogel very cleverly interprets ns the 
Anguli-mfila legend. As in sculptures of the Dipafikara-jfitaka, so here too, the main 
figure in t he story (apart from the Buddha) is depicted more than once, first attacking 
bis own mother, then assaulting the Buddha, and then in bis final act of submission, 
where lie lies prostrate at the Buddha’s feet, with bis garland of severed human 

/  lingers and bis sword lying neglected on the ground. Indeed the posture of this 
prostrate figure, with bis hair out-spread, isa further detail of similarity between this 
sculpture and that of the j  fit a la  above-mentioned. The fragmentary scene below the 
Anguli-mfila plaque awaits identification, but the presence of numerous monks would 
seem to point to some monastic subject, or some special discourse of the Buddha to 
his followers. But whatever may have served to differentiate the scene has been 
unhappily lost, and in the present condition of the sculpture no more precise 
identification seems jiossible. The great vigour of the attacking figure in the 
upper panel and indeed the exceptional delicacy of the execution throughout, notably 
in the case of the monkish heads in the buyer scene, put this sculpture indubitably 
among those of the better period of Gnndhara art.

Another bas-relief, or rather series of bas-reliefs (now sadly incomplete) 
which Dr. Vogel has identified, are shown in the several figures of Plato Xo. XAIT 
representing the travels and adv/»nhires of Maitrakanynka, from  bis meeting with 
the two damsels and his subsequent dalliance with them (in the upper scene), 
through bis later adventures with increasing numbers, up to bis final punishment 
of the burning w heel.

1 believe Dr. Vogel further suggests that tin* long frieze of ornate chariots (fig. a 
of plate Xo. XVIII) and the sculpture with the elephant (Plate Xo. X V III, fig. o) 
depict the ViSvantarn-jntaka. But although in the latter fragment the young man 
leading the elephant certainly docs appear to hold a vessel with the water of donation 
and may therefore indeed represent this one of the prince's gifts, I cannot myself ex
plain tin uncouth figure at the rigid of the composition, nor can 1 see that the relief
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with the chariots in any way suitably represents this story. The continued presence 
in the chariot (assuming the same one to lie represented over and over a«ain) of throe 
riders up to the last scene, whore evidently one 1ms dismounted and joined the lender, 
who is here, ns elsewhere, on foot, in converse with a Brahman, seems to make against, 
this interpretation. The gift of the eliariot ought, furthermore, on the analogy of the 
.Tainulgarln sculpture, lo precede the gift of the children, hut here there apptmrs to In- 
no process of gradual elimination at all, nor does the royal couple at the extreme 
left seem to he a relevant composition; unless, indeed, iu the scene just preceding 
this we have actually the gilt of the first child, and here on the left tin- sift of the 
second. The kneeling figure may perchance he the child, supplicating his generous hut 
most un-Christian parents, and the figure iu the background may he the wicked 
Brahman. But what then arc the gifts associated with the two earlier occurrences of 
the chariot, and why was not the chariot itself sacrificed before the children ? 
Dr. Vogel\s discussion of the scene will lie awaited with interest.

Another new relief in regard to which Dr. Vogel had made suggestions is the one 
illustrated by tig. C of Plate Xo. W  i l l ,  wherein we see a Brahman ami a woman 
conversing before two royal figures over a kind of tub or box resting on the ground 
and evidently containing three men. Dr. Vogel is reminded of the amusing story in the 
Kathasaritsagara, where the faithful wife contrives in the absence of her husband 
to lock up her importunate suitors in a box, which is subsequently carried before tin- 
king and opened. And so far this is the only story which lias occurred to anybody 
which could even remotely be suggested by tliisrciiei. However, tin* difficulties in 
the wav of so intrepretiug this sculpture are many. Xo qum i i mentioned in the 
Kathnsavitsagara, nor does the Brahman hermit appear appropriate. If  only the 
right-liand end of the atom; were unbroken, probably the meaning of the scene would 
be more certain. .Vs it is, if we arc to connect it with the story of I ’pakosa and 
her three entrapped level's, wo shall have to assume that the bowed figure on the 
right is one of the porters, that the pensive female is the faithful wife again, and that 
the little (leva iu the tree is an applauding witness of the removal to the palace of the 
box with its guilty freight, in other words, that the fragment represent.* an. earlier 
scene in the story, presumably the removal of the box, followed by its opening in the 
royal presence. If this is so, it is indeed deplorable that the other acts in the drama 
are missing, for they must have been of a highly entertaining order. But the final 
discussion of this sculpture, as of all those hitherto mentioned, T must leave to Dr. \ ogel.

The interesting fragment shown in fig. b of Plate XVI appears to lie the lorn: 
awaited duplicate of tlie one M. Fonchor calls “Da Frnyeur d’Ananda* ! but. it so. it is 
regrettably disappointing. Xo other story is known, apparently, in which the Buddha 
actually passes his arm through a solid stone wall, but unfortunately' the jierson Inside 
the supposed Ananda, carrying the curious cruet-like object, seems hojH-lessly irrele
vant to this particular storv, nor do wc find the greatly desired figure of the 
vulture. The interpretation of the scene, therefore, must remain open to grave doubt, 
hut the Calcutta relief discussed by M. Foucher is certainly the nearest parallel 
to this new find of any hitherto recovered.

A plaque for which no interpretation has so far presented itself is the one shown in 
1 Cf, L ’art grfeu 'll)tnldhiyitc  i/u O um lnh’ir r .  p. 10V, tiy -li».
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fit?, h of pinto XVIII. Whether the curiously bent figure in the centre of the 
composition between the t wo trees is the Buddha, as one suspects despite the seeming 
absence of n hnlo, and whether again this person, whoever it he, is meant to be standing 
in lire or water, or to he just rising from or alighting on the ground, cannot be 
determined from the photograph in my possession. Apparently the three figures on 
the left are all males, as also the kneeling figure behind the tree on the right. The two 
behind this may also he men, and probably are, but the identity of them all remains 
uncertain. The kneeling figure is evidently trying to hide, and in this respect the 
sculpture reminds one of the attempted •‘scape of Xanda, the first representation 
of which was found at Sahribahlol in 1907, but neither of the two trees in the 
present composition shows any inclination toward quitting its natural position in 
the ground, and the real significance of the bas-relief remains unknown.

Curiously enough, few fragments of legendary scenes familiar from previous 
excavations were recovered. Of these, one very badly damaged piece represents the 
departure from Kapilavastu, with Kanthaka facing, and another is part of the Dipari- 
karn-jataka (Plate XVI, fig. <•). This sculpture is most unfortunately incomplete, and 
shows only the Buddha Dipanknrn (with head, right hand and left foot missing) and 
the thrice repented figure of the boy, (a) standing with the girl (whose figure is pre
served in a damaged condition on the left), (b) about to throw the lotuses at 1)1 pan- 
knra, and (c) prostrate on the ground. But it is evident from what remains of the 
sculpture, that in every way it was most exceptional, and our failure to recover the miss
ing fragments is much to be regretted. For so far ns T know, no legendary scene on 
so large a scale as this has ever been found, and the individual figures in the compo
sition arc carved in such high relief that they stand out almost ns though cut in the 
round, while the unusual size of the sculpture renders all the details exceptionally 
clear. The elaborate balconies above the street, which appear to have been crowded 
with spectators, from such traces as now remain, would havo been particularly inter
esting. But for some curious reason, even the most diligent and careful search foiled 
to reveal any further fragments of this piece.

Another sculpture which appears to rcpreseiita familiar subject is shown in fig. d 
of Plate Xo. W i l l .  But whether this is really the Mahiiparinirvana or not, is ren
dered somewhat doubtful by the position of the recumbent figure, with head to the 
right, and the absence of a halo, ns well as by the wide deviation of the composition 
in general from that type of the death-scene to which we are accustomed. lu  all 
probability the plaque does represent the death of the Buddha, but if this view is 
correct, it certainly forms an interesting variant. The almost exceptional clumsiness 
with which the reclining figure is draw n calls for no emphasis. Yet it is only in the 
feet nml legs that this clumsiness occurs here, for otherwise the figure is not merely 
a standing figure laid on its side. The position of the head on the pillow is not alto
gether unsuccessful. Perhaps the absence of the halo tended to simplify the problem.

Of the Budhisnttva figures (as 1 may continue to designate them at least until 
the second volume of M. Boucher's great work appears, and he is able to elaborate 
his theory as to the nor.-occurrence of such figures in Gandhara), two relatively 
intact sculptures, one standing and tho other seated, showT that typo of headdress with 
the tapering columnar support for a medallion in front which in previous papers J
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have endeavoured to associate with AvalokiteSvara. Neither of these, however (thev 
are negatives 658 and 662 in the Peshawar office), calls for remark, beyond the fact that 
the seated figure (Plate XIX, fig. a) was found in situ as mentioned above, at the point 
on the plan covered by the square 21-81, and some doubt as to the restoration of the 
head may reasonably be entertained. I t does not seem to look quite right on the 
body, but the edge of the break appeared to fit satisfactorily. A more interesting 
image is the large one shown in Plate XXI, fig. b, where the headdress is also of 
a type I associate with AvalokiteSvara, and indeed what I should be tempted to style 
one of the older forms of his headdress, as it contains those winged, dragon-like 
monsters among its ornaments which seem elsewhere to lie associated with more 
•purely Hellenistic compositions. In  other words, I should myself he inclined to put 
this type of headdress with pronouncedly Hellenistic motifs, back nearly to the true 
Bactrian period of Gandliara art in its origins, and as AvalOkitesvara is one of the 
oldest of the Bodhisattvas, and the form of his headdress conventionalized and stereo
typed at a somewhat later date is only a variation of this type, I see no difficulty in 
identifying the present figure with this divinity. The facial types, too, of almost all 
the sculptures of this class have a strong family resemblance; not that I would 
assign any actual individuality or personality to them, as they are all far too 
schematic. But, for all that, it may still be possible that this recurring sameness 
does indicate an intended identity of subject. And if so, I should certainly call 
that subject AvalokiteSvara.

Of Bodhisattvas showing the loop of hair associated with Maitreya, the Peshawar 
negative 656 pictures a large standing figure in good condition (Plate XIX, fig. d), 
except that part of the halo and both hands are missing. The face, which is mous
tached, is comparatively well-modelled, and the expression, although somewhat 
morose perhaps, is not unpleasing, and at all events indicates the abstraction of 
meditation with considerable success. The pedestal shows a seated Bodhisattva with 
two worshipping figures standing on either side. The two seated figures of the 
Maitreya type shown in figs, d and e of Plate XX arc both inferior to this.

The latter is distinctlv closer in stvle to No. 656 and in face is by no 
means displeasing. But that of fig. d is, I  should say, considerably later than either 
of the others, and betrays a coarseness of modelling both in body and face which 
can only he explained as Iiulianization. The treatment of the hair, too, is definitely 
inferior and shows an interesting tendency toward elaboration.

Pig. e also shows an Indianized figure, seated in the usual Indian fashion 
on a Sithlidsana whose front is adorned with a tall urn and four worshipping 
figures. The same urn occurs on the pedestal in fig. d, although in devotional 
scenes usually found on pedestals, such an urn as this is very rare, as an object 
of worship. Dr. Vogel suggests that it may perhaps stand in reality for the alabastron 
which regularly occurs inM aitreya’s left hand. Compare the common occurrence of 
the Buddha’s attribute, the alms-bowl, in the same position on the pedestals of 
Buddha images. The headdress is a lofty krobulos of curly hair bound with ropes of 
pearls, and in general effect is not verv far removed from the headdress of the former 
figure. But whether or not Maitreya is really intended is at best a moot point.

A considerable number of large, standing images of the Buddha were found, and
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most of Hum in unusually go<xl preservation. The largest ami otherwise tile host of 
those were the colossal statues shown in Plate XXII, figs. b and c, which were found 
lying, face downwards. with their heads to the north on either side of the mined 
structure shown in 17-71 on the plan, having; evidently stood original])' on |>cdestals 
beside this building with their faces to the north. Both of these are in the main 
uninjured. The feet have suffered, and the separately carved hands broken oil, but the 
latter wore recovered and can be restored, ihc  faces of both are in excellent 
preservation, save for a slight injury to one nose, and the drapery is practically 
intact. One has lost its halo, which makes the other appear larger, but that they 
formed a pair is indubitable. They measure now 8 feet 6 inches and 9 feet 8 inches 
respectively. and when set up on pedestals in the Museum, will form a most digni
fied and impressive addition to our collections, which effect would he greatly 
enhanced, if the gold-leaf with which they were originally covered could he restored.

The others are not without value also, hut none of them call for detailed men
tion. as none of them show any novel features. But it is perhaps worth noticing 
that the majority show the naturalistic treatment of the hair, and that all of these 
standing figures have the right shoulder covered. Tt is also remarkable that none 
of the pedestals appear to have been decorated. They may indeed all have been let 
into sockets, as appears certainly to have been the case with the two colossal figures.

Bui whereas in this particular collection of sculptures there thus appears to he a 
distinct preference for draping both shoulders in the case of standing figures, the 
same does not hold good of seated images. Some few occur with both shoulders 1 
covered, hut hero the majority is the other way. Xor docs the evidence of these 
seated figures, of which there arc a considerable number, go to indicate any chrono- y 
logical significance in this detail. Some sculptures have the right shoulder hared, 
which, on stylistic grounds, must lie classed as earlier than others where both 
are covered, and the converse is equally true. It. is, however, noticeable that in 
the present group there is an over-whelming preference for the naturalistic 
treatment of the hair. Indeed there is only one sculpture among the seated 
Buddhas recovered this year which have been photographed, which shows the 
canonical arrangement in little curls, and this one is clearly Indinnizcd. One would 
like to explain this ns a further indication of the comparative antiquity of this 
collection as a whole, but the evidence on this point is far too inconclusive as yet for 
any definite assertions of the kind.

As for the jwdestals of these seated figures, they show a considerable variety. 
The favourite ornament is a central seated divinity, preferably a BodJiisattva, with 
two kneeling devotees on cither side. These, 1 believe, are supposed generally to 
represent tin? donors of the image. In two eases there are three such figures on 
either side, standing w it h clasped hands, while one pedestal shows three divine figures 
seated some distance apart with two worshippers kneeling towards the central figure, 
and one standing beside each of the other seated images with hands folded as usual. 
Another pedestal shows no such group at all, being merely tlrnpod in the folds of the 
Buddha's garment ns it falls over the front of his seat. But the most interesting 
of all (negative 01-5) is the pedestal of the damaged Buddha found in situ 
against the M p a  in square 20-75 (Pinto XI X. tig. h ). The centre of (lie
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composition here is taken up by a seated Bodhisattva as usual, but the figures 
attending him, eight of whom are preserved (five on one side and three on the 
other), are in more animated postures than usual and do not seem to be merely 
worshipping. The more striking thing about the whole is, however, the fact 
that above and around this group, and even extending far up apparently on both 
sides of the large Buddha, must have been an elaborate composition representing 
all sorbs and conditions of men and animals in various attitudes, though prevailingly 
devotional. Indeed, the general resemblance of this sculpture as a whole to the 
very remarkable fragment recovered at Takht-i-Bahl in 1908 and non numbered 
1151 in the Peshawar Museum, is very striking, and it is highly probable that 
both compositions referred to the same general subject. Most unfortunately, 
however, both are very seriously damaged (due in part, no doubt, to the intricacy 
and delicacy of the carving), and no reconstruction or sure interpretation is non 
possible.

A number of detached Buddha heads were found without corresponding 
bodies, as is so often the case in Gandhara, and some of these are of a very 
high order, as car. be seen from Plate XXI, figs, c and d. But none call for special 
mention here.

Groups of the Buddha between two Bodhisattvas of the type called by M. 
Foucher the Miracle of Sravastl were singularly few, and indeed the photo
graphs before me show only one (Plate XIX, fig. c). Xor is it of any special 
merit, although interesting in various details. The front of the pedestal appears 
to he covered with a conventional representation of water, probably the tank from 
which spring the lotuses on which the three chief figures rest. But then, incongru
ously enough, in the midst of these waters we find a lofty altar with burning incense 
and a kneeling worshipper on either side. Xor is this all. for above this apparent 
watery field arc three reclining elephants supporting the lotus of the central Buddha, 
each holding in its upraised trunk what is presumably meant for a hunch of lotus 
flowers. The Bodhisattva figures call for no remark. But it is unfortunate that the 
two minor figures leaning out of the background between the heads of these 
Bodhisattvas and the Buddha have been completely defaced. In all probability they 
represent the Indra and Brahma which M. Foucher seeks to find in the chief 
attendants, because it is unquestionable that such is the identity ol the two 
minor figures in the only sculpture we possess on a scale sufficiently large to admit of 
certainty (Xo. 374, in the Peshawar Museum), but in the damaged condition of 
the present group one can only affirm this by analogy.

Three images of the Buddha recovered at Sahribahlol this year call for special 
mention, as they appear to be of a very unusual type (Plate XX, figs, a, b and c). 
In all three the Buddha stands on tin* left of the composition, where he is represent
ed as very greatly surpassing in size the diminutive figures grouped at his feet on 
the right, llis pose is natural and graceful in all these sculptures, exceptionally so 
in b and c ; and where the right hand has been preserved, it either rests against the 
breast, or is held against the shoulder in an attitude as natural and graceful as it is 
uncanonical. The very marked similarity between the Buddhas shown in figs, b and c 
is particularly striking, and the thought inevitably occurs that both must be by the
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same artist. Tlie faces are pronouncedly alike, and there is the same easy graceful pose
to the body, nay, the very drapery agrees almost 
detail for detail in the two images. The 
pedestals, however, differ, the one being decorated 
only with a conventional scroll the other with a 
large bowl on a sort of canopied altar with a 
Bodhisattva seated on either side, beyond each of 
which is a devotee kneeling with clasped hands. 
In the case of this latter sculpture, the minor 
figures accompanying the Buddha are lost, only 
the lower limbs of some small reclining figure 
being preserved. In the other, however, although 
the attendants are injured, it is clear that one was 
a Brahman hermit (now headless), while a still 
smaller figure, very scantily clad, if at all, 
crouches down at the Buddha’s feet but turned 
away from him, although his right hand reaches 
up to clutch the Buddha’s garment, and he is 
gazing up at him, while his left hand rests on the 
ground. Behind this curiously posed individual 
is another, headless like the Brahman, and of 
quite indeterminate character. The significance 

Fig. 2. of the group must thus remain doubtful for
the present. But both of these sculptures are of exceptional interest and artistic 
merit. The third (Plate XX, fig. a) which is an inferior sculpture of the 
same type, showing on the pedestal four worshippers and a seated Buddha 
within a semi-circular shrine, is as a whole better preserved as regards the 
minor personages, but even here all that can be asserted is that the figure behind 
the pnnsdl is certainly a Brahman hermit (heavily bearded, and wearing the 
customary ja td  ) represented as gazing up into the face of the proportionately gigantic 
Buddha toward whom his right hand is outstretched. Before the pamal are two other 
slightly larger figures, both headless, but presumably also Brahman ascetics, while 
between them and the Buddha’s feet is a tiny seated figure leaning slightly back with the 
left hand resting on the ground. The interpretation again remains uncertain, which 
is a pity, as sculptures of this class are very rare. Curiously enough a fragment of a 
similar group was recovered in the course of the conservation work at Takht-i-Bahi in 
the same year, but here the entire Buddha figure is lost, and only the feet and one 
small attendant remain. This latter figure is, however, of exceptional merit and interest 
being a well-proportioned and most carefully modelled little child kneeling on both 
knees and bowing forward and a little away from the Buddha, while at the same 
time looking up at him over the right shoulder and salaaming in the most natural way 
with the right hand. The left arm is bent sharply at a right angle, and the hand 
clutches some apparently soft and yielding object, one end of which rests upon the 
ground. But here, too, I  can only speak of the peculiar artistic merit of the 
figure, without advancing any identification. The pedestal of the Takht-i-Bahi
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fragment, it n 1 m̂  be mentioned, shows tlie lamiliar motif of the gctrlnud-besring
Erotes.1

Among the miscellaneous fragments recovered may be noticed negative 702 fig. 3,
which is a small figure kneeling and bowing deep down, 
with left hand touching the forehead, the support of 
the figure being a conventional lotus (fig. 3 in the 
text). The execution in this little image is good. 
I t presumably formed originally part of some such 
complicated composition as that surrounding the seated 
Buddha mentioned above as having been found in situ 
at point 20-71 on the plan.

Another fragment of both interest and beauty is 
the headless, footless and nearly armless body of a 
female (fig. -1 in the text), which is remarkable 
for the delicacy of the modelling and the grace of 
both pose and drapery. It reminds one irresistibly 
of some of the damaged fragments one sees in the 
Greek galleries in Europe, and must have been a 
little gem before its mutilation.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

A curious, round-eyed, staring head, with uncouth 
moustache and half open mouth showing four large 
teeth is pictured in fig. 5 in the text. The nose and 
upper part of the head are broken, which may in part 
account for the almost amusing expression of shocked 
surprise which the face now wears, but for the 
treatment of eye and mouth the little fragment is of 
distinct interest apart from this.

Eight triangular fragments were found, all well 
preserved, two showing the ichthyo-eentaur motif, 
two the w inged centaur, one the parrot, another the 
lion, and two showing mere conventional foliage, but 
there is nothing of very special moment about any 
of these.

Of infinitely greater interest and value are the 
two sculptures now to be recorded. That shown in 
fig. a of Plate XXI is the portrait head of an aged 
monk, which is believed to be quite unique in

1 Sinco the above was written, Mr. Hargreaves tells me that he,lias found some of the missing portions of the 
Takht-i-Ilah) sculpture, which is here reproduced as restored in text illustration tig. 2. Mr. Hargreaves also calls 
attention to the legendary scene from the same place which I published as tig. (a) "f Plate X LI I in the Arclueologieal 
Annual for 1908-09, and makes the very excellent suggestion that perhaps this plaque is a fully detailed composition of 
the same legend which the other four sculptures represent in abbreviated form. This appears to me highly probable, as 
all four seem to show essentially the same grouping, and all might equally well epitomize the larger comjaisition. But 
the legend referred to has net yet been determined. If I am right in thinking that the two damaged figures at 
the extreme left are VajrapSti ami a uioub, the Buddha figure must he Gautama, and the incident one subsequent to the
enlightenment.

I 2
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character in the Gaiulhnrn school. The strongly hooked nose, ihe determined
mouth, ami the firm chin, would seem to indicate a stem 
and commanding jiersonality, while in tho high and 
dome-like forehead we may jn'rlmps find an indication 
of intellectual power sufficient to explain the accordance to 
this monk of so very exceptional an honour ns a ] o r  trait 
statue. On the other hand, of course, the figure may 
merely he that of a royal patron in religious garb, but 
none of the coins known to me show any very closely 
approaching type. The nearest is perhaps the head of 
Iluvishka. on the coin pictured in fig. 10 of Plate X1Q in 
V. A. Smiths* Catalogue q f  the Coins in the Indian Museum, 
hut even here the agreement is by no means altogether 

6. convincing. There appears to he tho same stern mouth
and chin, and the same prominence in the nose, but tho latter feature is not so 
pronouncedly hooked as in the sculpture. As regards this detail, tig. 11 of Mr. Smith’s 
Plate? XIT is perhaps a closer approach, but this, too, is not quite satisfactory. 
However, the marked variation in the facial types on Huvishka’s coins must bespeak 
inferior portraiture. and perhaps a slight mitigation of So singular a feature as this 
royal nose, if it he royal, could reasonably he expected on the royal coins. A more 
realistic portrayal would be equally natural after the monarch had set aside the pomps 
and vanities of the world, and assumed the yellow robe, and it thus appears by no 
means impossible that in this sculptural fragment we actually do possess the likeness 
of Huvishka. But on stylistic grounds this identification would seem to he most im
probable. Sueli evidence as the Kanishka casket affords points clearly to the fact 
that loss of power had already smitten tin* artists of Gandhara, and so strikingly fine a 
piece of m i list ic portraiture would he hard to explain in the subsequent generation* 
Nor do the sculptures associated with Huvishka’s name at Mathura point to tho exist
ence in this reign of artists of this excellence. Here, however, the geographical 
remoteness comes in to complicate the issues, and no final judgment can as yet he 
formed. But whether or not it ever prove possible to put a definite name to this sculp
ture, we may at least rejoice that it has been recovered. For it is certainly one of the 
most strikingly successful fragments that have come down to us from ancient India.

Xor, fortunately, are we left without a clue os to what the statue as a whole 
must have been, of which this portrait head is a fragment. Although no correspond
ing body could be found, a curiously lean and withered hand, holding tin* base of a 
miniature shrine, appear* certainly to have belonged to this sculpture; so that, despite 
the absence of the trunk, we a re probably justified in conceiving of the original ns a 
full length image of an aged abbot, clean shaven and with the full tonsure, draped in 
the monkish robe and holding against the breast a little trefoil shrine containing an 
image of the Buddha. That this statuette was of precious metal is probable and its 
disappearance therefore easy to explain. The little stone shrine thus forms a kind 
of counterpart to the empty stone throne or seat recovered in 1000 by Air. Marshall 
and Dr. Vogel at Clmrsadda, which also must have held an image of gold or silver 
originally.
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The type of sculpture thus theoretically restored is most unusual in Gamlhara, 
and with only the monkish head as evidence, no such restoration would have been 
permissible, even in theory. Xor would one have been able easily to see precisely the 
significance of the object held in the withered hand, had it not been for the fortunate 
recovery at this site of a companion statue in admirable preservation (Plate XXII, 
fig. a). This is evidently a royal female figure, with lofty coiffure bound with a sort 
of fillet, presumably of gold and jewels, with what may be a kind of flowing scarf 
behind, which gives the head a curiously Assyrian appearance. She wears a very 
massive collarette or necklace, with a round medal dependent in the front, and ample 
indications of having been jewelled at intervals. The upper arm is loaded with num
berless armlets, while the wrist shows a very wide and heavy bracelet, in its massive
ness reminding one of the magnificent golden bracelet loaned to the Peshawar 
Museum by Mr. Marshall. Over the left shoulder is a heavy double cord, either 
woven or intricately linked, if of metal, which falls to the ankles, where it is evi
dently fastened, on the right, with a very elaborate clasp. The drapery is very rich 
and graceful, falling in natural folds to the feet, which seem to have been covered, 
while one fold of the garment is caught up over the left forearm from which the end 
depends in a very easy and graceful manner. Either the material of this robe is 
singularly diaphanous, which in Indian sculpture is always an easy assumption, or 
the upper portion of the body is undraped. At all events, the transition from the 
seemingly nude bust to the heavily draped limbs is effected with great subtlety so 
that in the photograph, at least, it is not at all clear where this drapery actually be
gins, nor how it is supported. But the total effect is certainly very pleasing, and the 
costume as a whole must have been both rich and elegant. That the figure repre
sents a queen is suggested not alone by the sumptuousness of the jewelled ornaments 
(even the fingers show numerous rings, which is a most unusual feature in Gan- 
dhara sculpture), but even more unmistakably by the decoration of the pedestal, 
which here, in marked contrast to what is customary, shows the head and shoulders 
of a figure in all probability representing the Earth-goddess. If this interpretation lie 
accepted, and there really seems no doubt about it, the statue must represent a royal 
figure, for so triumphant or commanding a position above the Earth as such can 
certainly imply nothing except royal rank. But with reference to the suggested 
theoretical restoration of the statue with the monk’s head, the most important feature 
of the present sculpture is the fact that it too holds a little trefoil shrine against the 
breast. This not only enables us to reconstruct the scheme of the missing sculpture 
with reasonable certainty, but may even be an indication corroborative of the assump- 
tion that, despite the monkish tonsure in the portrait head, the statue from which it 
came was really that of a royal personage, for it may quite conceivably have formed 
the pendant to the present female figure, and the pair together have represented the 
king and queen of those times depicted symbolically, but with sufficient clearness,^ 
as. patrons and supporters of the church.1

The curiously Persian or Assyrian appearance of the queen’s statue is in the 
nature of a surprise, and one is tempted at once to see some connection between this

1 I t may be noted here that a third pair of hands holding the fragment of sivb a shrine was also recovered, 
hut no trace was found of t"e body to which they belonged.
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fact and the presence of the two Sassanian coins mentioned above. But it is perfect
ly inconceivable to mv mind that sculptures of the excellence of this monkish jiort- 
rait, or even of this queen’s statue, where the face is perhaps lacking in individuality, 
could have been produced at a period so late as that suggested by Professor Kapson 
for the coin submitted to him. Such an assumption would certainly go against all 
accepted theories of the Gandhara school. It, is much more probable, at least, that 
the Huvishka theory is nearer the truth. But are we to imagine tl&at the Kushan 
ladies dressed like this r If  so, they were singularly ahead of their husbands, judging 
from the uncouth costumes of the Kushan monarch* on their coins. But surely the 
XXth century has uo reason to he surprised at this, or to see in this apparent lack of 
testhetic harmony between husband and wife any real argument against a tentat ive 
assumption tlmt in these sculptures tin? Peshawar Museum has obtained important 
likenesses of Huvishka and his queen.

I). B. S p o o n e r .
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SINCE I published my first paper on tlie above subject, many fresh discoveries have 
been made at Mathura. Though in general they do not tend to modify my 

previous conclusions, the new materials arc of sufficient interest to deserve a full 
discussion. Tlieir recovery was due to the exertions of Pandit Kndlia Krishna who 
acquired these sculptures and inscriptions, often not without great pains, from the 
city of Mathur& and neighbouring villages, whore he found them let into walls of 
modern houses or even put up for worship in some Hindu shrine. They have now 
all been deposited in the Local Museum/ In dealing with these acquisitions, T shall 
occasionally have to refer to other Mathura sculptures, not hitherto described, 
which I  noticed in the Calcutta or Lucknow Museums.

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.

Perhaps the most valuable discovery made at Mathura of late years is that of an 
inscribed statuette (M. M. No. A - l ; ht. 2' 3JW), which was noticed on the Katrb 
Mound in the house of a Brahman who had found it in digging a well on that >ite 
(Plate XXI1J, a). I t  is made of a kind of black stone different from the red sand
stone commonly used in Mathura sculptures. This circumstance perhaps accounts 
for its perfect preservation. Tin* Brahman owner of this sculpture had ingenuously 
identified it as an effigy of the Sago Yftvamitra surrounded by his disciples, the 
divine Kama and his three brothers. In reality, however, the image is that of a 
Bodhisattva seated cross-legged on a lion-throne, his right hand raised in the attitude 
of imparting protection. That the main figure is a Bodhisattva and not a Buddha 
is evident from the inscription on the pedestal which T read (Plate XXIX, a) :—

(1) Budharakhifana motor# Amuha-oshje IButlhisacho patithnpitd
( 2 )  bo ha trial a p it /h i sake viharo
(3) w tasatcum  [/a*JMtasukhaye.
44 Budharakhita’s mother AmohA-asi, in her own convent (or temple), for the 

welfare and happiness of her parents and all sentient beings lias erected [this] Bodhi- 
sattva.”

I t  is not clear why this image should he called a Bodhisattva, but from ihe 
foliage of the pipal tree (ficus religiosa) round the halo we may safely conclude that 

' Continued from Annual Report Areturoloqical Survey foi l'JOtw, pp. 137 fT.
5 O f. HIT Catalog** o f  tie  Afehttological at Mallurt.  Allahabad 1010, from which I !»*«•<■ freely

-juoted In the county of thy prcseut p.ijior. Sculpture* preserved In the Mathura Mutenm I indicate by the letter* M. M.
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it represents Sakyamuui. The treatment of the hair deserves special notice, as it 
exhibits neither the graceful krobylos of the Gandhara school nor the canonical curls 
of mediaeval sculpture, but shows the shaven skull of a hhikshn with a very pro
nounced nahniaha in the shape of a snail-shell (Skr. kaparda). Two of the four 
attendants i4o whom the owner of the sculpture had assigned the role of llama and 
his three brothers!) are flying figures, presumably Betas, showering celestial flowers, 
the divydni pushyani of the texts, on the Bodhisattva, and the other two cliowrie- 
carriers standing at his side. "Whether the latter represent Budhisattvas, it is impos
sible to say, but they occupy certainly the usual place of those divinities, at both 
sides of the central figure, and if not Bodhisattvas, they must be their prototypes.

The question why the main personage of this group should have been assigned 
the title of Bodhisattva becomes still more difficult of solution, if we compare the 
inscribed image first noticed by General Cunningham,1 at the village of Anvor near
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Govarclhuu and since acquired for the Mathura Museum (Xu. A-2; lit. 2' 0"). 
Unfortunately the head and risrlit arm are lost, but what remains of the image shows 
the greatest similarity to the Katrii statuette (Plate XX TIT, b). The position of the 
figure is the same ; hex** also the right hand was evidently raised at tin* height of 
the shoulder in the gesture of protection ((d/hnya-mudrd), and on the remnants 
of the halo the foliage of the Jiodhi tree is clearly delineated. Yet the inscription 
distinctly describes the Anydr statuette as “ an image of Buddha/’

T give the epigraph in full (Plate XXIX, h) —
(1) Vpdsaknsya Sit ah asp a 1Idrnahaaya d-nia\in] Bndhnpra(\ i]md Uthirasyit 

H\i't]rui$lut[$ya\
(2 ) v ih d re  so lid  in d tiip itih i sa rruxo  itin u \ft* \m  h ifaxiikh d * ] rlJia\ ut* \.
“ Gift of the lay-member »Suslia of Ilarusha, a Buddha image, at the convcut (or 

temple) of L’ttara of HarushA, for the sake of the welfare and happiness of his parents 
and all sentient beings.”

The similarity in style of these sculptures as well as thopaUeographical evidence 
of the inscriptions prove that they belong to the same period, which seems to he that 
of the early Kushan rulers. Unfortunately neither of them is dated.

I may note here that Pauclit Badha Krishna found at Delhi a seated statuette 
(lit. 1' 11"> very similar in style to the two images just described. It resembles 
especially the Ivatra image in that the pedestal is decorated with three seated lions of a 
very conventional type. It belongs to a collection of sculptures which appear to have 
been obtained from a site in tin* Gurgaon District. (Fig. 1.1

T now wish to note two fragments of seated images, both inscribed, which on 
account of their style and the cliaiacter of their epigraphs may he safely assigned to 
the same epoch as those already discussed.

One is the pedestal of a seated fiodhisattva (Plate XXIV, e). From what 
remains of the figure itself, it would seem that it was of the same type and period as 
the three just described. The pedestal shows two seated lions and between them r. 
group of devotees—men, women and children —carrying flowers as offerings. The 
inscription consists of three lines—two above and one beneath the worshipping figures. 
The character is B rah mi of the Kushdnn period, perhaps somewhat later in date than 
that of the Anvor and Ivatra image inscriptions. Tt reads as follows (Plate XXIX, a):—

(1) Sa[iii*  | 7 C(t...[di...']eta*<t p u r td y d  J)h a n n o  kitsa doc a a i koso  k it/  u b iu iy i
(2) «/>[<?&Jrtvi 1S[(im]yopiyd BOdhtwatva pratithapeli mohiyCt child
(3 )  y d  ko tcyu  (r) a ch d n n u u t I)h a rm a g u (akdna  p n i/ iy r u h r .
*‘ In  the year 7 / the . . . month of the rainy season, the . . . day, on this date, 

the housewife of the goldsmith Dharmaka, the female lay-mcmbcr Nngapiyn (8k r. 
Nagapriya) set up a Bodhisattva in her ow n sanctuary: for the acceptance of the 
teachers of the Dhannagupta sect.”

Tin* other inscribed fragment must have belonged to a seated Bodhisattva with 
attending figures, as wc noticed in the Kntra sculpture (Plate XX1IT, </). On the 
pedestal we find in the present case a winged lion(?)t rampant, and n iemale devotee

1 Unfortunately the «lnte i« not •juito (attain, a* the eyabol jutvoiHiig tho nun:cml • it not very distinct. I: 
therefore. not im|Mw»iblc that them *ca* another imuirnil j.irc*tUntf to Indicrto tho nnhH.

Tlip Gr*t word of the third line 1 cannot explain. Poeribly 31 indicate* xome locality. K
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making obeisance to some object of worship—either an image or a wheel of the law— 
which must have occupied the centre of the pedestal. (Fig. 2). it is interesting 
that this fragment was recovered in the neighbourhood of the Kajra which must 
mark the site of an important Buddhist establishment. It is now deposited in the 

j Mathura Museum (No. A-(H>; lit. V).

m

H * 2.
Tlie fragmentary inscription reads (Plate XXIX, 1 )  :—

(1) . . . .  [tipaxi \l<tyc Nath fifty# kshnirnjm\sa\.
(5) . . . . \Bo]dhiitat\ta] visa to\ reJ.
(3) Havana fiinath h i l astt [ khdvth n m j.
( /) va8t?j /1 *Cii\diydnam prarigrihe.

The inscription is loo fragmentary to allow of a consecutive translation of it 
being given. It seems tlmt the donor of the sculpture was a female lay-ineiuber of 
the name of Nanch't, perhaps the relative of a satrap. We further find the usual 
formula :—“ lo r  the sake of the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.’’ 
Finally the image is said to he for the acceptance (pariyrihe) of the SartaHivadinv% 
if, at least, we may assume that this is meant by the expression iaviistiiidiijduaih.

It must be admitted tlmt the Bodhisattvn (or Buddha) type represented by 
these images of the Kusliann period cannot be immediately derived from any known 
class of images in Gandhara. Mathura has, however, yielded another type which it 
is possible to connect directly with examples of Ciiteco-Biuldhist sculpture. Tin) 
Mathura Museum contains a Buddha statuette (Xo. A-21 ; ht. I 5^“) which was 
obtained from a Hindu shrine at Simla Gbati in the city. Here the Budilha is clad in 
an ample robe covering both shoulders. The arms are broken, but tin* attitude must 
have been that of im parting protection. The two lions which symbolize the siihlui- 
sana are of a more natural type than those on the images previously' described. It is 
a point of special interest that between the two lions there is a devotional scone, such 
as wc regularly find on Buddha and Bodhisattvn statues from Gandhara. In the 
present case the centre of the group is a seated Bodhisattva who is being approached 
with flower offerings by four devotees, two standing on each side. (Plate XXTIT, c.)
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In the course of his excavation on (he site of the Jrtavmw, Mr. Marshall disco
vered a Buddhist statuette which in every detail resembles the one from Sitala Glia {I.1 
It is better preserved and bears an inscription. On account of the language and the 
script it is to be assigned to a somewhat later date than the inscribed images dis
cussed in the first juirt of the present paper. But although this individual imago 
happens to he posterior to the Anvor and K.atra statuettes, it do<*s not necessarily 
follow that the type which it represents belongs to a later i>eriod than that to which 
those earlier figures belong.

Whereas, therefore, the Buddha and B-'xlhisattva figures of the Kushann period, 
the earliest known in Mathura, still present many problems which only further dis
coveries may enable us to solve, we recognize a very distinct type of the
l>eriod, of which past explorations at Mathura have produced some very line speci
mens. First mention deserves the well preserved statue in the Mathura Museum 
(Xo. A-5 ; lit. 7 2.1") which Is, moreover, of special value on account of its votive

of the drapery, the elaborate carving of the halo and the serene expression of calm 
repose stamp this statue as the representative of a type infinitely superior in artistic 
merit to the clumsy and lifeless Bodhisattva* of the Ivii'-hana period.

The Calcutta Museum possesses two Buddha statues of the same tyjKj which were 
presented in 1802 and probably belong to the sculptures excavated in 1800 from thd
Jamalpur Mound, the site of the monastery founded by Huvislika in the year 17. Ip/  
deserves notice that the very similar Buddha in the Mathura Museum came from the 
same site. Of the two statues1 in the Calcutta Museum One (Xo. M-."> ; hr. (*») is also 
distinguished by a most elahonitely sculptured halo. The right hand and the pedestal 
with the feet are missing. The other image (Xo. M-13 ; lit. 11)") is inferior to the 
one just described, both in its proportions and general expression. The halo and 
right hand are missing. On the pedestal are remnants of a votive inscription which 
allows us to assign the sculpture to the ftupuu.ptndixL// Here as well ns on the statue 
in the Mathura Museum we notice at the feet of the Buddha two miniature kneeling 
figures which probably represent the donors of the sculpture. In each case the 
attitude of the image is that of imparting protection.

The inscribed standing Buddha statuette dedicated at the Ynsaviluira, and nowjj 
preserved in the Lucknow Museum belongs to the same period.

I have already touched upon the difficulty of finding any criterion to distinguish 
between images of the Kushuna period evidently intended to represent Sakynmuni, 
hut some described as Buddha and some as Bodhisattvn. T may recall here that it is 
generally assumed with regard to the Graico-Buddhist school of Gandhara that the 
figures in monk’s dress are Buddhas and those in princely attire Bodhis&ttvas. Pro
fessor Grunwedel,8 when first advancing this theory, drew attention to the beautiful 
bas-relief of Muhammad Xnri, now preserved in tin* Lahore Museum, on which we 
find a row of eight standing Buddha figures. These he identified with the eight

1 •!, l<. i t .  „\\, for 19091 p. 1000 ; pinto 111 A.
’• Those two »tntue- have boon d(Hcribo«l in .1. Aiulcrvon'* Ctdilwjue and handbook q/ (hr arrhnch-jual >•,. 

tio»M IN tkr India* Untcum. Purt I. pp. 181-185 Tho .taUiucntth.it No. M-13 U>.« no itwcriplioti ii probably 4ur 
to nn ovoriijiht.

* Uuddbiti Art in India, revtfod by J ,  Itur^'v', p. lss, fij(. 82.

inscription which enables us to assign it to the oth century. Thedelicate treatment
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Buddhas of (lie Age, and the last one, not wearing monk’s dress like the others but 
distinguished by royal robes and a flask in the left hand, could be no other but 
Maitreva the Buddha of the future.

Now among the sculptures in the Mat hunt Museum there is the proi>er left half 
of a frieze ( 1 7 ;  ht. 1 7.V) containing five cross-legged figures each with two 
attendants standing behind. Four of the seated figures wear monk's robes, 
hut the last of the row has a high head-dress and ornaments, and, in all probability, 
is Maitreva. This conclusion, it may he noted, is in agreement with what I have 
said in my previous paper regarding the figurine placed between the feet of the 
colossal Buddha statue in the Allahabad Library.

We may Comoro a similar sculpture in the Lucknow Museum (width 2' Ci") 
likewise the proper left half of a lintel frieze, which shows four seated figures, three 
in monk's dross and the Inst of the row wearing ornaments and holding an alalmst- 
ron in his left hand (Fig. .*>.). We may safely identify this figure with Alai trey a, 
the successor of £akynuumi. Tt is noteworthy that he has long looks falling down 
on both shoulders. At bis side is a kneeling figure, evidently a devotee, with hands 
joined in adoration.

Fitf. 3.

It will l»o noticed that on both these sculptures the seated figures assume either 
the attitude of meditation or that of imparting protection, appavenUv without any 
distinct rule being followed. Thus we find the figure next to Maitreva which can 
lw> nothing but Sakyamuni, shown in the one case in dhy&mi-jnudru and in the other 
in abhaijit-toiudrd. Another point worth noticing is that all the cross-legged figures, 
with the exception of Maitreva, wear an ample robe covering both shoulders and 
therefore represent the robed Buddha type, of which wc have quoted above two 
examples, one from Sitftln (ilmti in Mathura City and the other from Sabe(b, the 
site of the Jetavana,

I now wish to draw attention to another sculpture in the Matliuni collection 
(Xo. A-OS; lit. 2) which T propose to identify with Maitreya (Plate XXIV, b). I t  is a 
well-carved statuette, of which the right arm, feet, and most of the halo are missing. 
The left hand holds the alnhastron or ointment vessel. It is curious that, though this 
figure wenrs ornaments, car-pendants, a fiat torque, a necklace and bracelets, the head
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has tin.' short curls usually associated with Buddha images. This type—it might he 
called the Bodkisattvn Maitreya with the head of a Buddha—is unknown in Gandhara 
where the Messiah of Buddhism is usually pictured with long locks streaming down 
on the shoulders. Tin* present figure, therefore, would seem to he a creation of 
Mathura, but it may he questioned whether iu Mathura itself if really represents a 
type. Those Mathura figures, a t least, which we have been able to identify with 
Maitreya, all wear a high head-dress like the one in the row of Buddhas noted above 
and in the figurine found between the feet of the Buddha iu the Allahabad Public 
Library. Another example is a standing statuette (No. A*48; h t  1 5") of the 
Mathura Museum, which wears an elaborate head-dress and the usual ornaments.
The left hand holds the ointment vessel, the typical attribute of Maitreya.

Mathura has yielded images of a still more ornate type closely related to the. 
princely figures which in Gandhara art are usually designated as BOdhisaUvas. In my 
previous paper I  have already mentioned the remarkable standing statue in the 
Lucknow Museum which Dr. Puhrer obtained from the site of GaneSni, 3 miles west 
of Mathura City. Tin* same site has since yielded a seated figure (M. M. No. A-b">; 
lit. 2’ l" ) no less rich in ornaments and exhibiting the same close connection with the 
Bodhisattvas of Gandhara. The head, as in the case of the standing image in die 
Lucknow Museum, is unfortunately lost. (Plate X X III. (I.)

The same profusion of ornaments is displayed by a torso of colossal size which 
Pandit Radha Krishna obtained from the Damclama or Jamalpur Sara! ami deposited 
in the Mathura Museum ( No. A -10; lit. 2' 2"). In all likelihood it came original In 
from the neighbouring site on which once stood the monastery founded by King 
Iluvislika in the year -17. We may, therefore, safely assume that this piece of sculpture 
is Buddhist, as must also lie theoa.se with the images from Ganfsra. For that siteal o| 
marks undoubtedly the spot of a group of buildings belonging to the Buddhist reli-!| '  
gion. A remarkable feature of the torso are the traces of long locks visible on both 
shoulders. (Plate XXIV, n.)

0 9

Legendary Scenes.
In my first article I  have drawn attention to the fact that ill the Mathura school 

the number of sconce of Buddha’s life is very small compared to the wealth ot legen
dary bas-reliefs found in Gnndhara. This statement needs no modification, although, 
since it was made, a few more sculptures illustrative of the Buddha legend have come 
to light at Mathura.

In this connection I wish, first of all, to note a bas-relief in the Buddhist section ot 
the Lucknow Museum (Plate XXV, a). There is good reason to suppose that it came 
from Mathura ( authentic information regarding its provenance is unfortunately want- 
ing) and that it belongs to the sculptures excavated from the Jamalpur Mound and | 
subsequently sent to Agra. The sculpture, like the torso noticed above, may therefore 
once have belonged to the great convent of King Iluvislika. The sculpture appears 
to he the proper left half of a largo bas-relief which perhaps once decorated the lintel 
of a temple entrance. It shows a row of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas seated, each with 
two attendants standing behind. Over these figures and separated from them by a 
Tailing arc a scries of scenes from the Buddha’s life placed side by side without- am
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separating members. Starting from the proper left end we find :—1st, Siirya the Sun- 
god on his chariot drawn by four horses; 2nd, Buddha’s enlightenment or bod hi symbo
lized in his victory over Mara and his daughters ; 3rd, Buddha’s first sermon re
presented by his actually turning the Wheel-of-the-Law, at the side of which we 
notice his first five converts; -Mil, Buddha worshipped by Inclra in the Indrasaila 
Cave.

Let us compare with this sculpture the Raj Ghat slab in the Mathura Museum1 
on which we find the following five scenes : 1st, Buddha’s birth; 2nd, his enlightenment; 
3rd, his descent from heaven ; 4th, his first sermon; 5th, his parinirvdna. A point 
which must strike? us at once is that on the Lucknow Museum sculpture the birth scene, 
seems to be represented by Siirva on his chariot. We are naturally reminded of the 
fact that Buddha is called a kinsman of the Sun {Aditya-bandhu) and that indeed, 
according to some scholars, the whole Buddha legend is nothing but a Sun myth. It 
would, however, be hazardous to base any theories on the unique sculpture here dis
cussed. So much is certain that, whereas among the four main scenes of Buddha’s 
life the Enlightenment and the First Sermon seem soon to have been fixed, the sculp
tures show considerable hesitation with regard to the first of those four scenes. 
Whilst in Gandliara the Nativity usually takes the place of the first scene, we find 
at Amaravatl the Great Renunciation (Meth<1 hhinishJcramana) instead.

With the slab in the Lucknow Museum we may also compare No. H - ll  (ht. 1 
0") of the Mathura collection which represents the scene of Buddha worshipped by 
India.2 Not only is the treatment of this subject identical in both cases, but we 
may safely assume that the sculpture in the Mathura Museum formed part of a slab 
similar to the one at Lucknow. It is curious that in both cases the Buddha in the 
cave evidently formed the centre of the frieze. This we may infer from the circum
stances that in each case we find over the Buddha figure the holy head-dress forming 
the centre of a row of niches containing half-figures in the attitude of adoration. 
This, no doubt, refers to the worship of Buddha’s head-dress in the Trayastriihia 
Heaven. Considering the paucity of legendary subjects at Mathura, the prevalence 
of Indra’s Visit is certainly remarkable. One more instance will be noted beneath.

Lately two fragmentary bas-reliefs have been found at Mathura which both seem 
to represent scenes of Buddha’s life. One (M. M. No. H-5 ; ht. 1'3") shows two 
panels which perhaps refer to the Great Renunciation (Mahabhinish/cramaiia). The 
lower panel, of which only the upper half is preserved, apparently shows the Bodlii- 
sattva leaving home. The head of the horse and part of the rider are still visible. 
Among the remaining figures we notice in the centre the one holding a bow which, 
no doubt, is Mara, the Evil Spirit, and at his side another with a fly-whisk (?) in his 
right and a thunderbolt in his left hand. It is not a little curious to see the Vajra-; 
pani, so common in Gandliara, re-appear on a Mathura relief. The upper panel 
seems to represent the future Buddha, after leaving home, in the act of bavin" off his 
royal ornaments and making them over to his groom, Chhanda, kneeling in front of 
him. At his side we discern the head of the horse Kanthaka which in Gandliara is 
always present at this scene. But it is curious to find an elephant also introduced

1 Cf. Mathura Museum Catalogue, Plate VI, a. 
5 t'f. Mathura Museum Catalogue, Plate VI. b.
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hero, perhaps merely meant to indicate the royal rank of tlm main personage of the 
scone. The rest of the panel is occupied by five figures which are not so easy to iden
tify. 1 conjecture that the female figure seated in front on a stool is Ya&'dhara, the 
Bodhisattva’s spouse, who receives from a maid-servant the alarming now's of her 
lord’s departing. (Plate XX V, b.)

'I lie other fragmentary bas-relief 
in the Mathura Museum (Xo. II-10; 
lit. 1 4") likewise contains two 
panels placed one over the other 
(Plate XXV, c). The upper panel 
seems to represent the gift o f  a 
handful of dust by tin* children Java 
andVijaya and the lower one is per
haps a very abridged rnidcriturof 
the Dipaiikara-jataka. The latter 
identification, however, is very nn- 
eertnin, owing to the absence o f  the 
main distinctive featimts of this 
scene.

Here 1 may also note a sculpture 
among our latest acquisit ions (M. .M. 
No. IT-12; lit. 1' 7V) which Pandit 
llailha Krishna obtained from the 
village of Txapnr on the left bank of 
the .lamiui opposite Mathura City 
(fur. 4). I t shows Buddha seated 
on a high throne supported by lions 
and surrounded by four figures, each 
of which carriis a cup. Those 
figures are no doubt the lokapilluts, 
each offering a bowl to Buddha 
immediately after his enlighten
ment.

The scenes of Buddha’s life so far 
identified at Mathura nil clearly 
show that they were copied Trom 
Cjneeo-Buddhis[ e^nin|»jes.. At the 11 
same time we cannot help being 

P i* . 4 . struck by their utterly debase^
character,* if we compare them with their Gandharian prototypes.

Birth Stories.
Next to scenes of Buddha's life, T wish to consider representations of his 

previous existences, in other words j  a takas, found among Mathura sculpture*'.
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I  have already noticed what perhaps is a very abridged rendering of the Dlpan- 
kara-jdtaka. The Lucknow Museum contains a fragment (lit. 10.1") of a terra-cotta 
bas-relief which must refer to the same subject (fig. 5). Unfortunately its find-place

is unknown, hut it is not impossible that it came from 
Mathura like so many pieces in the Provincial Museum. 
It shows the upper half of a female figure holding a ja r 
in her left arm and standing in front of a door. This 
reminds us at once of the representations of the 
Dipahkara-jdtaka, so common in Gandhara, in which the 
flower-girl Bliaclra is always shown in exactly the same 
position.1 It is true that the chief personage of the scene, 
Dipankara the Buddha of the Age, as well as the Botllii- 
sattva Megha or Sumedha (in other words the future 
Buddha Sakyamuni), are both wanting, but the raised 
little disc at the side of the door lintel seems still to 
preserve a trace of the latter in his glorified state.

In  my previous paper on the Mathura school of sculpture I  have recognized the 
VUvantara and Vydghrt-jatakas on the two Bhutesar railing-pillars in the local 
Museum. I  have also noted that three pillars of the same railing are preserved in 
the Calcutta Museum and one in the Lucknow Museum. The latter has since been 
returned to Mathura and now forms part of the local collection. In  each case we find 
on the hack of the pillar three bas-reliefs separated by Buddhist railings and other 
decorative features. Cunningham has already pointed out that on one pillar in the 
Indian Museum (No. M. 15-a; lit. L  2") the three scenes seem to refer to the mira
culous submission of the mast elephant Nalagiri at Rajagriha. This interpretation 
is certainly very plausible as far as the central panel is concerned. The other two 
unfortunatelv do not at all fit the legend as known from literarv sources, but we mav 
here have a different version of the episode unknown to the existing texts.

The second Bhutesar pillar in the Calcutta Museum (M. 15 h) lias also three 
panels, which certainly refer to the Valdhassu-jdtakaJ This is the story of the 
five hundred merchants shipwrecked on the island of the she-goblins (gakshhii) 
who made them their husbands (Plate XXVI, c). In  the upper panel the chief 
merchant is seen climbing up a tree and addressing the victims imprisoned 
in a tower by the ogresses. The central panel shows us the wise merchants 
(the sculpture has only four of the two-hundred-and-fifty of the Pali version) who 
made their escape with the aid of a flying horse which in reality was the future 
Buddha. The lower panel pictures us the fate of the two-hundred-and-fifty who did 
not listen to good council and foolishly stayed behind. The she-goblins played with 
them for a while but on the arrival of a fresh supply of victims they cast them into 
the house of torment and devoured them.

1 Cf. Foucher, L ’art rjreco-bnuddhique du Gandhara. pp. 273 ff. and Grunwedcl, Buddhist art in India, pp 
112 ff.

: ddtaka fed. Fuusboll) VoL II, pp. 127 ff ; (transl. Rouse) Vol. II, pp. 89 ff. Cf. Anderson, Catalogue. Fart I r 
p. 1789. The writer mistook part of the final scene for “ two mothers, each playing with a child on her knee.”

Th} SansKrit version of the j  at aka is preserved in Chinese translation. Cf. The romantic legend o f Sakya 
Buddha from  the Chinese-Sanscrit bv Samuel Beal, London 1875, pp. 332 ff. Chapter XL1X. The ston/ of the 
Five Timid reds Merchants. Cf. also Ind. Ant., Vol. X (1881) pp. 291 ff.
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The third Bhfit&ar pillar in the Calcutta Museum (No. M.15-0) has three panels 
evidently referring to thejafaka,1 in which the future Buddha rescues a pigeon from 
a hawk by means of a gift of his own flesh (Plate XXVI, d>. In the upper panel the 
Bodhisnttva, born as Sivi-iaja, is seated on his throne, two attendants standing by. 
lie teems to address the lmwk perched on a pillar, whereas he holds the pigeon in his 
left hand. In the second scene the Bodliisattva is plainly seen cutting with his 
knife the flesh from his rigid thigh. A tenan t to his right holds a scale to weigh 
the quantity of flesh stipulated ns the ransom of the pigeon. It deserves notice that 
the balance has a single scale, as is still the case with implements of this kind used 
nowadays in Ladakh. The third panel is too much defaced to he any longer recog
nisable. I t seems, however, that the personages represented are the same as in the 
previous scene, namely, the Bodhisnttva still seated on his throne in very much the 
same position and the servant standing by with the scale which here seems to have 
sunk (as appears from the position of the pole) indicating that the desired amount 
of flesh has been obtained.

The sixth Blmtesar pillar which has lately been returned from Luck no v to the 
Mathura Museum lias three scenes which I am unable to identify. In the upper
most panel we sec four women emerging half-way from what may he either meant 
for rocks or for the ocean. The central panel shows a man and a woman seated side 
l»y side on the top of a wall or a rock in front of which a pair of deer are lying face 
to face. The male figure is playing the harp and his female com] inn ion seems to 
heat time. The third scene shows us a man being carried up a rock by a woman/

In my previous paper mention has been made of a representation of the Jdtaka 
of the Tortoise on a fragment of a railin'/ pillar in the Mathura Museum (No. J.-36 ; 
ht. I ' 3"). Since then a similar fragment has been found which appears to refer to 
the Jdtaka  of the Owl, though in some important details it does not tally with the 
literary sources.5 It is likewise preserved in the local collection (No. J-H  ; ht. T 2#).

Torana architraves.
One of the most valuable acquisitions made of late years at Mathura is an 

exquisitely carved and well-preserved fdnnia architrave which Bandit Radha Krishna 
noticed let into the wall above the main gate of a house in the City (Plate XXYT1,|| 
o-b). Through the Pandit’s exertions it has now been placed in the Local .Museum (No. 
M. 3; ht. 1\" and lenirth 8 ). On one side it is carved with the well-known scene of 
fcakra’s visit to Buddha in the Tndra&ila Cave. I have noted above that several 
instances of mis episode are known from Mathura, hut the present specimen is suj>erior 
to any previously found. The centre is occupied by Buddha seated in the cave

1 The ('liium* pilgrim* mention a aH/mi erected on the »pot where the went wn« *uppo*ed to liuvi* tuhrn p' ice. 
Cf. Si-fm-h' (tnuul. Heal), VoL t, pp. XXXI. CVI and 125 (footnote). For Fa-hieo, nUo LoggeV trandaiou, 
p. 30. The Umhmani.nl version, the etory of $»v» (or Sibi), the .on of i» found in the Makdikdratat I’ana-
/tartan, CXXX.  23-24. Th. &%\fdtatn occur* alto among the -eulptWM of tlw Uorohodur in J m .  Cf. If. E. 
E. E. O. VoL IX (1009), p. 23.

* The (nuv subject it found on a Math uni (draw  pillar in tin* Lucknow Muikruni (V. A. srniiii, Jiiin &«/"• f f  
\latS*rt. Plate XXVIII), but here the female carrying the mala figure apparently climbs up « tree. PonSbly ihr U 
a jakthinf,

* Etude* Ht tru/jiturr tn.udd hv^e  b  B. E . F. E. O. tome IX 1909), pp. 62* ff- 0 “ tne Kachrkkupit 
jdtaka cf. J.itaka (cd. Faiub&U), Vol. II, pp. 175 ff, Xo.316 ; tnm . Kouae, Vol lb  PP- l - 3- ff- ,,u t1'** I'lSLa-jdtaka, 
MHem, Vol. It., pp. 352 f. No. 270 and ibidem, Vol. II, p.243.
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I t  deserves notice that his attitude is not that of meditation, as is usual in Gandhara 
sculptures, but that of protection. To his proper right stands the Gandharva Pah- 
ckaSikka, recognizable from his harp. He is followed by six female figures, probably 
nymphs (apsaras) of Indra’s heaven, of which the first seems to heat time, the second 
and fourth have their hands joined in adoration and the remaining three carry each a 
garland and a hunch of flowers as offerings. On the other side of the cave stands 
Indra himself with hands joined in token of reverence and wearing the peculiar hat 
which characterizes him both in Gandhara and Mathura sculpture. He is attended 
by two females standing in the same pose. They are followed by three elephants, one 
of which must be Indra’s vehicle Airavata. The two other elephants are probably the 
riding animals of his two female companions. The presence of three elephants is 
unusual. In the other representations of this episode found in Mathura we have 
only one elephant, and in Gandhara sculpture no elephant is shown, except on a lias- 
relief (ht. 8") from Kafir Kot now preserved in the British Museum.

The two square panels which indicate the junction of the architrave with the 
supporting pillars are each carved with a bulbous vase filled with lotus-flowers, whilst 
the projecting curved beams are decorated with a winged and fish-tailed monster 
with human bust, a blending of the indigenous maTcara and the Triton of classical art.

The other side of the architrave is divided in the same manner. Here the cen
tral scene evidently refers to the worship of the Bodhi tree, the foliage of which is 
shown emerging from the windows and above the roof of a building. This sanctuary 
is approached by twelve male worshippers elegantly draped in flowing robes and 
arrayed in two row's of six on each side of the building.

The two square panels at the sides show, the one the worship of a stupa and the 
other that of a Wheel-of-the-Law supported by four lions, the fourth lion at the back 
being invisible. This latter device is well-known as the crowning member of pillars, 
such as the A6oka pillar of Sarnath. I t is, therefore, quite possible that the three 
devotional scenes shown here side by side refer to the Buddha’s Enlightenment, First f | 
Sermon and Death.1 In Amaravati sculptures we find indeed the Nirvana symbolized 
by the worship of a stupa. This is, for instance, the case with a stele in the Madras 
Museum, where the four great scenes are shown, namely the Great Renunciation, the 
Enlightenment, the First Sermon and the Worship of the Stupa.

The tor ana architrave just described affords an excellent illustration of the true 
character of the Mathura school as a direct descendant of the older Indian school of \\ 
Central India, strongly influenced by the Gncco-Buddhist art of the North-West. In 
all its essential features, both structural and decorative, it is obviously derived from 
such tbrana beams as we know from Bharhut and Sanchi. The three scenes of adora
tion carved on one side recall at once these Ccntral-Indian monuments. But the scene 
of Indra’s visit to Buddha in the cave is copied from Gandharian examples, though 
not without important modifications. The fabulous beasts which on both sides occupy 
the projecting ends of the architrave embody both Indian and Hellenistic elements.

W ith regard to the last-mentioned decorative device, I  mav add that Mathura 
has produced fragments of torana architraves which show a still closer affinity to the 
Old Indian school. The Local Museum contains two fragments (M. 2 ; lit. 7f" and M.

1 Cf. Foucher, Le* dibats de l'art bouddhique in ./. A. series 10, Vol. XVII (1911), j>p.55 ff.
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7 ; ht. 111") of tornna beams, on each of which tlie end is carved with a yawning cro
codile (mtkara) evidently a direct descendant of similar beasts found on the urates of

llharhut.’ A close comparison will, 
however, show that the two are not 
identical. At Bliarhut the mtkara 
lias still distinctly the character of a 
crocodile, though the hind j>art of the 
animal is, as it were, completely enve-, 
loped in the spiral ornament of the 
n ivh it rave end. The Mathura makara 
is a clumsy creature, more like a fish 
than a crocodile. Tt has two tore 
paws but these are very inconspicuous 

and its curled-up fish-tail follows the curved outline of the stone (Plate XXVTI, c*). It 
deserves notice that in the second fragment in the Mathura Museum a new element 
has been produced, in the shape of a kinnaraf armed with sword and shield, who 
apparently is about to he swallowed by the ungainly monster ’(Pig. <>)•

Here T may note a fragment of a frieze which Pandit Kadiia Krishna obtained 
from the city of Mathura (M. M. Xo. T-38 ; ht. 10.1", length 3' 2£"). It shows a pro
cession consisting of a lay-member carrying a garland, and five monks, of which one 
holds a fly-whisk, another, apparently a hoy, blows a conch-shell and the remain
ing three arc heating drums. They seem to emerge from the gate of what may hi? 
either a town or a Buddhist, convent (Plate XXVII, (l\.

Fig. 0.

Gods an d  goddesses.
I now wish to discuss some representations of deities no! exclusively Buddhist. 

The first is Surya the Sun-god. The earliest representations of this deity in India 
are closely connected with the conception of classical art. For he is shown standing 
on a chariot drawn by four horses abreast. This is the case not only in Gandhara 
sculpture hut also on n railing pillar from Bodh Gaya now in the Indian Museum.3

I t  is well-known that in mediaeval art Silrya’s chariot is invariably drawn by 
seven horses. This number evidently refers to the seven days of the week. W e may 
also suspect some connection with the Buddhist goddess of Dawn, Mariehl or Vajra- 
varuhi, standing on her chariot drawn by seven hoars.

Matlmra here also evidently followed the older schools, as will he seen from a 
sculpture in the Local Museum (No. DI G;  ht. 2' 9"), which, though very inferior as 
regards a rtis tic  merit, is in its main features similar to the earlier examples 
(Plate XX V III, c). The very corpulent Surya is shown squatting on a chariot draw n 
hv four horses. lie holds in each hand an indistinct object, probably meant tor a 
lotus-flower. He has long locks and wears a flat torque. Tt. deserves notice that his 
shoulders are provided with small wings, as we find in Garuda figures of the period.

* Cunningham, Tke St Spa or Hharhut. Plato IX. and V. A Smith. The Jain SiijMt <T Math aid, Pint* XXIV.
T Of. A. S. for 1006-07. p. 160, and Foncher, L  ari grJarbowUkiquc. fig. M. On th« coping of the Budb

0uv& tailing wo find makara* combined with mermaid* mid other fabulou* being*.
* Of. Foucher. T.'art yr/ro-banJJhiqnt, pp. 20G If. and fig*. 82 and 83, aUo J. R. A. S. fur W08. p. 1000.

IV, and Siyu-ki (tranal. Beal) VoL 1. p. 83.
1. 2
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The whole figure is surrounded with a circular halo. AVe have already drawn atten
tion to a very similar representation of Surya on a slab in the Lucknow Museum.

Among the acquisitions of recent years there is a male figure, of which the head, 
the right arm and the legs art* missing (M. M. No. E -24; lit. 1' 9"). He wears a 
torque, a flat necklace, bracelets and a garland of lotus-flowers slung round his shoul
ders. The interesting feature of this image is the attribute which it holds in its left 
hand. I t  is a thunderbolt (vajra), three-pronged on both sides, which looks like the 
prototype of the vajra found in mediaeval manuscripts from Nepal. Judging from 
the style, I  would assign this sculpture to the Kushana period. I t deserves notice 
that it is carved in the round (Plate XNATII, b).

Another interesting find consists of two fragments of a colossal image which 
Pandit Radlia Krishna obtained from the village of Baroda, i  miles from Parkham jj 
and 2 miles from Chhargaon (Plate XXVIII, «..). One fragment (ht. -4' ’l") consists of 
the head and bust with part of the left arm, and the other (lit. 2' 5") of the feet and 
pedestal of the statue. They are now preserved in the Mathura Museum (No. C-23). 
The carving is much obliterated, but the heavy earrings, the necklace with four 
tassels at the hack, and the flat girdle above the abdomen indicate a close affinity 
between this image and the colossal statue from Parkham, likewise in the Mathura 
Museum (No. C-l; lit. 8' 8"), which, on account of its inscription, may be assigned 
to the second century B.C. The Baroda image must belong to the same period and, 
when entire, must have measured not less than 12' in height, viz. more than double 
life-size. Both these images were being worshipped by the villagers, the Parkham 
image imder the name of Devatd and the Baroda one under that of Yakheyd which 
seems derived from Sanskrit yakslia (Prakrit yakkha). It is not impossible that 
these images in reality represent yaks baa, or perhaps the lord of the yakshas, in 
other words, Kubera, the god of wealth.

Eig. 7.

In this connection I may mention that at Mathura numerous, usually small- 
sized, sculptures have been found which represent two corpulent figures, male and 
female, squatting side by side (Pig. 7). The male, seated to the proper right, 
holds two objects which, in most cases, appear to he a cup and a monev-basr. The 
female usually holds a flower in her right hand and in her left a child seated on her 
knee. Sometimes her only attribute is a flower and in one instance (No. C-30) 
there are, besides the male figure, two females holding a flower and a cup respect
ively. I t seems most likely that these figures represent the god of wealth and the 
goddess of fertility, though it is impossible to say under what names they were
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worshipped at Mathura. I t  deserves notice that one sculpture of this type (M. M. 
No. C-28; lit. 9") bears a short inscription which reads, Priyati sidha[h] “ May 
the Siddha he pleased.” from  this it would follow that the male figure was meant 
to represent a siddha and not a yaksha. Anyhow the large number and small size 
of these sculptures seem to indicate that they belonged to popular worship and pro
bably were votive offerings. In the case of No. C-30 of the Mathura \i useum we 
find indeed four clumsy figurines carved at the feet of the three seated deities. They 
are shown standing with hands joined in the attitude of adoration and seem to 
represent human worshippers, probably the donors of the sculpture.

The popularity of deities bestowing wealth and children, the two chief aims 
of the Indian house-holder, is not difficult to explain. The god of wealth we find 
worshipped throughout Buddhist India and, side by side with him, the goddess of 
fertility. Elsewhere I have discussed the peculiar shape under which the formerl l 
appears in Mathura sculpture.1 I t  would seem that, whereas in Gandhara lie 
usually holds a money-bag and a staff or spear, we find in Mathura, instead of 
the latter attribute, a cup in which a female attendant seems to pour some liquid.

Gandhara has yielded numerous images of a goddess attended by children, one 
of which she usually holds in her lap. A well-known example is that excavated at 
Sikri by Sir Harold Deane and now preserved in the Lahore Museum. The same 
collection contains an inscribed specimen, very debased in style, which was unearthed 
in 1901 from Skaro-Dheri, a mound near Charsadda. The British Museum possesses 
a figure, evidently of the same goddess, seated with a child in her lap. Such images 
have been identified as effigies of Hariti, the mother of yakshas, who was worshipped 
as a goddess of abundance and fertilitv.

Among recent acquisitions at Mathura there is a headless figure of a female 
seated with an infant placed in her lap and four children between her feet (Plate 
XXVIII, d). A group of children at play are, moreover, show n on the pedestal. This 
goddess, notwithstanding her poor state of preservation and very debased style, exhibits 
so close a resemblance to the seated Hariti in the British Museum, that we are led 
to identify her w ith that same deity. I may add that in the village of Tayapur, twoM 
miles from Mathura City, she was being worshipped under the not i nap propria tejj ^  
name of Gandhari, the mother of the Kauravas. So much is certain that, like 
Gandhari, she derived her origin from the Gandhara country. Through the endea
vours of Pandit Kadha Krishna the sculpture ha* now been deposited in the 
Mathura Museum (No. F. 30; lit. 2' 8").

General Conclusions.
The above account will show that the numerous discoveries made in aud around 

Mathura during the last three vears do not seem to necessitate any considerable 
modification in the conclusions arrived at in my previous paper. They particularly 
confirm the character of the Mathura school as a direct descendant ol the ancient | 
art of Bharhut and Sanchi developed under the influence of the Graeco-Buddhist I 
school of the North-West. Its fundamentally Indian character is best exemplified by 
the ornamental railings : their pillars, cross-bars and coping stones which have been

1 Etudes de sculpture bouddhique. No. II , B. E . F. E . O. tome V III (1008) pp. -I'.iOff.
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found at Mathura in such abundance, recall at a glance the Old-Indian prototypes 
from Central India. I t  is true that the so-called dancing girls (more probably 
yakshls) usually found on the Mathura railing pillars form a distinctive feature of I) 
the local school, but their origin may be traced hack to the inscribed figures of demi- 
gods and goddesses which appear as guardians on the gates of Bharhut. An indis
pensable adjunct of the Buddhist railing is the tor ana with its three architraves. 
Portions of tdranas found at Mathura, such as the beautiful architrave discussed 
above, clearly show that here also early Indian examples were copied, not however 
without the influence of Gandhara making itself felt.

Graeco-Buddhist influence reveals itself particularly in the Buddha image un
known in the early Indian school and, as far as our materials allow us to judge, created 
by the Hellenistic artists of the North-West. The Mathura school has different types 
ol' Buddha figures, the exact history and meaning of which it is difficult to explain. 
Nor is it possible to decide why two statuettes of Sakyamuni, identical in all details, 
should he described, the one as a Bodhisattva and the other as a Buddha. We 
have, however, succeeded in recognizing the future Buddha Maitreya in a personage 
in royal dress who holds an unguent-flask in his left hand. This type also must 
have been derived from Gandhara. It deserves notice that at Mathura both Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas are commonly portrayed in the attitude of imparting protection 
(abhaya-m udrd), whilst seated images are also shown in the attitude of meditation 
(dhyana-m udra). Other m udras  are practically unknown here.

The scenes of Buddha’s life are very few compared to the infinite wealth of 
legendary scenes depicted in Gandhara sculpture. At Mathura they are almost 
entirely limited to the four main events: the birth, enlightenment, first sermon andn 
death. On the miniature stupa drum from Dhruv Tila (now in -the Mathura 
Museum 1 there are eight panels, including the four main events, hut the four 
remaining panels do not exhibit the four secondary scenes found in Gupta sculpture. 
Apparently those minor scenes had not yet been fixed at Mathura.

The stories of the Buddha’s previous existences were as favourite a subject with 
the sculptors of Mathura as with their brethren of Bharhut and Gandhara. Here 
also classical influence is noticeable in that the storv is not condensed in a single* O
panel but told in a series of scenes. Specially interesting are the Bhutesar railing 
pillars, on each of which three panels occur referring to different jdtakas. The 
following jdtakas we have so far been able to identify: Vihantara-{ Pali Vessan- 
tara)-jdtaka, Vyaghri-jataka, Valdhassa-jdtaka, Sivi-jdtaka and Dipankara- 
j  at aka. Besides, there are fragments of railing pillars on which we have recog
nised the Kachchhapa-jataka and the TTluka-jdtaka.

The decorative elements in Mathura sculpture are partly derived from Old- 
Indian art and partly from the Graeco-Buddhist art of Gandhara. Among the 
classical elements, which in general exhibit an advanced stage of degeneration, I  note 
the garland-carrying Erotes which appear, still further indianized, in the sculptures 
of Amaravati.

Recent discoveries have corroborated the view that the flourishing neriod of the 
Mathura school of sculpture coincided with the reign of the Kushana rulers, Kanishka 
Huvishka and Vasudeva. We may even go a step further and assert that it was
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particularly Huvislika whose sovereignty favoured the growth of Mathura art. For 
among inscribed images several appear to have been made in his reign.1 There is 
indeed some reason to assume that the development of Mathura sculpture was 
largely due to royal patronage, if we remember that Huvislika liimself founded a 
monastery there in the year 47.

The great influence exercised by the Mathura school on Buddhist art in other 
religious centres is further evidenced by Mr. Marshall’s discovery of an inscribed 
Bodhisattva on the site of the Jetavana, as in the inscription this image is definitely 
stated to be the work of a sculpture from Mathura.®

We may confidently hope that further explorations at Mathura will bring to 
light epigraphies! records which will allow us further to build up the history of the 
Kushan dynasty. But it is hardly to be expected that later discoveries of sculptures 
will modify in any large degree the main conclusions regarding the character of the 
Mathura school and its place in Buddhist art, which we have attempted to outline in 
the present paper.

J . P h . Y o g e l .

1 Cf. my Mathura Museum Catalogue, Appendix l. Let me note hero that in my previous paper I have referred 
"to Huvishka as the son of IvSnishka. There is, however, nothing to prove that such a relation existed between those 
"two rulers, or even that the one immediately succeeded the other.

5 C f.A . S. II. for 190S-H pp. 133 ff.



BUDDHIST STUPA AT MIRPUR-KHAS,
SIND.

THE town of Mirpur-Khas, which has lately been made the head-quarters of the 
District of Thar and Parkar, in place of Umarkot, less conveniently situated, 

is upon the line of rail connecting: Hyderabad (Sind) with Marwar junction 
and is 42 miles east of the former place. About half a mile to the north of the town 
is an area of land, roughly about thirty acres, covered with mounds, over the surface 
of which brickbats and potsherds are freely scattered. Very little excavation is 
sufficient to show that these mounds represent the sites and ruined foundations of 
ancient buildings of sorts ; and the occurrence of very large bricks of an early 
pattern and make, together with numerous fragments of litis 1 of small tlagobas, 
make it pretty certain that the site was that of a Buddhist colony. The place is 
known now as Kahu-jo-Daro.

From stray notices of occasional excavation work attempted from time to time 
in the past by local officials (in one of which it is stated that, when the Hyderabad- 
Umarkot railway was being made, the contractors excavated bricks in this old town 
to break up for making concrete, and found a plentiful supply in the old tower, a 
few figures and ornamental bricks being spared), I  had assumed that all evidence 
of the tower had practically disappeared, and so did not visit the place personally, 
being fully occupied elsewhere when in Sind.2 But a proposal having been made 
to use the material of these mounds for filling in insanitary hollows around the town, 
Mr. Mackenzie, the Deputy Commissioner, asked me, when at Bralinianadbad 
in February 1‘JO'J, whether I could spare a day to see the mounds. This I  did 
and was surprised to find that there was so much of the stupa, which occupied the 
centre of the north end of the general site, still remaining, I also saw that what 
remained of the core of the mound had not been disturbed, and that, if it was a relic 
mound, the relics were probably still within it. The mound, generally, was in such a 
ruined and dilapidated state, being apparently nothing but a heap of mud debris, that 
I had little hope of recovering any of its original walling. As the season at my visit 
was then too tar advanced to do anything further than merely inspect the mound 
and bring away a quantity oi sculptured bricks, I determined to return to it during 
the following season.

1 Kot the umbrella, but the T-shaped top of the dfigoba. 
3 Cf. J. B . B. H. A . S. VoL XIX, p. 16.
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I t is recorded that in January 1859 the Hon. Mr. Janies Gibbs excavated the 
base of a brick thul in which was found a vase of fine earthenware containing some 
pieces of crystal and amethyst. This deposit is said to have been placed in the 
Karachi Museum, together with a head in greenish stone presented by Sir Bartls 
F rere ; but neither of these are to be found in the Museum now. When 
Mr. Woodburn, I.C.S., was Collector of Hyderabad, about 1894, lie rescued from 
the depredations of the railway contractors a large terra-cotta seated figure of the 
Buddha, and a head and aureole of another.1 These, as will be seen on comparison 
with the photos of similar images accompanying this article, were evidently taken 
out of the very walLs of the stupa, and are the only ones which I found missing. 
It is strange that the wall, in which it was placed, was not noticed, though it 
contained other statues, uncovered during my excavation.

My exploration of the stupa was carried out during February and March 1910. 
Should there have been no walls standing in the mound, I thought it quite likely 
that the lower courses of the basement would still be there, so I  made cuttings from 
the outside ground level straight into the middle of the south and east sides. At 
the same time, having located the centre of the mound as near as I  could guess, I  
began sinking a 10' well down the middle through the hard sun-dried brickwork. 
In the first two cuttings we soon came upon the edges of the square burnt-brick 
platform upon which the stupa stood, and this was opened out to right and left of 
each cutting. We next uncovered three of the corners of this platform, which was 
only a few bricks thick ; and it seems to have been upon this insecure foundation that 
the whole structure was raised.

Around the circular core of the stupa, which projected from the top of the 
mound, was a kind of rough platform, indicating the upper surface of a basement 
upon which the tower stood. This was deep in loose debris, and I started to have 
this cleared, when, from the south edge, a head of a Buddha rolled away as the first 
few inches of earth covering it were removed. An examination of the spot showed 
us that we had struck the line of a w all in which was a sunk panel containing a 
seated Buddha. As the head of the image was only just below the surface, the 
shoulders and neck had disintegrated, owing to the alternate wet and dry w eather 
and the presence of saltpetre (ka lla r ) in the soil and brickwork which, crystallizing 
and dissolving in turn, works great mischief with brickwork in Sind, reducing it in 
time to powder. As this wall was opened out, other image niches were found, 
and it was easily seen that w e had struck the south wall of the great square base
ment of the stupa. Tins was followed until all four sides were laid bare. Three 
sides—the north, east and south—were found to be alike, the upper wall space being 
divided into five bays by pilasters whose bases rested upon the top member of a great 
heavy roll moulding plinth which ran round the three walls and parts of the fourth 
{i.e., the west) side. The three central bays on each of these three sides each con
tained an image niche, while the two end ones on each side had a similar niche 
but filled with blind lattice tracery in intricate patterns in imitation of latticed 
windows. (Plate XXXI.) Two adjacent niches at the north-east corner had such, 
the niches at the other corners of the three sides being ruined.

BUDDHIST STUPA AT MIRPUK-KflAS, SIND. S I

1 Ibidem, p- 44.
M
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111 order to uncover the four walls of the basement, we had to dig through solid 
"burnt brickwork. This had been carefully built against the walls, aiulextended out
wards from them some twelve to fifteen feet, and was carried up to the tops of the 
walls as we found them. The walls, with their mouldings and images, were thus 
-completely and purposely buried some time soon after their erection, since the great 
bricks employed for this purpose were of the same size and make as those in the 
walls.

To account for this wholesale burying of the great basement of the stupa, my 
first idea was that it was done upon the first inroads of the Arabs into Sind in the 
beginning of the Sth century, in order to protect and save the images from their 
iconoclastic zeal; but, upon clearing the walls completely, down to the original 
ground level, the reason for this heavy brickwork became apparent. From the lines 
-of the mouldings in the basement, about 6' high, it was seen that the stupa had 
not only subsided some 8" into the soil in the middle of the walls, where 
the weight of the upper tower pressed more directly upon them, but had also bulged 
outwards to the same extent on all four sides. This, due to insufficiently strong 
foundations, must have taken place at or very soon after the completion of the ton er, 
and, as the stability of the whole edifice was threatened, there was nothing left for 
the builders to do but to buttress it up with this heavy brickwork. I t  is to this 
buttressing and burying of the walls that the remarkable preservation of the images 
is due. The subsidence inwards and downwards of the vault of the central shrine, 
in itself, shows the danger that was threatening the whole edifice, which had to be 
immediately provided against.

But a silent force of a different character was at work all this time trying to 
undo or, at least, mar the work of man. The kallar, already referred to, found 
-everywhere in the soil of Sind, rises with the rains into the porous body of any brick
work accessible, and drying and crystallizing in the dry weather, bursts and pulv
erises the fabric. This takes place more rapidly in the presence of air, and we found 
amongst bricks which, not so long ago, were stacked by contractors for removal, 
many that had, since then, become just masses of powder. This kallar had already 
attacked parts of the walls and most of the images of the Buddha, that in the western 
niche on the north side being found encrusted to a depth of half an inch with an 
efflorescence of crystals, which had to be carefully chiselled away.1

1 Dr. Minin, Principal of the Poona Agricultural College, was 
which I brought away with me. He found it composed of :— 

Gypsum . . . . .
Sodium Suljdmte . . . . .
Sodium Carbonate . . . . .
Organic matter, etc. . . . . .
Sand . . . . . .  .

kind enough to analyte some crystal of this kallar

88 82 jer cent.
1-51 „
362 „

. . 3-lo „
290 „

He considers the injurious material to be the alkaline sodium carbonate.
Ho also examined some of the earth from the site of Brahman&bSd, which is being taken away by the villagers

o r  fertilising their fields. Considered as a manure it contained the following constituent's :_
Nitrogen . . .  . . . . . .  -53 per cont
Phosphoric Acid . . . . . . . . .  -04
Potash ......................................................... ....... ",

I t is worth about one quarter as much as cattle manure. The soluble salts which it contained were :_
Calcium Sulphate ....................................................................................... l-0ti per cent.
Calcium Chloride . . . . . .  . -80
Magnesium Chloride . . . . . . . . .  -jg
Sodium Chloride . . .  . . . . . .  3-27 ’’
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PLATE 3T3C3:XI.

MIRPUR-KHAS STUPA, SIND.

(a) STUPA BEFORE EXCAVATION, FHOM THE TT .-32.

[6) STUPA A.B’U’EH- EXCAVATION, FEOM THE IT- E,





MIRPUR-KHAS STUPA, SIND.
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The images had all been painted, those of the Buddha having red robes and a 
golden coloured complexion, with black eyes and hair.

The west side of the basement of the stupa was unlike the other three, and was 
probably the front of the building. In  the middle of this side, which projects slightly, 
were found three little cell shrines (see Plate XXX), one occupying the centre 
and facing west, and one on each side of it, and at right angles to it, facing one 
another. In front of these, and common to the three, was a small antechamber. 
There was more construction still in advance of this, as shown by the foundations,, 
but so ruined as to be now without shape or form. But on either side of this group 
of shrines the masonry seems to have run forward (westward), as if for a pair of stair
cases leading to the platform above the roof of the shrines and round the base of the 
circular tower. The shrines themselves are small, being about 4' square. When 
the walls around were buttressed up, these appear to have been filled up solid, and 
from the way the only remaining portion of the roof of the central shrine has been 
crushed in, the filling up and buttressing was not commenced a day too soon. I exca
vated a portion of the filling-in from these shrines, sufficient to show that in the back 
or central one, at least, had been a bench or altar across the back, as if for an image.. 
The side ones, no doubt, had the same, but were much ruined. In  the central shrine, 
standing on the floor and leaning against the north side wall at A, was found a large 
slab of terra-cotta, bearing a male standing figure in relief. This I shall describe further 
on. I t  was embedded in the filling-in of brickwork. Xo other images were found ; 
and if images of the Buddha ever rested in these shrines, they must have been 
removed previous to the buttressing-up of the building.

In  the middle and south shrines (Plate XXXIII) we have portions of the 
roofing of each remaining. That of the middle one is constructed wagon-vaulted, by 
corbelling forward the bricks from the springing lines along the tops of the side walls 
to the apex, and dressing the undersides to a segmental curve. The vault runs from 
front to back. In  the south shrine, however, we find something calculated to upset 
a hitherto very cherished belief that the true arch came into India with the 
Muhammadans, and was probably not known before their time. Bor here we have a 
fragment of an actual true arch, built with properly formed brick voussoirs, the 
bricks being built on edge. Fergusson does not exactly commit himself to this 
statement, but says:1 “Although we cannot assert with absolute certainty that 
the Buddhists never employed a true arch, this at least is certain—that no structural 
example has yet been found in India, and that all the arched or circular forms 
found in the caves arc, without one single exception, copies of wooden forms, and 
nowhere even simulate stone construction. With the Hindus and Jams the case is 
different; they use stone arches and stone domes which are not copied from wooden 
forms at a l l ; but these are invariably horizontal arches [like that of the central 
shrine], never formed or intended to be formed with radiating voussoirs.

There are here portions of some six arch rings, part of an arched vault "which 
formed the roof of this shrine. The top and bottom edges of the bricks are curved 
to the curve of the vault, while the other edges radiate towards a centre. The-

1 Fergusson, History q f Indian and Eastern Archil*dure, London 1899, p. 210. The statement quoted has 
been slightly modified in the new edition revised bv Dr. Burgess, London 1910, Vol. I, p. 8,0. [Ed.

M 2
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bricks measure 1 ' 4J-" from comer to corner across (lie bottom, they are 10* deep and 
2J* thick. I found one or two similar arch rings at Brithinandbad, but being so 
possessed by the prevalent belief, l attributed them to the Arabs who built upon 
the old site.

The horizontal lintels of the doors of these shrines were of wood, sonic of which 
still remained, but thoroughly decayed and mostly reduced to powder.

At either end of the. east wall, on the face (at B-B on plan), bad been very 
large panels or niches, the sills only remaining, with a base of two of the flanking 
pilasters or pillarets. Under the sill, at the south end. was a hand of decorated 
bricks with a little female figure holding a pot, shoulder high, repeated three times, 
at each end and in the middle. Between these large panels and the shrines were 
two smaller panels, one on each side, of peculiar outline, that on the north side hold
ing a small image of a seated Buddha, whose hands are broken olT. while that on the 
south side lias been mostly destroyed.

The arched arrangement over the central Buddlm image, on the north face, is 
similar to the fayade of the ViSvakarma cave at Elura.1 (Plate XXXI.) By placing 
a Buddha in the doorway below, in the latter, we would have a first-rate counterpart 
of tho niche and arch on the wall. But it still more closely resembles, in some res
pects, the upper face or the front of the Buddhist structural temple at Ter, the two 
being nearer together in point of tiinc.J The little niche in the arch, with no mean
ing in the ease of the stupa , unless it held a small image, was the upper window in 
the case of the Elum and Ter examples. Going n step further, tile front of the 
thatched Todn hut is very similar to the upper fayade of tho T£r Chaitrn ; nay, the 
w hole upper structure, thick curved roof and all, seems to be hut a copy of the hut 

of these aboriginals, which probably lias not changed its shape or material for two 
thousand years.

In front of the three shrines was a great quantity of loose debris, which seems to 
have fnlleu from above ; and irregularly embedded in this were found over a hun
dred unburnt clay votive tablets, of different sizes and )witterns ; and, scattered about 
amongst them, copper coins, thirty-six of which were recovered, but all as lumps of 
green verdigris in which if seemed hopeless to exjiect to find a copi>er core. These 
were all located in the debris about 6 above the original ground or floor level 
in front of the shrines. But upon the ground level, to the left, in front of the 
central shrine door, was found a terra-cotta stamp for making such tablets.

The well which we sunk through the middle of the stupa  was continued until 
we reached a depth of 25' from the summit of the mound, w hen, in the centre, 
as near as possible, we came ujxm a square area of kiln-burnt brick work, about 4' 
square. As the upper layers of bricks were removed, a little chamber in the middle, 
about lo  square, revealed itself. (Plate XXXIV.) Its sides were set parallel with 
the sides of the stupa . Within this reposed a stone coffer composed of two thick 
flat circular stones, roughly dressed to shape, about 18' in diameter, and 5* to (»" 
thick. One formed the bottom, and the other the top or lid. In the centre of 
both was a cup-shaped hollow about 8" in diameter, the lower one being 2J*, and the

1 <-/. FtfiguMnn, op. n t .  ji. 128, xoriMd edition, Vol. 1, p, l e i .
1 Gy. FVn^i«v>n. op. cit., rovincd edition, Vol. 1, p. 1 g*.».
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upper one 1̂ *" deep. Standing within this cavity in the lower stone was a small 
crystal bottle, while round it and upon the top of the coffer, outside, were 
sprinkled, amidst a quantity of white sand, from which they had to be sifted, a num
ber of offerings consisting of coral beads (63), crystal beads, drilled and undrilled (7), 
two small crystals cut to simulate diamonds, each about half the size of a pea, 
very small seed pearls, most of them not much larger than a pin’s head, and all 
drilled (30), four gold beads, two being ribbed melon-shajMid and about three-eighths 
of an inch in diameter, one small gold wire ring, ten copper coins, some small lumps 
■of charcoal, a few grains of wheat, and some other small odd heads and chips. The 
numbers in brackets are those recovered from the sand with which they were mixed. 
(Plate XXXV.)

Upon the mouth of the crystal bottle was a small Hat silver cap, much corroded 
and on the cap rested a copper finger ring, also corroded, the corrosion causing it to 
■adhere to the cap so tightly as to break when being taken oil*. Inside the bottle was 
a  small silver cylindrical ease with slip-on lid, lmt so corroded that the lid came to 
pieces in taking it off. The case had been wrapped round with gold leaf, which was 
as fresh and bright as the day it was put on. This case measures 1 in length 
by ,V diameter, with a slip-on lid. When the lid was removed, and the case 
inverted over a clean sheet of white paper, a very minute substance about the size of 
a  pin’s head rolled out, together with n speck or two of dust. There was nothing else 
in the case. But within the crvstal bottle, underneath the cases and not in the latter 
was found about an egg-sjxjonful of what appears to be brown funeral n.-li, some 
lumps of which have the texture ami convex surface of charred hone. (Plate XXX\ I.)

In  each of the south-east and south-west corners of the relic chamber, between 
the stone coffer and the bricks, was a little earthen pot, with narrow month, filled 
with sand. The sand was removed and sieved carefully, but nothing was found in it. 
In the make of the pots the surface was grooved in narrow rings.

A considerable amount of the brick buttressing and fallen debris around the 
s tu p a  remained undisturbed by us. We merely removed sufficient to lay the walls 
hare. In  the debris were found carved bricks in a great variety of patterns,as shown 
in the illustrations, and of very superior workmauship, so much so as to merit 
■the term terra-cotta rather than brick. (Plate XXXVII.) Among the designs were 
found several varieties of the key pattern or Greek f re t; indeed, Greek influence in 
ornamental details is very apparent in several of the very few fragments retrieved 
by us; and. in this resec t, connects the work closely with that of the Tndo-Grcek 
remains of Gandhara. I have compared Greek ornament as taken from Nicholson’s 
P rincip les o f  A rc h ite c tu re  with some of the carved bricks from the s tu p a  in the 
accompanying illustration, (l’ig. 1 .)

Two medallions, bearing the image of Kubera, wort1 found, and several square riles 
with grotesque faces. (Plate XXXV.) From the number of tiles with the face shown 
on Plate XXXV it would appear that there must have been at least one whole string
course of them around the tower of the stupa . A few fragments of pilaster capi
tals—the pilasters that formed belt** around the tower—were recovered, and in 
Plate XXX I have endeavoured to reconstruct one of these capitals. The little 
image of a standing Buddha in the middle of the capital is found in Gneco-Buddhist
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examples,1 and tho capital itself is a
Gandhara.

lineal descendant of the Corinthian through

Fifr. L

There is little now left upon the spot to give us any clue to tho original shape 
of the fitfipa. hut by comparing the little there is with what we know of other stupas, 
it is not difficult to imagine the outline of the complete building. To begin with, 
sufficient remains to show that the lowest part of the structure was a great square 
basement, 53' 0" from corner to corner, and rising in its ruined state to a height of 
14' 6". Allowing for missing mouldings above the capitals of the pilasters, the base
ment was probably about 18 high. Upon this rose a cylindrical tower with 
domed top to about the same height as its diameter, namely, about 37'. This 
would give a total height of 55', or as high as the square of the basement at 
ground level. Thu tower above the basement was probably decorated with one or 
more bands of pilasters, with image-niches between the pilasters, and numerous 
string courses and mouldings of sculptured brick. When complete, the dome was 
possibly crowned by some wooden erection in tho shape of a gnat triple umbrella.

As previously stated, there were three images of the Buddha upon each of the 
three faces of the basement—the north, east and south. Of these nine, seven were 
in position when I uncovered the walls. Two were missing, one from the 
southern niche on the east side and the one just round the corner—the eastern one 
on the south side. Both of these are accounted for, as they were extracted !>v Mr. 
Woodlnim as already noticed. Or, rather, lie found a whole im age and ahead*  
probably the body of the second was broken in removal.

All these images, which are about half life size, are seated cross-legged in the 
“ meditative ” attitude (dhyana-m udra). with M b  hands in the lap. one 141011 the 
other, with the palms upwards. (Plate XXXVIII.) The Buddha is represented in

' FergnMnn, oj>. at., j*. 173 ; rorlied odltion, Vol. I .  p. 214.
3 They 4»  UlMtmUxl in J. P  B . H . A . S., Vol X IX , pp. 44 ff.
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some as seated upon a lotus and in others on a four-legged stool. His body is fully 
■clothed with an ample robe which covers both shoulders and hangs in folds. The way 
the skirt of this robe fits his legs makes it look almost as if he wore trousers, mid it 
would seem from the folds on the legs that he wears an under-garment which hangs 
lower than the outer robe. The end of the robe, in front, depends over the scat from 
under him. The robe covers both arms to the wrists. In  all the figures, save one, the 
hair is of the short curly kind ; in the exception, in the eastern image on the north side it 
is represented st might- and dressed hack from the front. (Plato X X X VIII, c.) Between 
the eyes, in most of the images, Is a small circle to indicate the urn a, one of Buddha's 
special marks, denoting enlightenment (hndhi). As it is a grooved ring and not a 
protuberance, possibly some metallic button was attached. The knob (ushu’isha) on 
the top of the bead is present, though not very prominent. The ear-lobes are elong
ated, and the eyes, in some, arc fairly open, while in others they are half closed. 
Behind the head is a decorated nimbus, alike in all except the straight-haired 
image, where, instead of a  circular band of square nwl round lotuses, it has a scroll 
band of conventional leaves. All the images have been painted, and for this purpose 
they appear to have been covered with a thin egg-shell layer of very superior clay 
before baking. The complexion lias been a  wheaten or golden one, with black hair, 
■eyebrows and pupils of the eyes. The robe has been painted a bright foxy red. 
The robe covering both shoulders proves clearly that the Buddha image of Sind, 
•or, at all events, of the MIrpur Khas stupa, came from Gandhara.

I have mentioned a smaller image on the west face of the stupa , on the north 
side of the shrines, in a peculiarly designed frame (see Plate XXXI). There was a 
similar one on the south side of the centre, shown by the remains of a frame of like 
design. This image is a particularly good one, with the robe worn in the same way 
as in those described. lie  sits upon a lotus, and the background is made up of 
leaves spreading out from tbs back of the body all around.' The leaves have a flame- 
like shape. The eyes in this image arc quite shut, the upper and lower lids 
meeting. The arms have been broken off from the elbows; they were probably placed 
in the lap, but it is impossible to make certain, ns the fore-arms and hands have not 
been in contact anywhere with the rest of the image. There are no fractured 
surfaces upon the upturned feet or legs to show where they rested.

-Vs the stupa is in such a ruinous condition, and so little ol it is left, T removed 
■six Buddha images from the walls for safer custody. Exposed as they now would 
have been to the air and rains, the ka/tar with which each is more or less impreg
nated would soon cause their disintegration. With a Muhammadan population in 
close proximity they would also have been, in their isolated position, exposed to 
wanton damage. Three Buddha images were left, viz., two on the east and one on 
the north face. Those which I removed will eventually be housed in the new 
Prince of Wales Museum in Bombay.

The clay tablets which we found, out in front of the west lace, in the fallen 
debris, some 6' above the original ground level, were all in iuihunit clay.

* A Gsndktm Imago. with a similar background, mar bo * * *wn ffliutratod in tho Journal o f In,Hun Art, VoL
VIII, plat* 18, fi*. 1. [The figure rifcrrtd to by Mr. Co m m  ***** on the pedestal of an imago of the emaciated
Buddha and probably represent* the earth goddon. Ed.]
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(Plate XXXIX.) The maimer of making these appears to have been this : a ball of 
fine kneaded clay was held in one hand while a seal mould was pressed into it with 
the other. Some of these halls of clay have the impression deep down within them. 
They are of different sizes varying from about XJ" to 0" in their greater length, 
for they are mostly oral in shape. Some have an impression of Buddha seated cross- 
legged with the right hand pointing downwards in the “ witness” attitude {bhiimi- 
aparfa-mudrd), others have him seated in the European fashion with the legs hanging 
down and hands before the breast in the ** Preaching ” attitude (dharmachalcratnudrd)- 
The robe is not shown very distinctly, but on some the ridge passing from the left 
shoulder down towards the right waist indicates that, unlike the older sculptures 
on the wall, the robe leaves the right shoulder have. Many of the tablets, instead 
of an imago of the Buddha, have representations of very elongated Bunnese-looking- 
stupas one, three, ten or a hundred being impressed on each tablet. The last are 
circular tablets, and the at upas are arranged in rows, which, being small, look like 
rows of small screws standing on their heads. Under tho Buddhas and rtiipas is, in 
each case, the Buddhist formula Ye dharnul, etc., in letters of about the 7tli or 8th 
century A.1V

W ith those* tablets were found about thirty-six copper coins which had evidently, 
with the tablets, been placed there as offerings. These were hut round lum|* of 
verdigris, but a much corroded con.* of copper was got from each, upon many of 
which were portions of Arabic inscriptions. Some had tho four-leaved flower upon 
one s i d e ,  from which, as well as from the letters legible, it is easy to identify them ns 
coins of the early Arabs in Sind.5 The position in which these tablets were found, and 
the Arab coins, prove that worship was performed and offerings were made a t the 
aliipa after it was more or less ruined, and as late as the time of the early Arab occu
pation of tin* province (A.D. 715).

To return to the relics. The ten copper coins, found with the other offerings 
in the relic coffer, were but lumps of verdigris, and, except from their shape being 
r e c t a n g u l a r ,  could hardly be distinguished from the coins found with the votive 
tablets. The extent of corrosion being practically tho same in both eases shows 
clearly that the coins in tho coffer, hermetically sealed, as it were, within the 
mound, to have attained that amount of corrosion must have beendeposited there 
m a n y  centuries before those were placed on the outside, where they have been hut 
a  few feet below the surface, subject to wet and dry for the last nine hundred rears 
at least.

The crystal reliquary had been broken, and the bottom portion lost. I t had 
then been mended by putting a tight-fitting caw of silver reaching half-way up 
the phial on to tho bottom. The lip around the top had also been chipped. This 
points to an accident having happened nt or before tho time of enshrining flu* phial, 
which probably fell from the hands of tome per.-on who was holding it. The fact 
of the new silver bottom having been provided, and a silver cap to take the place

1 The Ufckt jwprodoowl u  figure ti on Plate XXXIX muff furtimlarly rrfew to Baddbu'* fii>t «*mon in the 
iH-er j«»rk of Betmra, t» U indicated t j  the two dwr virtbt# nnd.*r the inscription. Pip.i# r rvpimenU Buddha nt the 
moment of hi* enlightcnmml (bidMi}, th- folia*:«• of the Dudhi tree beinjr #hown orer hi* bead. R d ’>

1 Such tom  I have alrudy jmblbhed in my *«xoor.t of BiihawHUd-Manfftm in Sind, A .8 . R. fur 1008-01, 
plate XLVII.
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of a crystal stopper or lid, would lead one to suppose that this reliquary had held the 
relics already for so long a time that it was felt it would have been sacrilege to 
throw away the phial for a new one, even in its shattered condition. But as we did 
not find the fragments of the crystal receptacle with it, it is probable that the accident 
took place some time previous to its interment at Mirpur Khas. When placing the 
stone pot containing the inner caskets and relics into the coffer at the Boria Si ft pa 
at Junagadh1 a somewhat similar accident seems to have taken place, for we found 
the fragments of the lower part of a stone pot, like the one in the coffer, about 4' 
from the latter, buried in the mound. I  have already noted the discovery in 
1859, by the Hon’ble Mr. James Gibbs, of a vase in the upper part of this stupa, 
containing “ some pieces of crystal and amethyst.” Could these have been the 
fragments of the broken reliquary which, after it was found that they had been 
forgotten when the relics were closed up in the relic chamber, were subsequently 
placed in the earthen pot and buried higher up in the mound ? In any ease, it seems 
clear that the reliquary, and therefore the relics, existed long before the present stupa 
was built over them. Is, then, the present stupa a reconstruction of an older one— 
of one of the many built by Asoka when he redistributed the relics of Buddha, in 
order that the actual bodily presence of the Great Teacher might pervade the land 
through all its length and breadth ? If so, this would account for the very small 
relic, if relic it is, found in the gold case.2

I t  is recorded by Hiuen Tsiang (in the 7th century A.D.) that in his days there 
were several hundred sanghdramas in Sind, occupied by about 10,000 priests, and 
that thev studied the Little Vehicle. He also adds that “ when Tathagata was in the 
world, he frequently passed through this country, therefore Aloka-raja has founded 
several tens of stiipas in places where the sacred traces of his presence were found. 
TJpagupta, the great Arliat, sojourned very frequently in this kingdom, explaining 
the law and convincing and guiding men. The places where he stopped and the 
traces he left are all commemorated by the building of sangh dramas or the erection 
of stupas. These buildings are seen everywhere.’-3

The silver case, holding the smaller gold one, was wrapped around with gold 
leaf, which even now is as bright and fresh as on the day it was used—gold 
leaf, too, as fine as any produced at the present day. If the small particle, found 
in the otherwise empty and clean gold case, which again was enclosed in the silver 
one, was accidental and counted for naught, it is difficult to understand why the 
silver case should have been so carefully enveloped in gold leaf. Those who applied 
gold leaf surely thought they were wrapping up something more than the mere 
cases ! If  we accept it as a relic, it must indeed have been very, very precious to he

1 J . A . S. B ., Vol. LX. part I, No. 2.1891.
: We are told that he opened up seven of the eight stupas containing the relics of Buddha and redistributed them 

amongst S I.000 stupas which he had caused to he built. Probably “ 84,000 is an exaggeration, so common in India 
like the “ thousand-pillared” halls, in none of which a thousand Pinal’s ever existed or any number like it . and I lie 
nauluiha temples supposed to have nine laklis of images disposed about them. I see no reason to doubt that Asoka 
redistributed the relics, putting back again a smaller quantity into the opened stupas, being so desirous of spreading 
them over the whole country for the easier worship of those in far away provinces.

1 Si-yv-ki. Buddhist'Records o f the Western World (transl. Beal) Vol. II, p. 272. We know of several stupas 
for certain, vis., one at Tlml Rukan. near Moro; one at Depar Ghangro, near BrahmanSbad ; one at Brahroana >ad 
itself; one at MirpQr-Khas; ono near Tando Muhammad Khan ; and ono near Jliirruck, and reports of other mounds 
which, upon examination, may turn out to be ruined stupas.
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such a mite, and hence the probability is that it was thought to he of the Buddha 
himself. The brown funereal ash and bits of calcined hone, about a small tea-spoon
ful, found in the bottle under the silver and gold cases, and not in them, are 
undoubtedly relics, and if the particle in the gold case is that of Buddha, the other is 
probably that of some famous local saint, perhaps Upagupta the patron saint of Sind 
in Anoka’s time, and the friend and erstwhile religious associate of that king. That 
it is not unusual to find relics of more than one individual in one stupa is shown by 
the discovery of those of several great Arliats in four reliquaries, all inscribed, in the 
one stupa, No. 2, at Sanchi.1

The statue slab found in the central shrine on the west face of the stupa is very 
interesting and curious. (Plate X X X \ III, fig. b.) On digging out the core of brick 
buttressing, with which the cell had been filled, this slab, which measures 301" high 
by 12.V" across, was found standing upon the floor leaning against the north wall. The 
feet were broken off and were not found. The statue seems to be the portrait of 
some male person of note. I t  is not a Bodhisattva, else it would have had a halo 
round the head, and would have been, in other respects, more like those images as we 
find them elsewhere. The figure is standing full to the front, resting upon the right 
leg ; the right hand, raised almost to the level of the centre of the breast, holds a 
small lotus flower offering, while the left rests flat upon what appears to be a wallet 
slung loosely round his waist and depending upon his left thigh. He is not, as is so 
often seen in such figures, grasping a knot of his garment. His clothing is simple in 
the extreme, and is just such as one sees on Jains as they enter their shrines to do 
■worship, being, apparently, but a single waist-cloth whose folds hang to the back on 
the left side.2 The upper portion of the body from the waist, and the legs below the 
knees are bare. He wears an elaborate headdress arranged in rows of horizontal 
curls, from underneath which bunches of vertical curls fall upon each shoulder. 
The statue has been painted. The complexion was “ golden ” or wheat colour, the 
waist-cloth, which, though scanty, is rich, was red, while the wig, eyebrows, pupils, 
and moustache were black. I am inclined to think the image represents the builder 
of the stupa. This would account for this particular image, though loose, not 
having been removed from the shrines, while others, which they held for worship, 
were taken out, when the buttressing-up of the stupa became necessary. That the 
shrines held Buddha images, or some images for worship, is shown by the remains of 
a shallow altar against the back wall of this central cell. The Buddha images, 
already described, in the walls, were permanently built in and could not be taken out 
without breaking, and thus still further weakening the.walls.

Taking all circumstances into consideration I  cannot see how the stupa can be 
ascribed to a later date than A.D. 400. I t may be earlier. I t  is probable that it is 
a reconstruction of a ruined one formerly erected under Asoka’s orders, and possibly 
to contain a relic of the Buddha, the other relics being put into the bottle at the time 
of the reconstruction of the stupa. But of course this is pure surmise. The fact, 
however, remains, that the sites of what were once Buddhist monasteries surround the

• Cunningham's llhilsa Topes, p. 285.
» It soems to me that the figure is dressed in two garments : an uppor garment held round the waist by means of a 

girdle and & waist .cloth, the edges of which are visible over the knees under the upper garment.
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Hit pa. Com pare the plan of the wall trenches, from which the bricks have been 
removed (Fig. 2) with the plans of Gandh/ira monasteries.1

SCAU Of 50 100 fK T . 
B

Fig- * *2.

This stapa was not an isolated building of this period, for, from a comparison of 
the remains of sculptured brick, the stapax of Tlml Hnkan near Moro, Do par 
Ghnngro3 near Brahmannhnd, Tando Muhammad Khan and Jhorrick would seem 
to have been built about the same tim e; but none of these have such an extensive 
site of surrounding monasteries as the Mirpur-Khas Stupa.

In dealing with the carved brickwork of the Depar Ghangro Stapa I wrote:* 
“ The ornament was carved upon tin* moist clay with a  sharp tool and was n o t  mould
ed in a shape. It is of the same character as that found at Jamal-Garin in the 
Yusufzai country, almost on the borders of Kashmir, near Peshawar, which General 
Cunningham, in the fifth volume of his Reports, called the Indo-Corinthian style, and 
which he thinks was practised in that region in the beginning of tin* Christian era. 
General Haig says : * * This place [/.<?., the Buddhist settlement of Sawandi] is men-

1 Cf. FnrgUMOn op. cit. Kovi*M Edition, j>. 171.. Vnl. I. p. ‘21*2.
5 Soo article on Hrflliumnahad-Man«Qn», J . $. It. for 1903.01. p. 130, pUte L. and fig. 5.
* Cf. J .  P  It. for the year ending the 30th June ISO7. |*. 10
* J  R. A. S. (N. S.) Vol. XVI, r . 292.

N 2
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fcioned in the legends of the “ Mujmal-al-tawarikh,” as having been built by the King 
of Kashmir during an expedition to Sindh. The legend is full of absurdities, but 
we may perhaps safely infer from it the antiquity of Sawandi.’

“ This statement may not he far wrong. About the middle of the 7th century, 
Chach paid a visit to a Buddhist devotee in the vicinity of Braliinanahad when the 
latter complained of the ‘temple’ {stupa ?) and monastery falling into a state of 
disrepair due to the wear of time. If we take it the place had been in Buddhist 
hands continually from the time of its establishment to that time, and had not fallen 
into disrepair from neglect, the wear must have been very slow and gradual, so that 
we are forced to put hack the building of the stupa, with that of Thul M ir Balkan 
to the early centuries of the Christian era, but the want of sufficient data prevents 
any very approximate estimate of its age being made as yet. The very same moulded 
or carved bricks as are found at these two places were found by General Cunningham 
at Shorkot in the Pan jab about GO miles north-east of Multan, and these he likens to 
the work on Yuzufzai remains. He found letters and writing on the bricks, being 
instructions to the builders as to the positions they were to occupy. I  have two 
fragments from Thul Mir ltukhan with parts of letters upon them. The patterns, 
as figured by him in his Report Volume V, are identical with those in Sind. The 
Shorkot bricks, judging from the style of letters upon them, he places from A.D. 79 
to 319. A thorough search might discover a string of Buddhist settlements marking 
the route of the Kashmirian army, which perhaps marched as far as the seashore, 
for in Sind we know of old stupas at Mir pur Khas and Tando Muhammad Khan.”

A great deal of excavation work, which, until lately, was more or less impossible 
owing to lack of funds, remains to be done in Sind, which may throw a great deal of 
light upon the Buddhist period in that province. Thul R.ukan might he further 
explored, and the hopeless-looking ruin of Depar Ghangro would probably repay 
further research. The stupa, the core of which is practically intact, G miles north 
by west of Tando Muhammad Khan, should certainly be excavated at once. There 
are many other promising sites in the north of Sind and the delta.

H e n r y  C ottsens.



EXCAVATIONS AT MANDOR. 1

-------- 1-------- -

WHAT little is known of the history of Mandor, the ancient capital of Marwar, 
is to he found in the Report of the Arelueological Department for the year 

1905-0G. The old name of the city was Maddodara according to one inscription,* 
and Mdndavyapw'adurga according to another.3 I t  was situated on a range of low 
hills, locally known as Bhaumseu, at the foot of which stands the modern village of 
Mandor. The only ancient remains in this village that deserve notice are a ruined 
mosque and a gateway of the Muhammadan period. The prayer chamber of the 
mosque is supported on stone columns, all of which are still standing, though the 
hack Avail is much dilapidated. A little to the right of the mihrdb is a broken slab 
built into the Avail, the Persian inscription on Avhich records that the mosque was 
founded in the reign of Sultan Firoz Shah. This Firoz Shah is manifestly the 
Tnghlaq prince of that name, Avho ruled from A.D. 1351 to 1388. The slab does 
not occupy its original position, nor is it knoAvn what this position was.

About half a mile to the east of the village arc two interesting relievos cut in 
the rock. One of them, approximately 81' long and 11' high, contains a row of 
nine figures. (Plate XL, a.) The four-armed corpulent figure at the proper right 
end is that of Ganesa, the remaining eight representing the eight divine mothers 
{ashta-matarah) of the Brahmanical cult. Third from the proper right is Vaislinavl, 
the female energy of Vishnu. She has four arms, and in the lower left one holds a 
conch. Next to her comes Mahesvarl Avitli a hull standing behind her—the vehicle 
of her male counterpart, Siva. Then folloAvs a figure of Bralimi, accompanied by a 
goose. The second figure from the proper left is AindrI, Avith the elephant Airavata, 
the Arehicle of Indra, at her right side; and by her side is Chamunda sitting on a

1 For the description which follows of the excavations at Mandor in Rajputana, my assistant, Pandit Daya Ram 
Sahni, is largely responsible. These excavations were planned by myself and much of the work was carried out 
under ray personal supervision, but, before it could be finished, I was called away to a distant part of India and had to 
leave it to my assistant to complete the clearance of the site and to measure up the structures which we had 
unearthed. I have not since had an opportunity of checking his measurements or his notes, but I have no doubt that 
they have been made with the care and accuracy which he usually displays. J. 11. M.

5 Ep. Liu., IX, p. 28i>, lino 13.
3 •/. li  A . S. 181)4, p. 5, lino 6.
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liuman corpse and wearing a garland of human skulls. The remaining three figure 
are Kan marl, Varahi and Xarnsiiiiln, but, their attributes being wanting, they cannot 
be individually identified.

The other relief is cut in the rock close by. I t  consists of a rectangular niche 
nl>out 2-J' high and 2' wide, with an elaborate ornamental border nil round, in which 
is a four-armed figure sitting cross-legged in the manner of Snrya, the Sun-God. All 
the four hands, however, are broken, and it is not possible to identify the figure 
with certainty. The style of the carving indicates the 7th or 8th century as the 
date of the relief.

The old city of Mandor spread over the low hills from the modern village ns far 
north as the group of cenotaphs belonging to the Mar war Queens, and from the 
Xagadri river on the cast for over a mile in a westerly direction, to where a small 
remnant of the city wall is still existing. Xo remains of private dwellings now 
rem ain; for they were carried off by Maharaja Bakht Singh, about the middle of the 
18th century, and used in the construction of the ramparts of Jodhpur *. This being so, 
it is not a little surprising that the castle, which dominates the eastern part of the 
plateau overlooking the Xagadri, has escaped destruction. Its walls, though badly 
damaged and partly buried beneath tbeir own debris, still rise to a considerable 
height on the north and west sides. On the east, and to some extent on the south 
also, they were built a t  the edge of a precipitous scarp and have fallen. They were 
constructed of massive blocks of stone, their width averaging some 21 or 25 feet, 
and were further strengthened and protected by bastions on the outside, of which 
several are still preserved on the north and west sides. Along the curtain of the 
walls these bastions are either square or rectangular in plan; but the one ut the 
north-west angle is circular, and it is probable that those at the other three corners 
were of the same form. The gateways are hidden under the fallen debris, and their 
position cannot now he ascertained. The west wall is pierced, near its southern 
extremity, by an opening, of which only the stone lintel is now visible. This was 
regarded by Mr. Garrick * ns a gateway; but it is so low that it can hardly have been 
anything but a drain, and in support of this view it may he remarked that a few 
yards to the west of the opening a channel is still to he seen, which carried off the 
drainage of the castle. The main approach to the castle, ns well as to the citv, is 
still well defined. It is a broad paved causeway which ascends the plateau a little 
to the north of the modern village of Mandor, and after passing the south-west 
angle of the Fort runs alongside the moat on its west side ns far as the circular 
bastion a t the opposite corner. Beyond this point it is not traceable.

The date of the castle’s foundation is unknown. The Jodhpur city wall in
scription of Banka (Sam. 891) records that an ancestor of the king named Bajjila 
acquired Mnpdavyapurndnrga with the help of his brothers and built a wall 
(jtrak/ira) in it. HajjiJa and bis brothers flourished ten generations before Batikfl, 

about the 6th century A.b. it is possible that the wall referred to is the nun- 
part, of the Fort, though, in the absence of more definite evidence, it is difficult tohe

• Aj-rt fnnn M niU  »  .v ito * * ! l.\ U* f ,„  „,m , 1 ,  inMTi|̂ ian of of 8*b 991.
QnT ] . :D f . x L S ! *  8! " ,t0 lh° a t j  "*n of Cf. J . if. a . * ,  N. S , Vvl. XXVI. ISM,,,  1.
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certain on the point. A search made among tlio heaps of stones covering the wall 
revealed a number of inscribed slabs, but they are all later than the 11th century A D.

Of the buildings inside the castle the majority are of a still later date, and are 
relatively well preserved. One of these buildings is a square structure, some 75 
yards along each side and about 18 feet high. I t  1ms a tint roof and is divided 
into two halves by a narrow passage. The western half is blocked up. The other 
half is a gloomy, pillared hall, containing a rude painting of Xahadasvami, i.e., 
Xdkaclarao, who according to the k h i/a t as was the hist Pratihnra ruler of Mandor. 
To the north of this structure is a group of edifices with Hat roofs supported on low 
columns. Their purpose is not apparent; but adjoining them on the cast side is 
another building which was undoubtedly a Jaina temple. I t  consists of a small 
douhle-storcyed cella or shrine with a sabhamandapa in front. On the lintel of 
the doorway leading to the shrine are figures of four Pirtkunknras, while eight 
others are carved on the vedi inside. In this temple they say that there was once 
a largo inscribed slab, which now lies buried beneath the debris of n portion of the 
sabhomaudapa. The temple faced towards the east, on which side there still exists 
a broad approach.

lint the most interesting objects in the castle are two elaborately sculptured 
monoliths (Plate XL1V, b), which protrude from a large mound occupying the 
south-east corner, and rising somewhat more than 30 feet above the average ground 
level. These monoliths’ belonged to a line fonnia. which was intact in the time 
of Colonel Tod. They are referable to the Parly Gupta period, and it was hoped 
that whatever remains lay concealed in the mound behind the columns, would prove 
to belong to the same epoch. This expectation, it may at once be said, was not 
realised ; though the excavation of the mound was well repaid by the discover}* of a 
later Brahmanieal temple built on a quite unusual plan. The temple consists of a 
sanctum perched on the summit of three high terraces which diminish in size 
towards the top and are ascended by llights of stairs on the east, north and south 
sides. The sanctum, which is the earliest part of the building, must have been 
erected in the 7th or Sth century A.D., and was restored and enlarged during the 9th 
or 10th century, and again in the 12th cent my A.D. It is a small chamber, 19' 
square on the outside and 9 S' on the inside. 1 he walls, which are still standing to 
a height of some 8 feet, measure 4' S" in thickness, the core being or rough rubble, 
with both faces well finished. The blocks are held together by iron clamps only, 
without cement or mortar of any kind. On the outside, the walls are enriched with 
hold mouldings and relieved on the north, west and south faces by projections, 9 4* 
broad and some 10" dee]). The mouldings are identical on every side. Of the five 
courses which make up the present height of the walls the two lowest consist of 
well-dressed blocks without any carving. Above them is a hold torus, which, along 
the face of the projections, is ieplaced by a dentil-like row ol plaques. The latter 
are adorned with foliage and other devices executed with considerable skill and 
resembling in style the sculptures on the Dhamekh Tower at Samath. Ike coiu*se 
above is ornamented with shallow niches with klrfimukhas or richly phimaged birds 
between. (Plate XLTI, //.) For the most part the niches are empty, but those on the

> Cf. J.  S. U. 11)06-00. j»p. 136 ff.
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north side contain either human heads or rosettes. The uppermost course is com
posed of more massive blocks, with triangular decorations near its base and a torus 
moulding at the top. The carving on this course is much inferior to that in the 
lower courses, and there can be no doubt that it was added in the 12th cent ury, when 
the temple was largely renovated. Only two of the blocks belonging to this course 
were found in situ ; the remainder had fallen and were restored to their places.

On the east side, all the courses of the early n ail terminate at distances of 3 
2" from the angles, the space between them having been occupied in the 7th or 8th 
century A.D. by a doorway, which was rebuilt in the 12th century, the date to 
which the existing jambs are to be ascribed. The width of this doorway is 3' G". 
On the inner face of the pillar near the south-east angle of the shrine is a short 
illegible inscription written in characters of the 12th or 13th century. Xear this 
point two lintels were found, but neither of them appears to belong to this door. 
One of them, measuring 3' 4" long, is divided into five spaces. In the middle space 
is sculptured the figure of a man with a woman in his lap, who is thrusting from 
her another man armed with a dagger. In  the next panel on the right is a 
man cutting off the left hand of a woman with a dagger, while the end panel is 
occupied by a stalwart male figure, four-armed, and the panel at the opposite 
end by a love scene.

In front of the door is a circular step (ardhacliandra) cut into the form of an 
elaborate lotus flower, which appears to have heen added iu the 12th century A.D. 
Under it there came to light a stone dais, measuring 12' by 8' S", which no doubt 
belonged to the original shrine. "Whether at one time it supported a porch, could 
not be ascertained.

As to the precise shape of the superstructure it can only be surmised, for 
nearly all the stones which composed it had been carried away for use in later build
ings, though from the few that turned up here and there in the debris it seemed 
manifest that the sanctum had originally been surmounted by a sihhara. One of 
these stones was a finial, about one foot high, of the ordinary amalaka form. 
Another, of the same height, was carved to represent a human face and had been 
used perhaps as a terminal to one of the faces (Madras) of the spire. (Plate X L III,
2.) A third block, which was found lying on the floor of the shrine, was orna
mented with a conventional lotus and no doubt belonged to the ceiling, which 
appears to have been constructed on the usual trabeate system. And among other 
pieces were portions of several miniature sikharas which had originally been ranged 
in groups against the sides of the central spire.

The floor of the sanctum was paved with stone slabs, and on it there stood five 
pedestals of siva-lingas, one in each of the corners and one in the centre. The 
lingas themselves were not discovered. A sixth pedestal, measuring 2' 1" long by 
10-1" broad and -1-1" high and intended for an image, was built against the middle of 
the west wall. The presence of the lingo, bases proves that at the time when the 
temple was deserted it was in the hands of the Saivaites, though at an earlier date, 
as we shall see later on, it seems to have been dedicated to V i s h n u

In  the 9th or 10th century A.D. there appears to have been added to the 
shrine an antechamber or mandapa, of which the principal remains are six broken
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columns found lying among the debris in front of the shrine or on the lower 
terraces. The columns, ns may he seen from the specimen illustrated in Plate 
X L lll , 1, are elaborately decorated with hands of musicians, kJrUmnkhas, atlantes. 
floral designs and other motifs. Besides these columns several relievos were dis
covered amid the same d6bris, which are assignable to the same period and which 
were probably used to decorate the walls of the mandapa. One of these (Plate 
XL1TT, \\) illustrates the fifth or Vamana avaldra of Vishnu, which he undertook in 
order to humble the pride of the demon Bali. Tn the proper left lower corner 
stands Vishnu in the form of a corpulent dwarf, with an umbrella over his head, 
while before him is the demon, pouring water on his right hand, as a token of his 
gift of three paces of land. Then the dwarf is seen in his Viral form, his left leg 
mised on high, as lie spans the three regions with his two mighty steps, while the 
demon clings to his right leg, in vain endeavour to restrain him. When, so the 
story goes, the god asked space for his third step, Bali offered his own person; 
whereat Vishnu was so pleased that he made him Lord of the Pal-ftln. This sculpture

is of particular interest as 
showing that in the 9th or 10th 
century A.D. the shrine was con
secrated to the worship of Vislinu. 
Among other carvings that, were 
found in the same heaps of 
debris rhe following also deserve 
notice:—a broken lintel with a 
figure of Surya (Flate XL 11 I, (5); 
the bust of a well executed female 
figure (Plate XLTir, 7) ; the 
head of a yog in, who is counting 
the heads of a rosary (Plate 
XLTTT, t) ; and the lower half of 
a small female figure carrying a 
child on her right hip (Plate 
XLIII, 5).

The shrine, when it was first 
built, appears to have stood alone 
on the summit of the rock, the 
three terraces on which it now 
rests being subsequently added in 
the 12th century A.D. This is 
manifest from the different style 
of the Architecture, and is further 

borne out by an inscription of Sahajapnln. a ruler of the feudatory Chabamana 
clan of Nadfila, which came to light on the middle terrace. The core of all 
these terraces is, in the main, composed of stone rubble, well faced and paved 
above with dressed slabs held together with iron clamps. In the lowest terrace the 
face stones ait? plain, but carved in the upper two. The mouldings ot the latter are

o
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returned along every side and the carvings, though shallow and by no means so 
artistic as the earlier ones on the wall of the sliriue itself, are still very effective 
(Fig. 1). As regards figure decoration, there are two relievos which deserve notice. 
Thev occur on the north side of the topmost terrace. One of them (l'latc XL1V, a) 
illustrates a troop of warriors on t lie march, one of whom is riding a horse, while others 
are walking and others again arc in a chariot drawn by camels. In  the middle of 
the slab is a water wheel of the type still commonly used in Kajputana ; and a t the 
reservoir where the water collets a camel is drinking, while another is approaching 
from behind. The other relief shows a number of warriors engaged in a hand-to- 
hand encounter and, at the right end, a horse-drawn chariot in which other warriors 
arc hastening to the tight.

The plans of the terraces vary somewhat, although they are, as far as possible, 
symmetrically superimposed. The uppermost is cruciform in shape with three 
projections on the west side and one on each of the other sides. Its western half is 
well preserved ; the eastern much damaged. Some of the stones belonging to it had 
fallen on to the lower terraces ; fortunately, however, they were easy to distinguish 
and were put hack in their respective places. The projection on the cast side once 
contained a flight of steps, though nothing hut their foundations now remain.

The middle terrace is rectangular in plan with two projections on the north 
and south sides and a single one in the middle of the west side. This terrace is 
cpiite intact, save for a few courses of the dressed stone facing on the north side. 
Tn the middle of the cn>t side were three flights of steps separated form one another 
by platforms. The central flight, which is about 19' broad, is much dilapidated, 
and the one to the north is almost entirely gone. The other flight, however, is in 
perfect condition, not one of its well-squared stones having l>een displaced.

The lowest terrace is only 4' high. A portion of it, near the south-west comer, 
had fallen down and has been rebuilt again with the same materials. This terrace 
was ascended by two stairways: one on the north, now much damaged, and one on 
the south, still quite intact. The latter consists of five steps, 5' 7" long with risers 
of From 6V to 8" high. It was over this flight of steps that the fOraiia with its 
elaborately sculptured pillars alluded to above, once stood. The pillars belonging, 
as they do, to the Early Gupta period, are manifestly much older than the terrace, 
and we may suppose that they were brought from some earlier temple and put up 
here when the terraces were constructed. The legends depicted on the eastern 
pillar are sufficiently described in my Annual Report for 19(K>-06 (pages 136-37). 
At. that time the other pillar was partly buried beneath the ground, only the two 
uppermost panels being visible. Our clearance of the accumulated debris has now 
brought to light three more panels (Plato XLIV. i), of which the top one, unfor
tunately, is much defaced and, so far, has not admitted of certain identification. In 
the panel below it is portrayed Krishna’s fight with the demon Kcsin, whom Kamsa 
had sent to destroy him. The legend, as told in the Pro m-8a gar, is that Krishna 
and his brother Rnlarama were returning home one evening when they met a hull 
of uncommon strength, which attacked Krishna hut was quickly overcome and 
killed. In  the sculpture Krishna is shown holding the horns of the demon hull, as 
lie withstands it* onslaught. Subsequently, as the story goes, the demon K&in
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returns in the form of a powerful horse, which Krishna also slays by thrusting his 
hand into its mouth. This further exploit is figured in the lowest panel of the 
column.

The precinct of the temple was surrounded by a wall, varying in thickness 
from 0 to 12 feet, and still standing to a height of some 10 feet on the north and 
west sides. The approach through this wall, which is about 7 feet wide, is located 
in the north-west angle of this wall, and is obviously the entrance to which Colonel 
Tod refers in his description of the site.1 There is another and somewhat smaller 
gateway about fifty feet to the south, which ojieus on to the lowest terrace and was 
formerly approached from the outside by a stairway. Only its threshold now 
remains in situ, but its lintel also was found lying on the terrace close by.

It has been remarked above that for some time previous to its final destruction, 
this temple was in the hands of the Snivnitos. At what date, precisely, that dost ruction 
took place is not ascertainable, but it seems to have happened during or shortly after 
the 11th century A .D .; for to that century are assignable several sculptures from the 
topmost terrace, which were the latest found on the site and which wore an appear
ance of fresliuess, ns if they had not long laxm executed when they were buried 
beneath the debris of the temple. Among these sculptures was the slab illustrated 
in figure 2. measuring 3' 1" broad and 2' high. The main figure is that of Siva, 
seated on his vehicle Xandin, with attendant figures to right and left. The god has 
four hands. In the upper right he holds a trident; in the upper left, a cobra, rite 
lower right is in the gift-bestowing attitude; the lower left holds an uncertain 
object.

* Rajasthaw, Yol. 1, page 573.
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That the temple was originally consecrated to Vishnu ami continued in the 
possession o£ his votaries until, at any rate, the 12th century A.D., is proved not only 
by the sculpture's referred to nl>ovc hut by a number of inscriptions which came to 
light during the excavations; for every oue of these records which is earlier than the 
13th century alludes to Vishnu, either by that name or by one or other of his local 
cult titles—Kesava, Hari, Yasudevn, Sauri or Xahadasvami; while the later ones 
speak only of Siva.

L IST OF INSCRIPTIONS.

( b y  P a n d i t  D a y a  R a m  S a i l s i . )

I n  the course of excavations portions of sixteen inscribed slabs came to light. 
At the close of the work they were deposited in the museum maintained by the 
lla rw ar Durbar at Jodhpur.

1. Fragment of reddish sandstone, 7J" broad X64" high. Contains portions
of six lines. The 2nd line mentions the 6eaha on which Vishnu 
sleeps during the intervals of creation. The 4th line mentions 
Sartlga, the bow of Vishnu. The letters are neatly cut and belong to 
the 8th or 9th century A.D.

2. Fragment, 2J" broad and the same in height. It yields no information
of any value. Characters coeval with those of No. 1.

3. Triangular fragment of the same sorl of sandstone, 9" broad at top by 11"
high. Contains the beginnings of 14 lines in well-carved letters. 
Language elegant. Sanskrit verse in anuahfup metre. Lines 1 and 2 
eulogise Vishnu. From the existing portions of lines 3 to 10 we 
gather that a certain worshipper of K&ava, whose name is missing, 
performed a fire-sacrifice (havana) presumably at M&ndavya’s her
mitage (modem Afandor), and caused something to bo built. The 
same person obviously made the perpetual offering of a karisha of 
oil which is recorded in 1. 8. Lines 11 and 12 contain remains of 
the date, which is 9**, the other two digits being lost. The 13tb line 
records the death, at Pushkara,1 of somebody.

The characters are of the 9th century A.D. It is much to be regretted 
that the character of the object the construction of which is recorded 
in the 5th line, cannot be ascertained.

4. Four inscribed fragments, representing but a small fraction of a large
p ra fa s ii . Two of these fragments lit together and contain the first 
portions of the first eleven lines. The other two belong to the lower 
portion ol the slab. The existing portion of the inscription con
tains the genealogy of t lie feudatory P rati bants from FTarisdiandra 
to Bhoja, who is manifestly identical with the brother of Tata and 
first son ol Xagahliata. The name of the rider in whose time this 
record was inscribed is lost, as also its object. The first four verses 
were devoted to the praise of Vishnu and alluded to his sport with the

‘ This is thu itnmo of n *acr«>t1 tnnk nonr Ajuwr.
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lierdswoinen, mill to Ills Varnaua, Varalia and Narasimha incarnations. 
The characters used are of the same style as those in the above- 
mentioned in scrip tio iL s .

5—6. .Nos. 3 andfi, which, on grounds of pakeograpliy, are also assignable to 
about the 9th century, arc too fragmentary to yield any information.

7. Middle portion of an inscribed slab, 5"x  t". The second line contained 
the names of certain Saivns. Line 'i mentions Ck<t£a, the modern 
Osin. In  the 4th line we read of a gold finial and banner. In the 
next line we can recover the date, which is 1197 of the Vikranm era. 
Line 0 contains the name of Asadovn, who presumably is the same 
as Asaraja of the feudatory ChAhamana tribe.

S. Nineteen fragments of an inscribed slab, which came to light in the 
eastern portion of the middle terrace. They range in size from l \"  
to O''. Seventeen of these pieces can l>e put together with certainty, 
and thus supply portions of the first 48 lines of the inscription. The 
lacuiue which remain arc large and many, but the majority can be 
restored with the help of the Nadol plates of the Rajaputm Kirtipala 
of Vikraina-Samvat 1218.’ The width of the slab was about 12” 
and the height up to the 4Sfch line 2' t.V'\ The other two fragments 
arc from the lower part of the slab, lint, as they fit neither to each 
other nor to the upper portion, the total height of the slab remains 
uncertain.

The object of this inscription was to record the bestowal of a village, whose 
name is last. The boundaries of this village are specified in lines 39 and 10 of the 
inscription. I t  was bounded on the north by Siyalmtl, which may perhaps he 
identified with Sihnt, situated some six miles to the east of Sojat town. I’he names 
of the other boundaries are lost. The articles of daily worship were recorded in the 
last line of the inscription. One of them was musk (kasti'i'i).

The recipient of the gift, as recorded in line 29, was [Nara]bliatas vam i, who, no 
doubt, is the same as the Nahadasvamideva of inscription No. 11. It is, therefore, 
certain that, when this inscription was put up, the temple at Maiidor was a 
Vaishnava one.

Tiie donor of the village was Sahajapala, son of ILiyapAia, grandson of JRatna- 
pala and great-grandson of Pritlivipala, of the feudatory Chahamar.a clan of 
Nndula. The main interest of the inscription lies in the fact that it supplies the 
names of four members of the Nndula Chaham&na clan, which were not known 
before. They arc Sahajapala, Rayapala, Ills queen P admail ad evi, and Katnapala. 
The name of Uriyapala was known from several inscriptions from Nadlai and Nadol, 
hut it is only now that we know his proper place in the genealogy of this clan.5

The date of the inscription is missing. We have, however, dates for Rayajiala, 
the father and predecessor of Sahajapala, which range from Vikrama-Samvat 
1189 to 1202. Sahnjapnla’s reign must therefore have commenced soon after 
1202 V. S.

1 Vide Ej>. hid., IX, pp. 68 
3 Cl. Fp. lad., XI, pp. 0» H\
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Transcript.
1- [v t  *rrcnpfRf [n*]
2* • • • • .
3................................iWTSIT̂ TT ...............................
4r................................II UT^T^^rm^T *n**n[>r]

fi. [m ni* f]?n:nprrm  11 [ ^ * ]%  •] *far*r|>rr]
7. fojrfw: 7Twmcsnv!iTf^*]7fT i [**]-
8. tTSTrT[^ W*]wT*3JRT fw * -
9. [m*r rerfmrciT ttto n] ?touwisw^ tji.

10. nm ?nfn: tttt |HTR^TB] ^ t^ n Tf^ 5̂ ^ rq.
11. P : ^ H t w 5t:^*J?t: i ^  . . . .  TfoStu: ^  . . . .
12. Trsf: ......................... ................................................ Tfri »rt ^rmTT#r-
13. orfsr u ......................... ^Tli . . . . g?t: 7j?: ^rrfcnsi-
14. w  ^[«^tn*]^r?fr N * ] f w :  ^^qp5n*Tq?r[ii*]
15. 7m  ̂ 5Rĉ t-
10. Wr ^q: ii

17- ^  qf«nr [TT*]fra^rf^(^)'3Wt Tjrf̂ ET*].
18. [*j<n*r^*]5i: i ?Rfj,?mr^^fr?TT f^hsm r[H
19. q W  f̂ 5T»TrW ■ [q*]q TT̂ TTl[5T*] . . . [**].
20. . . . [*m#]
21. %w.|«QWR W T^PT .....................................
22. *<T q: Trfqf^Ti qqi n .....................................[q^mi •]-
23. *m f?i?h ^n[<qT qt?r qront ^fr^ra
2 k ^ f s r w  [^ T * ]  .............................. =5*%q*?T«i*J
25. frrftw izw nz*nr£ta[*T fesT^FTig qsri fa\ua ^ tt*]-
20. «r*]%̂ 3T .....................................
• 2 7 . ............................................w% r̂
28 ...............................v* Trfa[s? qTT’]fqqr [q
29 ............................... w [:ŝ r ‘f] » c ^ r f « ..........................................
30 . . . . SR ( ? ) .........................[qr] *  X
31. ...........................................
32. v f i l O T .....................................
33. "TOTi*.................................................
31 ..............................................
35. * [ 4 * ] ...............................
30. «rerrfa: ihjt7 . . . .
37.....................................................................................
38. aFTVTTT.....................................
39. W  *Tfr fW R T O T T tfa ........................
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40.

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
43.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.

3rfT?l! l ^ i l  I 1  » • • • [ ll ]  . . . . . . .

zntTO ftnr w&i n T O T O fa ..............................
satfafS (fa) toto ^|>tt] [n %*n*j fa nffa [t o  *  3frrarr] i t o - 

toptIto i TOProisrt-
c T O fa fa l H T f w m f v r : ....................................m  T O trra-
*i >pr?T ii TOfa f 4 w  Tnrfa:*] TOifafa:
t o i  t o  t o t  <r»=Er t o t  V r P T  ii] .........................................................

*n tot . f a r ] ................................................
3  » n W .......................................................

ll«r® a few- lin.-*. nn* TntMing.

TOt^ri TO ,<* ^TTO^TOTTfa
m TO T»JTO YTO  II TOTPT tT O * ]  fa  < Y t ? f a l f a

TOifaTO^Tifa i f^nmwrr ]fanifa*rirfa mfa r̂r tot toj:
ii8  )

r TOTTHfTOrRfro]
fro*H w w i:  i •TTPTT TO: TOT TOTOY TOTOFTO* II

*TTTTRI TO
. TOfafa:
fTRTT̂  T̂T I TO:

Ono or two line* nrvaguin missing here.

. . . .

. . . ^r[TOT*] rm

• M "1 ? f̂̂ fTTT'  c

Inscriptions 9—10. Yield no information of any value.
Inscription 11. Seven fragments of an inscription which was incised on a pillar. 

To judge from the style of the characters, this inscription is referable to about the 
same date as No. 8. The epigraph records the endowment of a village (name lost) 
to the jS'ahadasvamideva temple, to meet the expenses of the swing festival.

'rite remaining live inscriptions supply no historical information.

J .  11. M a k s i ia a l . 

Day a  K a m  S a i in j .



HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS FROM THE 
BORDERS OF TIBET.

r P H E  present paper contains a resume of the chief results of an archaeological 
-L tour made by me on the western borders of Tibet in the summer of 1909 on 
behalf of the Government of India. Starting from Simla on the 1-lth June, I  travel
led up the Satluj valley to Poo in Bushalir and Shipke in Tibet, and, crossing over to 
Spiti, continued my journey through llubshu and Rong-chu-rgyud to Leh, the capital 
of Ladakh. From Leh I  followed the trade route to Srinagar in Kashmir with ex
cursions to Likir, Alchi, Mangrgyu and Chigtan. I returned by way of the Plains, to 
Simla on the 11th October. The epigraphical and other historical and archeolo
gical materials recovered will be published in due course.

The most ancient epigraphs of this region are the rock inscriptions of Khalatse 
consisting ol one in Brahml and three in Kharoshthl. In  the course of mv tour, I  
did not meet with any ol an earlier period, nor did I  discover anv more of the same 
age. We arrived at Khalatse just in time to prevent the inscribed rocks from being 
destroyed. As a new bridge across the Indus was being constructed, many boulders, 
some with interesting rock-carvings and inscriptions, had been blasted, and that 
with the Brahml inscription had already been marked. 1 spoke to the overseer in 
charge, as well as to the officials ot Khalatse, and entreated them to preserve these 
invaluable stones. We took photographs of the Brahml and the longer Kharoshthl 
inscription near the bridge, and of the ancient Gupta inscription near the mGochen 
stupa. In  addition, a paper impression was taken of the Kharoshthl inscription. 
The Brahml and the two shorter Kharoshthl inscriptions have alreadv been read by 
Dr. Vogel.1

About two miles above the Commissioner’s compound, in the Leh valley, there 
are several ancient graves on which the late Dr. Sliawe and myself did some excava
tion work in 1903. On hearing that somebody had again opened one of the graves,

1 See hi*  ̂Annual Progress Report, 1906, end niy paper Jlitloritche Dokumente ton Khalatse in Z . D. M . G., 
Vol.LXI, p.583. Oar photograph of the Kharoshthl inscription was sent to Professor Rapson of Cambridge, 
as suggested by Mr. Marshall.
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behalf of the Government of India. Starting from Simla on the l l t l i  June, I  travel
led up the Satluj valley to Poo in Bushahr and Shipke in Tibet, and, crossing over to 
Spiti, continued my journey through Hubshu and Rong-cku-rgvud to Leh, the capital 
of Ladakh. From Leh 1 followed the trade route to Srinagar in Kashmir with ex
cursions to Likir, Alchi, Maugrgyu and Chigtan. T returned by way of the Plains, to 
Simla on the 11th October. The epigraphical and other historical and arcbteolo- 
gical materials recovered will be published in due course.

The most ancient epigraphs of this region are the rock inscriptions of Khalatse 
consisting of one in Brnlimi and three in KharOslithl. In the course of my tour, I 
did not meet with any of an earlier period, nor did I discover any more of the same 
age. W e arrived at Khalatse just in time to prevent the inscribed rocks from being 
destroyed. As a new bridge across the Indus was being constructed, many boulders, 
some with interesting rock-carvings and inscriptions, bad been blasted, and that 
with the Brahmi inscription bad already boon marked. 1 spoke to the overseer in 
charge, as well as to the officials of Khalatse, and entreated them to preserve these 
invaluable stones. AV© took photographs of the Brahmi and the longer Kharfchthi
inscription near the bridge, and of the ancient Gupta inscription near the inGochen 
stupa. In addition, a paper impression was taken of the Kkaroshthl inscription. 
The Brahmi and the two shorter Kkaroshthl inscriptions have already been read bv 
Dr. Vogel.1

About two miles above the Commissioner's compound, in the Leh valley, there 
are several ancient graves on which the late Dr. Sliawo and myself did some excava
tion work in 1903. On hearing that somebody hud again opened one or the graves,

* Set hU Annual Pro<rrr*> Report, UKW.ua uiy ,« ,.t  W 'ton'ek*  rc« Kkalann it. Z  D. AT.
Vol. r.XI, p. 583. Oar photograph uf the Klmn*htbi inscription «oul to Profoftor Kaiton of Cambridge, 
<u •uggeriod by Mr, Murtlmll.



I  decided to examine them, before it should be too late. The roof of the grave 
which I  opened is more tluin a rani below the present love! of the ground. It 
Consists of large unhewn stones of rectangular shape, eacli about one and a half 
yards long and a foot or so broad. The walls consist of masonry of unhewn 
stones. The grave is about two yards long, one and a half yards broad, and at least 
six feet deep.

The grave contained clay pots of various sizes, a few entire, but most of them 
in fragments. The largest pot, of which only fragments came to light, may have 
had a height of three feet, the smaller pots, which were rarer than the large ones, 
had a height of four to six inches. There were also small saucer-like vessels of 
burnt clay, probably lamps. The pottery of the graves is not wheel hut hand-made, 
and provided with very small handles. "When I)r. Shawe and myself examined 
this grave in 1003. we found two elegant medium-sized vessels ornamented 
with designs in dark m l colour. This time wo could not find a single pot with 
painted designs in the grave; hut linear ornaments were impressed on several 
of them. These painted or stamped ornaments are all of a very primitive 
type. They consist of spirals, ladders and zigzag hands; and occasionally there are 
bundles of lines which may represent grass or reeds. As most of I lie pots were 
broken a t the bottom, I  was led to believe that they had fallen down from some 
height, probably from wooden hoards.

As T had observed, when previously examining the graves, most of the pots 
were filled with human bones. This circumstance seems to indicate that Hie ancient 
inhabitants of the Leli valley indulged in the practice of cutting the corpses 
to pieces and tilling the day  pots with the fragments. This custom, which is 
also found in other parts of the globe, is asserted by Chinese authors to hnve lorn  
in vogue in the “ Empire of the Eastern Women.” Wo found between fifteen 
and twenty skulls in one single grave. IIow many there were originally, it 
is difficult to state, as we were not the lirst to examine the grave. All the 
skulls were mosi distinctly dolichocephalic, and the index formulas 7-t—77 would 
probably suit them all. As dolichocephalic heads are a distinctive mark of the 
Dards of Da Hanu, and other Danl settlements of Ladakh, wo arc led to believe 
that the people who built these ancient graves, were probably of Dard stock. 
Besides human hones, the grave contained the skull of a sheep, and the horn of an 
ox, which are apparently remains of a sacrifice, or gifts to the dead.

The grave yielded also a number of bronze implements, some in fairly good 
preservation. -Most of them, however, were much corroded and covered with thick 
layer.** of verdigris. Eirst of all, J may mention small square lamime of thin bronze, 
furnished with an embossed ring, of which we found hundreds. Whether they 
were used for ornamental purposes, or as coins, T am unable to decide. Then, there 
wore numerous heads of bronze, both round and oblong in shape, small and large, 
the largest thicker than a finger. Later on, we discovered little bell-shaped pen
dants of bronze with triangular holes and a ring a t the top. They were probably 
inserted between the bronze heads of the necklace. Then, there were a number of 
bronze buttons of various sizes with a loop on the reverse, some of ordinary size, 
about half an inch in diameter, hut others much larger, up to about two inches in

r
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in  prison as a martyr for Buddhism about 1025 A.D. The words following the name 
in the inscription are skn ring la—“ in his life time.” Though fragmentary, the inscrip
tion contains some interesting information. We learn from it that in the days of the 
priest-king Ye-shes-’od the villages of Spu (Poo) and dKor both existed and that Spu 
even possessed a palace. The priest-king had ten sons, and all of them were sent to 
Poo. W ith what object cannot be said with certainty, but from the frequent 
occurrence of the words lha-chos (religion of the Ilia) and mgar-chos (former 
religion), it appears that they were sent here for the propagation of Buddhism. In  
the end we read that they erected at Spu some structure, probably the first Buddhist 
temple, which has now entirely disappeared.

On one of the walls of the Tabo monastery of Spiti I  discovered an inscription 
of the days of king Byang-chub-’od of Guge, the very ruler who invited AtiSa to 
Tibet. The principal hall of the Tabo monastery, called rXam-par snang-mdzad, 
seems to have remained almost unchanged since the days of AtiSa, and its artistic 
images and ancient pictures deserve a closer study than we could devote to it during 
our brief visit. I t also contains an eleventh century manuscript of the Tibetan 
version of the Prajna-paramita.

More important than this document are two inscriptions written on the wall in 
black ink immediately above the floor. Their low position indicates that they were 
intended for people who are in the habit of sitting cross-legged on the ground. One 
of them is historical ; it s]>eaks of the foundation of the Tabo monastery about 900 
years ago, and of people who were connected with that event. The other inscription 
is admonitory. One might call it “ blessing and cursing,” but there is more of cursing 
in it than of blessing. I t  speaks of the many punishments to be inflicted on such 
lamas, as do not live up to the standard of the law, and there is no end of chopping 
off parts of their bodies. I  wonder if these regulations have ever been carried out. 
To return to the historical inscription, it records a renovation of the Tabo monastery 
by Byang-chub-’od, the priest-king of Guge, forty-six years after the monastery had 
been founded by Lhavi-bu Byang-chub sems-dpa. The latter, evidently the king of 
Ladakh mentioned in the Ladakhi chronicle as one of the early rulers of that 
country, is referred to with much respect in this inscription. His advice was 
repeatedly asked by the king of Guge, and thus the inscription confirms the state
ment of history that the kings of Ladakh were the recognized suzerains of the princes 
of Guge. Besides both these royal names, the inscription contains those of the two 
most important lamas of the period, viz., Itin-chen bzang-po, and Atl£a, the latter 
being called Phul-byung, which is his Tibetan name, as already stated by the Rev. 
Jaschke. The inscription says that ltin-clien bzang-po was made a “ light of wisdom ” 
through the agency of Atlsa. Tliis is apparently a reference to the controversy 
between the two lamas which ended with Itin-chen bzang-po acknowledging Atl£a’s 
superiority.

As this inscription was evidently written in the days of king Byang-chub-’od, 
about 1050 A.D., it is of great importance for Tibetan palaeography, as are also the 
inscriptions of the same times at Poo, Alchi, and Mangrgyu in Ladakh. I t  should be 
remembered that, besides these epigraphs, only the following dateable inscriptions of 
ancient Tibet have become known : (1) The Endere inscriptions of the 8th century
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discovered by Dr. Stein. (2) The inscription of king Khri-srong-lde-btsan of about 
780 A.D. at Lhasa, discovered by Professor Waddell. (3) The inscription of king 
Ralj)acan of 810-820 A.D. a t Lhasa. The most archaic of the Endere epigraphs 
have among others, the following p e c u l ia r i t ie s (1) the i vowel sign is often inverted; 
(2) when m precedes i or e, y intervenes ; (3) words ending in r, l, or n are furnished 
with a d suffix. Now, the Tabo, Spu, Alchi and Mangrgyu inscriptions of the 11th 
century exhibit only the two last mentioned peculiarities. The i vowel sign is no 
longer inverted in them, but is always in its present position. From tliis observation 
we may conclude that all those inscriptions which contain inverted i vowel signs, may 
be older than the eleventh century. As regards the position of the e and o vowel 
signs on the right or left upper end, or above, the consonant base, it varies with the 
age of inscriptions. I  have recorded a few observations on this peculiarity in my 
article on Ral paean’s inscription.1 I am of opinion that the compilation of the 
bKa-’agyur about 1300 A.D., marks an epoch in Tibetan palaeography. It 
probably put an end to the intervening y between m and i or e, and to the 
suffixed d. From about the year 1300 A.D., the Tibetan orthography probably 
remained stationary, and the age of an inscription after 1300 can be estimated 
only by the position of the vowel signs on or above then* consonant bases.

W ith regard to the Alchi monastery, it deserves special mention that a well 
executed picture of a king with his wife and son is found on the other side of the 
door, opposite to king Bvang-chub sems-dpa’s inscription. It, therefore, most 
probably represents this king himself. My reason for this assertion is that both in 
the dGon-kliang temple of Leh and in the Byams-pa temple of Basgo, we find the 
portraits of the royal founders by the side of the door. The supposed king Hyang- 
chub sems-dpa wears a diadem, and his yellow coat has large round spots of blue or 
purple colour with the figure of a lion or tiger in each of them, whilst his girdle 
shows a checkered pattern of white and red. He is shaded by an umbrella and in 
his hand carries an axe of fanciful shape. His son (probably Lha-chen rgyal-po) is 
dressed in a similar manner and the queen has her hair plaited in little pigtails. 
In  another hall at Alchi there are also some interesting pictures of the same times 
representing Tibetan sports, notably hawking.

In  Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir, I  paid special attention to all such places 
as are connected with Rincliana Bhoti, the Tibetan king of Kashmir who reigned 
from 1319 to 1323 A.D. He is the reputed builder of the Awwal Masjid, the 
oldest mosque of Srinagar, a small insignificant biulding which bears no compari
son with the beautiful later mosques of Srinagar. I t has not even a minaret on the 
roof, and the walls have lost their plaster coating. It is empty and devoid of 
artistic decoration. It is said that formerly there was a stone slab incised with 
non-Arabic characters, described as a kind of Sastrl, which designation may stand 
for Sarada or Tibetan. About twenty years ago, so I was told, a European carried 
off the stone and took it to England. Anyhow, a Persian translation of the 
inscription has apparently been preserved in Haidar Malik’s Persian History 
of Kashmir. I t  runs thus : “ My friend, for the sake of gaiety, has become the
observed of observers. His face claimed Islam, and his hair adorned paganism. He

1 Ep. In i .
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diameter. The larged had a scolloped odgo, like au Indian one anna piece. Xone 
of them contained an inscription. The smallest were quite plain, the largest had an 
elaljoratc spiral ornament, and those of medium size a star ornam ent I suppose 
that these buttons were worn by the ancient officials as a distinguishing mark of 
rank, as is the case in China nowadays. Besides several fragments of bronze pots, 
we found a well preserved small bronze can with a spout of excellent workmanship, 
though quite plain and without any ornament. I may also mention a bronze seal 
with a cross pattern and an entire bracelet with a pattern of small circles. In 
addition, let mo say that fragments of iron implements and a single gold implement 
came to light also. The latter is of a shape similar to the mouth-piece of a trumpet* 
but its purpose is not known. Its ornamentation is a curved form of tlio Greek 
key.

The ancient graves at Lch, as stated above, as well as those at rGva call to 
mind the following description of the form of burial practised in the “ Empire of the 
Eastern W omen” ns found in Chinese h i s t o r i a n s “ When a person of rank dies, 
they strip off the skin, and put the flesh and hones mixed with gold powder into a
vase, and then bury i t .......At the burial of the sovereign, several tens of the great
ministers and relatives are lmricd a t the same time.” The latter statement may 
account for the great number of skulls, sometimes as many as twenty, found in a 
single grave. From the large bronze buttons, obviously a mark of high rank, I  
conclude that the Leb grave actually contained the remains of several ministers. 
The boundaries of the “ Empire of the Eastern Women ” are given in the Sui-shu ns 
well as by Hiuen Tsang. They are Khotau, Sampaha (Ladakh), Brahmapura (the 
upi>cr Ravi valley) ami Tibet. The Empire apparently comprised the Tibetan pro
vinces or Guge amt Rutliog, and possibly Eastern Ladakh.1 The empire was a 
Tibetan one according to our Chinese authorities, and it is therefore difficult to ac
count for dolichocephalic heads in the Leh graves, t he skulls being evidently nor 
those of Tibetans but of Aryans. My explanation would be that" in those'tim es 
the greater part of Ladakh was inhabited by Bard emigrants from GiM t As 
regards the date of the Leh graves, the presence of iron, besides bronze, seems to 
preclude the fixing of any very early date. In my opinion the grave dates from 
between 1 and 500 A.D.

Our researches in the field of the pre-Buddhist religion of Ladakh and Tibet 
were also crowned with success. The earliest type of the pre-Buddhist religion is 
Nature worship, as it finds expression in the oral versions of the Kesar Sa-a and 
in severe1 collections of hymns, such as the gLing-glu and the marriage rituals.' The 
principal sources for the study of this ancient religion are contained in the folk- 
ore of the western borders of Tibet. But some of the ancient songs have already 

liecome literature. Then, what ,s literature, and what folklore? For my own part, 
when an old saga or hymnal which has I,eon hand,,! down orallv for centuries is

te ^ i t  the ^ of a Enwpcan °r « * « . 1 i - i -
Previous to my Tibetan tour I  had discovered only a single specimen of such 

indigenous manuscnpts of hyno.aK. the Marriage Ritual of Tagnmchig. To my 
■ cj »>> .'«<« a * * * » m .  «hI ta j . v , s. -----------
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gratification I found at Too another manuscript of an old hymnal written down bv 
the natives themselves. According to their own statement, it contained the song 
which were used on the occasion of their former human sacrifices. The language of 
this hymnal is exceptionally difficult to understand. Although I have made partial 
translations of it, I am still far from understanding the whole. The last part is ol 
special interest, as it seems to contain the ideas of the pre-Buddhist inhabitants of 
these regions with regard to the life after death. Later on, when the pre-Buddhist 
religion had become mixed up with doctrines borrowed from Buddhism and Hinduism 
it changed its character and became the Bou-chos, which was still prevalent in the 
tenth and eleventh centuries, as we know from legends connected with Milaraspa.

We discovered what appeared to he a ruined Bon-po temple of those times at 
Lamavuru. The entrance was towards the cast, exactly as in many ancient Buddhist 
temples. Owing to the roof having collapsed, the frescoes in this temple have 
suffered badly. Most of the divinities painted on the walls of the hall, are of Bud
dhist type, hut their complexion is either blue or black, and their dress is red. 
Besides, there were several female figures of unusual shape whoso complexion was 
white. They appear to wear ear flaps, like the modern Ladakhi women. On the 
ceiling were represented well designed rows of female musicians alternately while 
and grey. The most interesting group of frescoes is that which rcpiY^scuts what I 
believe to he priests of the Bon-po religion. One of them is represented almost 
life size, whilst the others are smaller. They arc all clothed in white undergarments 
and striped gowns. The large figure, and one of the smaller figures, wear gowns 
with black and blue stripes; in the case of tlio other small figures the gowns are 
striped black and grey. The large figure, moreover, wears a blue hat, like a European 
soft hat with a broad brim. The smaller figures have hats of the same shape, but of 
black colour. In  most references to the Bon-po priests, their dress is described as 
being black, but there are a few passages which make mention of the blue colour of 
their dress. These relics of the Bou religion at Lamayuru are of some importance ; 
for, as we learn from Saral Chandra Das’ “ Journey to Lhasa," the present day Bon- 
po priests of Central Tibet cannot he distinguished from Buddhist priests, the dross 
or both being exactly alike.

The times of Ati£a have become known through the same author’s work, “ Indian 
Pandits in the Land of Snow,” and a few translations of texts relating to church 
history have been published in the Journals of the Buddhist Text Society. But, 
up to the present, it has boon impossible to decide whether the persons mentioned in 
connection with Atisa actually lived, or not. In the course of our tour we 
discovered several inscriptions of those times, at Poo, in Spiti and in Ladakh.

The one at Poo is a rock inscription which was found in a field belonging to a 
lama called bKn-tgyud. The rock is about six feet high and is carved on one side. The 
upper half of the carved side shows the well executed representation of a stupa, the 
lower half, which is in very bad preservation and mostly underground, that of n 
human being wearing a three-pointed hat. On the other side of t ho stone is a Tibetan 
inscription of eleven lines, of which only the first two arc in fair preservation; of the 
remaining lines only the beginning and end portions have been preserved. The 
first line contains the full name of the royal priest Lha-Mama Y&shcs-'od, who died
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controls both paganism and Islam, and takes interest in both.’* From Ibis 
inscription it would follow that Bifichaua Bhoti lmd become only half converted. 
The Awwal Masjid is, according to popular tradition, the oldest mosque of Srinagar, 
and people assert tlmt thousands of Hindus were here converted to Islam. It is 
generally known as Hi ml an Sbiih Masjid. In the chronicle, mentioned above, it 
is also stated that Riftchann Bhoti built the shrine called Bulbul Lank nr, which is 
situated only a few steps from the Awwal Mosque. I t is interesting that 
Rificlmnn’s friend, priest Bulbul, has found his way into Ladakhi folklorff, where he 
is mentioned in the song of the Bodro Masjid of Srinagar. At a short distance from 
Bulbul Lankar, people showed us the grave of Itifichana Bhoti. It is marked by a 
plain slab uninscribed and a little larger in size than the tombstones of common 
people. I t is surrounded by a low stone wall on the four sides, and rosebushes 
have been planted inside the enclosure. As I have shown elsewhere,1 Rifichana 
Bhoti is probably identical with the Lha-chcn rgyalhu rin-chen of the Ladakh 
chronicles.

At Leh, 1 discovered the first inscription of king l>Krn-shis mim-rgyal. the 
Ladakhi king who, in all probability, reigned in the days of the Turkoman 
invasion of Siiljon Gaidar of Kashgar, 1500—1532 A.D. Tt is found in a temple 
of red colour, on the top of the rXam-rgval rt*e-mo hill at Leh. This temple, 
called niGon-khang, is the very one which was erected by king bKra-shis rnaiu- 
rgval, as stated in the rGyal-rabs. Dr. Marx was assured of its existence, hut 
was unable to visit it. Tt contains very artistically executed figures of “ the four 
lords” which are from about three to eight feet high. The principal figure re
presents rXain-thos-.sras (Yaisravana), the gcxl of wealth, in sexual union with his 
&ikti. These images belong to the few in Ladakh which can he roughly dated and 
are, therefore, of the greatest importance for the history of Tibetan art. Among the 
wall paintings, I noticed one on the right hand side of the door which represented 
gorgeously dressed men wearing Yarkandi turbans. At first I failed to understand 
the presence of these Moslim portraits in a Buddhist temple, uutil the lama in 
charge explained that they represented Ladakhi kings. By the side of the picture, 
there is a long inscription in gold on indigo-tinted paper, which mentions king 
bKra-shis rNam-rgyal, tlie builder ot the temple. From this it appears that the 
picture represents this king who testified to his feigned attachment to the Turks by 
adopting their dress. As regards the Turkoman invasion under Sultftn Ilnidar, which 
took place during his reign, it is very difficult to reconcile tlio Tibetan with the 
Turkish account contained in the Tfiriki)-i-Raslndi. According to the Tibetan 
sources, he gained a signal victory over the Turkomans and the corjwes of the slain 
Turks were placed before the idols of the niGon-khang temple, whereas the T/irikb- 
i-Rnshidi represents him as a servant of the Turks who held him in little honour. 
Iu  the fresco, it is only the male members of the royal family of Ladakh who are 
shown wearing the Turkoman dress, whereas the females are dressed in true Ladakhi 
fashion. I t  is of particular importance that the name of a state minister, Phvag-rdor 
is mentioned in the temple inscription, n« having served under bKra-shis rNam-rgynl. 
The name of the same minister is also found in the Daru rock inscription which

* Bkautttu i* /*< RQatartigi ■, Amir in Imt. Jut. VoL XXXVII.
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contains the name of a king, Lha-chen Kun-dga rXam-rgyal. As the latter name 
is not found in the Ladakhi chronicles, T had difficulty in identifying king Kun-dga 
rXam-rgyal. Xow 1 feel inclined to identify him with hKra-shis rXam-rgyaTs 
father, king Lha-chen bha-gan, the founder of the rXam-rgyal dynasty. Tt is quite 
possible that Lha-chen bha-gan did not only give names containing the word rXnm- 
rgyal to his sons, hut that he assumed such a name for himself. Thus, Kun-dga 
rXnin-rgyal may l>e identical with Llm-chen bha-gan; and the minister Phyag-rdor, 
after having served Lha-chen bha-gan, may have done service also under hKra-shis 
rXam-rgyal. Another inscription of hKra-shis rXam-rgyal is found at. Alohi, where 
he renovated tho gSum-thsag temple, apparently with the assistance of an Indian 
who knew the Mughal style of painting. This adaptation of Mughal art to a 
Buddhist subject is probably unique. Tt is interesting that the inscription which 
records the restoration of the temple, also mentions the amount of red, blue, or gold 
colour which was contributed by various peasants of the neighbourhood.

On a mani wall at Ilorliug, in the desert between Kanawar and Spiti, T 
discovered an inscription of a king of Guge who resided at Tsaparaug, apparently 
during the lirst half of the 17th century. This mani wall was erected by an 
inhabitant of the Tibetan village of rGymnkhar, the Shugar of the map. W hen 
reading this inscription, 1 could not help thinking at once of the Jesuit priest 
Andrada, who says that In* found a Tibetan king at Tsaparaug who was 
favourably inclined towards Christianity. This statement has been subjected to 
serious doubts by modern writers on Tibet, who could not believe that a king should 
ever have resided at the now unimportant village of Tsuparung. Now Aiulrnda 
Is vindicated by the inscription which proves that Tsaparaug was the capital of 
a sovereign whose power was acknowledged even as far as Spiti. The dynastic 
name of the kings of Guge. the last of whom apparently resided at Tsaparaug 
was Ldc. The name of the king mentioned on the votive tablet, is Kliri bKra
sins grags-pa Lde. As this name is not found in the genealogical tree of the Guge 
kings, he must he one of the later members of the dynasty. He cannot well have 
reigned before 1600 A.D., for nunyi "'alls were hardly ever constructed before 
that time, nor can bis reign have fallen much later than 1630 A.lb, lor about that 
time, Indra Bodhi rXam-rgyal, a younger brother of the king of Loh, was made 
vassal king of Guge. and in 1650 A.D., Guge was annexed by Lhasa and received 
a Tibetan Governor. I t is, therefore, very probable that Kliri hKra-shis grogs- 
pn Lde is the very king whose acquaintance was made by Andrada in 1623 A.D.

This supposition is strengthened by the discovery of a similar votive tablet, 
which I made three days after at Tabo in Spiti. It contained the name ot the 
same king and gave Tsaparaug as bis residence. But, what is still more surprising, 
is the occurrence of the following short prayer on the tablet: “ Help that the darkness 
and unfaithfulness to our religion there [at fsaparang] may cease.” The man 
who carved tho inscription, was evidently displeased with the king of isapnrangs 
inclination towards Christianity. So was tho suzerain king of Lch, tor it was 
probably on this account that ho placed his younger brother on the throne of Guge. 
TTe shall, therefore, ho justified in accepting Andrada’s account ot his mission 
to Tsaparaug without any .severe criticism.
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Among the manuscripts collected by me there are copies of some important 
works relative to the history of Ladakh. As stated elsewhere, the Tibetan text ofr
i)r. K. M arx’s second “ Historical Document from Ladakh ” (of his B. and C. MSS.) 
being lost, the English translation only has as yet been published. It was, of course 
my particular wish to trace these important documents, but Dr. Marx’s indications 
as to then* ownership are somewhat vague. I  had long suspected that Mimshi 
dPal-rgyas of Leh was the owner of manuscript C. and on the Munshi’s copy of the 
rGyal-rabs being examined by the Lev. G. Beichel of Leh, my supposition proved 
to be correct. I t was still more difficult to recover manuscript B. Mr. Josef Thse- 
brtau of Leh, our Mission schoolmaster, succeeded finally in tracing Munshi Tsandan 
of Leh as its happy owner.

Prom Munshi dPal-rgyas was also obtained his latest, revised and enlarged, version 
of the Dogra Avar, and from Munshi Tsandan a copy of the first chapter of the Lad- 
vags rGyal-rabs, containing an account of the creation of the world, a chapter Avhich 
has never been published. At Leh, I  chanced upon a number of manuscripts of my 
own, mostly relating to Ladakhi folklore, Avhich were preserved in the Mission 
library. These manuscripts, of which only a feAv have as yet been published, as Avell 
as my other stock of unpublished documents, were purchased by the Government of 
India. Among them is a copy of a woodprint containing a Primer of the Tibeto- 
Mongolian script of Tibet, and a number of copies of chronicles of vassal chiefs from 
Ladakh. The Primer has already stood me in good stead in deciphering the seals of 
the Dalai Lama,1 of a chief of Sikkim, and of Thse-dpal rXam-rgyal of Ladakh.

Among the antiquities brought back from my tour let me mention a collection 
of Tibetan stone implements, and another of clay tablets, many of which are fur
nished Avith inscriptions in Indian and Tibetan characters. The Indian legends 
cover the period from about GOO to about 1200 A.D. These antiquities Avill be 
deposited in the Indian Museum at Calcutta with the exception of those unearthed 
in Ladakh, Avhich have been claimed by the Kashmir Darbar, and, it is understood, 
are now preserved in the Partab Singh Museum at Srinagar.

A. H. F r a n c k e .

1 Cf. my Aotc vn the Dalai Lama’s seal and the Tibtto-Mongolian characters in J. It. A. S. for 1910, 
pp. 1205 ff. See also J. R. A. S. for 1910, pp. 20-1 ff and 528 ft'.



EXCAVATIONS AT HMAWZA NEAR PROME.

f l lH E  excavations extended over the three open seasons of 1007-8, 1008-1), and 
-L 1900-10, the locality having been first visited by me in 1900-7 in company 

with the late General <le Bey lid of Cochin China, whose death was a serious loss to 
Indo-Chinese archaeology.* 1 In 1907-8, the following sites were excavated :—1 st 
Zegu Pagoda (East), 2nd Pogauugkangou, 3rd Thauugbyegou, 1th Month<*ma 1:011 
and 5th Lfehaw. In the following season T was on leave, and the excavations wore 
continued by my locum tenenst, Maung Po Tinning, B.C.E., K.S.M., Assistant 
Engineer, who exposed the West Zegu Pagoda and cleared the jungle on the Palace 
site. In  1909-10, the work was resumed under my supervision, and fresh ground 
was opened at the Singyidaing Pagoda, Kant honz imbuing, ami the Atari n Moktaw 
Pagoda.

Hmawza or Vatliemvo (tin* City of the Kishi) which lias been identified with 
the Sri-kshetra of the Burmese Chronicles, is situated about 5 miles to tlie east of 
Prome. According to tradition, it was founded hy King Duttahaung, 101 years after 
the Xirndnn of the Buddha, that is, in the year 113 B.C. (in accordance with the 
Burmese method of reckoning)/ In the native annals it is stated that the city was 
surrounded by a circuit wall with thirty-two large and twenty-three small gates, and 
was filled with splendid buildings, including three royal palaces with handsome gilt 
spires. About the beginning of tho second century of the Christian era. the town 
was abandoned and fell into ruin, hut the remains of massive walls, constructed with 
well-burnt bricks, 18  inches long by 9 wide and 3 thick, ami of embankments and 
pagodas attest that, where seven or eight villages now stand in rice fields and 
swamps, intersected here and there hy patches and strips of brushwood, there was 
once a large city, the capital of a  flourishing and powerful kingdom.

Cononel Gerini a identifies SrT-kshctra, with the Mnreura Metropolis of Ptole
my, who is reputed to have published his ‘Geography’ about l i b  A.T>. In tho 7th

• Cf. L. d« IfeyW. Promit ft  Sumar.i. froyngt> aeeiMogvjuttn Birmanir t( *t, Meropoinm*. Pant 1007.
< Publication* «l«» la Society frail901*0 tic* fouillc* iircbcolopqinM 1.)

1 Cf. de Boylic, op. at. j». 70.
1 ftaearrhe* on P ttJ rm ft Qewfrttphy 0/  Pattern J m l ,  pj>. tfd
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century A.D. Hiueu Tlisang (or YuauChwaug) and I-tsing mention Shih-li-ch'a-to-lo, 
which has been identified with Sri-kslietra.1 * * In the eighth and ninth centuries 
A t h e  following is recorded in the chapter on “ Southern Barbarians” in the 
Annals of the T4aiur dynasty (618—905 A.l).), the kingdom of the P iu  or P ‘iao having 
been identified with Sri-kshetra or ancient Proine, although it Is quite possible that, 
at that period, the seat of supreme power had been transferred to Pagan : 44 When 
the K ing of the P‘iao goes out in his palankeen, he reposes on a couch of golden cord; 
hut for long distances he rides an elephant, lie  has several hundred female attendants. 
The circular wall of his city is built of greenish glazed tiles, and is 100 li. It has 
twelve gates and there are pagodas at each of the four corners. The people, all 
live inside it. Their house tiles are of lead and zinc, and they use the wood 
of the Xephclium lichi as timber. They dislike taking life. They greet each 
other bv embracing the arm with the hand. They know how to make astronomical 
calculat ions, and are devotees of Buddhism. They have a  hundred monasteries with 
bricks of vitreous ware, embellished with gold and silver, Vermillion, gay colours and 
red kino. The floor is painted and covered with ornamented carpets. The King’s 
residence is in like style. The people cut their hair at seven years of age and enter a 
monastery. If. at the age of twenty, they have not grasped the doctrine, they become 
lav people again. For clothes they use a cotton wrong, holding that, as silk involves 
the taking of life, it ought not to be worn. On the bead they wear golden-flowered 
hats with a blue net, or bag set with pearls. In  the King’s palace there are placed 
two hells, one of gold, and one of silver; when an enemy comes they bum incense and 
beat the hells in order to divine their good or evil fortune. There is a huge white 
image of hundred feet h igh ; litigants burn incense and kneel before the image 
reflecting within themselves whether they arc right or wrong, after which they retire. 
When there is any disaster or plague, the King also kneels down in front of the
image and blames himself.......The women twist their liair high up on the crown of
the head, and ornament it with strings of pearls; they wear a natural-tinted female 
petticoat, and throw pieces of delicate silk over themselves. When walking they 
hold a fan, and the wives of exalted persons have four or five individuals at each 
side holding fans.

"Nan-ohno used to exercise suzerainty over it on account of its contiguity and 
by reason of the military strength of Xan-chao. Towards tho close of the Sth 
century A3)., the King Yung K‘inng, hearing that Xan-chno had become part of the 
T‘ang Empire, had a desire to join Chinn too. and lmousun sent an envoy named 
Yang Kiaming to Kien-nan. The Viceroy of Si-eh’wan, Wei Kao, hogged permis
sion to offer the Emperor some barbarian songs, and, moreover, told the P ‘iao State 
to send up some musicians. For specimens of their music see the General Annals. 
TT is Majesty Divius Teh made Slm-nnn-do President of the Imperial mews, and sent 
him hack. The Governor of Kdi-chun submitted a panegyric upon the Pino music. 
In the year 832, the Xan-chao Monarch kidnapped three thousand Barmans, and 
colonise;! his newly acquired eastern dominions with them.” 5

1 Vide Wntt©r>. On Yuan Chteanrf m Truer?* in India, (.1. J). 629—043), Vol. I I , jip, lSS-f.; Takuktinj, Record
o f  It'- Rudd k id  religion at practiced in India and the Malay Archipelago (AH.  071—C93) by I-Ujng, j). LL

: l'arkcr, Rurmn : \rith tjed a ! reference to her relationt tcith China, pp, 12-1T.
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Ancient Prorne is still known to tlie Hindus as Brah modes, mid the Irrawaddy 
(ErAvati) river, on which it stands, is regarded by them as second only to the Ganges 
in its efficacy to wash away sin. The ancient connection of Promo with India is 
further confirmed by the discovery about seventeen years ago, at a village seven miles 
to the south of the ITmawza Had way station, of two gold scrolls containing the 
well-known Buddhist formula “ Ye dhummo hetupublmcd, M which is incised iu the 
Eastern Ghalukyan script of the 10th century A.I).1 A certain amount of evidence 
is also afforded by the style of the builditigs. Of the cylindrical-shaped Pagodas 
or ancient date, the best known are the Thaukkyama. Myiubahu, Basvhawgyi 
Payagyi and Payama. The first has been thoroughly renovated, and has lost all 
traces of its original form ; the upi>er portion of the second lias been modernized, but 
its lower part still retains some of the features of its ancient architecture. Of 
the remaining three (Plate XLV, figs. I. 2, and 3), Bawbawgyi is the host preserved 
and the Government lias undertaken to conserve it. This edifice may he described as 
a high cylindrical superstructure resting on five receding terraces and crowned with 
an iron ti. It has a slight, indentation in the centre, and tlie upper portion below the 
ti is shaped like a cone. I t  is 153 feet high from the natural ground level to the 
top of the liy aiul is 210 feet in circumference. The measurements of the height of 
its several parts arc as follows :—

EXCAVATIONS AT HAIAWZA NEAR PRONE. H fr

Square termcvH . . , . • • . . *26 feet.
Cylindrical body or Pagoda . . . . T3 „
Conical dome . . . .
.l>n it! aka , . . .
T i ........................................... . 25 „

T otal . 1$S feet.

There are three peculiarities iu the construction of the Bawbawgyi, which are- 
not noticeable in the shrines of Pagan :—

(*) The exposed surface of the brickwork on the body of the Pagoda is notched 
in squares so as to increase the adhesive qualities of the plaster ;

(n) The core of the Pagoda, which is 80 feet high and 10 feet iu diameter, is 
turned into a vertical hollow shaft, in order apparently to secure economy;

(tii) On the north face, two parallel lines, about 1 feet in breadth, run along 
the whole length of the cylindrical body, almost detaching a thin strip of brickwork 
from the structure. These lines indicate that the outer covering, which is in layers, 
was built in a circular form, and that a small segment was added to complete the 
whole st ruuture.

Ancient Promo, or Sri-kshetrn, served ns a buffer state between the Burmese 
monarchy of Pagan and the Talaing kingdom of Pegu, and it was generally despoiled 
during the devastating wars of these rival powers. I t was ransacked by Anawrata, 
in the 11th century A.D., when his victorious army returned from Thaton. .Many 
pagodas, including the Bawbawgyi, were robbed of their treasure and relies, which 
were eventually enshrined in the Shwezigon at Pagan. The following account of the

» The*.- TaltnUft tvoopl* mwopoMbfed In 2>. M n  W . v. 1’“*  IV. pp. 101-ft The >uv now ptvwrred
:a Iho British Mu-ouin.

s Of. nlso do Uoylic, op. cit. figs. 61. *53 and 05.
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plunder and destruction of Prome in the lOtli century A. 1). given by Ferdinand 
Mendez Pinto, who professes to have been an eye-witness illustrates the decree of 
ruthless vandalism committed by the Burmese and Talnings in the hour of victory 
which did not spare even the monuments dedicated to the service of religion :l

" This treason so concluded,11 says Pinto, “ was effected on the 23rd of August 
in the year 1515, wherein this Tyrant of Bramaa [BranginoeO or lianthiiwadi Sinhyu- 
vin] carried himself with all the barbarousness and cruelty that ho used to practise 
in the like cases. The gate was opened, the city delivered up, the inhabitants all cut 
to pieces, without so much as sparing one; the King and Queen made prisoners, their 
treasure taken, the buildings and temples demolished, and many other inhumanities 
exercised with such ontrngeousness, the belief whereof is beyond the imagination and 
thought of men ; and truly, T never represent unto myself in which manner it was 
done, as having seen it with mine own eyes, but that I remain astonished and beside 
myself at it.”

Pagodas and temples with their treasure-vaults were objects of cupidity not only 
during political upheavals, but also in times of peace. Professional treasure-hunters 
dug into them and despoiled them of their valuable contents; and these vandals, while 
pursuing their nefarious vocation, were sometimes assisted by the active sympathy 
and co-operation of the native officials and the Buddhist clergy. These circum
stances, no doubt, account for the somewhat disappointing nature of the excavations 
hitherto conducted in Burma.

The archaeological finds unearthed at Hmawza mainly consist of votive terra-cotta 
tablets and stone sculptures. The age of the former remains still to be determined, 
but of one of the latter, namely, the sculptured stone (Plata XLVTT, No. 1) found 
at the Zegu Pagoda (East), Mr. J . H. Marshall, Director General of Arclueology, 
writes:—“ This sculpture plainly derives its style from the familiar Gupta work of 
Northern India. It can hardly be assigned to a later date than the seventh century 
A.D., and may be earlier.” Both the terra-cotta tablets and the stone sculptures 
belong to a period when it was customary for the votaries of Buddhism in Burma 
to adore groups of the Buddha and his attendants and devotees carved in stone. 
This must have preceded, by several centuries, the age when separate images of the 
Buddha were made of stone, brick or metal.

The sites selected for excavation are indicated on the accompanying map of 
ITinawza (Plate XLVI).

Zegu Pagoda (East).
It is a structure with an oriented porch, measuring 27 by 2-1 feet, and 

arches ornamented with plaster carvings. It.s basement is likewise decorated 
with beautiful mouldings. It must have remained in a neglected condition 
for many years, because its upper portion has been reduced to a heap of 
debris overgrown with trees, the biggest of which was about 35 feet in height and 
31 feet in girth. A shaft, measuring 5 by 3' by 12', was sunk in front of the 
throne of the Buddha in the interior of the shrine. Some (day votive tablets 
were found. The most important find is the stone sculpture measuring 2 -8V  
by 1 -P>r by 1". which has been referred to above. (Plate XLVTI, ii*j. 1.) In  the

1 f f  C. Scott-O'Comiur, \fn wfufiiy a iid other eitiee <if the px*t in Jiurmtt, p. :)04.
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upper panel, the Buddha with an aureoled head is represented seated cross-locked 
between two crowned and well-draped figures, each carrying a chauri, who appear to 
he two Bodlnsattvas. Tlie face of the Buddha has peeled off; the palm of his left hand 
rests on the left knee; the right forearm is missing. In the centre of the lower 
panel is an object, probably the wheel-of-the-law, flanked by what look like kneeling 
deer, on either side of which are two worshippers in an attitude of adoration. The 
four worshippers are not represented in a kneeliug posture, but with legs crossed. 
The pair on the proper right are apparently monks, as their heads are shaven, while 
those on the left appeal* to be laymen, as they wear high headdresses.

Another interesting stone sculpture (Plate XLVII, fig. 1) measuring 9 feet in 
height, G in breadth, and 1 in thickness, which appeal’s to belong to the same age, was 
found at Pogaungkangon, which is situated near the Peikthanomyo, a site close to the 
southern face of the city walls (see map). As usual, the sculpture is divided into 
compartments, the figures in the lower one having been completely obliterated. The 
central figure in the upper division is, of course, the aureoled Buddha sitting cross- 
legged in a peculiar attitude, which approaches the varadamudrd, namely, with the 
left hand resting on the lap, and the right stretched out over the right knee. Both 
hands and arms are in a damaged condition. The face lias been cut off, and the 
abdomen has been injured. On the proper right of the Buddha’s throne, a mahara 
head supported by what looks like a leogryph is visible. Behind it is a figure hold
ing o chauri. Close to it are two standing crowned personages with their hands 
clasped in front of their breast. These two are surmounted by a flying figure, pro
bably a deca. On the proper left of the Buddha are three figures. The first is a 
chauri bearer, while the second and third, from their drapery and symbols, may pro
bably be identified with Indra or Vajrapani, and a female companion.1

T haungbyegon.
Thaungbyegon is inside the city and close to the southern wall. It takes its 

name from the tradition that, a t one time, ten thousand pagodas were erected on its 
site. The actual counting of the mounds, however, reveals their number to be only one 
hundred and twenty-two. Two of these were cleared of debris, and the outlines of 
cylindrical stupas were discovered. A bronze Buddha head, weighing 15 tolas, and 
the stone head of a crowned personage were found. The former is reproduced as 
figure 8 on Plate XLVIII. The curls of the hair and the contemplative expression 
of the face are well represented.

M onthem agon.
According to the Burmese chronicles, Duttabaung, the founder of Yathemvo, 

met with a watery grave near Cape ]\egrais in the 5th century B.C., because he had 
dispossessed a Jlonthevia or female sweet-meat seller of her land, uliich had been 
dedicated to a monastery. A mound reported to be the Jldnth emu’s pagoda was dis
covered (numbered 20 on the map) and a shaft, measuring 7 by 5 by 7 , was sunk into 
it. A few votive tablets and the fragments oi a stone throne of the Buddha \\ ere 
found. The site had evidently been dug into more than once before.

1 Cf. de Bcvlit5, op. eit., pp. 85-IT. anil fig. 59.
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S ingy idaing  Pagoda.

The site is numbered 9 on the map. At a distance of 200 feet to the east of the 
north-western corner of the walls enclosing the palace site of Yathemyo, there is a Io av  

mound, covered with thick jungle, which is reputed to have been the site of the 
Singyidaing Pagoda or “ the site where the White Elephant was tethered. ” Close 
by and 100 feet from it to the east is a tank known as the Sinbyugau or the “ Tank 
of the W hite Elephant. ” It is about 250 feet in diameter, and is filled with water 
during the rainy season, but it dries up in April and May. Both are, as tradition 
runs, connected with the white or sacred elephant belonging to King Duttabaung, the 
founder of Yathemyo. When the jungle was cleared, the mound was found to he 7 
feet in diameter at the top and 30 feet at the base. Its height is about 7 feet above 
the natural surface of the ground. A trench, measuring 3 feet 6 inches in breadth, 
was dug from east to west and across the centre of the mound. A little below the 
surface and in the trench were found fifty votive clay tablets bearing effigies of the 
Buddha more or less broken. They are very similar to those found at the JBawbawgyi, 
Beb£ and Lcmyethna Pagodas. The most important find made here, and which is 
the first of its kind ever discovered at Yathemyo is a small headless figure of the 
Buddha carved in light porous stone, which the Burmese call andagu. I t  is'well 
proportioned, and its workmanship forms a striking contrast, in neatness and finish, to 
that of the votive tablets. (Plate XLVII [, fig. 1.) At G feet 3 inches to the west from 
the centre of the mound, and 3 feet 9 inches below the top-level, was found the eighth 
layer—counting from the lowest one—of bricks. At this point, the north-western 
corner of the basement of the Pagoda was found. In the trench and on the east side 
of the mound was found a fragment of the stone which apparently formed the lid 
of the relic chamber. Digging lower down and at 8 feet below the top level, a deep 
bole was discovered, ulrich had probably been sunk by treasure-hunters and then 
filled up afterwards. The bricks on this side had been disturbed in their position. 
The hole indicates that this pagoda has been ransacked, and as it would be hopeless
to make any more important or useful finds, the work was stopped and the trench 
was filled up.

K an thonzindaung .

To the south of Hmawza there is a low range of hills isolating Thayekittaya from 
the Irrawaddy river. Almost every peak of it was once crowned by a pagoda, which 
is now a shapeless mass ol debris. There are indications that, at some ancient period, 
the hill sides were used for burying the funeral urns of the Pyu race. They are
now u s e d  for a utilitarian purpose, that is, for quarrying gravel for the railway and 
the public roads.

On the top of a hill, which is known as Kanthonzindaung (“ Hill of three series 
of tanks ”), a small mound of debris was discovered with a low depression near the 
centre. I t  was opened and some important finds were made, most of which consist 
of terra-cotta votive tablets bearing Sanskrit legends of the well-known Buddhist 
formula Ye dhainma Tietupdbhava. A great number of them was found a few 
feet below the surface on the eastern side of the mound. The head of a bronze
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statuette of the Buddha with traces of gold on its face was also discovered near the 
surface. (Plate XLVI11, tig. 7.)

Atwin iUoktaw Pagoda.
Among the mounds of debris, which were discovered at Hmawza, the one marking 

the site of the Atwin Moktaw Pagoda is the largest (numbered 16 on the map). It 
measures about 171 feet in diameter at the base and 39 feet in height, and local

tradition assigns it to the early centuries 
before the Christian era. Work was begun 
on the eastern side of the mound, and a 
vertical shaft of 10 feet was sunk. The 
earth was found to he loose, till a layer of 
bricks was reached. Below it was found 
a deep vertical shaft similar to that in the 
Bawbawgyi Pagoda. A man who was sent 
down this shaft reported that in the dark 
he had felt something like a stone. The 
digging was continued to a total depth of 
15 feet, when the fragment of a stone, with 
a figure of au ogre (Burmese bilu) cut upon 
it in low relief was all that was discovered. 
Only half of the upper part of the iigure is 
left and the remaining portion is missing. 
The ogre is represented as holding with 

both hands a club placed on its right shoulder (fig. 1). The figure was probably 
placed in the core of the Pagoda as a guardian of its valuable contents. There 
is a superstitious belief among the Burinans that such figures become animated with 
life, whenever sacrilege is committed on a sacred shrine.

The pagoda was cleared of debris also on the north side, and the finds made here 
were a few broken pieces of potter}- and three glass marbles of different colours, each 
measuring about three-fourths of an inch in diameter, and two star-shaped objects in 
glass. Each of these glass ornaments has a small hole punched through its centre 
(fig. 2). Evidently, these articles were intended to he strung together and worn as 
a ceremonial necklace, and were apparently imported from China. Such necklaces 
are still worn by Chinese mandarins at the present day.

*

v iff. 2.
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There remain other sculptures to be described. In the absence of lithic records 
and reliable histories, they constitute the main data from which a chapter of the for
gotten history of Buddhism in Burma might be compiled. "Within the compound 
of the Settaing Thein Kyaung, to the south of the railway station, Hmawza, there 
are two rows of stones facing each other, there being three stones in each. The 
central stone of each row is larger than the others, and both measure about G'-7" in 
breadth, 2'-2" in thickness and 6' in height above ground. On each of these central 
stones is engraved the figure of the Buddha, seated between two disciples. Each 
disciple lias his hands clasped together and raised to the breast, and instead of kneel
ing, he sits cross-legged, the outer knee being raised a little higher than the other. 
The stones have been much defaced. The backs of the thrones on which the attend
ant figures are seated appear to be Chinese in form. At the bottom of the central 
stone in  the southern row is an inscription in an unknown script, which was 
discovered by the late General de Beylie (Plate L).1

In  the Belie Pagoda, which is a small square edifice, measuring 17' by 1G' at the 
base and surmounted by a cylindrical sikhara (Plate XL V, fig. I), there is a large 
slab of stone measuring 6' H" in breadth, about 1' 3 in thickness, and 8' 2" in height 
above the ground level (fig. 3). I t  bears the elfigy of the Buddha seated between 
two disciples with a Mongolian cast of features, having, as in the case of the other 
stone sculptures, their hands raised to the breast, and their legs crossed under them. 
The back of the seats of the disciples is like that in the Settaing Thein Kyaung. In 
the lower panel there is an inscription in an unknown language, similar in character 
to that of the Settaing Thein. The inscription has peeled off in many places, and 
the remaining letters have much weathered.

At the Lemyethua Pagoda, which is a four-sided structure, measuring 22' 5" 
square at the base, there is a masonry pillar in the centre, measuring about 7' 6" on 
each side, which supports the roof of the building. Pacing the cardinal points, there 
appear to have been four sculptured stones embedded in tiie central pillar. Only 
two stones, namely, those on the southern and western faces now remain. In  the 
upper panel of the stone facing south the Buddha is represented as seated cross- 
legged on a throne, in front of which are three flower vases. (Plate XLYII, fig. 6.) 
His right hand is placed on the right knee with the palm downwards and the fingers 
projecting outwards, while the left hand is placed in the lap. The head is missing. 
The Buddha is flanked on the right by a standing figure, probably a Bodhisattva. 
On the left is another standing figure in a bad state of preservation, but from what 
is left of it, it looks like a female. The attitude is not that of one showing any 
reverence to the Buddha. It lias a bangle on its right hand, and is probably a daugh
ter of Mara. In  the lower panel is a lotus border between two beaded bands. On the 
stone facing west (Plate XLYII, fig. 3) the Buddha is represented with an aureoled 
head over which is a projection probably meant for the foliage of the Bodhi tree. He is 
seated in the same manner as the one described above, but the legs cross over one 
another while those in the latter overlap each other. The Buddha is flanked by two 
chatty as which probably connote deification. The mudva in these two stones, which 
may be identified with zarada-rr.iidra, is strikingly similar and consists in the left

1 Cf. de Bevlie, op. cit. pp. 82-fF, and figs. 66 and 67.
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Fig. 3.
hand resting on the lap and the right hand hfing outstretched and touching the right 
knee. This peculiarity is seldom met with in modern Buddhist iconography.

Another example of figures sculptuicd in groups is atTorded hy a carved stone 
from the Yahandagu Pagoda (Plate LT). This shrine, which measures 14-10" hy H 
internally, is in n bnd state of repair, the roof having fallen in. The stone, which is 
nearly 33 inches high, is placed flush with the south wall. The type of the figures is 
distinctly Mongolian, and the mud n't is that of bhvinispavSa, which is most commonly 
met with.1 A sculpture was found on a small mound close to the Bawbawgyi 
Pagoda. (Plate XLVTI. fig. 5.) Here the Buddha fa represented with an aureoled

* Cf. da BejMA op. cit.\u f6 . In fig. $S, the B ttU hU  or* erronoounJr rfunta in the position o f m editstioq 
dhtf&na •tnmfrd}.

K
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head ami seated on a lotus throne holding an almsbowl in both hands. The projection 
above the nimbus is perhaps an indication of the Bodlii tree. The hack of the throne 
is decorated with two m alcnra heads. On the right side of the Buddha is the seated 
figure of a  disciple, his left hand raised to the breast, and the right hand placed in 
the lap. Its counterpart on the left of the Buddha has probably been destroyed, traces 
Of chisel marks being still visible on the stone.

Finds.

There still remain a few more stone sculptures to he described.
Figure 2 of Plate XLYII represents the Buddlia in the Ihu m i spa) '$a-m u dr a . The 

arch surmounting him is somewhat remarkable. Tndiau arches are, as a rule, simple and 
round with a projection right in the centre, as if the model has been copied from the 
entrance of chailya halls. Ilere the arch is Ciispod and Is shaped like a double bracket, 
and the capitals of the two columns are crowned by rudimentary makuras. The 
Indian projection is here represented by a pinnacle, in the form of a lotus-bud. A 
decorative development of the bracketed arch with mafeara ornaments, is found at 
Borobudur,1 and the Burmese arch appears to he a transition between the Indian and 
Javanese tyj>e.

It may be stated that the inscriptions in an unknown script foimd at Bfcbfc and 
the Scttaing Them are being deciphered by Mr. C. 0 . Blagden, late of the Civil 
Service of the Straits Settlements. The results of his researches will he published, in 
due course, in the Journal of the Koval Asiatic Society.

T erra -co tta  Votive T ab lets.
The tablets found at Hmawza nre interesting in that they afford illustrations of

Fig. i.
flu; J tixlrm  5 or hnml posture* or the Buddha. J„  Burma, at the present day. there 
is uo Burmese equivalent for the ter... mmlrti and only two of them are well-known 
-and -enemlty roeoimi/ed, namely, the bhfnnUporiSa-mUdnl and tl.e abhatjn-mudrd.

' Vitie rleyt... Uir tluddha Ugemtr imJtrn $c*lpt*rru <tcs ltorohudur, J« and 30.
N i.lo fnd. Ant. ^ ol. XXVI, p. 25 ; Waddell, l^nnaism, pp. 333 ff.
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Figure 1 of Plate XLTX is a diminutive clay seal (m. 045).1 The mndrd is not 
distinct. In figure 2, the forearm of the right hand is missing, the left hand is out
stretched, and touches the left knee. In the nine recognized mudi-ds, described by 
Burgess and Waddell, the left arm is never outstretched jus in this figure. In  figure 
3, the mudra is bhumisparSa, a* also in figures 7 and 10. The dhamutchakra-mmlra 
is met with in figures <i. 8 and 12. In figure 8, there are three tiers. In the upper 
one, the Buddha is Ranked on the right hv two disciples, and, on the left, l>v two 
figures in secular dress. In the middle, are depicted six persons with the Whoel-of- 
the-Law placed in their midst. The third division, with its figures of deer, refers to 
the Deer-park near Benares, where the Buddha preached his first sermon. The five 
figures seated to the Buddha’s right which appear to he monks are probably meant 
for his first five converts—the Pafichavaggiyas. Figure lit consists of two compart
ments: in the upper, the Buddha is attended by two Bodliisattvns, while in the lower, 
he is placed between two female figures possibly meant for Mara’s daughters. Figure 
7, when entire,* must have represented the eight main scenes in the life of the 
Buddha: his enlightenment at BOdli Gaya occupying the centre, and his Nirvana 
the top. The pose in figures 11 and 11 of Plate XLTX is rarely mot with in Burma. 
Waddell calls it the lalita-mudra or the “ Enchanter's pose,” /.<?., after the manner 
of the Enchanter, Manjusri. The right leg hangs down with an inclination slightly 
inwards and the left is loosely bent.

The reverse face of figures 11 and 12, n> well as two bricks (figs. 17 and 18 of 
the same plate) are inscribed with letters in an unknown script.8

The ancient Pyu, who occupied Prome, burnt their dead and lmried the
ashes on the lull sides. Figure 1 
illustrates the form of the funeral urns 
in which the ashes of the dead were 
deposited and shows other specimens 
of their earthenware, figure 1, /  is a 
goblet for holding drinking water, and 
1, c is a tobacco pipe. The ancient 
people of Prome and Pagan ns well 
as of the Shan States were greatly 
addicted to smoking, n> evidenced by 
the large number of pipes unearthed 
in these localities.

Another interesting object isa minia
ture pagoda cut out of crystal, the 
shape of which is that of the 
Bawhawi'yi Pagoda, and bespeaks its 

ancient origin. The iron nails depicted in figure 5 were unearthed on the bill sides 
together with the funeral urns.

Taw Skin Ko.

1 Cf. 'It* Itorlte, ©/». eit. Plato V, No. 1.
s In 1900 iv couijvloto opoelinun fruui tho wuu« dio «-•»<» fuuwl
* (iencrul do Boris*, op. o>. 89, fir. 02, call* tho characters Til lean. hut thfa bnut bo

tt 2



EPIGRAPHY.

♦--------

DURING the period under review three parte of the Epigruphfa Indica were 
issued, viz. Parts V II and V III  of Volume XX. and Part I of Volume X. The 

last contains the first instalment of Professor Udders’ List of Brahmi inscriptions 
(Nos. 1 to 119). The late Dr. T. Bloch has contributed an article on the Umbrella 
Staff inscription from Sahcth-Maheth. The record is very much damaged, 
but enough remains to make it clear that the inscription is identical with the 
epigraph on the pedestal of the large standing Bodhisattvu from Sal n't b-.\lal tel h 
published by himself {Up. Ind ., VoL VIIT, p. 180/*.). lie  states that no possible 
doubt can be raised against the correctness of Cunningham's identification of Suheth- 
Malloth with Sravasti. Of the two Buddhist inscriptions from Sarniith, edited 
by Dr. Konpw, one is the Buddhist creed and the other contains a short enumeration 
of the nripnftachchaB, the fundamental doctrines of the Buddhas. These four truths 
form the essence of the famous Benares sermon, and the inscription is appropriate 
at the spot where the Buddha first *' turned the wheel of the law.” The language 
of the inscription is the Pali of Buddhist literature, an<^ Dr. Konow thinks the 
passage cut on the stone is meant as a quotation from the Buddhist Canon. Tn this 
case, we have epigmphical proof of the existence of a Pali Canon in the 2nd or 
3rd century A.D. This is, besides, the first old inscription of Northern India in 
the language of the Southern Canon.

The Abhona Plnh's published by Mr. Pathak belong to the time of the 
Katachchuri king Sankaragana, and are dated in Kalaclmri Samvat 347, correspond
ing to A.D. 595. The A rang copper-plate edited by Mr. Mira Lai introduces a 
family of Gupta feudatories, ruling apparently over Cliattisgarh, of whom the 
following succession is given :—

Sum
I

U»yiu (I).

•ibhbhin.
Bhhi«*ra (!) 

l>ayitA\ trumn (II).

UliilllftM-ti* (Ip,
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Tile date of the record is the Gupta year 282 corresponding to A.J). 601. 
Udaynsenn of the Mitm]e£vari inscription published by Mr. R. 1). Bancrji is not 
known from other records. His date is the year 30 which Mr. Bancrji thinks must 
he referred to the narsha era. The Timmapuram plates of Vishyuvardliana 1. 
Vislmnmsiddhi are undated ; but, according to Professor Hultzsch, Vislujmvardhaua 
was still a dependant of his elder brother, tho "Western Chalukya king PulikeSin II. 
at the time of the grant. The order contained in it was issued from Pishtapura, 
the modern PithSpuram in the Godavari District. The Chaudrfivati inscription of 
Chamlradeva edited by Dr. Konow is the earliest known record of the Gahaddv&las 
of Knnauj. Tlie same scholar publishes the Sarnnth inscription of Kumaradevi, 
queen of GOvindachandra. Kumaradevi is said to have been a daughter of the lord 
of Pithi, i.c., Pitliapuram in tho Godavari District. The XAravanpal record of 
Gundamahadcvi dated in A.D. 1111 adds to our knowledge of the liistorv of Bastnr 
in the Central Provinces, which Mr. ITira Lai has been trying to elucidate, bv 
giving us the names of three Xaga kings who ruled over that part of the country. 
viz. Dharavnrshadeva, his son Somesvaivnlova and his grandson Knnharudeva. The 
.Yrigoin (ancient Hadigrama in Kashmir) inscription records the construction of n 
ri/uira by Rama dev a, son of K ulladeva, in order to replace a wooden structure 
burnt down by king Simhn, whom Dr. Konow identifies with Jnyasimha (A.D. 
1128). The inscription is dated in Sam vat 73 which must he referred to the 
Laukika era. In this case, tin* date would correspond to A.D. 1197.

In the Jflmi* Masjid at Burhanpur (Central Provinces) is a Sanskrit inscrip- 
tion dated in A.D. 1590, recording the construction of the mosque by the Paruqi 
king Adit Shah 'Flic Krislinajiuram plates published by Messrs T. A. Gopinatha 
Rao and Rao Sahib T. llngliavinh belong to the time of the Vi jayanagnra king 
Sadasiva. They are dated in Saka*Snmvat MS9, the cyclic year Prabhnva. 
corresponding to A.D. 1507-8 and are two years subsequent to the battle of Talikota. 
According to Mr. Hint Lai, the spurious Lapha plate purporting to he dated in 
[ Vikrama-]Saihvat 800 (=A .D . 719) during the reign of the Uaiimyn king 
Prithvldeva was fabricated "somewhere between 1860 and 1870 A.D. by a 
Sanskritist of Rataupur. ”

The earliest inscriptions discovered during the year under review are from 
Southern India, where two more caverns with rock-cut beds and Rrahml inscriptions 
were discovered in the Madura District. None of these* inscriptions have s o  far dis
closed anv king's name. But they show that the possession of an alphabetical system 
was one of the factors in the civilization of tho Pdgdya kingdom in tin? second and 
third centuries B.C. In  the Northern Circle, nine inscriptions belonging to the 
KIndiana period have been brought to light. They range in date from the year 31 
to the year 81. Huvishka’s dates are 31. 35 and 12 and the inscription of the year 
81 belongs to the time of Vasudeva. Dr. Vogel considers the reign of Uuvishka as 
the great flourishing period of MatliurA art. At Mora he has found the remains of 
a building with considerable fragments o! images in the Kushana stylc; which 
belong apparently to four standing figures, three mate and one female. Dr. \ ogel 
connects these fragments with the "images of the live heroes mentioned in the 
Mora inscription of the Great Satrap Rajuvula. In this case, the inscription on the
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female figure dated during the reign of Huvishka would show that Ilajuvula and his 
son were not independent rulers of Mathura but governors under the Kusliana king 
Huvishka, provided the two records are contemporaneous.

An archaic inscription from Olakkur in the South Arcot District (No. 356 of 
1909) furnishes the name of a new king, viz., Prithivivitapankura-Adiyaraivan. 
Perhaps he was a Pallava king or chief. Of the Clialukyas of Badami an 
important copper-plate record has been brought to light during the period under 
review. It was found originally at Gadval in the Nizam’s Dominions. I t  is dated in 
Saka-Samvat 5 9 6 = A.D. 67-1, which was the 20th year of the reign of Vikramaditya 
I., surnamed Kanarasika, Anivarita and Rajamalla. He is also described as “ the 
destroyer of the Mahamalla family.” On the occasion of making the grant, the 
king’s army “ had entered the Chojika country and was encamped at Uragapura on the 
southern bank of the river Kaverl.” Uragapura seems to he a Sanskritized form of 
the Tamil name Uraiyur. And as Uraiyur is actually situated on the southern bank 
of the river Kaverl and was the Cliola capital in early times, it is not impossible that 
this town is meant. Negapatam (Nagappattinam in Tamil) may also he the Tamil 
equivalent of Uragapura, though it is not on the southern bank of the river 
Kaverl. This mention of the Chalukya army having been encamped at Uragapura 
proves that the Clialukyas did actually penetrate as far south as the Cliola country in 
their wars against the Pallavas. The fact that the Chalukya army advanced beyond 
the Pallava dominions into Cliola country may show that the Cholas (and perhaps 
also the Pandyas) combined with the Pallavas in opposing the invading Clialukyas. 
The Pallava opponent of Vikramaditya I. was Paramelvaravarman who claims to 
have taken the city of Hanarasika (i.e., Vikramaditya I.) and to have defeated him at 
Peruvalanalliir. This place has not yet been identified. There is, however, very little 
doubt that it must have been in the Tamil country, to judge by the name. If  this be 
the case, it is clear that Vikramaditya T. must have invaded the Pallava dominions. 
A udit is not unlikely that this invading army penetrated as far south as the southern 
bank of the river Kaverl. As the Pallava records are not dated, the chronological 
order of these events is not absolutely certain. Perhaps Paramelvaravarman repulsed 
at Peruvalanalliir a counter-invasion undertaken in consequence of his attack on the 
Chalukya capital Vatapi.

A second inscription at Olakkur in the South Arcot District records the death of 
a hero when the village was destroyed during the reign of Kampa-Perumal (i.e., 
Kampavikramavarman). At Tiruvellarai near Trichinopolv, a number of inscrip
tions on a rock were covered by a modern platform built over it. This has recently 
been removed disclosing a number of Pallava, Pandva and early Cliola inscriptions. 
One of them belongs to the reign of the Pallava-Maharaja Dantinandivarman of the 
Brahma-Kshatra family. I t  is not unlikely that Dantinandivarman was the son of a 
Dantivarman. Now Dantii arma-Maharaja of the Triplicane inscription calls him
self JPallavakula-tilaka. Dantivarman of the Tiruvellarai inscription claims to 
belong to the Pallavatilaka-kula which sprang from the Bharadvaja-^ofro. Danti
nandivarman was a member of the Brahma-Kshatra kula. And a certain Nandippot- 
taraivar who probably lived in the 3rd quarter of the 9th century A.D. 
belonged to the Pallavatilaka-kula. I t stands to reason that the foregoing two
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Dantivarmans and Nandivarmans should he kept distinct from the Gahga-Pallava 
kings 1 ijaya-Danti vi k ramavarman and A ijaya-Nandivikramavarman, who no
where claim any connection either with the Pallavatilaka-ftM/a or with the Brahma- 
Kshatra family. There is no doubt that there were some disturbances and a war of 
succession on the death of the Pallava king ParameSvaravarman II. The Udayen- 
diram plates report that Chitramaya-Pa 1 lava. who was probably one of the claimants 
to the throne, was slain by the usurper Xandivarman-Pallavamalla, who belonged 
to a collateral line. I t may he supposed that those kings whose names do not stamp 
them as Ganga-Pallavas belonged to the branch of ParaineSvaravarman II, until we 
know more about the history of Southern India in the Sth and 9th centuries A.D.

The Bezwada inscription of Yuddhamalla is an interesting ancient Telugu 
record in verse which may be assigned to the 9th century A.D. The inscription con
sists of several sections, which record the building of a temple at Bejavada 
for the god Komarasvami by a certain Nripadhamimdu, while king Rajasraya Sat- 
yatrinetra Yuddhamalla, the beloved (son) of XripankuJa was ruling. The second 
section refers to the king’s grand-father Mallaparaja. The third section seems to 
report that a temple of Karttikeva was built on the occasion of the king’s coronation. 
A portion of the inscription lias to he read from the bottom upwards. The record 
shows that literary Telugu flourished even before the time of Nannaya-Bliatta, 
the author of the earliest extant Telugu work composed in the 11th century A.D. 
under the auspices of the Eastern Chalukya king Itajaraja I. (A.D. 1022-63).

The earliest epigraph discovered in the Western Circle is from Sakral and is 
dated in Samvat 879. It records the construction of a mandapa by certain gdshthi- 
kas in front of the goddess Sankara, now called Sakambhari. At Cliatsu in the 
Jaipur State is an inscription which refers to a new Guhila dynasty. A Chahmana 
king named Si vara j a had a daughter named Rattava who was married by the Guhila 
prince Baladitya or Balarka. The main object of the inscription is to record that 
Baladitya built a temple of Murari in commemoration or his dead queen Rattava. 
The epigraph is not dated, but Mr. Bbandarkar thinks there can belittle doubt that 
it has to he assigned to the 10th century A.D. Among the stones recently added to 
the Ajmer Museum, there are three inscribed ones, two from Pushkar and the third 
fromByana. One of the stones from Pushkar bears two inscriptions, the first dated 
in Samvat 982, while the second, whose date is not quite certain, ment ions Durgaraja. 
The second stone from Pushkar is much damaged but mentions Yak patiraja, probably 
identical with the Paramara Vakpati Munjaraja. The temple at Haras (Jaipur 
State) known as Harasnath was built in V.E. 1013 by a certain Allata, who was the 
disciple of a LakuTria-PaSupata teacher named Praiasta. I t is interesting to note 
that Harsha was the tutelary deity of the Chahamana family. The Harsha inscrip
tion of Vigraha-raja (dated in Y. E. 1030) which furnishes this information was edited 
some years ago by the late Professor Kielhorn (Up. Ind., Vol. II, p. 16). Of the same 
king a record has been found at Sakral. It reports that Dayika, queen of Vachchha- 
raja, *.<?., Yatsaraja, uncle of Yigraharaja, repaired the temple of Sarikaradevi. The 
inscription ends with the date Samvatsaru 55, Mugha kidi 5. It is evident that the 
hundreds are here omitted, as we know from the foregoing inscription that Yigraharaja 
was livin'1' inY.E. 1030. The date of the Sakral record must, therefore, he 1055.O
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Tlie Eastern Chnlnkyas of Vengi are represented by the Yfimnlurpadn plates 
of Amina II . (A.D. 915-70) which resemble the Mnliyapuijdi grant published by 
Professor Hulzsoli (Ep. I  ml., Vol. TN, p. 17) in the historical portion. Alangi 
and Sankiln, the two opponents of Vijaviiditya Til. referred to in the latter, are 
also mentioned here as rulers of Xodamba-nishtra and pnhaja, respectively. 
The grant, registered in tin* plates was made at tin* instance of the general 
Duggnrcija, the great-grandson of the famous Payijaranga mentioned as a 
contemi>orary of Yijayaditya i l l .  in the Afasulipatnm plates (Ep. Tml., Vol. 
V.. P. 123).

As may naturally he expected, the history of the Tamil country is Ultimately 
associated with that of Ceylon. During the period of Chela ascendancy in Southern 
India, the contact with Ceylon was more intimate than at any other time. Pa ran-
taka I. (A.D. 907 to 918) claims to have conquered Ceylon. But no records have 
so far been found to substantiate this claim. The earliest Choja records found in the 
island belong to the reign of Itajnraja 1. (A.D. 985-l(*13). These were discovered 
already in 1895. The Archaeological Commissioner for Ceylon recently found Tamil 
records in the Siva and Vishnu temples at Polaiinaruvaand sent impressions of them 
f o r  decipherment to .Mr. Krishna Saslri. Of these, the only complete inscription 
belongs to the reign of the Choja king Parakesarivarman alias Adhirajendiadeva. 
A fragment of Rajfcndra-Chojn I. (A.D. 10 il-Id ) was found among the incomplete 
ones. These Choja records found in Ceylon coupled with the fact that, according to 
the Singhalese chronicle J/ahatcansa, there was an intenegnum about the pciiod to 
which they have to ho assigned, prove tlint the Choja conquest of Ceylon was not 
merely a victorious inroad but an actual occupation of the island. One of the monu
ments of Choja rule in the island is the temple of Siva called VanavaumadeviSvaram- 
udaiyur at .Jauaunthnmungalntii. Both the village and the temple situated in it 
were called, the one after a Choja king Janmmtha and the other after a Choja queen 
named V an avn q m ad svI. Air. Krishna Sastri thinks that Jananathamnugalam was a 
name of Polannaruvn itself. The Ch6|aconquest and subjugation of the island was 
so complete that Rnjavaja ordered some of tin? villages in the island to contribute to 
the daily requirements of the Tnnjorc temple built by him.

Coming to the history of the Chojas we find that Jlajakesarivarman l.a jfulliira- 
jndfrvn (A.D. 1018-53) also bore tin* name Vijaya-Rajendradeva. The king appears 
to have assumed this name towards the close of his reign. An inscription from 
KonSrirajnpuram in the Tanjore District dated during the reign of RajakCsarivarmaii 
\  ijaya-Enjcridrndeva refers to his “ taking the head of the lYuulya king, capture of 
Salai of the Chera kirg, of Lanka (Ceylon) and of the Rapapadi seven and a half 
lakh (country).” These conquests are generally mentioned in inscriptions of 
Kajakesarivorman ltfijadhirajadeva. This identity of Rajiidhiraja (T.) with Vijaya- 
Bajendrmleva was already pointed out in a previous report and is now further eon- 
firmed by an epigraph from AJamh&kkam whose historical introduction is that of 
RdjSdhimja. I lie name of the king here given is R&j a kesarivar man alias Udaiyflr 
Sri-Vijaya-RAjendrndeva.

I t  was the practice in ancient times, whenever a temple had to l>c rebuilt, to 
copy the lit hie records found On its walls into a hook and then re-eng rave them again
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on the new walls. Several such cases were noticed in previous years. The Vyaghra- 
pade$vnra temple at Siddhaliiiga madam in the South A root District appears to have 
been rebuilt of stone in the reign of Jayadhara alias R&jfindra Choja IT. The earlier 
records found On its walls appear to have been rc-engraved after the repairs had been 
completed, flu* Nattukottai C hot tics who are rebuilding ancient $iva temples on a 
large scale in the Tamil country will do well to hear in mind that, the inscriptions 
which they ruthlessly pull asunder were highly valued in ancient times.

At llaghunntligadh in the Jaipur State is an inscription dated V.E. 1150 
referring itself to the reign of a Chandel king, whose name is, however, not 
mentioned. This shows that the local traditions are correct in saying that the 
country was once in the possession of the Chandel Rajput*. At Jin-Ahita (Jaipur 
State) Mr. Bhandarkar lias found several records of the imj>erial Cliahamana 
dynasty. The earliest of them is dated in V.E. 1102 during the reign of 
Pyithmdfcvn, i.e., Prifchivlraja I. and records the rebuilding of the temple of the 
goddess Jin-Mat a (Mahisha-surnmnrdini) by one Hnthada, son of Abdula. Mr. 
Bhandarkar remarks that the goddess has eight arms and that her drinking propen- 
sities are notorious. Two other inscriptions of the same temple belong to the time 
of Arnnarnja, i.e., Arnoraja, son of PpithivirSja I. and contemporary of the Solnhki 
king Kumarapala, and are dated in Saritvat 1190. A fourth epigraph dated in 
Samvat 1230 records the building of the mntidajui of the temple during the reign of 
Som&Svara, i.e., the Chalmmana sovereign SoineSvara.

Of the early Pandyas, an inscription has linen found at Tii'uvejlajrai of 
Maynfijndaiyan sur named P&ndya-Maharajn, whom Mr Krishna Sastri identifies 
with the Marahjatlaiyan of the Triehiuopoly cave inscription and the Varagunn- 
Maharaja of the Amhasaimulram record. The most interesting among rhe later 
Paudya inscriptions is a record of Japivarmau TrihhuvaimchakravartiiL Sundnra- 
Pnndya (No. 315 of 1909). I t  sets forth that a few Brahma nos and a few Vejlaja 
Sudras, arming themselves with weapons, committed murders, insulted Brahmann 
women, committed robbery and destroyed cattle. The matter was reported to the 
local authorities who punished the offenders. Evidently the punishment had no 
deterrent effect and the people again complained against these rebels. The next 
governor of the province commissioned one of his subordinates to deal with tin* 
rebels effectively and despatched a regiment of Ala la iv a In soldiers to his help. 
Two of the rebels were secured hut were subsequently liberated by the others who 
attacked the officers of the king and their party. The king thou issued stringent 
orders that the rebels should “ he captured wherever found and punished according to 
rules applicable to the lower classes; that their bouses and other hereditary property 
he sold to temples or other charitable institutions ; that the money thus realised be 
credited to the treasury in payment of tin* fine imposed on them; and that the 
balance, if any, he presented to temples as a permanent charity in the names of the 
criminals.*’ The causes for this outbreak are not given. Vajluvanadalnin “ gover
nor of Valhivimadu” was the commissioner entrusted with the suppression 
of the rebels, l ie  was evidently a man from Malabar. And the regiment of 
Mnlaiyaja soldiers were probably Nnirs. How they came to he in the vicinity of 
Tirukkachchuv in the Chingleput District is not stated. I t  may he that the Nnirs
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of Mnlabnr were looked upon as intrepid soldiers in ancient times nnd were in 
requisition wherever there was war or Teliellion.

Kakntiva history receives fresh elucidation from the inscriptions of the dynasty 
copied dining the year under review in the Palnfld and Bapatlat talnkas of the 
G untur District. The accompanying genealogy of the dynasty is based on these 
as well as the other known records of the dynasty.

KdJcatlya ycncaloyy.

Dnrjnvn.

PrJlm I.
couiCruclftl n big tank called K.-inr;

Hrta or Hid inn,

Trihh uraimmalla.

l* .uU  o r iL'.«u f l l ) .
S u rn n m ed  J a y a U k l t a r i * ,  

mi. M u|i)iitliul>*vi (hr M«i]>|inmnilcvi)

(A . 1). 1117 ).

H in lrn , M ahildnvn or

m .  P odm n ( f ) M id lm ra .
f& ik n  1<»S4 .  1 1 0 71) .  m. R nyvum bjka

(iu t ia |in t l  or  lini)»|>a, 

m.  S S ra tn il a n d  P rram ii 

[ S a k a  U U l i l H h  re g n a l y c a r p i lS S .1]

Hy SfluiiJ_________________ I_____

K n d rS tu b a  *
( S o la  1JS:», 2 nd  y»i»r * ; Suku 1108*)

M uiiim nilntiiha, 

mi.  to  M alm ilovn ( ? )

P r a i a  pariulri*

<S*k* 1213  to  1 2 1 -11.

A t Mot u pa lie is a charter of Ganapati (dated in A.D. 1244-5) issued in favour 
•of merchants trading on sea whose vessels used to call at or start from the seaport 
of MotupaJle, otherwise known as DoSiyuyynkkomlapattana. These vessels are 
stated to have been trading with islands and coast towns in distant countries. The 
kings used to confiscate all the cargo, gold, elephants, horses, precious stones, etc., 
of vessels which, on account of unfavourable weather, were stranded and wrecked 
near Mntupalie. King Ganapati declares : “ Seeing that protection of my subjects 
is far more im|»ortnnt to me than my life, we have remitted out of compassion all 
taxes except kftpatulka on these enterprising merchants trading on the sea in order

1 8cr tli>- Mwira* Kpipraphif.al Rc-port for l(Vifi*0it, paragraph 43.
» S «  ltd. J » t „  V o l. X X I., p. 199 .
s A cco rd in g  to  M arco  P o lo , tin* Y rtir l ia u , H a d r lm b il  re ig n ed  fo r  o v e r -9 ) ,vi-ur*.
• Sti* U ir M ndra> K p lg ra p b ic a l R ep o r t fo r  1 9 0 .VU6 , p a ra g ra p h  4 -1.
1 N o. *2 4H o f th e  M ad ra t K p igrnphu-at H l v r t t o n  fo r  1S9 7 .

T h r e e  other to u r

G ap n p a in b e  
o r  ({annjm m bikil. 

m to  Hcta 

fS nka  1 1 7 2 ).
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to secure fame and to maintain tin; principles of a righteous government.” 
Knpasulka probably corresponds to the modern customs duty and comprised the 
following articles : sandal-wood, country camphor, China camphor, pearls, rose 
water, ivory, civet (javadu), camphor-oil (harpara-taila), copper, zinc, riseva 
(resin), lead, silk-thread, corals, perfumes, pepper and areca-nuts.

The lleddi chief Annapota supplemented in A.D. 1358-9 this charter of 
Ganapati. He permitted the merchants of Motupalle who treated with distant 
islands and coast towns to stop at their will in their houses at Motupalle and to 
leave for other places (without any official pressure). He also remitted tin1 tax 
called aputnka-dandam  on foreign merchants who traded in his dominions. The 
duties on gold and silver were abolished ; a third of the export duty on sandal was 
remitted and merchants were allowed the liberty to sell their imports to anybody 
under any conditions and to export any goods they chose. I t was also proclaimed 
that henceforward no cloths would he detained in the warehouse (?) and tolls on 
other articles would under no circumstances he different from what they were 
before. The following rates were also fixed :—

(A) Goods from the South : on 100 packages of import, 3 packages ; on 100
cloths of export, 2 coins (?).

( B) Imports from the North : on 100 packages 5 ; on 100 cloths of export 3
coins (?).

(C) On exports : 3 coins (?) on 100 cloths. D. 7^ (coins (?) ) on 100
pearls.

In  the Burma Circle 53 inscriptions were copied from the Prome, Rangoon, 
Pegu, Magwe, Thayetmyo and Sagaing districts. Of these 26 are in the Talaing 
language and the rest in Burmese dating from;the 12th and later centuries of the 
Christian era.

The Archaeological Surveyor of the Northern Circle gives a list of 205 Musal- 
man inscriptions copied by his assistants. The earliest of them is dated in Hijra 
593 (A.D. 1197) and is one of the oldest in India. Another found in the Purana 
Qila at Delhi is in Sanskrit and Persian and records that “ 12 bighas of land with 
a pucca well near the Qila Kuhna have been bought and a temple of Shri-Kirishna 
Bhagwan was erected.” The income from this land was to he spent on the temple. 
Mr. Bliandarkar has also copied a few Sanskrit records ol Muhammadan kings. 
Alavadi, i.e., Ala-ud-din, of Joginipura, i.e., Delhi, is mentioned as the king in an 
inscription at Pandukha (Jodhpur) dated in Sarnvat 1358 and at Jin-Mata (Jaipur) 
is one dated in Sarnvat 1382 when Mahamadasahi, i.e., Muhammad Tughlaq, was 
reigning. The emperor Akbar is represented as the sovereign in an inscription at 
Bairat dated in Saka 1509 and his son Jahangir in a record of Sarnvat 1077 from 
Mcdta (Jodhpur)- In  the Southern Presidency, Mr. Krishna Sastri lias discovered 
a Telugu epigraph of the Qutb Shaliis of Golkonda.

The inscriptions copied during the year throw some light on Jainism and its 
teachers. In  Southern India. Jaina antiquities have been found in Kongar Pujiyan- 
gulam and Muttuppatti, where caverns with rock-cut beds were also discovered, as 
well as in two other villages of the Madura District. The former are accompanied, 
by Vatteluttu inscriptions which mention several Jaina teachers. Ajjaua-
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already known to us from other epigrapliical records is one of them. His mother 
Gunamadiyar is also referred to. Kurandi Atta-upavasi Bhatara of Yenbu-nadu 
was another and his two disciplesi were Gunasena and Maganandi. Gunasena’s 
pupil was Kanakavlra-Periyadigal. Kanakanandi-Bhatara, liis pupil Ahinandan 
Bhatara (I), his pupil Arimandala-Bhatara and the latter’s pupil Ahinandan 
Bhatara (II) are the other teachers mentioned in these Vatteluttu records. A care
ful collation of these with the inscriptions found at Kajugumalai and other ancient 
Jaina centres would surely yield valuable results for the history of the Jaina sect in 
Southern India. We know from Tamil literature that the Jainas continued in the 
Pandya kingdom down to the 7th century A.D., when the Saiva saint Turajnana- 
sambandar discomfited them in a religious disputation and converted the then reign
ing Pandya king from Jainism. If  the Pandya king was a Jaina in the 7th centuiy 
A.D., there must have been a very large number of followers of that creed in his 
dominions. Consequently, it is no wonder that we find ancient Jaina monuments, 
in the Madura and Tinuevellv districts. That these should he found in such close 
proximity to monuments which may tentatively he assigned to Buddhism requires 
some explanation. Future researches must decide what relationship the two creeds 
bore to one another in the Tamil country.

The inscriptions which Mr. Bhandarkar examined in Rajputana furnish the 
names of a number of later Jaina teachers. The temple of ParSvanatha at Bairat 
(the ancient Yiratapura of the Mahabharata) is now in the possession of the Sravgis, 
i.e., the Digambara Jainas There can, however, he no doubt, says Mr. Bhandarkar, 
that the temple originally belonged to the Svetambaras. An inscription built into one 
of the enclosure walls of the temple, dated in Saka 1509=A.I). 1587 refers to Hlravi- 
jaya as the pontiff and Akbar as the sovereign. Of Hiravijaya of the Tapa-gcchchha 
w e know from other sources that he persuaded the emperor Akbar to issue an edict 
forbidding the slaughter of animals for 6 months, to abolish the confiscation of the 
property of deceased persons, the Sujljia  tax and a sullen, to set free many captives, 
snared birds and animals, to present Satrumjaya to the Jainas and to establish a Jaina 
library. His pupil was Vimalaharsha. One of the inscriptions found on the hill 
called Sivdungar near Chatsu, dated in Samvat 1550, mentions Padmanandin of the 
yVuln-saigha, Sarasvatl-gachchha, Balatkara-puwo and the line of the dcliarija 
Kundakunda. Padmanandin* was followed by Subhachandra and Jinachandra. 
One of the pupils of the latter was Ratnakirti. A record of Y.E. 1677=A.D. 1620 
from Medta (Jodhpur) refers to Jinarajasuri of the Kharatara-^ac/icMa and Jina- 
sagara. Jinaraja was the pupil and successor of Jinasimha who is said to have 
received the title of Yvgapmdlidna from the emperor Jehangir. He also built 
cihdras or temples in Kabila (Kabul) and Kashmira, and caused the edict of non
slaughter to he proclaimed at Srikara, Srlpura (Srinagar) and Garjjanaka (Gazni). 
Jinasimha was the pupil of Jinachandra, on whom, it is said, the title of Yuga- 
pradhdna had been conferred by Akbar. Of Jinachandra it is said that he caused 
the edict of non-slaughter to be annually promulgated during the periods of ashtdliika

• E p .  In d .. v.»l. II, p. 38.
•  Padiaanjudin was an old Jaina teacher who is identified with Kundakunda :harva in an inscription a t Vi jay a- 

nagara.
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mid s/idmndsika, saved the lives of fisli and other aquatic animals in the sea near 
Stambhatirtha, i.e., Cambay, and caused the tax at Satrumjaya and other places to he 
discontinued. Reference is also made to the Upddhydya Samayaraja and the 
Vdchakas Hamsapramoda, Samayasundara and Punvapradhana. Of these, Samaya- 
raja was a pupil of Jinachandra and Samayasundara the preceptor of Harsha- 
nandana. The earliest record of the Kharatara-</«cAe/<7m at Medta is dated in V.E. 
1-307 and speaks of an image of Santinatha as having been installed by Jinabhadra 
and Jinasagara. Of the Tapa-gachchha pontiffs also a few are mentioned. An in
scription dated Y.E. 1633 refers to the installation of an image of Santinatha by 
\  ijayasenasiiri1 of the Tapa -gachchha. Inscriptions of the time of his pupil 
Vijayadevasuri are dated Y.E. 1077-87. The earliest record of the gachchha, dated 
in Saihvat 1369, refers to the consecration of an image of Sumatinatha by Hema- 
vi malasuri.

As regards Indian mythology, a few words are necessary. Dr. Yogel has found 
additional proof of the prevalence of Naga worship in ancient Mathura in an inscribed 
statuette which was being worshipped as Dau-ji (Baldev) in a temple in the city of 
(Mathura), but which undoubtedly represents a Naga. He adds: “ The Nagas were 
supposed to reside in rivers, springs, lakes, ponds and tanks and to possess power to 
yield rain. This explains why they are so extensively worshipped by the agricultural 
population of India.” The Yakshas, of whom Kubera, the god of wealth, was the 
chief, were regarded as keepers of treasure and worshipped accordingly. AtTiiyapur 
near Mathura was obtained a sculpture which represents a female deity seated with 
an infant in her lap and four children between her feet. The pedestal is carved 
with a group of children at play. Dr. Yogel has no doubt that there is a close 
relation between this sculpture and effigies of Ilaritl, the goddess of fertility and 
queen of the Yakshas. The villagers were worshipping this image as Gandhari, 
the mother of the Kauravas. Dr. Yogel also notices a sculpture of the god Surya 
seated on his chariot. The number of horses by which the chariot is drawn is only 
four here, while according to Brahminical iconography the number is seven.

In  one of the rock-cut shrines at Kunnakkudi in the Madura District (Madras 
Presidency) is an interesting group of sculptures. The group consists of a four
armed figure of the god Vishnu; Brahman holding in two of his hands the padma 
and the water vessel (kamandalu) and folding the palms of the two other arms in a 
worshipping posture ; the god Siva with four arms holding a deer in one hand and 
a club in the other, while the other two hang down. On the right top of this image 
ol' Siva is a swan. On his right(r) side again is figured a standing image of Vishnu 
in a worshipping posture. This appeal’s to he an earlier representation of Siva as 
Lingodbhava, in which the gods Siva, Vishnu and Brahman arc cut on a tall lidga. 
Siva is there figured in relief over a countersunk depression of the linga, while 
Brahman and Vishnu are cut in relief on the surface of the linga, the former at 
the top and the latter at the bottom. Mr. Bhandarkar refers to a sculpture of 
this scene discovered by him during the year under review at Haras (Harsha) in 
Jaipur. At Alambakkam in the Trichinopoly District is a record of the Chola king

1 He was the successor of Hiravijaya and was called by the emperor Akbnr to Lobhapura (Lahore) and received 
from him great honours ; l ip . Ind., VoL II, p. 38.
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Bajakesarivarman which refers to a temple of Saptamatrika. This Mr. Krishna 
Sastri identifies with the modern Selliyamman temple where the inscription has been 
found. During the reign of Rajadhiraja, this temple continued to be dedicated to 
“ the seven mothers.” In  a later record the same shrine seems lo be referred to by 
“ the shrine of Pidari.” An inscription of the Western Chalukya king Blmloka- 
malla dated in Saka-Samvat 1051, the Saumya-Samvatsara (=A .D . 1129-30), records 
a gift to a teinjde of the Hindu Trinity, viz., Brahman, Vishnu and Siva at 
Gurizala in the Guntur District. The inscription is engraved on a Kaga pillar 
and refers in the beginning to the eight Xagas, viz., Sesha, Vasuki, Takshaka, 
Karkota, Abja, Mahambuja, Sankhadhara and Kulika.

In a temple at Saladdipura (Jaipur State) wbicb may be assigned to about the 
12th century A.D. are some interesting sculptures. Above the shrine door on the 
dedicatory block is a standing image of Siva with Ganapati on his proper right and 
the goddess Vaishnavi on his left. The door jambs are sculptured with the remain
ing scptamdtris. Above on the frieze are the navagraha. The exterior of the 
shrine contains three central niches, of which the niche on the north side is occupied 
bv Varalu, that on the south by Chamunda and the third by a goddess with eight 
hands. Each of these goddesses has a man for her vahana. The outside walls of 
the shrine contain representations of the ashta-dikpalnkas. Kubera is here shown 
with the ram as his vehicle and Nirriti with a man (not a dog). Tama has two 
hands of which the left holds a skull-crowned mace.

At Phalodi in Jodhpur State, are two ancient temples, one of ParSvanatha 
and the other of Brahman!. The legend concerning the origin of the former is 
that the image of Par&vanatha beneath a tree used to be spontaneously bathed 
with milk from a cow belonging to a Jaina. The Jaina originally suspected 
the cowherd but was eventually satisfied as to how the milk of the cow was being 
disposed of. This image of Parsvanatha was then enshrined in the present temple. 
The same legend is related about the origin of the Jalakanthesvara temple at 
Vellore (in the Madras Presidency). Here the god Siva in the form of a five-headed 
cobra1 takes the place of the image of ParSvanatha.

V. V e n k a y y a .

1 H. A. Stuart. M anua l of the IS'or/h A rvot lJ i t t r id ,  VoL II. pp. 418 If.



THE KANISHKA CASKET INSCRIPTIONS.

HE very admirable impressions which Mr. Marshall has made of the inscriptions
on the lid and sides of the Kanishka casket found at Shah-jl-ki-Dheri in 

March 1909 are here published for the first time, for the benefit of those who wish 
to compare the originals with the transcripts and translations which I have previously 
published elsewhere.1

The writing is everywhere rendered in series of faint and minute dots, which 
made the preparation of facsimiles an exceptionally difficult and delicate task, which, 
however, Mr. Marshall has managed to achieve with the splendid results here shown. 
(Plates L II andL III.) The excellent photograph of the casket, with the coin found 
near it and the crystal reliquary contained in it, which held the few fragments of 
bone which were the Buddha Relics, is also published here, in order to render this 
paper a self-contained record of the epigraphs. For the photograph as well as for 
the impressions my acknowledgments are due to Mr. Marshall.

The writing itself is in the cursive script of the KharoshthI alphabet, the 
individual aksharas measuring about jV  to f"  in height. In form they are clearly 
later than the characters of the Taxila copper-plate of Patika, which are also dotted, 
and a pronounced tendency is noticeable toward a flourish to the left at the bottom 
of all letters permitting of this addition. This flourish resembles the w-vowel as 
written in the KharoshthI of flic oldest period, but confusion is avoided by indicating 
the real u by a definitely closed loop.

The language is a consciously Sanskritizing form of Prakrit, witness the 
genitives Sarvastivadina^tii] and Sarvasatvana[w/] side by side with the compound 
hidasuhartham; but possibly the conventional or stereotyped nature of the formulae 
may explain the strongly Sanskritic form which these brief epigraphs show. One 
feels that it verges on correct Sanskrit.

As regards the interpretation of the inscriptions I have little or nothing to add 
to my previously published remarks, but I  nevertheless reprint my readings here for 
convenience of reference, mentioning a few points where possible emendations have 
occurred to me.

l Cf. A n n u a l R eport o f  the Areh<eolofii <'/ „ „r Frontier Circle, for 1908-09, pp. 19 and 20,and
A S. R . for 1908-09, pp. 51 ff. Cf. also J . R. A. S. for 1009, p. 1058 .
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The first of the four (cf. Plate LIT, figure b), which is found on the top of 
the lid, running across the petals of the full-blown lotus with which this surface is 
decorated, T read:—

A  ch a ri/o no [ lit ] So rvasticadi no [ ///] par iffy oft e.
This may be rendered, “ For the acceptance (or, as the property) of the 

Doctors of the school of Sarvastivadins.”  At first 1 thought the lirst akshara of 
the last word was certainly pro, hut I am less sure of this now, and no longer Teel 
warranted in representing the original as a mistaken writing. The whole is of 
course a familiar formula, calling for no special remark. Nor need we perhaps he 
surprised at finding the dedication of Kanishka’s Buddha ltelics addressed to a sect 
of the Hinaynna, since the authorities are agreed that the codification a t the Council 
of Kanislika was in accordance with the doctrine of the Sarv&stiv&dins, and Hiuen- 
Thsang specifically mentions the fact that even in his time the priests living in 
Kanislika’s monastery adjoining the great stupa of Peshawar followed the Little 
Vehicle.1

But, with Kanishka’s adherence to the Hinayana so abundantly proved, it is 
difficult to follow Mr. Vincent Smith’s argument that the occurrence on Kanishka’s 
coins of the Buddha figure in the midst of a crowd of heterogeneous deities is due to 
the prevalence of Mahayanism.1

Kauishka’s conception of Buddhism appears certainly to have been the concep
tion of the Sarvastivada school, and that this school belonged to the Hinaynna is 
established.3 I t  is, however, undoubtedly surprising, if this is so, that the tradition of 
Kanishka’s Council should have been so completely forgotten among the Uinayanists 
in the south, and knowledge of it have been preserved only among those northern 
nations where the Mnhayana predominates. How is it, in fact, that a self-acknow
ledged Ilinayanist. has become the hero of the Mahaynna schools? Perhaps the 
explanation of the seeming paradox is to lie found in the lack of really important 
differences between the two at that early age, and particularly among the largely un- 
Indian peoples of the North* West Frontier. Even to-day the Hindus of the Peshawar 
valley would seem hopelessly lax to the stricter Brahmans of Benares, and in nil pro
bability even the Hinayana of Gandhara would have seemed unorthodox to the old 
assemblies of Magadhn ; while possibly the currency of the Kanislika tradition in the 
north may have been due to geographical rather than sectarian causes in the first 
instance.

The second inscription (cf. Plate LI IT, fig. <i), which occurs between the figures 
of the living geese in the hand decorating the lower edge of the lid, i> unfortunately 
illegible now, as the metal hero is more corroded than anywhere else, and the surface 
has peeled of] ill several places. A few individual okshoms can he traced with some

* Cf. tk'ttl. Iimhlhi*! Record* <f the \V«*ltr» World. VoL T, p. 101 
‘ Cf V A Smith, Karly l/in/my o f India. I«t cd„ p. -33, 2nd ltd., p. 24S.
1 ( f .  T»k»ktmi\ inlroduetiun toI-TritigV llrtonl o f Mr Itui/dkitt Rcliyum. pp. 21 ff. The ronmrk by I-TVttig 

(p. 14) whntu, In i>|M»*kin*r <>f tin* v n r i o u « h i *  " in other pltatf* #omn prnottto in mrontinco with ono, notuH with 
the other.”  might huvo 1ml ouu tu think that |>0*>iMy tin* 1 ’oitlfiv.ur body nf Siirv/Wthidin* worn Muhfiyinint* uftor all, 
hut thft iMtimony of Ifiuan-Thflung that KknUhkn** inoiwutery followed the Lltth* Vvhirle turnover all douht 
on thw point.
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decree of certainty, and, when I lmd the original before mo, I  thought [ could detect 
traces of three connected characters, ka, a a, and M a ; hut the facsimile does not 
permit even this hypothetical reading. I must therefore leave Ihls one of the 
inscriptions quite untouched.

The third epigraph {of. Plate M il, fig. b) is found on the main body of the 
casket, between the heads of the figures in the principal frieze, and, as can be 
seen from the impression here published, is in the main readable with certainty ns 
follows:—

1 3 7

deyadhanno .sarvasatraua [///]' hida.su/iar/ham bhaca/u.
This is another well-known formula and signifies, “ May this pious gift redound 

to the welfare and happiness of all creatures.”- No doubt can attach to the majority 
of the akaharao here, and the only points calling for special mention arc the 
peculiar forms of certain conjuncts. In Bidder's Tables the form given for rma is 
evidently the same in essentials as we have it here, with the addition of an oblique 
stroke on the left. The precise value of this I am somewhat doubtful about. Hut it 
is obviously intentional, and apparently meant for a vowel stroke, and for t-ln*e 
reasons 1 venture to read the symbol as nun. I  should note, though, that l can find 
no other instance where the stroke for o is added at this angle, which, indeed, appears 
to be an exact reversal of the usual inclination. A vowel mark which is almost 
identical with this occurs in connection with a ya on the lion capital at Mathura, and 
with ya  is registered by Bidder as representing<?. But the absence of other nomina
tives in e in these casket inscriptions, as well as the strong Sanskritization noticeable 
both lead me to prefer the reading o, despite the incorrect sandhi involved. One 
wonders if the unusual position of the stroke may not perhajw he due to the sha|M? of 
the akshara itself. The irregularity of the e with ya certainly is attributable to this 
Cause, and a further analogous instance is seen in the way the /-vowel is written 
across the akshara hi in the word hidasuhar/ha/ii of our epigraph. Another interesting 
comparison is the tea which is different in form to that shown by Buhler. I  confess 
that the constituent elements in this complex are not at all clear to me, but there can 
be no doubt as to the reading. Neither can \ reduce to its elements the symbol for 
rtham ; the difference between it and the form for thru which Buhler gives, may 
he due to an  intention of indicating the anwso&ra by a kind of subscript*. On 
this assumption I have transcribed the akshara as r/ha/h, hut unfortunately I 
have not been able to find any exact parallel to it. Of the single consonants 
attention may perhaps he called to the ya and the dha in the first word, as the 
former shows the late square form of this letter which so closely resembles 
a 4a, while the latter is more compactly written, and at the same time more 
angular, than any of the symbols for dh registered by Bolder. None of the other

» Sir Aurvl Stein notes, nproi«w of the th I ropply » *' I think the remnant of a small curro to the left at the foot 
of the character na can bo made out in the original. This would represent tbo annucura th.

* To Sir Aurol Stein, Htf.iin. I am indebted for the following n o t e T h e  indication of the anturira by a curve 
to the left, or, in the case of erttain letter* which have no stein, by a small erwoent placd below the letter, is quite a 
common feature in my Kbaroshthl documents on wood and lest her f«oro Nfya,ctc. See Rftpson on tbs AtpkaUt of 
Khartokthi Dotumtnti. etc., in Acte* da X T T  Congr* Internal, d9* Ori—talislei, VoL J, 1005, pp. 5. IX. Also 
various plates with »«ol» records in Ancient Kho tan, and Boyer Journal Atiah'/ne, 1905. pp. -lCt ff
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aksharas present any variations of interest from the usual type, and apart from the 
question of the o in deyadharino, and the annsvdra in rtharii the reading of the whole 
inscription may be called certain. About its meaning, of course, there is no doubt 
whatever.

And now we come to the last and most important of the four epigraphs (<?/. Plate 
L II, fig. c), namely, the one incised in the level spaces between the feet of the figures 
in the main frieze on the body of the casket. Here, very unfortunately, two or three 
difficulties do arise, and this is why the impressions are published, at Dr. Vogel’s wise 
suggestion, in order that other scholars may satisfy themselves as to the correctness 
or otherwise of my interpretation. My own reading of the line is :

dct8a agisala navalcarmi (Jc)anishkasa vihare mahasenasa sahgharame,1 
and my original translation, by which I  still abide, ran,

“ The slave Agisalaos, the Superintendent of Works at the Vihara of Kanishka 
in the monastery of Mahasena.”

In  defence of this rendering let me note the following. The word vihare I  
understand to refer to the great monument which we now call the “ stupa ” of 
Kanishka, where the casket was found, but which from the account given by 
Hiuen-Tlisang certainly appears to have partaken more of the nature of a temple or 
pagoda than any actual stupa which has been preserved to us ; witness the repeated 
references to its many stories and the legend of the robbers who “ wished to go in and 
steal.”2 This would certainly seem to imply an inner chamber in the monument 
(which may indeed have been as a whole not altogether dissimilar to the great 
temple or tower at Bodli-Gaya), and the designation of it as a vihara Avould thus be 
perfectly correct. According to Ta Hien there seem to have been many such 
vihdras in this district, each containing some object traditionally associated with the 
Buddha, which it is clear from the accounts given must have been more in the 
nature of temples or towers than actual stupas. Assuming therefore, that 
Kanishka’s vihara was one of this number, I  understand the present inscription to 
be, as it were, the signature3 of the officer in charge of its construction for Kanishka^ 
and I  take it that this new pagoda was originally built at or near an older foundation 
then known as Mahasena’s Monastery. Of Mahasena or his monastery nothing is 
known, but it may readily be supposed that the latter was a smaller and humbler 
structure than ultimately proved necessary for the accommodation of the large body 
of priests brought together by the king, and that it then gave way before the larger 
monastery which the Chinese pilgrims found associated with Kanishka’s name, and 
portions of which we have now recovered. No other interpretation seems possible 
nor need any other be sought, since nothing here assumed is contrary, either to the 
facts as we know them, or to inherent probability.

♦
1 Sir Aurel Stein notes, in regard to the initial of this word: “ Is not this character to he read mm  with sub

scribed annsvdra ? This nasalization of the vowel before nasal consonant is a regular feature in the Kharosh^hi docu
ments on wood from Niva. See Rapson, loc. tit., pp.'Sl, 12 (e. g. vimnaveli, pttmna, etc.)”.

- Beal, op. cit., Volume 1, p. 103.
1 ! Against this interpretation of the epigraph,"Dr. Venis urges the absence of a verb ; but in the endorsement on
the Taxila plate of Patika the phrase is simply Patikasa chhatrapa Liaka, see Ep. Ind., Yol. IV, p. 56.
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The minuti® of the reading, however, are unfortunately less certain than the 
general purport of the whole, fo begin with, the first word, dasa, which I take to 
he =ddaa =slaue, is so curiously spaced that doubt as to the correctness of the 
reading is legitimate; nay, more, in the impression now before mo I almost seem to 
detect tracts ot dots between tbe da and the sa, which wore not visible to me on the 
original, po that there is at least a possibility that the tirst word contained three 
syllables instead of two. But I am by no means sure that those dots do actually 
occur. I assumed origiunllv that the lines faintly traceable at this point were 
ornamental streamers depending from the frieze, as is certainly the case with the 
curious zigzags in the second space and at various other points throughout the 
inscription, and it may well he that this is actually the case. A t all events, no 
third akshara is sufficiently visible for mo to suggest even a hypothetical road in"- 
for it, and I  am therefore constrained to abide by my former reading as by far the 
most probable, to my own mind at least. The next difficulty to note, if difficulty it 
he, is the initial letter of the second word, which I  have read as Agikila, and 
interpreted, with Mr. Marshall’s help, as the Greek name Agisalaos. In older 
KharOshthi Ibis akshara would certainly he read as n : hut, despite the conspicuous 
flourish to the left at the bottom of the letter, there is no doubt, so far as I can see, 
that the vowel actually intended is a simple a \ for elsewhere throughout 
these inscriptions even elaborate flourishes like this are manifestly decorative 
and wholly without phonetic significance, while on the other hand a real a is 
clearly marked by a closed loop. The difficulty here, therefore, may fairly 
he called more apparent than real, and the reading A t/m d a  may stand 
with confidence. The next point is the initial letter in the following word. 
I t  is perhaps lmrely possible that the // hero is not dental lmt cerebral. But 
since cerebralization would he incorrect, and the apparent length of the hook to the 
riirht may he due to the ornamental zigzag which here comes in from above to 
obscure the writing, I prefer to assume that the dental is intended, as it should 
be. The following akshara* m , is clear enough, and T do not think tin- succeeding 
ktt will he challenged, hut the next complex is not so clear. It seems to me, 
though, that there can he no reasonable doubt but what we have here a repetition of the 
curious ukslutra in the third epigraph which T have read as rmo, with the difference 
that here the vowel stroke crosses the main line, /.<?., is here the vowel i instead of 
the vowel o as above. lu  this way I arrived orginally at my reading namkarmi 
for the whole word, and 1 see no reason to alter this reading now, despite the very 
real difficulty in assuming the form aarakanui instead of the much more usual and 
indeed common form tiavakarmika.1 The difficulty is of course increased by the 
fact that I do sec, or think 1 see, a ka as the initial of the following word, the 
important proper name Kanishkasa. But this ivi, it must he confessed at once, is

» The wont ruiratamila occur* in the following inscription* — SOnAri StUpa railing >n*cription, </• Cunning
l y ,  B M U a Tope* 313, IM. X XI I I ,  8 ; Barlm t mlling InKripUon now. in th. Indian JIu*ran,<-r. H u ltx * ^  
l« d  A nt Vol. XXI .  p. 238, No- 7 6 ; Kunhori « v u  inscription, cf. tr ch l. S u re ty , If . India, V,.l V, 
p. 75 t\. No. *. VI L I  In tho form uavakauuibt In Amarilratl m ilpturo imcrlptiuo, of. Huluocb. Z.DJU.&  
Vol. XL. p. 316, No. 6 3 ; and in tho form natakarmi'ja, in tho MsnikiaU inscription, c j. J .H  A .8 . fo r 11KO. 

pp. 615 y .—[£<L3 0
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very doubtful. In  support of my contention that this is the correct reading, despite 
the obscurity of the akshara, I  would urge the following. First of all there is no 
doubt, there can be no doubt, but that this is Kanishka’s casket, because it was 
found, associated with a coin of Kanislika, below the foundations of what, for 
reasons published elsewhere, is most certainly Kanishka’s stupa. That some royal 
personage is depicted in the figure above the word of which this akshara is the 
initial is proved by the figures of the sun and moon deities which Dr. Vogel has 
detected behind the shoulders of that figure, as well as hy an indication of the halo. 
That, again, this monarch was of Kushan race is manifest from the whole style of 
the image, which agrees in all respects with the royal figures on the Kushan coins. 
That the word under discussion is the name of this monarch is shown, inferentiallv, 
bv the way in which it is spaced to right and left of the feet, and unmistakably, 
bv the third syllable, which is quite obviously shka. So far, therefore, it is clear that 
the word in question must be the name of a Kushan king, and one of the two (or 
possibly three) which contain the peculiar akshara shka. But no one can possibly 
deny that the consonant of the second syllable is n, while it is equally clear that the 
fourth akshara is sa. The vowel of the second syllable, unfortunately, is not so 
certain. I t  would perhaps be somewhat easier, as the inscription now stands, to 
read the vowel a than the vowel i ; but at the same time due consideration should 
be given to the fact that there is at least one dot which seems superfluous for a 
-simple net and which can most easily be explained as the first of the series which 
-originally formed the i-stroke, the others having now been lost.1 In  any case, we 
have as a certainty either—nashkasa ov—nishkasa as the genitive of what is, beyond 
all question, the proper name of the Kushan monarch who deposited the only 
casket contained in the depths of what is certainly Kanishka’s cliaitya. In  these 
circumstances, therefore, I  have not the slightest hesitation whatsoever in reading the 
word before us as Kanishkasa, nor do I  believe that the reasonableness of this 
reading can be challenged, despite the obscurity of the initial akshara. To my 
own eye I  must confess this symbol looks more like a simple a than it does like a 
ka, and if this is really the case it may perchance be actually the final syllable of the 
preceding word, which would give us navakarmia for navakarmika, with Prakritic 
elision of the k between vowels. But to assume this in so strongly Sanskritic an 
inscription as all those on this casket are, and then further to assume that the 
writer actually forgot the initial syllable of his royal patron’s name, does not appear 
to me any simplification of the problem. Or again, reading it as a, it may perhaps 
be that it is still the initial of the king’s name with Prakritic elision of the k. But 
I  can find no authority for the omission of such an initial, and thus I  prefer to abide 
by my original assumption, viz., that the akshara was really meant for ka, but that 
it was badly written in the first place, and has become further obscured by being 
jumbled up with the preceding ungainly conjunct rmi, the crowding being due to 
the writer’s desire to space the royal name equally on both sides of the royal figure.

1 Sir Aurel Stem, it is gratifying to record, declares that he can sec two such dots in the original. As regards the 
initial syllable of the name, however, he says that, while he fully shares my belief that Kanishka's name is intended 
still tne dots lo the left, visible at the foot of the akshara, tend to support the reading a, the possibility of which 
J have noticed below.
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At all events, there is not the faintest shadow of a doubt in inv own mind but 
that the characters before us represent, in either one way or another, tlte name of the 
.great Kusltan King Kanishka, whoso figure is clearly depicted above, and in whose 
mighty monument the casket was actually found.

1). 13. Spooner.



THE INSCRIPTION ON “ BUDDHA’S BO W L”
AT QANDAHAR.

GE N E ltA L  Cunningham in giving an outline of the history of the “ Alms-howl of 
Buddha ” relates how the sacred relic was tinnlly taken to Qandahar “ where it 

now stands in an obscure little Muhammadan shrine."1 The present writer does not 
propose to discuss the genuineness and value of the materials on which Cunningham 
bases Ins account of the history of the “ Alms-bowl it was the fact that it “ is 
carved with six lines of Arabic inscriptions” which attracted his attention, the more 
go as Cunningham adds, “ I  remember reading the name of Subuktigin and T think 
also that of Mahmud.” The copy of the inscription which Sir Frederick Bollock had 
sent to Cunningham was forwarded by the latter to Blochmann for decipherment, but 
unfortunately it was lost and has never been heard of since. Cunningham, however, 
gives a reproduction of the bowl from a photograph, on which also the six lilies of 
the inscription can he seen. This reproduction is quite sufficient to convey au idea 
of the form of script used, but, leaving aside the fact that only a part of every line is 
visible on the plate, the number of words that can be read from it are confined 
almost entirely to a few that stand right in the middle of the lines. Under these 
circumstances it is very fortunate that now materials have become available in the 
shape of two separate sets of rubbings taken at different times, which enable us to 
establish the general contents and purport of the inscription with perfect certainty, 
although it is true they do not provide us with the complete text.

The relic, which Dr. Bellow (as quoted by Cunningham) describes ns a “ huge 
howl, carved out of a solid block of dark green serpentine, ”  measures .3 feet 7 inches 
in diameter and has an upper circumference of 11 feet 7 inches, its total height 
being 2-J feet. Tt now stands on flat ground in the small unroofed enclosure of the 
shrine of Sultan W»‘iz, just near the grave of that saint. The shrine is situated 
quite close to the old city Kithna) of Qandahar at the foot of the Kaituu
hill and beyond Mahallajat. at a distance of about two miles to the south-west of the 
modern town of Qandahar.

'A.  S- A\ Vol XVI. j> 10-. plat* III
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The howl hears inscriptions outside, inside and on the upper circular .surface, 
hut only those visible lrom the outside, which run round the upper straight part 
of t he bowl, have been reproduced on Cunningham’s plate and, as already stated, that 
only partly.

The rubbings had to bo taken under trying circumstances and in a great, 
hurry, as it was undesirable to arouse the curiosity of the devotees of the shrine. If 
therefore, they did not come out satisfactorily, this is in no way the fault of those to 
whose zeal and caution our thanks are (hie for procuring them. Whilst not 
giving up the hope that an opj^rtunitv may oiler itself, which would allow 
of rubbings being taken at greater leisure, the present writer ventures to think that 
the results arrived at from an examination of the rubbings now at his disposal may 
claim some interest.

Of the text inscribed on the outside a large number of words and also groups of 
words have come out clearly on both the rubbings or at least, on one of them. But 
as there are many more words in between that are quite illegible and in view of 
the intricate character of the script which renders the grouping together of letters 
doubtful as long as tlio full text is not available, it is impossible to give a transcript 
or translation of this part of the inscription and I can only offer the following 
observations.

Tn the first line the name of Khawfljn Ayytib Ansari can be clearly read 
liyA*.). lie  Ls possibly the saint whose tomb “ situated in the 

district of Qandahhr in the province of Siskin,”  ( l) (c/l-o*. )
is referred to in the same line. TY>r the maintenance of this tomb “ the endower 
mentioned ” ( A* ), who occurs frequently but whose identity cannot be 
established with certainty, made his endowment ( ). Probably the produce
of some land was set asidr for the maintenance of the tomb and it m aybe that the 
words “ and it was bought in a legally valid way from the children of the deceased ” 
( jl *-y> ) )  refer to this; the purchase was effected
for “ a sum of 18.211...( *>jb A y* m u  aJLv ). Tn the second line there is some 
mention of one Amir Jala l- ud-din Pirbz (?) ( ^^'1 J1U ^ | )  and shortly
afterwards we read the words “ Tfis Majesty the late King ” ( ya*. ).
The King seems to have bought certain things “ in a legally valid way” and we 
next hear of “ shops ” ( JS* ) in the bazar of Qandahar; of these fifty-onci were 
situated on the eastern side of the said bazar ( ;!;b v£̂ b 3 i and
twenty-seven on the western side of the said b aza rf^ ^ jb Q  ^
Besides “ twenty-four” and “ a bath situated in ” ( f  ) are mentioned.
Tn the third line various conditions attaching to \\w tcoqf are set forth in detail; 
the words “ another condition of the said endower ” ) occur
various times, but. none of theso conditions can be made out. The waqf was not 
confined to the upkeep of the tom b; there was also a Jami* Masjid ns well as a 
Mad rasa attached to it and in connection with the former the matsellcrs ( J - y  ) 
aro mentioned as well as tlio Hafiz and Imam. The stipends ( Aixfc, ) to

>i) Ou St«t vn nM It- bjuVulitioi **« Guy L> Stradge, T k *  Easltr* In tu it  q f tkr C h a l i p A a f t , p. 3*7, and map 
lacing. p. 335. mil article Afghatitla* in tba Knajvlo podia of Worn, p. 1W.
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be drawn by the students of the Mad rasa have boon fixed, consisting of a 
certain amount of wheat ( ) and harlov ( ) worth so many dinars;,
and similarly the stipends of the Professor ( ) the Hafiz and the Imam.
I t  seems that the latter drew wheat worth 7^0 dinars, whilst the amount drawn 
by the cook ( ) was 240, and that of the “ servant ” ( ) 300 dinars.
Later on we read of four mounds of salt, two mounds of onions, two mounds of 
peas, two mounds of turnip ( ^  ^  but who-
was to receive this we do not know.

The names of Sabuktigin or of Mahmud 1 have not been able to discover, 
although in a reading so incomplete as the one given above this in itself does not mean 
much. If  we could he certain that. Amir Jnl&l-ud-dm Firoz was identical with 
the "  late Sultan ” mentioned shortly after his name, we might be able to fix at least 
a terminus post quern for (he dating of our inscription. But as long as the 
intervening words cannot be read, the matter must remain doubtful. One would, of 
course, feel inclined to identify the name with that of Jalal-ud-dln Firoz of the 
Khal ji dynasty of Delhi ((589—(595 H.), hut it must not be forgotten that Afghanistan 
was at that time ruled by the Tvert dynasty, the centre of whose rule was Sistan. 
So we have nothing to help us in dating our document; the form of the script 
cannot he considered a safe guide: it may point to the eighth, ninth or even 
tenth century of the TTijra. But there can he no doubt as to the class to which 
our inscription belongs. I t  is one of the many inscriptions already known that 
record the establishment of a xcoqj. No country seems to be richer in monu
ments of this kind than Syria, although instances are not infrequently met with in 
other Muhammadan countries also. Quite a number of inscriptions of this class 
have been published recently by Dr. Sobernlicim in his Volume on lAkkdr, 
Hign <*l Akrdd, Tripoli,11 whilst Dr. van Berchem has lately made known one 
from Damascus dated 529-H.9 In  India wc find a very curious inscription relating 
to a icnqf in Veravcl, written in Sanskrit.3 In the case of this latter, as well as in 
that of the Qandahar inscription, we may safely assume that the document recording 
the tcaqf was written out, in Arabic first* and that an ext met was then inscribed on 
stone in Sanskrit and Persian respectively, in order to keep the endowment before 
the public eve. I ascribe it to this that in our Qandahar inseripfcioi we find such a 
number of Arabic words not commonly used in Persian; these words were copied 
from the Arabic original. Arc there any traces of the original document left a t the 
shrine a t Qandahar ?

The lines inscribed inside the how l are of quite a different nature. They read 
as follows:—

j h  o il  j  j i  ^ 1

y l  w~>£ ^ > 1

^> '1  '- r 1 *

l Corpus Intcriptionnm  Araiiearum . Pnrt II, f*«. 1.
* FlOriltginm M rlchior d ' Yoguf, j>. 30.
» 8«a Hultuch lmd. J Ht,. V ol.X I, p 242 f.
1 So*» document of IbW kind dated tUl-H, aiul prewired at Diwrijj. (Asia klinnr) in Ctrpn« {mscrSptiomma 

AraMrarwi". Part H I , P u e . 1 (ed. Berchem A Halid Kdheni), pp. 107 ff.
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“ His Majesty the King, the abode of Khizr (who discovered the water of life) 
filled this fountain with sherbet: The chronogram of this the scribe, the slave, ex
pressed elegantly thus : ‘ The place of the sherbet of water.’ Written bv Jalal-ud- 
din.”

Jalal-ud-dln was, therefore, the composer of this tdrlkh which—if correctly read— 
gives as date 919-H. The meaning is that the King, whose name is not mentioned, 
filled in that year the bowl with sweet sherbet probably for the benefit of those who 
had come to visit the shrine on the occasion of the ‘nrs of the saint or some similar 
festival. In 919 Qandahar was still in possession of Shah Beg Ar;bun, from 
whom Babar conquered it finally in 928. He, therefore, would be the king referred 
to, unless—which is not very probable—the term Shahriyar be used here as the 
title of a saint (just as Shah, etc., are often employed in that sense).

Does the date 919 refer to the inscription inside only or also to the icaqf inscrip
tion ? The script seems to me to be identical in both cases, and I think it at least 
highly probable that both were written by the same hand. But if I  am right in 
assuming this, it does not necessarily follow that the waqf was made only in 919 ; it 
may liave been in existence for some time before an extract from the document was 
inscribed on the bowl. A complete rubbing would probably enable us to answer this 
question as well as most others relating to this inscription that must at present 
remain unanswered.

J. H o r o v it z .

u



THREE SCULPTURES IN THE LUCKNOW
MUSEUM.

museum, Lucknow, I. met with three curious sculptures, one of them 
Buddhistic and the other two Bralunanical. I am indebted to the Director-General 
of Archceology for the photographs which illustrate this article.

The first sculpture was discovered in 1877 in the Jaisinghpura JfuhalUih 
(quarter) of the city of Mathura (culgo Muttra) by the late Mr. P. 8. Growse, then 
Magistrate at that place, and rescued by him from some washermen who used it as 
a washing-stone. It, appears at first sight to be an image of Buddlm seated in the 
posturo of turning the wheel of the Law (dharma-chakra-mtidrd). The style is that 
of the early Gupta period. The upper rohe covers Injtli shoulders and its folds are 
represented by conventional lines without the pronounced relief, which is so 
characteristic of the Gaudhara School. The figure is headless nml the arms are 
broken, so that the posture of the hands can only he made out by the traces 
remaining on the breast. The figure is seated cross-legged and a portion of the 
garment falls in front over the pedestal. The most interesting feature of the 
sculpture is the inscription on the pedestal, which consists of two lines. The 
lettering has partly disappeared, but fortunately the first jxjrtion of both lines 
is still sufficiently well preserved to be read with certainty. Mr. Growse states 
that only a few words here and there can he made out.1

In the winter of 1907 1 had the opportunity of examining the original, and 
J succeeded in reading the whole of the inscription with the exception of one or two 
letters in the first line, which remain doubtful.

lInd. d"(., \ d .  'V I, p. -19, No. 7, and plate ; and Mathura, o District Memoir, 2nd Kditinn, p. 126 and pint* 
facing p. 114. Sub«cqiu*ntly Protestor II. Liidcrt of Berlin han diacuaacd thw inscription in bin Jipigrnphical Notts. 
He Tftida it

1. Z?rjra<M.rr[«>y,iw So .. kutumbi'jnyn Buddha ...
2. da (P) os ... [ 4(4]rca-iurta» »' w] Jtmld/iafctlya.

VE cataloguing the archeological collections preserved in the Provincial
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I he image is carved out of buff-coloured Mathura sand-stone and measures 1' 8" 
in width by V  9" in height. Jt is very important, for the history of Buddhism 
in India and is, in fact, the only one of its kind discovered up to date. I t  appears 
from the inscription on the pedestal that it represents Dipahkara Buddha, one 
of the mythical Buddhas.1 The only representations of this Buddha, hitherto 
known, are found on the bas-reliefs from Gandlmra illustrating the Dljvaukara- 
jataka.* I his ja  taka needs no repetition, but if is interesting to note that the 
representation of Dtpaukara Buddha in the bas-reliefs docs not differ in any detail 
from that of Gautama Buddha in any sculpture of the same school. The Indian 
Museum possesses ten replicas representing the Dipankara-jatnka, hut in all of these 
the figure of Dipahkara is exactly similar to that of Gautama. I  propose to read 
the inscription as follows:—

(1) Beyadharmo-yam Sam[ ghatra ]{'ha(?) ku(um[bi]itya Bittidhu[$ya
dhitn 1 B  h(i V(t $r~t ya yd

(2) DlraHhara^ma Buddhasaya pratimd j J bhatatu sarva-mtedtunh
Bnddhat cnya.

“ This image of Dipahkara Buddha [ is] tlie votive offering of Dhavn>riyn, tin- 
daughter of Buddha, and the wile of Samgbatrakha (Saiiighntrdta ?), Fjot it be for 
| the attainment of] Bnddhnhood by all sentient beings.”

The syllable following the word Samgha in the first line is certainly //•<?, but \ 
am not sure of the letter after this. Tt may he kha, but in that case the line should 
have been horizontal and not slanting to the proper left. The correction 
Samghatruta is provisional. In the second line the first wont is clearly legible even 
in the lithograph published by Mr. Grouse. The word B'lriviikara is evidently a 
Prakrit, form of Dipankara.

The second sculpture (height T *1") came from Blnta in the Allahabad District. 
Unfortunately the absence of registers in the Lucknow Museum makes it impossible 
to he definite about the find spot of any archaeological specimen in it, and I had to 
relv on the labels provided by Dr. FQlirer twelve years ago which now are very 
often attached to wrong sculptures. Fortunately Dr. Fuhrer had made a note about 
this sculpture in the Minutes of the Committee of Management. To him if appeared 
to he the capital of a column. Evidently he did not pay much attention to the 
inscription, because, had he done so, he would have come to a different conclusion 

Tt appears from a careful study of the inscription that the sculpture represents 
One of the earliest forms of the lingo discovered up to date. The top of it is shaped 
as the bust of a male holding a vase in his left hand, while the right is raised in the 
posture known as that of giving protection (ubhaya-mudra). Below this bust, where 
the waist of the figure should have been, are four human heads, one at each corner. 
From the mode of dressing the hair and the large rings worn in the lobes of the ears.

1 I 5m bound to point out that in view of the uncertainty of tin* syllable* following tho word Oimi)kara{*ya) 
tho above utntmucnt must be mwivod with considerable tcwpc. It semi* very likely that the word* in tho first jort 
of the second lino indicate the imago on which tho mmiription i» caned, hut it in nUo possible that they designate some- 
locality or sanctuary nt which It wan dedicated. [ Ed.'  

s Poacher, J.'art rprfcv-touddhiqttr Vol. 1, pp. 273 ff.
1 Pandit l>. It. Salmi, from u study of the original, propose* to read tho second line: — 

tyu himbittn 1 yoil-atra pwnyuth (oil = £ Ed. ]
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it appears that these are busts of females. They are more or less defaced, but still 
retain sufficient detail to admit of identification. The upper part of tlie head of the 
male is broken, Only the portion below the nose being extant. The male figure wears 
a cloth which is thrown over the left shoulder, the folds being shown by a double 
line running over the breast. The vase held in the left hand resembles, to some 
extent, the ointment, vessel found in the figures of Bodhisattvas of the Gandhara 
School. The left ear of the male figure bears two circular pendants, which may he 
earrings. In front, immediately below the heads of the females, the phallus is 
marked by deeply drawn linos. To the proper left of this, is the inscription to which 
I have already referred. The lower part of the stone has been shaped as a tenon to 
he fitted in a mortice.

The inscription is in a good state of preservation, and with the exception of the 
hist three letters, can be deciphered very easily. On the ground of paheographical 
evidence it may he safely assigned to the first century B.C. The letters pa, ha, and 
la have become rectangular. The dental m  retains only one hook instead of two, 
the other having been transformed to an upper vertical limb. The base line 
of no has become curved and in ya the middle vertical line lias become equal in 
length to the other two. This by itself is sufficient indication of the date of the 
inscription and consequently of that of the sculpture.

Text.
(1) Khoja hut i-puta nam l\irii~\gd potithapito.
(2) Va sethi-pntena Aaganirind pigat<i[rii] d\e\nata.

Notes.
(1) There is a vertical line between kha and ja  in the first line, which appears 

to he accidental.
(2) The i in the word lingo in the same line is indicated by a slight curve in 

the proper left vertical line.
Translation.

“ The linga1 of the sons of Khajahuti, was dedicated by Xagasiri (NagaSri), 
the son of Vasethi (Vasishthi). May the deity be pleased.”

The third sculpture is not inscribed. I t  represents I lie proper right half of a 
frieze or probably a door lintel. This is apparent from the well-known Gaja- 
Lakshml device which occupied the trefoiled niche in its centre. The extant portion 
of the scene consists of the right arm and knee of the goddess, one of the two 
elephants that poured water over her and an attendant female Hywhisk-bearer. To 
the proper right of the attendant is a seated male figure reclining on a large vase. 
This may possibly be Kuhera, the god of wealth. The goddess &rl is sometimes 
represented in sculptures with a vase or. eit her side.2 The rest of the sculpture shows

i Whan I -howed this inscription to the late Dr. Blocli, In? told mo that the word wn* fat/6, of uncertain mean
ing, and not lingCt. and t hat, even if it wore end  n« it could not be taken in thu sense of tho phallic symbol of 
Siva, lK*cau*c in inscriptions »ncb sn inmjfois termed Muh4d*r<t, tint tho word linga i« commonly used in iriM-rij*- 
tiona nnd is also tho iWtno of u Punit)a. Tho very ruvme LiAga-pu-<Sna proves that no such distinction w >  in 
existence.

» Cf. the lar ĵo Onpta Uotuldiscoversd hr Mr. Marshall at Sarntth ( A. S. R., 1007-08, PJ. XX).
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a mass of loliage next, flic central niche, and a group of figures. Among these we 
notice two men, nude but for a loin cloth, engaged in wrestling. On the extreme 
right, one male and three females are watching the contest from a kind of porch. 
Tn the centre, i.e., in the space between the wrestlers and the lookers-on, a man and 
a divine being are standing turned towards the wrestlers. The divine nature of the 
figure next to the latter is made evident by the number of his arms, which are two in 
excess of the natural number. In  one of his left hands he holds a mace igmln) and 
in the other a conch (sahk/m). Tn his upper rigid, hand he holds the wheel, while 
the lower rests on his hip. The face of this figure has I men mutilated, lmt the 
emblems which he holds in his hands clearly indicate that he is Vishnu or 
Krishna.

The figure standing on his right holds a how in his left hand and an arrow in 
his right. These two figures and the group of wrestlers indicate that the bas- 
relief represents the fight between Bhima and Jarasamlha, the king of Mngadhn. In 
the Sabhd-parmn of the Mahdbharato if is clearly stated that Krishna, Arjuna and 
Bhima were present in the battle-field. In the beginning of the Jarasandha- 
vadha-parvan it is stated that Krishna urged the necessity of the presence of Bhima 
and Arjuna1.

Magi uitir bala/ii Bhime rakshitd ch&vayor jay oh
Mdgadhoiu sodhayishydmo ishfiin troyo indynoyah 

Mahdbhdruta. Sahhd-parvan 20, 3.'
Alter some discussion Krishna gained his point and started for Girivraja with 

Bhima and Arjuna:—
Beam nktos to tab some bhrdtaro cipulaujasah
Varshneyah Panda ceyau cha pratasthur Magadham prati

Ibid. 20, 21.
To witness the battle, thousands of Brahmanas, Kshafriyns, Valyas and §udras 

assembled on the battlefield :—
Taybr yuddha/h tatb drashtuin samdtdh purer,dsinah
Brahma no rdnija6 chaira kshntriyaS cha sahasrosan

Ibid. 24, 23.
The presence of Krishna is indicated by the following lines, where he speaks to 

Bhim a:—
Tain rdjdnain tathd klantain (Irishltd rdjon Jandrdunah
JJvdcha bhimakarmdnam Bhimain saiubOdhoyannica

Ibid. 21, 25.
King Jnnisandha was unfairly attacked by Bhima and killed in this wrestling 

contest.
The sculpture measures 3'-3" by 9.1". If may he assigned to the early Gupta 

period on the ground of its style. If came from Garhwa, a mound near Bliita in 
the Allahabad District.

B. 1). B anekji .

i Wo »iu0ti> the new South-Indun edition published at Kumbukonaiu 1000-1" by Kruhnucharva and
Vyiuwchnryj.



THE HOYSALAS IN THE CHOLA COUNTRY. 1

AN indigenous family of kings that ruled over tlie modern Mysore State, or rather 
over the -whole Karnata kingdom of old,2 between the 11th and the l l t l i  

centuries of the Christian era, were the Hoysalas. In  the volumes of the Epigrapliia 
Carnatica Mr. Rice has given us an exhaustive account of them so far as could be 
made out from the Mysore records. I t  is therefore unnecessary to tread once again 
over the ground so thoroughly explored by that scholar regarding the origin and 
progress of the Hoysalas in the earlier period of their history. It may, however, be 
noted tha t the great conqueror of the family was Yishnuvardhana who established the 
reputation of the Hoysalas as a powerful ruling race and that his grandson was Vira- 
Ballala I I ,  who by his great prowess and conquests actually acquired the titles of an 
independent sovereign and made the dynasty known to subsequent ages by the 
name Ballala. Ylra-Narasimha I I  (A.D. 12203 * 5 to 1234) the next Hoysala king 
appears to have extended his dominion farther south, even into the interior of the 
Clioja country. An attempt has been made in the sequel to put together the inform
ation about Narasimha I I  and the Hoysala kings who succeeded him so far as 
could be collected from their records copied in the Tamil districts of the Chola country 
by the Madras Epigraphical department since 1886. Conformatory evidence from 
Kannada records of the Mysore State will also be quoted, as occasion requires it.

The development of events in the Chola kingdom which favoured the advance 
of the Hoysalas at the beginning of the 13th century A.D., may briefly be examined

1 An article by me entitled “ the Hoysalas in and beyond Mysore” appeared in Volume II , No. 4 (July, 1911) 
of the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, Bangalore. The present contribution is mainly based on i t ; but deals 
only with the Hoysalas and their career in the South. Some slight additions and alterations have also been made.

5 During the reigns of Vishnuvardbana I  and Ballsja II the Hoysala kingdom extended even beyond what
Karnata proper would include. In Niirasiriiha’s time however, and subsequently, it appears again to have been limited 
to the South Canara, Salem. Coimbatore, Bellary and the Anantapur districts of the Madras Presidency, portions of 
the Belgaum and Dharwnr di«tricts of the Bombay Presidency and the Mysore State, excluding of course the small 
possessions held in the Chola country. The name Karnfita is applied in early inscriptions to the Western Clialukvas 
of Badami, and Mr. Rice considers the Kolabhra mentioned in the Vejvikudi grant of Nedunjadaiyan (Madras
Epigraphical Report for 1908, paragraphs 25 and 26) to be identical with Karnata (Mysore and Conrg, p- 65n).

5 Some Tamil records (Madras Epigraphical Report for 1911, paragraph 45) count his reign from A.D. 1217-18 
which was pcrlinps the date when Narasimha was chosen heir-apparent by his father Ballala II in the last days of his 
reign.
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first. Kulottunga-Chola I I I  (A.D. 1178 to at least 1218) was practically the last 
great powerful king of the Cholas who, it is stated, “ despatched matchless 
elephants, performed heroic deeds, prostrated to the ground the kings of the North, 
entered Kanclii when (his) anger abated and levied tribute from the whole {northern) 
region.” 1 He was succeeded by Rajarajadeva I I I  (A.D. 1216 to at least A.D. 1218) 
during whose unsuccessful reign the Pandyas became aggressive in the South; and 
in  the North, the Kakatiyas and feudatory chiefs like KopperuSjihga and others, 
actually assumed independence by subverting the Chola suzereigntv in at least a por
tion of their extensive territory. Internal administration too does not appear to have 
been quite satisfactory and dissensions in the royal family2 had also, perhaps, a hand 
in the eventual decline of the Cholas. This being so, it does not become a matter 
for surprise to hear from records of the Hovsala Yira-Narasimha I I  that the cause 
for his interference in the Chola affairs was ostensildyto quell the rebellious Kadava 
(i.e., the feudatory chief K upper ufijinga), to re-instate the Chola on his throne and to 
drive the Pandyas out of the Chola country. It is an established fact that by this 
time the Hovsalas in their own land had become quite secure and had advanced so far 
in power as even to take up the cause of other kings who required their help. Yira- 
Ballala II, who was crowned to ride the Hoysala kingdom in A.D. 1173, had assumed 
the imperial titles of Mahdrdjddhiraja for the first time in Hoysala history, in A.D. 
1192, and had successively defeated in battle the Western C’halukyas, the Cholas, the 
Pandyas and other contemporaneous kings who stood in his wav. He bore particularly 
the distinguishing epithets ‘emperor of the South’ and ‘ the destroyer of Chola forces.’ 
One of the near relations of Ballaja even claims to have been the ruler of “ Dakshina 
mahi-mandala ” (the Southern country). Perhaps it was Ballala I I  that made anything 
like an attempt, for the first time, to encroach upon the Cliola territory. In some of 
his records we are told that * on the East he had shaken Kanclii, on the West he had 
made the ocean roar while the great Chera rose up and fled and the whole of Pandva 
kings took refuge in forests entering even those with fear.’ In  spite of this boast we 
may not he far wrong if we suppose that Kulottunga II I , whose contemporary Ballala 
I I  was,3 was more than a match for him and that the designs of Ballala I I  would 
have, if at all, but touched the fringe of the Chola dominions. I t  must he stated that 
apart from the desire for conquest and power which was not quite an uncommon 
weakness among the Indian kings of old, the Hovsalas who considered themselves the 
political successors by right to the Karnata kingdom of the Western Gmigas of 
Talakad, were sadly disappointed in their hopes, by the Chola usurpation of Mysore 
which lasted from the tune of Rajaraja I  to that of Kulottunga I and perhaps even 
down to that of Kulottunga I I I . Consequently, the Hovsalas, it may lie presumed, 
were only waiting for an opportunity not only to replace the rule of the Cholas in 
Mysore by their own but if possible also to invade the Chola country under one 
pretext or another. This opportunity offered itself and Yira-Narasimha I I  was not 
slow to utilise it to his best a d v a n t a g e . ______________________________ ___

1 5 . X  X , Vol. H I ,  p. 218 ; also Madras Epigraphies! Report for 1008, para. 64.
3 Rajendra-Choja 111, the successor of Rajaraja, is described in some of his records to be “ the cunning hero who 

hilled Rajaraja (i.e. apparently his predecessor on the Chola throne) after making him wear the double crown for 
three years’ (Madras Epigraphieal Report for 1912, para. 32).

3 A record from the Kolnr district registers that Eallajadeva ‘ was ruling the earth’ in the 12th year of Kulottuhga- 
Cliola I I I .
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In  the 2nd year of his reign (ie., A.D. 1222) we are told that Vira-XArasiiiilia 
was marching against the ltangain the South, viz, Sriruugmn in the Trichi nopoly dis
trict, and in A.D. 1221 he is stated to have held the titles “ the uprootcr of the Magarn 
kingdom” and “ the cstahlishcr of the Choja kingdom” lioth of which will he shown, 
in the sequel to he based on established historical facts. The latter of the two birndas 
clearly indicates Xarasiiiiha’s march to the South in order, it may he, to establish the 
Chdl& king. The reference, however, to the conquest of Magarn in the early years of his 
reign suggests very probably the continuance of a definite plan of conquest which 
was begun already in the last days of his father Ballaja TT. It cannot, therefore, he 
that XarasimlijTs march was confined entirely to establishing the Choja. He must 
have been intent upon securing for himself a status and a petty dominion in the 
Chula kingdom as a compensation, perhaps, for the help which he successfully 
rendered to the Chula against the aggressive Tandy a, prior to the incidents mentioned 
in the Tiruvendipuram record.

An inscription a t Bndanaln in the Mysore district, dated in A.D. 1228-29, 
speaks of XArasimha’s sou SomS&vara then perhaps only a Yttranija occupying 
Kannanur in the Choja country and hearing the imperial titles 3tah<iraj6dhiraja, 
etc. An earlier record at Tirugokarnam near Tudukkottai. dated in the I nth year 
of Tribhuvannchnkravartin Kajanijadeva (.III), (i.e., in A I). 1225-26) registers a gift 
of land by Somaladevi, the wife of Somegvaradeva, who was the son of the PuSaja 
(Hoysaja) king Vira-Xavnsiriilmdevn of Dorasnmudrn. Narasiinha, therefore, appears 
to have been a friend1 of the Choja king almost from the very commencement of his 
reign and to have effectually helped him against Patidyn incursions in the earlier 
rears of his career. Meanwhile troubles, jierhaps were rife in the north of the 
Choja kingdom and rebellions chiefs had risen up to oppose the Chula power. The 
Tiruvendipuram inscription, dated in A.D. 1231-32, is a  record of highly historical 
interest in this connect ion and has been published by Professor Hultzffch in the pages 
of the Epigruphia Indico, Vol. I  II.

Tt states that Vira-Nnraaiiiiha despatched two of his military officers Appana 
and Samudm-Goppaya with the object of compelling the Pallnva chief Kopperiifi- 
jinga to release the Choja (Rnjarajadeva) whom he had imprisoned at Semlamaiiga- 
lam (South Arcot district) and to invade the dominions of the enemy. Leaving his 
capital DOrasamudrn, NArnsimlia TT is stated to hare marched first against the Maliara 
kingdom and halted at Pachchur whence lie issued the above said orders to liis mili
tary officers. These latter passed through the enemy’s country from Tachchfir and 
reaching Sftndaniangalnm, released the Choja emperor and reinstated him. The 
route followed by Xarasimha’s officers is given in detail in the Tiruvendipuram 
record. From this. Professor FTultzseh lias concluded that they must have 
crossed the present South Arcot district from south to north through the 
Gajalhatti pass and that the Mahara (Mnkara or .Niagara) kingdom has accordingly 
to he located in the Coimbatore or Salem district Referring to the conquest 
of Mahara, a Kanarese record from the Chnnnagivi t&luka of the Shimoga

* One of the <|uoonx of Hollaln II w,i* naim.**l Choja tiiiilifcilt’vi. If this vrax.au her nutm.* indicate*, u Choja priBOO**,
the fact thnt the Hoyaalvx and. Chd]u had become united bv Intelluarriago either in the time of Kuldttuog*"ChdU HI 
or a little  before explains the interest that t̂inwirfdin evinc'd in the ChuLi.
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district says that Nitrasimha marched 100 gavuda (i . e roughly 1,000 miles) from 
Ins capital Borasamudra and captured the elephants of Magara alter conquering 
the haughty kings of the east. Another record from the Channnrayapatga 
tiiiuka refers to Xarasimha's march on Niagara and to his encamping at 
ChftdavSdiya-koppa which Mr. Bice Correctly identifies with the modern Mudivaniir 
in the Mulbogal taluka of the Kolar district. There is, therefore, little doubt that 
the kingdom of Magara which Narasiriiha conquered after leaving his capital by 
100 gdvudas, was reached only on marching eastward from Borasamudra and not 
southward as Professor Hultzsch has taken it by identifying Pnehchur with a 
village of that name in the Trichinopoly district and hence supposing Narasimhn 
to have entered the Coimbatore district by the Gajalhatti pass,1 The campaign 
against the Kadnva Kopperunjinga mentioned in the Tiruvcudipuram record docs 
not appear to have ended with the freedom restored to the Chojn king Ttnjariija TII 
and the defeat inflicted on the rebellious Kadava. Narasimha appears to have 
carried his victorious march further south and directed it, now, against the Pandya 
who was apparently still troublesome.

It is stated that Narasimha was encamped at Knvitadnnnkuppn in A.B. 1233, 
about the same time as the Tiruvfciulipuram record, ‘with the object of leading a 
successful campaign on the Pandya king/ On the island of Srimugmn in that, year 
he must hare stopped with his M aM pradhan i Bhujabalabhim a Ke&va-Bandannyaka. 
Oil this occasion a certain Bevaladcviyar provided for four rice offerings 
every day in the temple of Bang anal ha with sandal, civet, ghee, musk, camphor 
and such other articles as were required for the bodily decoration of the god. The 
KdilolttffU, a Tamil work which pretends to give a history of the improvements made 
to the temple at Srirangam from almost prehistoric times, speaks of a certain Vira- 
Namsifigaraja, king <>f the Karn&ta country who lmilt a man da pa  in that temple. 
Perhaps the reference is to the Hoysaja king Vira-Xarasimha II , and the occasion 
for his building the m an da p a  was very likely his halt at Srirangam on the march 
against, the Pandya. Eulogistic records of Xarasiriiha speak even of a third 
campaign against the Pandya, in which Narasimha set up a pillar of 
victory at Setu (i.e., Ram&varnm). In this third campaign, as in the others, 
X&rasimha appears to have been associated with his son 86me6vara ; for, in 
A.B. 1237 (i.e., three years after his actual coronation) the latter is stated to have 
granted cloven villages to the two able generals Bogayya and Mallayya who, in their 
turn, conferred them on Brahmanas in the presence of Sri-Bamanntha at Setu. It 
is not impossible that Bogayya and Mallayya were the generals that actually 
took part in the conquest of the Pandya and in planting a pillar of victory at 
Setu. The Pandya king who at this time was powerful in the Chojn country 
was Marnvarman Sundara-Pandya I (A.B. 1210 to at least. 1235). In his records 
which are almost confined to the Madura and Tinnevelly Districts and to the Pucluk- 
kuttai State, Sun darn-Pandya I boasts of “ having burnt Tan jore and TJraiyflr and 
presented the Ch6|n country ** (perhaps, among chiefs who were subordinate to him). 
The hostile attitude maintained by Vira-Xarasimha U, against the Pandya does not

~ I t U  net. W o v c r ,  precluded th a t the general* of Kinuurahft m ar have changed thoir direction aonthward after 
m atching 10 0gatm ita*  from Doroaamndro ^atw atd , in «rdrr to »ubdt» the general* of Koppernojifign and d o tru v  hU 
country.
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appear to have been continued long, cither by himself or by his son Some5vnm ; for 
Miiravarman Sundara-PAndya 11, who succeeded MAravarman Sundara-Pnndyn I in 
A.D. 1239, refers to Som&vara, in inscriptions, as his m-dnuidlgal 9father-in-law ' or 
* uncle ' ‘ and make's grants for his merit. Political changes in the south must have 
seriously altered the relations between the Hoysalas and the Pandyas subsequent to 
the death of Vira-Xnrasimhn, which may have happened about A.l). 1284-35.

Vlrasome^vara or Sovidevarasa was at Kannanur in the south as early as A.D. 
1228 (i.e., about 6 years prior to his actual coronation) hearing the imperial titles 
.1 hthnrajadhiraja, etc. I t  is not ascertained when he was elected crown-prince 
by his father Narasiiiiha I I . But it may be inferred from the Badanaju record 
which supplies the above information, that SomSgraro must have been installed 
Yucaraja by his father while lie was yet young and placed almost simultaneously 

in independent charge of the IToysala possessions in the Chb}a country. I t was 
perhaps thus that SomSSvara came to be associated with his father in the campaigns 
against the Niagara, the Kadava and tlie Pandya and won in the earlier years of bis 
reitru the epithets * who rolled down the king of Magar, ’ * crushed the forces of the 
Kadava/ 1 uprooted Pandya and re-established the GhOja sovereign (chakrin).* Records 
attributable to the regular reigu of Som&vora count only from Saka 1155 (=A .D . 
1233-34) and extend up to his 29th year which roughly corresponds to A.D. 1202-03. 
In the second or third year after his accession, Some&varn is stated to have camped at 
Mnhgalada-Koppa ou a victorious campaign against flic Kadava king. Evidently 
the latter seems to have reasserted his hostile attitude towards the Chola, subsequent to 
the defeat inflicted on him in A.D. 1231-32 l>v Vira-Nhrasimha’s generals Appana 
and 8ainu(lra-Goppava. In  a record from Tirumaiyam (in the Pudukkottai State), 
of about A.D. 1240, Appanua-Dandanfiyaka Ls stated to have conquered Kaoa-nndu, 
a  sub-division of Virudardjahhaya6kara-va)anadu. The inscription being dated in 
the 7th year of the reign of Alnrnvarmnn Sundara-Pandya II. and remembering that 
Sdme^varn was the uncle of Sundara-Pandya I I  we have perhaps to infer that 
A ppanna-Dandnniiyaka’s conquest of that district was now on behalf of t ho Pandya 
king as against the Clio]a or some other unnamed enemy. In  A.D. 1210-41 another 
chief named Singanna-Dandanayaka, perhaps also a lloysaja general, is stated to have 
invaded the Tamil country. Evidently, the Choja king Ttajaraja ITT in the latter 
part of his reign became an enemy of Sdme^vara and it was perhaps in consequence 
of this that Rdjendra-Chojn I I I  who succeeded linjaruja declares himself ‘ the hostile 
rod of death to mama-Somovara,' In one of his records Sonwsvara is also credited 
with having ‘uprooted Bajendrn-Chdja ’ and with having reinstated him after the 
latter bogg<xl for protection. SdmeSvara as stated in his later records was ‘the 
elevator of the Pandya race 1 whereas his father Narasimhn was known as ‘ the 
displacer of the Pandyas.* Consequently, Some.4vara as recorded already must 
have changed his attitude towards the Chojas and become more closely allied also 
ns an uncle to Mamvarmati Sundara-Pandya IT.

1 The Cb&Ja k in# Rijindrn-C'hOla I I I  who WM *n anflmy o f  SomWvnni nluo n-fora to him  aa mSina-SCimiivuxtL. 
I t i* not pOMihlft to  a i r  how tlu> Karnfi?n kin}? stood in tho relation o f an undo to  both Rfljendni*Ch6l» H I  wild Jlurii- 
rnrm an Sondam-Pflndyj* II . Xlio fact appears to he th a t ho wiw really an nnclo’o f the la tto r, but WM knowu to the 
form er wnd perliap* al.«o to hi* other enemies m fnawrr-Sdnitbiviim bavin}; hold no more im portant position in tho 
Pftndya kingdom than tha t of being the kin}?’* u nrlc (t/tama). Ax roggostod in  a footnote abort*, the Ch&hw, hy their 
int'-tuiarriago with tho noy.‘.i|u*<f may have also dood on term* of dose relation.
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Vikratnnjnira, the southern capital of SOineSvura, has been identified with the 
modern Kaniiamir near Trichinopoly. Tlic Bangalore Museum plates of SOm&vara 
dated in Sake 1175 (=A .D . 1253) state that, in order to please himself, the town 
Vikramapura had been founded by him in the Clioja country which ho had acquired 
hv conquest. The Badanaju record, quoted above, informs us that in A.D. 122$, 
already during the lifetime of his father, SomeSvara was ruling from Knnnanur. A 
Tamil inscription at Kayaiettipur also states that he was at Kannaniir in A.D. 1250. 
The date when SomeWrn actually moved his capital to the south, is approximately 
determined by an examination of his records from the Mysore State. These state 
that in Sak'a 1150 (=A .D . 1237) Some*vara was ruling in the Chola country. 
Subsequently too, wo find him there in 6aka 1101,1165,1100, 110$—perhaps almost 
till the end* of his reign. Narnsiriiha ITT, the son of SomeSvara by Bijjalarani, 
is known to have been installed on the throne of Dvarasainudra in A.D. 1255, while 
he was vet young. The cause or causes which led to SomfSvam thus prematurely 
installing his young son on the Hovsahi throne at Dvurasamudra and himself 
ruling at Kannaniir in the Cb6(a country, are not forthcoming. Perhaps 
it may be that the growing power of the Yadava king Sihglinna on the one hand, 
and on the other the political changes in the south in which Som&svara apparently 
interested himself largely contributed to this distribution of attention which cannot 
hut have directly effected the disintegration of the Hoysaja power. Hie Chola history 
too at this period was one of bewildering confusion. Though weak, the Chola emperor 
still managed to hold a nominal rule over bis hereditary ^sessions. The l’andyns 
nourished side hv side with them -now  d is tressing  the Ch0|as partly of their 
dominions and now retiring. The northern portions of the Chola country appear 
to have been permanently snatched away by the turbulent Koppon.rijihgadCva and 
his colleagues. The Knkatiya king Ganapati of AVurahgal made a dash, just at this 
neriod into the South ; took Kanchi and was encamped on the island of Srirahgam. 
Amidst sucli circumstances territorial distribution and demarcation was almost im
possible AVe find, consequently, SOmeSvaro holding his small estate in the South by 
enterin'' into political intermarriages with the rising l’Andyas and coming into 
constant conflicts on that account with rival claimants and adventurous intruders.
His records in the Tamil country, outside Mysore, are found at Srirahgam, .Tumbu-
k-varum  TiruvaSi Katnagiri and Tirumalavadi in the Trichinopoly district, at 
Mannargudi in the Tanjore district, and at Tihgahirand Adhaniankottai in the Salem 
li triot ~ AVe do not know ir SOmtivara’s possessions extended further south beyond 
Trichinopoly and Tanjore. Some lithic records of the Tim.evclly district, at any rate, 
dated in the'reign of MiVruvnrmnn Sundara-IMndya II refer to grants made and temples 
l.nilt in the name of the king's mimadigol Vim-Soui«vara, at his own request. It 
annuars yen- likely that S6m«vnra, though not in the capacity of a conqueror, may 
l, ,ve penetrated into the Tinnevclly (list rict in order to help the 1’andya. This is pro
bably hinted in the record from XuggihaJli (Mysore district) which is dated in A.D. 
V n t l - 1 7  ami refers to SomeSvara's forces being at that time on the banks of the 
TYim'raparm river.1 Inscriptions of Sf.meivnra between his 0th (*.«., A.D. 1211) awl

T T rf f t  „f to p s  to tho tpmplrof TlnioelrcUy v n nt TinMvdly bran officer of YJra-StfmHvAra is rr^tfnxj
in Appendix C (8 + 16) of tlic Madm* Kpigraphitul Ucport for 1011. ^ g
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21st (i.e., A.D. 1256) years are conspicuously absent in the Tanjore and Trichinopoly 
districts. Into this period which coincides with the rule of Maravarman Sundara- 
Pandya I I  falls the conquest of Kana-naduby Appanna-Dandanayaka, the invasion of 
the Tamil country by Si nganna-Dandanayaka and the "ifts made in the Tinnevelly dis
trict by Maravarman Sundara-Pandya I I  on behalf of his m d m a d ig a l. Though no defi
nite conclusions can be drawn from this paucity of inscriptions in the Tanjore and 
Trichinoyoly districts, regarding the kingdom of SomeSvara in the Chola country 
between the years A.D. 1211 and 1250, still, the fact appears to be that Some&vara 
must have now been actively supporting the Pandya king in his victorious cam
paigns in the further south. Maravarman Sundara-Pandya I I  Avas succeeded 
bv Jatavarman Sundara-Pandya I avIio  apparently revived hostilities with the 
Karnata king SomeSvara and continued doing so till about A.D. 1265 (the 29th 
Arear of Some^vara), in Avhich year he appears to have killed the latter and occupied 
bis capital Kannanur. The grounds for such hostility despite the close relationship 
that his predecessor Maravarman Sundara bore to Somesvara, are not quite apparent. 
Jatavarm an Sundara A\*as a staunch Vaishnava, and his record at Srlrangam1 
corroborates the great loA'e which he bore for that faith. Some£vara in this latter 
inscription is referred to as ‘ the moon (Soma) of the Karnata (country) who had 
reduced this lotus pond of Srirartga into a pitiable state,’ apparently suggesting that 
as a Saiva, SOmesvara must have totally neglected the Vaishnava temple at Srirangam 
and supported the Siva temple of Jambukesvaram, on the same island. I t  is stated 
that he had established in the 2nd year of his reign (i.e., in or about A.D. 1236-37) 
several minor shrines of Siva within the Jambukesvaram temple, called VallaliSvara, 
Padumall£vara, ViranaraSihgl£vara and SomaliSvara, Avhich Avere evidently so named 
after his grandfather Ballala II, grandmother Padmaladevi, father Vlra-Narasimlia 
a nd auut Sovaladevi Avho, it is stated elseAvhere, Avas to him * like a mother.’ Somala- 
mahadevi who in the 25th year of Somegvara’s reign (i.e., in A.D. 1258-59) 
provided for the repairs, worship, etc., in these shrines must have been this same 
aunt Sovaladevi for Avhose merit one of the .shrines Avas built and n o t his queen 
Somaladevi who, according to the Bangalore Museum plates, appears to have died 
in or before §aka 1175 (== A.D. 1253). The magnificent gopura of seven storeys of 
the Jambukesvaram temple may have also been constructed in SomeSvara’s reign. 
At Kannanur AAras established a SiA'a temple called PoSaJi^A'ara (the modern 
Bhoji£vara) in the name of his mother Kalaladevi. An apparent cause, therefore, for 
the revival of hostilities between Jatavarman Sundara-Pandya I and Somelvara may 
have been among others one of a purely sectarian nature. I t  is interesting to note 
th a t in the 21st year of SomeSvara’s reign (i.e., about A.D. 1256) there was at 
Jambukesvaram a lady pilgrim of perhaps a royal family from the Ka&imbharideSa 
(in the north ? ) .  This a v o s  Jaklialadevi or Jagaladevi Avife of Jajalladeva of the 
Saubhanavam£a. These names have not been identified with any among the ruling 
families of the north, in the period under discussion. I t  may further be added that 
in all his Tamil inscriptions SomeSvara signs his name as Malaparolu-ganda, in bold 
Karnata (Kannada) characters. This Avas a family title of the Hoysalas from 
the very commencement of their career.

xEp. Ind., Vol. I I I , pp. 7 to 17.
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Somesvara’s son by the Chalukya queen Devalamahadevi was Vira-Ramanatha. 
Between him and Narasimha I I I  (the son by Bijjalarani) the Hoysala kingdom 
appears to have been divided during the lifetime of Somesvara. From the distribu
tion of inscriptions it is inferred that the Kam ata country included within the 
Mysore State must have gone to the share of Narasimha while the estate outside 
that was enjoyed by Ramanatha. Narasimha I I I  was only a boy of 15 years when he 
succeeded to the Hoysala throne at Dvarasanmdra in A.D. 1255. His inscriptions 
are solely confined to the Mysore State and do not, consequently, come under review 
in this article. One point, however, of some interest is the defeat which he is said to 
have inflicted on theSeuna kings Mahadeva-Rane and his nephew Ramachandradeva. 
The famous general of the latter, viz., Saluva Tikkama is stated to have attacked 
Dorasamudra in A.D. 1276 and to have been c driven back in confusion beyond 
Dummi ’ by Narasimha III. A fragmentary Kanarese inscription now preserved in 
the National Museum at Copenhagen (Denmark) refers to the invasion by a certain 
Saluveya of a place, whose name is not preserved on the stone. There is no douht that 
the missing name is Dorasamudra and that the events registered in the Copenhagen 
vlragal refer to the attack on Dorasamudra by the Seuna general Sajuva Tikkama. 
Vira-Eamanatha’s accession to the Tamil districts coincided with that of his 
brother Narasimha I I I  in the Kanarese country and took place about A.D. 1255. 
I t  was also in this same year that Somesvara assuming the imperial title Sarvabhmtma 
is stated to have performed the rich royal gifts tula punish a, ratnadhemi, etc., at 
Kannanur. As Ramanatha’s initial date corresponds with the 21st year of 
Somelvara and as the latest date for the latter is his 29th, it has to be presumed 
that Ramanatha was co-regent with his father during the first eight years of his 
reign. Ramanatha’s inscriptions are found in the Tanjore and Trichinopoly 
districts, in parts of Salem and Bellary and rarely also in the Bangalore, Kolar, and 
Tumkur districts of the Mysore State. In  some of them Ramanatha assumes all the 
titles of his father Somesvara without any omission. It was already suggested that 
Jatavarman Sundara-Pandya I must have killed SomeSvara and occupied Kannanur 
in or about the year A.D. 1261-65. Inscriptions of the 12tli, 15th and lvtli years of 
Ramanatha which correspond to A.D. 1267, 1270, and 1271 are found in the temples 
of Rahganatha at Srirangam and Poysales'vara at Kannanur. I t is reasonable, 
therefore, to infer that Ramanatha must have regained his possessions in the 
Chola country from the successors of Jatavarman Sundara-Pandya I, if not from 
Sundara-Pandya himself. Ramanatha’s queen was Kamaladevl the daughter of 
Ariya-PiHai who, as his name denotes, was evidently of southern extraction. The 
uterine sister of Ramanatha as disclosed by one of his inscriptions at Srirangam, was 
called Ponuambala-mahadevI perhaps after Ponnambalam, a surname of the famous 
Siva temple at Chidambaram. Ramanatha’s records in the Tamil country are 
not many nor are they of much value. Still a few items of historical interest such 
as the general checking of revenue accounts (corresponding perhaps to the modern 
jamdhandi) in the 4th year of the king’s reign, the communal repair made to the 
Vdnigans well—the present Nalumulaikkeni at Tiruvellarai, whose walls, it is stated, 
had sunk in on the four sides probably on account of heavy rains in the 3th year 
of the king and the exemption of tax on salt-dealers at Tirumalavadi, in the
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15th year, arc worthy of note. Tho temple of Ranganntha at Srirangam, which 
was vastly improved hy Jatavarman Sundara - Pa n dya I, appears to have been 
substantially benefited, also in the 15th year of Kamanatlm’s reign hy the gift of 
a gold crown set with jewels, two flvwhisks with handles of gold and a kalafiji 
(betel-pot). Tt is interesting to note t hat the donor of these was a certain Mudaliyar 
Kariyamnri who bore the titles Sa kola kalasai'vabh a u m« and Saknla r i dyfich etkravu vtin 
and had himself received the presents now transferred to the temple from 
Peruma! Vira-Pandyadcva1 on account probably of his high proficiency 
in learning. In the Salem district the feudatories of Yira-Rnmnnatlm were 
the MndaliyArs of Taramangalam generally known as Ge(ti Mudaliy&rs. Ills 
capital above the ghauts, on the Mysore border, was evidently Kund&ni. I  owe 
to Mr. 1\ 1. Richards, I.C.S., the suggestion that KundAni mentioned in the 
Tumkiir inscriptions as the capital of R&manAtha is to ho identified with Kuiublni 
near Hostu* (of the Salem district! and not with Kundana of the DevanhaHi 
taluka of the Bangalore district, as Mr. Rice would have it. The Hesar-Kund&ni 
kingdom, too, referred to in some TToysala records of the Bangalore •mid Kolnr 
districts must have been so named after Kundani near Hosur.* This place still 
shows ruins of fortifications and structural monuments which indicate its past 
greatness and importance as the capital of a |x>worful TToysnja king. Existence 
of stray records of Ramauatha in the Ilassan district shows that Ramanatha 
must have occasionally attempted to deprive Narasimha I I I  of his dominions, 
and there are a good number of inscriptions to corroborate Ramnnatlm’s aggressive 
attitude. In the last days of his reign, /.<?., about A.D. 1290, lUmanAtka appears to 
linve led a cami)aign against Dvarasamudra itself.3

Ramanatlia’s records in the South do not go beyond his 23rd year which 
roughly corres]>onds to A.D. 1277. hut in Mysore his inscriptions extend up to his 
391 h year Vi java and even also to liis lis t. The absence of records beyond the 
23rd year in the Tamil districts shows that hy this time Ramanatha may have been 
dispossessed of his southern dominions hy the rising Pandya king Maravarman 
KulasSkhara I (A.I). 1268 to at least 1308) and may have, consequently, chosen to 
stav in his northern possessions now and then raiding, as opportunity offered itself, 
into the kingdom of Xarasimlm III .

Vira-Rainonatha was succeeded hy his son Ylm-Yi5vnnathn in A.D. 1293-91; 
for. we learn from inscriptions that the 3rd year of the latter corresponded to 
§aka 1218 Durmuklw. Vi^vanfitha’s records arc confined to portions of the 
Salem district and to the Bangalore and Kolar districts of the "Mysore State, 
his latest record being dated in his 1th year. Ballaja I I I ,  son of Xarasiiiiha Til, 
who had succeeded to the throne already in A.D. 1292, is represented to have

J TMh is probably the YTm-Pttndya for whom l’rofox*or Klolhoni gives tho initial date A.D. 1252-5$ tuxl who 
hn» been identified with Jatfivartnan Vira-Pftnilya, ' the conqueror of Ceylon, Koiigu uml the Chula country * (Madttv? 
Kpjgmphical Report for 11*12, pora. 37).

: Kumlflnl hi at present known as Pcvnr-Kundani and in ono of tho inscription* found there it i» cc*lhxl 
DtsrajHiniudrAm-KundSni. Tirtlmm. another important village noar Kmulfiqi, in designated Tittu-Pniirur, In opigmph*. 
Pornups Hesni-KundSni of tho Kanaroao record* under reference is either a mistake for Dovar-Kun.lfliji or only » 
pbonotiu corruption of Pn^irOr-Kundani.

>A tiragal preserved in tho National Muaoum at Copenhagen rofot* to a hattlo in which tho brothers Vira- 
Korasiihha 111 and Rfimautttha were interested. I t  it not dated but may powibly refer to an attack on Dvirasamutlr.t
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remitted all (axes on temple endowments and also made fresh grants in Sakn 1*224 
(A.D. 1302) throughout the districts that were once held by Kamanatha and, 
perhaps also, by his son Vigvanatha. "We have to infer that subsequent to 
Vilvanatha, about A.D. 1302, the Tloysala kingdom again became reunited under 
Hall Ala I I I  and enjoyed apparently a peaceful rule, in spite of the Muhammadan 
invasions, almost, until it was absorbed in the rising power of the Vijavanagara 
dynasty. In extent too, I lie Iloysnla kingdom does not appear to have suffered 
seriously in the time of Ballaln. Except for the loss of the southernmost possessions 
in the Tanjore and TrichinopoJy districts, it was entire. Kofigu and the Konkan 
were still included in it as also the whole of the KarnAta. BallAja was. ns stated 
already, crowned in A.D. 1292 when Kamanatha was still alive and evidently, 
therefore, the light for dominion which began in the last days of Xnrasiriihn 
TTT may have continued also into the reign of Balia [a TIT.

In  A.D. 1310 came the first invasion of Malik Kafur in which the Mussulman 
general is stated to have sacked and devastated the capital town of Dvarasamudra 
and to have carried away its hoarded treasures. The town was rebuilt but its 
charms were apparently lost. An interesting record from the Shimoga district 
(Sh. 68) states that prince Vira-Ballaja-Enja1 who was taken as a hostage to 
Dili (Dehli) was returned in A.D. 1313, Bramadin. Baliajn, according to tradi
tion, is stated to have changed his capital to Tondanur (Tonnur near Seringa- 
patam). Hr- was actually ruling from Arunasauiudra in A.D. 1321. In 1323, 
Uminmnlai-pattannm (/.<?. Timvannnmalai in the South Arcot district) was the 
permanent capital. Inscriptions also mention another capital town, vis., Vlravijaya" 
Virupakslmpura (Virupakshapattana) near Hosadurga, Hosahotta or Hosavidur 
Bukkanna-Vodeyar (/.<?., Bukka I), one of the two founders of the first Vijavanagara 
dynasty, was ruling from Hosapattona in the early years of his reign.5 The exae1 
grounds for Balhija leaving the ancestral capital of Dvarasamudra are not appnrent. 
The complete destruction of the town in 1327 and perhaps also, in a way, the rise 
of some of the feudatory chiefs into prominence, may have brought aliout a change 
in the capital. The latest date for Ballaja obtained from inscriptions is Saka 1265 
( =  A.D. 1343).

Bv this time Harihara I the founder of the Vijavanagara dynasty had already 
established himself in the Konkan. A powerful family of Hoysala subordinates in 
Kohgu were the chiefs who founded the fort and town of Danayukaukottai in the 
Sfttvainangalam tAluka of the Coimbatore district and who, when tin* firm hold of 
imperial suzereignty had become slack, declared themselves independent. They were 
the rulers of radinalku-nadu with their seat of government at Terkanambi in the 
Gundlup<He t&luka of the Mysore district and were the descendants of Beruinaje- 
Dandanayaka, one of the aldegenerals of Narasimha III. The son of I*cruma|e was

« / .fl. Vira Yirupikslia Balls)* IV, rofonv;l to Inter on.
. Mr. Rico doubtfully idoutifiem it with llosadorga in tho Chitaldroog di*trict. I t  apj-car* ncry tempting to 

identify Howdurga, LTosabotti* or Hoeavhju with Uoftapftftaip auil that *g»in with the modem ITtonot in tho RoUary 
district particularly on account of it* alleged proximity to Virarijaja Vtraptlmhaptt*** whieb aa U »tond» \» n fitting 
name or lumanu of the town *nrrounding tho Virt»l*k*ha toraplo at Hampe. Thi* wggeation, no doubt, tuuettlw tho 
theory of tho foundation of the town of Vtjaymiugun for tho firet time during tho toign of Ilarihara I. The eriatcnc* 
even now of a Hoysala inscription in the VirOpSkih* tomplo leave* it beyond donbt that the temple (and porhapa 
al*o a town connected witli it) woro at that place long before the Yijayamgnm capital was otahlblwd.
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Madbava-Dandanayaka who assumed the titles * the subduer of Nilagiri,’ Immadi- 
Rahuttaraya Sitagaraganda, Kongaramari, etc.

Ballala I I I  liad a son named Yira-Yirupaksha Ballaja IV, sometimes also 
known as Hampayya (Hampa-Vodeya). I t is doubtful if this prince, who was 
formally crowned to the Hoysaja throne in A.D. 1312, did ever rule. The Hoysala 
chiefs Harihara I  and Bukka I  were already growing in power and we may suppose 
therefore, for all practical purposes, that with Ballala I I I  ended the power of the 
Hoysakas. The memory of their once glorious rule was gratefully remembered even 
in the time of their political successors of the Yijayanagara dynasty' and is still retained 
in a numerically small section of Brahmanas called Hoysala or Hoyisana-Karnatakas.2 
Many of these Brahmanas are even to-day found in Salem and North Arcot, having 
settled there in the days when these districts were included in the Hoysala dominion. 
In  the I7tli Century A.D., at Venkunram in the North Arcot district was a petty 
chief called Kanlioji who claimed descent from Vitthala (Vishnuvardhana ?), the 
Hoysala king of Halebld and erected in that, village a rest-house for the merit 
of his mother. This is the last we hear of the name Hoysala.

In  Mysore there exist still in all their glory those wonderful repositories of Indian 
Architecture, the magnificent temples of Halebld, Belur, Somanathpur, AraSikere, 
Tarllcere, etc., of which Mr. Ferguson says “ the style to which these buildings 
belonged attained its fullest development and highest degree of perfection during the 
three centuries A.D. 1000 to 1300 in which the Hoysala Ballalas had supreme sway 
in  the Mysore country.”

H. K r i s h x a  Sastiu.

• Bnlckii I  is stated in a record from Penugondn to have been * ruling the territory belonging to the kings of the 
Hoysaja dynasty (wearing it with as much ease and grace) as an ornament on his shoulder.’

3 Another sub-sect of the Karnataka Brahmanas was the one called Udayagiri-Kannadiga to which belonged 
the able general Ravasam Kondamarasayya of the Yijayanagara king Krishnariiya.
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Corpus Insciiptionnm Indicarom, 
Vol. III . (Gupta Inscriptions.)

J. F. Fleet Superintendent, Bov*m- 
metit Printing, Calcutta, 
1888.

The Slump Architecture of Jann- 
pur. (N- I. S.)

A. Eiihrer, A re hu*o logical 
Survey. North-Western 
Provinces nnd Oudh, and 
E. W. Smith, Architectural 
Assistant.

Ditto, 1889.

Jeypore Portfolio of Architectural 
Details ; Parts I—X.

Colonel S. S. Jacob, C. I K. Griggs & Son, l/.ndon,
1890-0$.

South Indian Inscriptions (Vol. I). 
(N. I. S.)

E. ITultzsi'h, Government 
Epigraphist.

Government IVts, 
Madras. 1800.

List of photographic negatives of 
Ancient Buildings and Anti
quities in the Imperial Museum, 
Calcutta.

J . Wood-Mason and J. I). 
Begin r.

1800.

South Indian Inscriptions (Vol. IT). 
(N. I. S.)

E. Ilultr.sch, Government 
Epigraphist.

Government Press, 
Madras, 1S91-03

The Monumontal Antiquities and 
Inscriptions in the North- 
Western Provinces and Oudh.
(N. I. S.)

A. Filhrer, Arcbroologieal 
Survey, North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh.

Government Press, 
North-Western IWin- 
ccs and Oudh, ISP].

Lpigraphia Indica of the Archii;ol<>- 
o-ical Survey of India ( \ c*I. I). 
(N .I .S .)

J. Burgess, hit'* Director- 
General. Archeological 
Survey ol Tndia.

S’uporin tendon r, Oorom- 
ment Printing, Cakutta, 
1892.

Mababodhi or the Great Buddhist 
Temple nnder the Bodhi tn.e, 
at Buddhu Gaya.

A. Cunningham, late Direc
tor-General, Archeological 
Survey of India.

W . IT. Allen & Co., 18, 
Waterloo Place, I/ukIou, 
S.W., 1802.

JCpigraphiu Indioa of the Archruo- 
logieal Survey of Indiu (Vol. 11) 
(N. 1. S.)

J . Burg«?ss, late Director- 
General, Anh.-eological 
Survey of Indiu.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Calcutta, 
1894.
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Title of work.

I ndia—contil.

Notes on the Antiquities, Ethno
graphy, and History of Las Bela 
and Mekran.

South Indian Buddhist Antiqui
ties. (N. I. S.)

List of Architectural and Archaeo
logical Remains in Coorg. 
(N. I. S.)

L ist of photographic negatives 
belonging to the India Office.

Bower Manuscripts. (N. I. S.)

The Moghul Architecture of 
Fathpur-Sikri, Parts I—IV.
(N. 1. S.)

On the Muhammadan Architec
ture in Gujrat. (N. I. S.)

Ohalukyan Architecture, including 
examples from the Ballari 
District, Madras Presidency. 
(N. I. S.)

L ist of Antiquarian Remains in 
the Central Provinces and 
Benir. (N I. S.)

Monumental Remains of the 
Dutch East India Company 
in the Presidency of Madras.
(N. I. S.)

Revised lists of Antiquarian Re
mains in the Bombay Presi
dency. (N. 1. S.)

South Indian Inscriptions (Volume 
I II , Part 1). (N. I. S.)

A list of photographic negatives 
of Indian Antiquities in the 
collection of the Indian Museum 
with which is incorporated the 
list of similar negatives in the 
possession of the India Office.

Name and official designation 
of author.

T. II. Holdieh, Superinten
dent, Survev of India.

A. Rea, Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey, 
Madras.

Ditto

A. Ilcernle, Principal, Cal
cutta Madrassah.

E. Smith, Archaeological Sur
vey, North-AV estern Pro
vinces and Oudh.

J . Burgess, late Director- 
General, Archaeological 
Survey of India.

A. Rea, Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey, 
Madras.

H. Cousens, Superintendent, 
Arehseological Survey, 
Bombay.

Press and date of 
pnblication.

Superintendent, Govern
ment, Printing, Cal
cutta, 1894.

Government Press,
Madras, 1S94.

Ditto

Ditto

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Cal
cutta, 1893-97.

Government Press,
North-Western Pro
vinces and Oudh, 
1894-98.

Eyre & Spottiswoode, 
London, 1896.

Government 
Madras, 1896.

Press,

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Cal
cutta, 1897.

A. Rea, Superintendent, Government Press,
Arehseological Survey, Madras, 1897.
M adras.

H. Cousens, Superintendent, 
Archajological Survey, 
Bombay.

E. Ilultzsch, Government 
Epigraphist.

Dr. T. Bloch, 1st Assistant 
Superintendent, Indian 
Museum.

Government Central 
Press, Bombay, 1897.

Government Press,
Madras, 1899.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Cal
cutta, i960.
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Title of work. Name nnd official designution 
of author.

Press and date of 
publication.

I ndia—cnnhl.

List of Antiquarian Remains in 
His Highness the Nizam's 
territories. (N. I. S.)

H. Cousens, Superintendent 
Archaeological Survey, 
Bombay.

Suj)Criiitendont, Govern
ment Printing, Calcutta, 
1900.

The Muhammadan Architecture of 
Ahmcdabud, Part L  (N. I. S.)

•I. Burgess, late Director- 
General, Arobroological 
Survey of Indio.

Eyre & Spottiswoode, 
London, 1900.

Report on results of explorations 
iu the Nepal Tarni, Part I. 
(N. 1. S.)

P. C. Mukhcrjii, lutely em
ployed ou Archaeological 
explorations under the 
Government of the North- 
W estern Provinces and 
Oudh.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Cal
cutta, 1901.

The Jaina Stupa and some other 
Antiquities of Mathura. (N. I.
s.)

V. A. Smith, Indian Civil 
Service.

Government Press, 
United Provinces iUUJ.

Moghul Colour Decoration of Agra, 
Part [. (N. I. S.)

E. Smith, Arehteologion 
Surveyor, North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh

Ditto.

The Architectural Antiquities of 
Northern Gujrut. (N. I. S.)

J. Burgess, lato Director- 
General, Archaeological 
Survey of Indio, and 11. 
Cousens. Superintendent, 
Archroological Survey, 
Western India.

Eyre & Spottiswoode, 
London, 1903.

The Muhauimadau Architecture of 
Ahmedahad, Part 11, with 
Muslim and Hindu Remains in 
the vicinity. (N. I . S.)

J . Burgess, late Director- 
General of the Archeologi
cal Survey of India.

Ditto, 1905.

Portfolio of illustrations of Siml 
Tiles.

II. Cousens, Superintendent, 
Arc haw logical Survey of 
India, Western Circle.

W. Griggs & Sons, 
Limited, 1900.

Antiquities of Chambn State, Part 
1—Inscriptions of the pre-Mu
hammadan period. (N. I. S.)

J. Pli. Vogel, Superintendent 
in charge of Hindu and 
Buddhist Monuments, 
Northern Circle.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, India, 
Calcutta, 1911.

Akbar's Tomb, Sikandaru, near 
Agra. (N. L  S.)

B. W. Smith, M. R. A. S.,
Superintendent, Archeologi
cal Survey, Northern Cin?lc.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Press, United Pro
vinces, 1 DOS.

Pallava Architecture. (N. I. S.) V. Il«if M. R. A. S., Superin
tendent, Archaeological 
Survey, Southern Circle.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Press, Madras, 
1900.

/
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Title of work- Name nn<l official iloi^nntion 
of Author.

Pr**i and date of 
publication.

1  s  l»i a— eon eld.

Annual Report of the Director- 
General of Archaeology in India 
for tin* vear 1902-06, Parts I 
and II. *

J. H. Marshall, Director- 
General of Archeology 
in India.

Superintendent Gov
ernment Printing, 
Calcutta, 1904.

Ditto for the year 1003-04, 
Parts I and I I .

Ditto . Ditto, 1905-U6.

Ditto for the year 1904-05, 
Part I.

Ditto Ditto, 1006.

Ditto for the vear 1904-05, 
Part 11.

Ditto . Ditto, 1908.

Ditto for the rear 1905-06, 
Part I.

Ditto Ditto. 1907.

Ditto for the year 1905-00, 
Port II.

Ditto . Ditto, 1908.

Ditto for the year 1900-07, 
Part I.

Ditto Superintendent, Gov
ernment Central 
Branch l*re*s, Simla, 
1908.

Ditto, for the rear 1900-07, 
Part II.

Ditto , ..Superintendent, Gov
ernment Printing, Cal
culi a, 1909.

Ditto for the year 1907-08,' 
Parl»* 1 and 11.

Ditto . Ditto.

Ditto for tho year 1908-09, 
Parts I and 11.

Ditto . Ditto.

Ditto for the year 1909-10, 
Purl* I and II.

J . Ph. Vogel. Offg. Direotor- 
Gonr-ral of Areh®ology in 
India.

Ditto, 1911 and 
191*2.

M adras—

Notes on the Amaravati Stupa J . Burgess. Government 
Archeological Surveyor for 
Western and Southern 
India.

Government Press, 
Mudraa, 1882.

Notes and Inscriptions from 
Temples in the Madura District, 
Vol. IV.

Ditto Ditto, 18S5-S0.

Tamil and Sanskrit Inscriptions 
with some notes on village 
antiquities collected chiefly in 
the south of the Madras Presi
dency.

Ditto Ditto, 1SS6.
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.

Press and date of 
publication.

Madras—con id.

List of ancient monuments for 
conservation in the Madras 
Presidency in 1881-

J. Burgess, Government 
Archaeological Surveyor for 
Western and Southern India.

Government Press, 
Madras, 1886->7.

Ditto, in 1891. A. Rea, Archaeological Sur
veyor, Madras.

Ditto, 1891.

Epigraphia Indica and Record of 
the Archaeological Survey of 
India, Vol. I l l ,  1894-95.

E. Hultzsch, Government 
Epigraphist.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing,. 
Calcutta, 1895.

Ditto Vol. IV , 1896-97 Ditto Ditto, 1897.

Ditto „ V, 1898-99 Ditto Ditto, 1899.

Ditto „ VI, 1900-01 Ditto Ditto, 1901.

Ditto „ VII, 1902-08 Ditto . . • Ditto, 1901.

Ditto „ V III, 190 5-06 Ditto Ditto, 1907.

Ditto „ IX, 190 7-0S Dr. E. Hultzsch, Professor in 
the University of Ilalleand 
Dr. Sten Know, Government 
Epigraphist for India.

Ditto, 1908.

Ditto „ X, 1909-10 Dr. Sten Know and V. Ven- 
kavya, Government Epi
graphist for India.

Ditto, 1910.

List of tombs and monuments of 
Europeans, etc., in the Madras 
District.

Government of Madras , Government Press, 
Madras, 1898.

List of tombs and monuments 
erected in Madras.

Ditto , , Ditto.

List of statues, monuments and 
busts erected in Madras in 
honour of distinguished servants 
of the State.

Ditto Ditto.

Annual Report of the Archaeolo
gical Survey, Madras and Coorg, 
for the year 1899-1900.

A. Rea, Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey.

Ditto, 1900.

Ditto, 1900-01 Ditto Ditto, 1901.

Ditto, 1901-02 Ditto Ditto, 1902.

Ditto, 1902-03 Ditto , Ditto, 1903.

Ditto, 1903-04 Ditto . . Ditto, 1904.

Ditto, 1904-05 Ditto Ditto, 1905.

z 2
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.

Press and date of 
publication.

M adras—contd.

Annual Progress Report 
Archaeological Survey 
raent, Southern Circle 
year 1905-06.

of the 
Depart- 
for the

A. Rea, Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey.

Government Press, 
Madras, 1906.

Ditto, for the year 1900-07 t Ditto • • Ditto, 1907.

Ditto, for the year 1907-08 • Ditto • • Ditto, 1908.

Ditto, for the year 1908-09 • Ditto • ■ Ditto, 1909.

Ditto, for the year 1909-10 • Ditto • Ditto, 1910.

Report on Epigraphical 
accomplished from July 
to June 1S92.

work
1891

E . Hultzsch, 
Epigraphist.

Government Ditto, 1892.

Ditto Ju ly  1S92 
1893.

to June Ditto • Ditto, 1S93.

Ditto
1894.

do. 1893 to do. Ditto • * Ditto, 1894.

Ditto
1895.

do. 1S94 to do. Ditto • • Ditto, 1S95.

Ditto
1S96.

do. 1S95 to do. Ditto • • Ditto, 1896.

D itto
1897.

do. 1S96 to do. Ditto .. Ditto, 1897.

Ditto
1898.

do. 1897 to do. Ditto • • Ditto, 1898.

Ditto
1899.

do. 1S9S to do. V. Venkayya, 1st Assistant to 
the Government Epigraphist.

Ditto, 1899.

Ditto
1900.

do. 1S99 to do. Ditto ■ • Ditto, 1900.

Ditto
1901.

do. 1900 to do. E. Hultzsch, 
Epigraphist.

Government Ditto, 1901.

Ditto.
1902.

do. 1901 to do. Ditto • • Ditto, 1902.

Ditto.
1903.

do. 1902 to do. Ditto • • Ditto, 1903.

Ditto
1904.

do. 1909 to do. V. Yenkavya, Officiating 
Government Epigraphist.

Ditto, 1904.

Ditto
1905.

do. 1904 to do. Ditto • • Ditto, 1905.
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.

M adras— conoid.

Annual Report of the Assistant 
Archaeological Superintendent 
for Epigraphy, Southern Circle, 
for the year 1905-06.

Ditto for the year 1906-07

Ditto for the year 1907-08

Ditto for the year 190S-09

Ditto for the year 1909-10

B ombay—•

V. Yenkayya, Assistant 
Archaeological Superintend
ent for Epigraphy.

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto

II. Krishna Sastri, Avargal, 
Assistant Archaxdogical 
Superintendent for Epigra
phy, Southern Circle.

Press and date of 
publication.

The Antiquities of the Kolaba .......
Agency. (Ser. 330, Sel. Rec.,
Bombay, N. S. No. 7.)

The Antiquities of Kolhapoor illus- .......
trated. (Ser. 850, Sel. Rec.,
Bombay, N. S. No. 8.)

Extracts in connection with Maho- .......
medan Architecture at Beeja- 
poor, in the Satara Districts, etc.
(1854). (Ser. 350, Sel. Rec.,
Bombay, N. S. No. 40.)

Observations on inscriptions on Major G. LeG. Jacob . 
copper-plates dug up at Naroor, 
in the Koodal Division of the 
Sawunt Waree State, 1848;
with translations and facsimiles,
1S51. (Ser. 350, Sel. Rec.,
Bombay, N. S. No 10.)

Government 
Madras, 1900.

Press,

Ditto, 1907. 

Ditto, 1908. 

Ditto, 1909. 

Ditto, 1910.

1854.

1854.

1857.

1S55.

Rock-cut Temples of Western J. Fergusson,F.R.S.,M.R.A.S. Cundall & Downess, 
India. | I London, 1864.

Report on the illustration of the Dr. Forbes Watson and 
Archaic Architecture of India, Mr. Fergusson, General 
etc. j Cunningham, and Colonel

Meadows Taylor.

Notes to accompany a series of Captain Lyon, late of Her 
photographs designed to illustrate Majesty's 68th  Regiment 
the Ancient Architecture of of Light Infantry.
Western India.

Memorandum on the Buddhist James Burgess, Archseolo- 
Caves a t J  unnar. gical Surveyor and Reporter

to Government, and J. F. 
Fleet, Bo. C. S.

1869.

Carey Brothers, 
College Street, 
Geneva, 1871.

Old
3,

Government Central 
Press, Bombay, 1874.
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Titli* of work. Nma and nfRoinl designation 
of author.

Press mid date of 
publication.

B ouhay—contd.

Memorandum on the antiquities 
a t Dabhoi, Akmedabad, Than, 
Junagudh, (rirnar, anil Dhauk.

James Burgess, Archaeolo
gical Surveyor und Reporter 
to Government.

Government Central 
Press, Bombay, 1875.

Memorandum on the remains at 
Gnmli, Gop, anil in Kachh, etc.

Ditto Ditto.

Provisional lists of ArohiU'otnral 
and other Archeological remains 
in Western India, including the 
Bombay Presidency, Sindh, 
Berar, Central Provinces, and 
Hyderabad.

Ditto Ditto.

Translations of inscriptions from 
Belguum and KalAdgi Districts 
in the Report of the iir»t season’s 
operations of the Archaeological 
Survey of Western India and of
inscriptions from Ivathiuviar and
Kachh.

J . F. Fleet, Bo. C.S., and Hari 
Vaman Li may a, B.A.

Ditto, 1876.

Buddhist Caves of Ajanta. 
Second edition.

Prepared bv Major K. Gill and 
revised bv James Burgess, 
F.R.G.S.; M.U.A.S.

Ditto, 1S76.

Notes ou the antiquities of the 
Taliikus of Porner, Sangamuer, 
Ankol**, and Koperguum form
ing the charge of the 2nd Assist
an t Collector, Alnnadnngar, 
with revised lists of remains in 
the Ahumdnagnr, Nosik, Puna, 
Thnnn, and Kaliidgi Zillah>.

W. F. Sinclair, Bo. C.S., and 
J. Burgess, Archwologica 1 
Surveyor and Reporter to 
Government.

Ditto, 1877.

Architectural and Arclucologicul 
remains in Khamlesh in 1877.

W. H. Propcrf, Collector of 
Khandesh.

Ditto.

Reports (from the Collectors* 
regarding the Arelurological re
mains in the Karachi, llaidem- 
bnd, and Shikarpur Colloctorates 
in Sindh, with plans of tombs.

Ditto, 1876.

Report on the Architectural and 
Arclncological remains in the 
Province of Kachh, with 5 
p*j>ers by the late Sir Alex. 
Jinnies. (Selections from the 
records of the Bom hay Govern
ment, No. CLI1, new series.)

Dnlpatram Tmniivan Khu- 
Khar.

Ditto.
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Title of vrotk. .Yiuif .uni official designation 
■■f author.

Pr**» mid ilutc of 
imhlieution.

B ombay—contd.

Nolen on the Buddha Hock-Temp
les of Ajanta, their paintings 
and sculptures, and ou tlie paint* 
inga of the Bag’ll Caves, modern 
Buddha Mythology, etc.

J. Burgess. Archtoological 
Surveyor, Western India.

Government Control 
Press, Bombay, 187(5.

Inscriptions from the Cave Tem
ples of Western India with 
descriptive notes, etc.

J . Burges*. Arclueological 
Surveyor and Bhagwanlal 
Imlraji Pandit.

Ditto, 1881.

Lists of the antiquarian remains in 
the Bombay Presidency, Sindh 
and Berfir, with an Appendix 
of inscriptions from Gnjrat.

J . Burgess, Archaeological 
Surveyor and Reporter to 
Government.

Ditto, 1SS5.

Scheme for the protection and 
conservation of ancient buildings 
in and around the City of 
Alimedabud.

A. W. Crawiey Boevy, C.S. Education Society's Press, 
Bombay, 1880

List of photographs of ancient 
buildings and antiquities, Bom
bay.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Calcutta, 
1887.

The antiquities of the town of 
Dabhoi in Gujarat.

James Burgess, LL.D., C.I.E., 
Director-General of the 
Archeological Survey of 
India, and II. Cousens, 
M.R. A.S.. Archaeological 
Surveyor, Western India.

George Waterston & 
Sons, Edinburgh. 1SSS.

List of Photographic Negatives 
of ancient buildings and anti
quities of the Bombay Presi
dency.

H. Consens, M.R.A.S., 
Arehieological Surveyor, 
Western India.

Government Central 
Press, Bombay, 18$ 8,

List of Photographic Negatives 
of the paintings copied from 
the Ajanta Caves between 1872 
and 1885 a t the Government 
School of Art, Bombay, Sup
plement to the Bombay List of 
Photographic Negatives.

James Burgess . Superintendent. Govern
ment Printing, Calcutta, 
1889.

Bijapar Guide . . . . II. Cousens, M.R.A.S., 
Archaeological Surveyor, 
Western ludio.

Orphanage Press, Poona,
1889.
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Title of work. Nauio uml official designation 
of author.

Press and date of 
publication.

Bosi bat— contd.

Notes on tlu» buildings and other 
antiquarian remains at Bijapur, 
with translations of the inserip- 
tionf.

II. Cousens, Archaologionl 
Surveyor, Western India, 
and K. Rohatsek.

Government Central 
Press, Bombay, 1890.

An account of the Caves a t Nad- 
eur and Kurtambla.

II. Cousens, Archaeological 
Surveyor, Western India.

Ditto, 1891.

Progress Report of the Arclneo- 
logicnl Survey of Western India 
for the months of December 
18*9 to April 1890.

Ditto Ditto, 1890.

Ditto for the months of M ay 1800 
to April 1801.

Ditto Ditto, 1891.

Ditto for the months of May 1801 
to April 1892.

Ditto . Ditto, 1892.

Ditto for the months of May 1892 
to April 1893.

Ditto Ditto, 1S93.

Ditto for the months of May 1893 
to April 1891.

Ditto . Ditto, 1891.

Ditto for the months of May 1894 
to August 1895.

Ditto Ditto, 1S95.

Ditto for the months of September 
1S95 to April 1890.

Ditto Ditto, 1890.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1897.

Ditto Ditto, 1897.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1898.

Ditto Ditto, 1898.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1899.

Ditto Ditto, 1S00.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1900.

Ditto . Ditto, 1900.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1901.

Ditto , Ditto, 1901.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1902.

Ditto . Ditto, 1902.

Ditto for the year ending 30th 
June 1903.

Ditto . . . 1 Ditto, 1903.
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Title of work. Xamo and olfioial designation 
of author.

Prcii and date of 
publication.

B o m b a y — conoid.

Progress Report o£ the Archaeo
logical Survey of Western India 
for the ve.«r ending 30th June 
1004.

11. Cousens, Arehteologieal 
Surveyor. Western India.

Government Central 
Press, Bombay, 1904.

Ditto for the year ending 80th 
June 1905.

Ditto Ditto, 1005.

Progress Report of the Archaeo
logical Survey of India, Western 
Circle, for the months of July ro 
March 1900, inclusive.

Ditto Ditto, lUOO.

Ditto for the year ending 81 at 
March 1'J07.

Ditto . Ditto, 1007.

Ditto for the year ending 8 1 s t  

March-1008.
Ditto . Ditto, lOUS.

Ditto for the year ending 81st 
March 1900. ’

Ditto . Ditto, 1909.

Ditto for the year ending 31st 
March 191U.

Ditto . Ditto, 1010.

Paintings in the Buddhist Cave- 
Temples of Ajauta, Klmndesb, 
India. Volume 1 (Pictorial sub
jects).

John Griffiths, lote Principal 
of the Sir J a m  shed ji 
Jijihiini School of Art, 
Bombay, Fellow of the 
University of Bombay, 
Member of the Bombay 
Branch of the Royal Asia
tic Society.

W. Griggs, Loudon, 1398

Ditto ditto, Volume II 
(Decorative details).

Ditto Ditto, 1W0C.

B e s o m .—

Account of a visit to Mount 
Parisnath (in Chulia Nagpoor) 
and the Jain Temples thereon 
in 1827. (Ser. 250, Sel. Rec., 
Bengal, No. 33.)

A. P........................................... 1861.

Ruins of the Nalunda Monasteries 
at Burgaon, Sub-Division Bihar, 
District Patna.

A. M. Broadloy, B.C.S. Bengal Secretariat Prow, 
Calcutta, 1372.

Report on the Archaeology of the 
District of Midnapore.

11. I,. Harrison, B.C.S. Ditto, 1873.

Buddlm G a p , the Hermitage of 
Sdkya Muui.

Rajendralala Mitra, LL.D., . 
C.l.E.

Ditto, 1878

List of objects of antiquarian 
interest in Bengal.

Ditto, 1780.
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Title* of work. Name and oftioinl designation 
of nutlmr.

Piwr and date of 
publication.

BkS'IIAU—CQHtd.
A Li.st of the objects of antiquarian 

interest in the Lower Provinces 
of Bengal (with historical 
descriptions).

....... Bengal Secretariat Press, 
Calcutta, 1870.

.Revised list of ancient monuments 
in Bengal, 1S$G.

Government of Bengal, P. W. 
Department, assisted by 
.1. 1). Beglar and W . B. B.

Ditto, 1S87.

Some Historical and Ethnical 
asjrecta of the Bnrdwun District.

W. B. Oldham, O.I.K., Indian 
Civil Service.

Ditto, 1891.

D’u-coverv of the exact site of 
Asoka's classic Capital of Puta- 
liputra, the Pulibothra of the 
Greeks, and description of the 
superficial remains.

1.. A. Waddell, M.B. Ditto, 1892.

A Brief Hietorv of the Bodh Gaya 
Math.

Rai Bam Anugrah Namyan 
Singh Balmdur.

Ditto, 1893

Sikkim Gazetteer . . . . Ditto, 1891.

Some Historical and Ethnical 
aspect* of the Bnrdwnn District 
with an explanatory Index (Re
print).

W. B. Oldham. C.I.E., Indian 
Civil Service.

Ditto.

List of Statues, Monuments, and 
Butrlh in Culcutta of historical 
interest.

Ditto.

T.is! of Ii .-criptions on tombs or 
monuments jrossossing historical 
or arehandogical interest.

C. R. Wilson, M.A., of tire 
Bengal Educational Service.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Calcutta, 
1890.

la s t  of Ancient Monuments in 
Bengal— Revised and corrected 
up to 3 ls t Angust 1895.

lk ngal Secretariat Press, 
Calcutta, 1890.

List of ancient monuments :— 
Dacca Division . . . Ditto.

Rnjshahi Division Ditto.

Orissa Division Ditto.

Chota Nagpur Division Ditto.

Bhagalpur Division • . . Ditto

Chittagong Division Ditto.

Burdwan Division . . . Ditto.

Pntna Division • . . Ditto.
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.

Press and date of 
publication.

Bengal—concld.

Presidency Division . . Bengal Secretariat Press, 
Calcutta, 1896.

Report with photographs of the 
repairs executed to some of the 
principal temples at Bhubanes- 
var and caves in the Khandagiri 
and Udaigiri Hills, Orissa, 
between 1898 and 1903.

M. II. Arnott, M.Inst. C.E., 
Executive Engineer, Bengal 
Public Works.

Waterlow & Sons, 
Limited, London, W ., 
1903.

Annual Report of the Archseolo- 
gical Survey, Bengal Circle, for 
the year 1900-01.

T. Bloch, Archmological 
Surveyor, Bengal Circle.

Bengal Secretariat Press, 
Calcutta, 1901.

Ditto for the year ended 
April 1902.

Ditto Ditto, 1902.

Ditto for the year ended 
April 1903.

Ditto Ditto, 1903.

Ditto for - the year ended 
April 1904.

Ditto Ditto, 1904.

Ditto for the year ended April 1905. Ditto . . , Ditto, 1905.

Annual Report of the Archajolo- 
gical Survey, Eastern Circle, for 
1905-00.

Ditto . , . Ditto, 1906.

Ditto for 1900-07. A. II. Longhurst, Officiating 
Superintendent, Archeolo
gical Survey, Eastern Circle.

Ditto, 1907.

Ditto for 1907-08. T. Bloch, Superintendent, 
Arclneologieal Survey, 
Eastern Circle.

Ditto, 190S.

Ditto for 1908-09. Ditto . Ditto, 1909.

Ditto for 1909-10.

U niteo P rovinces—
Description of the antiquities at 

Kaliniar.

A. II. Longhurst, Officiating 
Superintendent, Arcbseolo- 
gical Survey, Eastern Circle.

F. Maisey Baptist
1848.

Ditto, 1910.

M ission Press,

List of Photographic Negatives of' 
the monumental antiquities in the 
North-Western Provinces and 
Oudh.

A. Fiihrer, Ph.D., Archseolo- 
gical Surveyor, and E. W. 
Smith, Architectural Sur
veyor, North-Western Pro
vinces and Oudh.

Superintendent, Govern
ment Printing, Calcutta, 
1889.

Progress Reports of the Epigra-, 
phical and Architectural Branches 
of the North-Western Provinces 
and Oudh from October 1889 till 
30th June 1891.

Ditto . Government Press, North- 
Western Provinces and 
Oudh, 1892.

"
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.

l’rc*n and date of 
]>ubliaitiou.

U n i t e d  P r o v i n c e s  contd.

Annual Progress Report of the 
Archaeological Survey Circle, 
North-lVwtem  Provinces ami 
OudU, for the year 1891-92.

A. Fiihrer, Ph.l)., Archeolo
gical Surveyor.

Thomason College Press, 
Roorkee, 1892.

Ditto for tho year ending June 
1893.

Ditto . Ditto, 1898.

D itto for the year ending June 
1804.

Ditto Ditto, 1891.

Ditto for the year ending June 
1895.

Ditto . Ditto, 1895.

D itto for the year ending June 
1896.

Ditto . Ditto, 1896.

D itto for the vear ending June 
1897.

Ditto . Ditto, 1897.

Ditto for the  year ending June 
1S98.

Ditto Ditto, 1898.

Ditto for tho rear ending June 
1S99.

V. A. Smith, I.C.S., and 
E. IV. Smith, Archccologieal 
Surveyor.

Government Press, North- 
Western Provinces and 
Oudh, 1899.

Ditto for the year ending 81st 
March 1900. '

F. T V . Smith, Archteological 
Surveyor.

Ditto, 1900.

Ditto for the year ending 81st 
March 1901’.

Ditto . Ditto, 1901.

Annual Progress Report of the 
Archaeological Survey Circle, 
United Provinces, for the year 
ending 81 st .March 1902.

Government Press, United 
Provinces, 1902.

Ditto for the year ending 81st 
M arch 1908.

E. B. S. Shepherd, Archeo
logical Surveyor.

Ditto, 1908.

Annual Progress Rejiort of the 
Archaeological Surveyor, United 
Provinces and Pnnjah, for the 
year ending 31st March 1901.

TV. 11. Nieholls, Archaeologi
cal Surveyor.

Ditto, 1901.

Ditto for the year ending 31st 
March 1905.

Ditto Ditto, 1905.

Annual Progress Report of the 
Archeological Surveyor, North-

Ditto Ditto, 1906.

crn Circle, for the year ending 
81st March 1006,
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Title of work. Xmuv uml official dcaignatiou 
of nuthor.

Prow anil date of 
publication.

UNITED PROVINCES conrl/I.

Annual Progress Kc-port of the 
Archaeological Surveyor, North
ern Circle, for the vear ending 
31*t March 1906.07.'

W. II. Nicholla, Arclucologioal 
Surveyor.

Government Press, 
United Provinces, 1907.

Ditto for the vear 1907-08. R. r .  Tucker, Arclucologioal 
Surveyor.

Ditto, 1908.

Ditto for the vear 1908-00 . • Ditto Ditto, 1909.

Ditto for the year 1909-10 . Ditto . Ditto, 1910.

List of Christian tombs, and monu
ments of arclueologieul and his
torical interest and their inscrip
tions in the North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh.

A. Fiikrer, Arclucologioal 
Surveyor, Nort h-Western 
Provinces and Oudh.

Government Press, North- 
Western Provinces and 
Oudh, 1890.

The remains near Kasia in the 
Gorakhpur District.

V. A. Smith, I.C.S. . Ditto.

Portfolio of Indian Architectural 
drawings, Part I.

E. W. Smith, Arclucologioal 
Surveyor, North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh.

Griggs & Sons, London.

Report on the antiquities in the 
district of Lalitpur, North-West
ern Provinces.

Poorno Chander Mukhvrji . Thomason College Press, 
Soorkec, 1899.

Plates illustrating the Rojiort on 
the antiquities in the district of 
Lalitpur, North-Western Provin
ces.

Ditto . . . Ditto.

P unjab—

Objects of Antiquarian interest in 
the Punjab and its dependencies 
compiled from statements fur
nished by the several Deputy 
Commissioners. Ilis Highness the 
Maharajah of Kashmir, and the 
.Superintendents, Cis-Sutlej, 
lluhawalpur, and Cbamba States.

Public Works Department 
Press, Lahore, '875.

Descriptive T.i*t of the Principal 
Buddhist Sculptures in the Lahore 
Museum.

A. Cunningham, Director- 
General, Arclucologioal Sur- 
vey.

Descriptive List of Photographic 
Negatives of Buddhist Sculptures 
in the Lahore Central Museum.

J. L. Kipling, Curator 1889.

Report of the Punjab Circle of the 
Archteologioal Survey, 18SS-SP.

C. J. Rodgers, Arohwological 
Surveyor.

W. Ball & Co., Lahore, 
1891.
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.

I’ross and date of 
publication.

P unjab—coticld.

List of inscriptions in the Lahore 
Museum.

Dr. M. A. Stein 1899.

Revised list of objects of Arclueo- 
logical interest in the Punjab.

C. J. Rodgers, Archaeological 
Surveyor.

Baptist Mission Press, 
Calcutta.

Report of the Archaeological 
Survey, Punjab Circle, for the 
period from 1st January to 30tb 
June 1901.

Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, Archieolo
gical Surveyor, Punjab.

Lahore Caxton Printing 
Works, 1901.

Annual Progress Report of the 
Archaeological Surveyor, Punjab 
Circle, for the year ending 31st 
Mareh 1902.

Ditto Ditto, 1902.

Ditto for the rear ending 31st 
March 1903.

Ditto Ditto, 1903.

Annual Progress Report of the 
Superintendent, Archieological 
Survey, Punjab and United Pro
vinces Circle, for the year ending 
31st March 1904.

Dr. J . Ph. Vogel, Superinten
dent, Archaeological Survey.

Ditto, 1904.

Ditto for the year ending 31st 
March 1905.

Ditto Economical Press, 
Lahore, 1905.

Annual Progress Report of the 
Superintendent of the Archieo
logical Survey, Northern Circle, 
for the vear ending 31st March 
1906.

Ditto Ditto, 1906.

Ditto for the year ending 31st 
March 1907.

Ditto Ditto, 1907.

Ditto for the year ending 31st 
March 1908.

Ditto Ditto, 1908.

Ditto for the vear ending 31st 
March 1909.

A. H. Longhurst, Officiating 
Superintendent, Archaeolo
gical Survey, Northern 
Circle.

Ditto, 1909.

Ditto for the year ending 31st 
March 1910.

J. Ph. Vogel, Superinten
dent, Archieological Survey, 
Northern Circle.

Ditto, 1910.

N .-W  F. P rovince—

Report on the explorations of the 
Buddhist ruins a t Jarn&lgarhi 
during the months of March and 
April 1873. (Supplement to the 
Punjab Government Gazette of 
12th February, 1874.)

Lieut. A. Crompton, R.E. 1874.
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Title of work. Name and «>f!tnial designation 
of author.

Prftu anti date of 
publication.

N.-W . F. Province —cottcl<l.

Report on (ho explorations of (ho 
Buddhist ruins near Kh&rkai 
during the months of March 
and April 1871. (Supplement 
to the Punjab Government 
Gazette of Jlth  June 1871.)

Lieut. Skene Grant, R.E. 1874.

Report on the exploration of the 
Buddhist ruins at Takht-i-liai 
Yuwif/.ai, during the months of 
January, February, March and 
April 1871. (Supplement to 
the Punjab Government Gazette 
of 0th August 1871.1

Sergeant F. 11. Wi Ichor, 
R.K.

1871.

Report on the explorations at mound 
Shuhji-ki-dheri near Peshawar. 
(Supplement to the Punjab 
Government Gazette of 18th 
November, 1875.)

Lieut. C. A. Crompton, R. E. 1875.

Report on the explorations at 
Taikal new Peshawar. (Supple- 
ment to the Punjab Government 
Gazette of 18th November 1875 
and of SOfch March 1 b7♦».)

Lieut. P. Haslutt, R.E. 1870.

Reports of Buddhist explorations 
in the Peshawar District by the 
10th Company of Sapj»ers and 
Miners.

Lieut, C. Maxwell, R.E. Public Works Depart
ment, Punjab. 1882.

Memorandum on excavations at 
Sikri, Yusafzni.

Cant 11. A. Deane, Assistant 
Commissioner.

Punjab Government 
Press. Lahore, 1889.

Detailed report of an Archaeolo
gical tour with the Buncr Field 
Force.

Dr. M. A. Stein. Principal, 
Oriental College, Lahore.

Ditto, 1898.

Report of Archaeological Survey 
work in the North-W est Fron
tier Province and Baluchistan 
for the period from January 2nd. 
1901, to March 81st, 1005*

M. A. Stein. Ph.D., Inspec- 
tor General of Eduearion 
nud Archmological Sur
veyor, North-West Frontier 
Province and Baluchistan.

Government Press, 
N'ort h»W est Frontier 
Province, 1905.

Annual report of the Vndueologi- 
eal Survey of India, Frontier 
Circle, for 1900-0 7.

Dr. I). B. Spooner. Superin
tendent, Arohoeological Sur
vey, Frontier Circle.

Ditto, 1907.

Ditto for 1907-08 Ditto Commercial Press, Pesha
war, 19U8.

Ditto for 1008-00 Ditto Government. Press, 
North-West Frontier 
Province, 1909.

Ditto for 1000-10 Ditto Ditto, 1910.
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publication.

Blbma—

List of objects of antiquarian 
interest in British Burma.

Dr. K. Forchhammer, 
Government Archaeologist, 
Burma.

Government 
Burma, 1880.

Press,

Notes ou the early History and 
Geography of British Burma—

I. The Shwe Dagon Pagoda Ditto Ditto, 1883.

11. The first Buddhist Mission 
to Suvam&bhnmi.

Ditto Ditto, 1884.

List of objects Antiquarian and 
Arclueological interest in British 
Burma.

Ditto , . Ditto.

Reporta on Archaeological work done 
in Burma during the years 
1879-80. (Being a Review 
dated 18th June 1881*.)

Dr. E. Porchliuniincr . 1S89.

Tin* P<i U Dating inscription, 
erected liv King Sinbvuyiu 
in 1774 A .b .

Taw Sein Ko, Government 
Translator, Burma.

Government 
Burma, 1881.

Press,

List of objects of antiquarian 
interest in Arakan.

Dr. E. Forchhammer, 
Government Arclueologist, 
Burma.

Ditto.

List of objects of antiquarian 
interest in Burma.

Ditto . Ditto, 1802.

Inscription of Pagau, Pinya, and 
Ava (deciphered from the ink 
impressions found among the 
paj>en> of the late Dr. Foroh- 
hammer).

Taw Sein Ko, Government 
Translator, Banna.

Ditto.

Report on the Antiquities of 
Arakan.

Dr. E. Forchhammer, 
Government Arehieologist, 
Burma.

Ditto.

Report on the Kyaukku Temple 
at Pagan.

Ditto • . Ditto.

The Kalyani Inscriptions Taw Sein Ko, Government 
Translator, Burma.

Ditto.

Memorandum of a tour in parts of 
the Amherst, Shwegyin ami 
Pegu Districts.

Ditto . Ditto.

Note ou a tour in Burma in March 
and April 1892.

F. 0 .  Oertel, Assistant 
Engineer on special duty, 
Public Works DejMirtmcnt, 
North-Western Provinces 
and Oudii.

Ditto, 1803.
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Titlo of work.

Burma—could.

Notes on an Arclusologicul tour 
through Ramannndesa.
(The Taluiug country of Burma.)

A preliminary study of the l’o U 
Dauug Inscription of Siubvuvin, 
1774 A.D.

A preliminary stmlv of the Kaly- 
uni 1 inscriptions.

Notes on antiquities in Kamuumi- 
de*a.
(The Talaing country of Burma.)

Name aud official designation 
of author.

Pr<** mill date of 
ouhlicAlioti.

Taw Soiu Ko, Government 
Translator, Burma.

Some remarks of the 
Inscriptions.

Kulyani
. !

Inscriptions copied from the
b tones collected h r King Bodaw- 
pava and placed near the 
Aruban Pagoda, Mundalay.

Inscriptions of Hogan, Piny a and 
A m .

Translation with notes.

Inscriptions collected in Upper 
Burma.

D itto

Ditto

Lieutenant-Colonel K. C. 
Temple, late President, 
Rangoon Municipality, 
Burma.

Taw Scin Ko. Government 
Translator, Burma.

Mating Tun Nyein, Ofliciating 
Government Translator, 
Bnrma.

Ditto

Taw Sein Ko, Government 
Archeologist, Burma.

Reprinted from the 
Indian Antiquary hr 
the E d u c u t  i o n a 1 
Society’s Steum Press,. 
Bombay, 1894.

Ditto.

Ditto

Ditto, 1804.

Index, Inscriptionum B. Birmani- 
earnm, Vol. I.

Ditto • • Ditto, 1900.

List of objects of antiquarian and 
archasological interest in Upper 
Burma.

Ditto • • Ditto, 1901.

List of Pugodus at Ragan under 
the oust oily of Government.

Ditto . • • Ditto.

Report on Arclucological work in 
Burma for the year 1901-02.

Ditto • • Ditto, l90£.

Ditto, for the year 1902-08 . Ditto • • Ditto, 1908.

Ditto, for the year 1908-04 . Ditto • 0 Ditto, 1001.

Ditto, for the year 1904-05 . Ditto . • • Ditto, 1905

Reprinted from the 
Indian Antiquary hr 
the E  d u c .i t i o « a 1 
Society’s Strum Press, 
Bombay, 1894.

Government 
Burma, 1S9 7.

Ditto, 1899.

Press,

Ditto, 1900— 1903
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of author.

Prrjin and dnto of 
publication.

BuRM \— coil eld.

Report of the Superintendent, Taw Scin Ko, Superinteu- Government Press,
Archeological Survey, Burma, dent, Arebteologic.al Survey. Burma, 1900.
for the year ending Hist Alarch 
1900.

Ditto, for the year ending Hist Ditto . Ditto, 1907.
A lurch JU07.

Ditto, for the vear ending Hist Ditto . Ditto, 190$.
Alarch 190S.

Ditto, for the vear ending HUf Ditto Ditto, 1909.
March 1909.

Ditto, for the rear ending Hist Ditto Ditto, 1910.
March 1910. -

AIy s o r l  an*d  C o o h c

Alvsore Inscriptions L. Rice, Director of Public Alvsore Government
Instruction. Press, 1879.

Epigraphia Carnatira —

Vol. 1. Coorg Inscriptions L. Rice, Secretary to Govern
ment.

Ditto, 1886.

Vol. 11. Inscriptions at Sravana L. lti^o, Director of Arclueo- Ditto, 1889,
Belgoln, a chief seat logical Researches and
of the .Tains Secretary to Government,
(Mysore). Alysore.

Vol. 111. Inscription* in the M y
sore District, Part 1.

Ditto Ditto, 1891.

Vol. IV . Ditto, Part 11 . D itto Ditto, 1898.

Vol. V, Ditto, inscriptions in L. Rice, Director of Arch too- Basel Mission Press,
the Hassan District logical Researches. Alan galore, 1902.
in 2 sections.

Vol. VI. Ditto, Inscriptions in Ditto Alvsore Government
the Kadur District. Frew, 1901.

Vol. A IT. Ditto, Inscriptions in Ditto Ditto, 1902.
the Shimoga District.
Part I.

Vol. M i l .  Ditto, ditto, Part 11. Ditto Ditto. 1901.
in two sections.

Vol. IX. Inscriptions in the Ditto Ditto, 1903.
BaiiG’nlore District. -
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Title of work. Name and official designation 
of author.
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M ysore axp Coorg—cancld.

Epigraphia Carnatica—

Vol. X. Inscriptions in the 
Kolar District, in two 
sections.

L. Rice, Director of Archieo- 
logical Researches.

Basel Mission Press, 
1905.

Vol. XI. Inscriptions in the 
Chitaldrug District.

Ditto . . Basel Mission Press, 
Mangalore, 1903.

Vol. X II. Inscriptions in the 
Tumkur District.

Ditto . 9 Ditto, 1905.

Mysore and Coorg from the Inscrip
tions.

Ditto Archibald Constable & 
Co., London, 1909.

Assam—

Report on the progress of his
torical research in Assam.

E. A. Gait, I.C.S., Honorary 
Director of Ethnography 
in Assam.

Assam Secretariat Print
ing Office, Shillong, 
1897.

List of archaeological remains in 
the Provinces of Assam.

•

•

Ditto, 1902.
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List o f Public Libraries, ctc.t to which copies o f the Director General's 
Annual Report, Par* 77, arc regularly supplied.

I .—COUNTRIES OUTSIDE INDIA.

USTITKP K ixguom.

British Museum Library, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London.
Bod 1 Plan Library, Oxford.
London University Library, Imj»eriiil Institute, London, S.W.
Cambridge University Library, Cambridge.

Edinburgh „ „  Edinburgh.
Glasgow „ „ Glasgow.

Aberdeen „ ,, Aberdeen.
Trinity College Library, Dublin.
Folklore Society, 11, Old Square, Lincoln’s Tnn, London, W.C.
National Art Library, South Kensington Museum, London.
Royal Institute of British Architects,!) Conduit Street, Hanover Square, Loudon, VV, 
Advocates’ Library, Edinburgh.

The Royal „  Windsor Castle, Berks,
Royal Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London.

Royal Society, Edinburgh.
Royal Irish Academy, 19, Dawson Street, Dublin.
National Library of Ireland, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin.

Royal Asiatic Society, ‘22, Albermarle Street, London.
Society of Antiquaries of London, Burlington'House, Piocndillv, W.
Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, National Museum of Antiquities, Queen St refit, 

Edinburgh.
Imperial Institute, London.

Indian institute, Oxford.
Society for Protection of Ancient Buildings, 10, Buckingham Street. Adelphi, W.C.
The Royal Academy of Arts, Burlington House, London.
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, London.
Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 3, Hanover Street, W., 

London.

F u a n c f .

Bihliotheque National*, Parit?. 1 P
Institute do France, Paris.
Musde Guimet, 7, Place d'lena, Paris.

( O
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I .—CO UN TRIES OU TSID E INDIA— con it!.

G ermany.

Bibliothck dor Deutschen Morgenliindisohcn Gesellschaft, Halle (Saale), Germany. 

Koval Prussian Academy of Sciences, Merlin 

Koval Museum for Ethnology, Berlin.
Xonigliche Genellsohaft dor Wiwenekaftfln zn Gottingen, Gdtringen.

Austria.

Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna.

Hungarian Academy, Buda-Posth.

Italy.
Bibliotcoa Na/ionult*, Vittorio Emamnde Jtomc.

R . Biblioteca Nazionalc Ceutrule di Firenze.
The Society Asiotica Italiana Firenze.

British School at Rome.
American School of Classical Studies at Rome.

Other Co im k ik s  in E urope.
Koninklijke Akademie van WotensebappOn te Amsterdam, Holland.
Royal Institute of Netherlands, India, The Hague, Holland.

Imperial Academy of Sciences ifor the Asiatic Museum), St. Petersburg. Russia. 
Royal Library, Copenhagen. Denmark.
National Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Academic Royale d'Archdologic de Belgique, Anvers.

University Library, Upsala, Sweden.
„ „ Christiania, Norway.

British School at Athens, Greece.

La SocE-te Archiiologique d'Athimea, Athens, Greece,

America.
American Oriental Society, 2U5, Bishop Street, New Haven, Conn, U.S.A. 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C., U.S.A.

Secretary, National Museum, Washington, U.S.A.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.

British Colonies.
The Museum, Canterbury, New Zealand.
Literary and Historical Society, Quebec, Caiuulu.

Melbourne Library, Melbourne.
University Library, Sydnuy, New South Wales.

Victoria Public Library, Perth, Western Australia.
Royal Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch, Colombo.

Straits Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, Singapore.
North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai.
Museum of Arabic Art, Cairo, Egypt.
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I.—COUNTRIES OUTSIDE INDIA.—concld.
F oreign Colonies.

Directeur del’Eeole fran9aise d’Extreme-Orient, Hanoi.
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Batavia.
Institut Franyais D’Areheologie Orientate du Caire, Caire, Egypt.
Ethnological Survey for the Philippine Islands, Department of Interior, Manila.

n .—INDIA .
(1) I mperial.

Imperial Library, Calcutta.
Indian Museum, Calcutta.

*Press Room, Calcutta and Simla.

(2) P rovincial. 

M adras.

Secretariat Library, Fort St. George.
University „ Madras.
Public „ „
Presidency College ,,
School of Art., „
Government Central Museum, Madias.
Christian College Library ,,

Bombay.

Secretariat Library, Bombay.
University „ „
Boml)ay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Town Hall, Bombay. 

School of Art, Bombay.
The College of Science, Poona.

Bengal.

Secretariat Library, Writers’ Buildings, Calcutta.
Universitv Library, the Senate House, Calcutta. 
Presidency College Library, 1, College Square, Calcutta. 
Sanskrit College Library, 1, College Square, Calcutta. 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 57, Park Street, Calcutta.

U nited P rovinces.

Secretariat Library, P. W. D., Allahabad.
University „ Allahabad.
Public Library, Allahabad.
Provincial Museum Library, Lucknow.

Sanskrit College, Benares.
Thomason College, Roorkee.
Archaeological Museum, Muttra.



H.—INDIA—eoneld.

P unjab.

Secretariat Library, Public "Works Department, Lahore. 
Punjab Public Library, Lahore.
Museum Library, Lahore.
University Library, Lahore.
Government College Library, Lahore.
Delhi Museum and Institute, Delhi.

N orth-W est F rontier P rovince. 

Secretariat Library, Peshawar.
Museum Library, Peshawar.

B urma.

Secretariat Library, Kangoon.

The Bernard Free Library, Rangoon.
The Phayre Museum, Rangoon.

Centrar. P rovinces

Secretariat Library, Nagpur.
Museum Library, Nagpur.

Secretariat Library, Shillong.

Coorg.

The Chief Commissioner of Coorg’s Library, Bangalore.

N ative States.

Hyderabad.

The Resident’s Library, Hyderabad.

Central India.

Library of the Agent to the Governor-General, Indore. 
The Librarian, Dhar Museum Library, Dhar. 
Rajkumar College, Indore.

Bajputana.

Library of the Chief Commissioner and Agent to 

College Library, Ajmer.
Rajputana Museum, Ajmer.

Baroda.
Library of the Resident a t Baroda.

the Governor-General, Ajmer.
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